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ABSTRACT 
This study is a synthetic approach to the evidence for storage function in the LCI 
settlement of Akrotiri, Thera. The selection of the particular subject is justified by the 
significance of the site in Bronze Age Aegean studies and the plethora of the 
archaeological evidence, which is preserved in an excellent state, as the settlement was 
buried under thick layers of volcanic strata. The material is presented as a case study for 
storage function, in order to examine patterns of storage and the level of subsistence 
self-sufficiency in the Akrotiri residential units and the settlement as an entity. A brief 
consideration of the theoretical framework relevant to the topic of the thesis is included, 
to be tested after the presentation of the material. The evidence for the storage vessels 
and the storage areas is presented and discussed in detail, in terms of typology and 
function, in the relevant chapters and in catalogues of types and individual specimens 
for the storage vessels, and in an account of the contents of specific storage areas of the 
buildings by floor levels, all accompanied by illustrated material. A contextual approach 
to the archaeological data for storage function is based on the discussion of selected 
residential units, which concentrates on aspects of subsistence potential and activities 
related to the domestic economy. Comparable material for storage facilities and storage 
practices is considered from contemporary Bronze Age sites in the Aegean, especially 
Crete and the islands. Insights into the character of the economy of the settlement in 
relation to local resources and external contacts are allowed to a certain extent. The 
conclusions of the study emphasise how the evidence from storage facilities and storage 
practices provide important information on the subsistence potential of the buildings and 
the nature of the domestic economy of the prehistoric site of Akrotiri. 
yta Tov Xiß-co NToüµoc xaa iov Peter Warren 
Tout 6amc6cXous µou 
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PART 
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SITE 
CHAPTER 1: THE SITE OF AKROTIRI 
1.1 THE PRE-ERUPTION THERAN LANDSCAPE AND OCCUPATION 
The present geography of the Santorini island group' is the result of the volcanic 
eruption that took place in the mature LMIA/LCI period and destroyed the prehistoric 
settlement of Akrotiri. Geological evidence shows that Santorini formed a ring-shaped 
island even before the Minoan eruption, and that the central part of the already existing 
caldera contained an island, the so-called Pre-Kammeni island (Heiken and McCoy 
1984; Friedrich et al. 1988)2. A number of sites have been identified on the islands of 
Thera and Therasia, either earlier than or contemporary with LCI Akrotiri (Sperling 
1973; Wagstaff 1978; Davis and Cherry 1990). Partially investigated are the sites of 
Kamaras in the valley of Potamos (LBA building and large pithoi)3, Archangelos (LCI 
walls and pottery)4, Karageorghis quarries (MC graves)5, Phira quarries (EC 
cemetery)6 and Ftellos (MBA and LBA remains of buildings)7, Mavrommatis quarries 
(LCI remains)8, Balos (LBA period buildings and possibly earlier)9, the area of 
Kokkino Vouno1° on Thera and Alaphouzos quarries (LBA buildings)" on Therasia. It 
is also most probable that other sites existed, now buried under the thick layers of 
volcanic material or submerged into the caldera basin. The detection of these sites has 
inevitably been confined to the surviving parts of the original island, i. e. not more than 
' For the geological formation and history of the Cycladic islands see Bintliff 1977,523-4. 
2 The lava islands of Palaia and Nea Kammeni emerged from the sea in the caldera in post eruption times 
(197 B. C. and 1711 A. D. respectively). On the mechanism of the Bronze Age eruption the most recent 
studies are Friedrich 2000, and the papers presented in TAW III, Vol. 2, with relevant bibliography. 
3 Hiller von Gaertringen 1904,39-46. 
4 Fouque 1879,122; Doumas 1983,27. 
5 Marthari 1982,96; 1987,268-269. 
6 Sperling 1973,32. 
7 Doumas 1973; Marthari 1982. 
8 Doumas 1983,45. 
9 Fouque 1879,118 if. ; Sperling 1973,53-6. 
10 Thera I, 55-59; Thera II, 35-36. 
11 Fouque 1879,94 ff.; Sperling 1973,56-61. 
2 
around 72% of the possible original area, which is estimated to have been ca. 108 
square kilometres12. 
The reconstruction of the climate, the palaeosols and the landscape of the island has 
been suggested in different studies. There seems to be a general agreement among 
scholars, that "a Mediterranean climate as today predominated over the entire 
Holocene in Greece until late antiquity"(Bintliff 1977,51), and more specifically that 
"palaeoclimatologic reconstructions do not imply a significantly different climate for 
the southern Aegean area during the Late Bronze Age as compared to those today. At 
the time of the eruption and caldera collapse on Thera, air temperatures appear to have 
been only somewhat warmer than at present" (McCoy 1980,96). The conditions of 
aridity on the island are a matter of debate (slightly more and conditions proposed by 
McCoy 1980,96, contra Rackham 1990,389, and Grove and Rackham 2001,320-1, 
327, who propose less and conditions than today) 13. All three of the Pumice Series, 
which form part of the geological substrata of the island, represent volcanic 
explosions, more or less of the same kind, and could be treated as a terminus post 
quem for the development of palaeosols. The Cape Riva ignibrite, about seven meters 
thick, is estimated to have been formed at about 21,000 years B. C. (Friedrich 2000, 
41) and constitutes the "bedrock" on which subsequent human habitation is evidenced, 
from the Neolithic until the beginning of the LBA periods. On the type of soil of the 
Minoan level of habitation Davidson (1978,736) concludes that "the Minoan 
agriculturalists on Thera, like their present day counterparts, would have had to 
contend with serious soil moisture deficits, a soil low in organic matter and clay 
resulting in poor water and nutrient storage as well as a soil highly susceptible to 
erosion". However, Limbrey observes that "the presence of building materials 
containing a substantially higher clay content than the soils recorded by Davidson and 
myself indicates that there were finer textured soils in the neighbourhood" (Limbrey 
1990,382, and also Grove and Rackham 2001,321, suggest that soils were better 
12 The area of the modem island which was in existence in Minoan times is 65 square kilometres; a further 
25 square kilometres have been added by the eruption, but around 43 square kilometres were also lost in the 
caldera enlargement (Aston and Hardy 1990,357-8, and on pre-eruption coastline 357). 
13 The evidence for a pre-eruption caldera suggests that no high mountainous formation (volcanic cones) 
existed in the central part of the island, which would have increased rain precipitation. 
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developed, however, the island cannot have been more than ordinarily fertile). Modern 
underground sources of water, annual rainfall and wind velocity are cited in Sperling 
1973,6-7. 
Based on these data, a reconstruction of pre-eruption Theran landscape has been 
proposed by different scholars. Rackham (1978,758) and Turner (1978,772) suggest 
that the islands were originally covered with forest, before prehistoric peoples began to 
modify the vegetation. Friedrich (1980,126), based on the examination of fossil plants 
from three chronologically distinct palaeosols, suggests a vegetational change from 
trees to minor plants. Bintliff (1977,73,90) on the other hand claims that "the 
intensively dry islands such as Melos and Thera can never have supported extensive 
woodland" and that "in SE Greece and the Aegean islands the extreme dryness of the 
climate creates special problems for adequate soil development". Bent (1885,104- 
150) described Thera as one vast vineyard, where only enough cereals were grown to 
feed one quarter of the population, and where in drought years even drinking water 
had to be brought from neighbouring isles. Bintliff (1977,558-9) argues that "there 
would seem to be clear limits to the population supportable by both Melos and Thera 
on a subsistence basis, unless a substantial exchange is being carried on for wine 
exports that would justify the cultivation of vines on the very extensive poorer soils". 
Similarly, Grove and Rackham (2001,321) note that "Santorini, however, cannot have 
been more than ordinarily fertile, and its prosperity must have depended either on 
some special, high-value crop or on non-agricultural activity". 
Doumas (1983,129) claims that the southwest of Thera was the flattest terrain on the 
island and would have been protected from the north winds (meltemia) by the volcanic 
cones, which would have made it very suitable for agriculture. This statement was 
made before the identification of a caldera pre-dating the eruption 14, but it is still 
possible that the area around the prehistoric settlement of Akrotiri could have been 
cultivated. Sarpaki (1987,104) speculates on the use of the surrounding landscape for 
14 Professor S. Sparks (pers. comm. ) suggests that the Pre-Kammeni island in the caldera would have 
provided a suitable location for a settlement/harbour, as it would be protected from all bad weather 
conditions. 
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grazing and cultivation in the LBA based on the topography of the island and the 
environmental conditions. She also provides proof for local olive cultivation and 
discusses modern day agricultural practices, such as dry-farming, mixed farming and 
crop rotation (Sarpaki 1987,38,156). 
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1.2 THE PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT AT AKROTIRI 
1.2.1 History of research 
The prehistoric site of Akrotiri lies in the southwest of the island of Thera, less than a 
kilometre south-southeast of the modern village of the same name. The site extends to 
the east and west of a ravine, which was formed by stream erosion of the deep layers 
of volcanic ash and pumice. The course of the perennial stream was redirected when 
systematic excavations started. The site now lies at less than three hundred metres 
from the sea, but in antiquity the distance must have been significantly less. 
The island of Thera, as also other islands in the Cyclades, has been visited and 
explored for ethnographic and archaeological purposes by travellers and scholars. The 
travel memoirs of Tournefort (1741), Ross (1840; 1845) and Bent (1885) contain 
accounts of the antiquities observed on the island at the time of their visits. A more 
scientific approach was initiated by Fouque (1879), who studied the volcanic eruption 
of 1860 and published the results of the 1866-7 excavations at the Alaphouzos quarries 
in Therasia, and also included in his work an account of the excavations conducted by 
Gorceix and Mamet at Akrotiri, Balos and Archangelos in 1870, and later by Hiller 
von Gaertringen (1899-1909), who provided an account of Zahn's excavations at 
Potamos (Kamaras) in 1899. A map published in 1874 by Mamet, citing the location 
of his excavations at Favatas, on the eastern side of the ravine where the current 
excavation is taking place, the important results of Zahn's excavations in 1899 at 
Potamos (Kamaras) further to the east, and incidental information from the locals led 
Spyridon Marinatos in 1967 to choose the site of the ravine for his excavations. 
Spyridon Marinatos started the excavations with the aim of providing support for his 
theory, published in 1939 in Antiquity, that the sudden end of the Minoan civilisation 
in the middle of the second millennium B. C. was caused by the catastrophic results of 
an eruption of the Thera volcano. From 1967 until his untimely death in 1974 he had 
uncovered a significant area of approximately 10,000 square meters. Excavations are 
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carried out until the present day under the directorship of C. Doumas. A substantial 
number of buildings have been fully or partially uncovered, standing to the height of 
the second or even the third floor, and the fords are numerous, including much pottery 
of different types, some with organic contents preserved, wall paintings in an excellent 
state of preservation and stone and bronze implements. No human victims or valuables 
were found during the excavations, a fact due to the abandonment of the settlement by 
the inhabitants, as soon as they realised the imminent danger of the exploding volcano. 
Marinatos's concern to shelter the excavated parts of the settlement from the early 
stages of the excavation proved to be crucial for the preservation of the finds. But the 
oxidising effects of the volcanic material and the proximity of the sea have had 
decaying effects on the ironwork of the Dexion pillars supporting the shelter. 
Therefore, in 1999, when the architectural and structural study were completed and the 
funds secured, a major project for the replacement of the shelter started which 
continues until the present day. Most significantly, the project involved the excavation 
of more than one hundred trenches for the foundation of the new pillars in an area of 
10,750 sq. m. These trenches took the form of stratigraphical excavation to the 
bedrock, providing a great amount of valuable information for the extent and the 
nature of the settlement in its subsequent phases, from the Neolithic to the LBA 
period. In the context of this study we refer to evidence from the recent excavation as 
coming from "Pillar Pits"15 with the relevant number of the pillar (distinct from 
evidence coming from Marinatos' trenches for the foundation of Dexion Pillars in 
1969-1972). The plan of the settlement (fig. 1) is to be consulted throughout this 
study. 
1.2.2 The archaeological evidence and its Aegean setting 
The first evidence for human activity on the island of Thera dates to the Late Neolithic 
period. Interestingly enough, it post-dates the colonisation of Crete by immigrant 
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farmers (Broodbank and Strasser 1991), a fact that has some possible implications on 
the tactics and route of the settlers. The extent of the settlement of Neolithic Akrotiri 
cannot be estimated accurately, but it must have been limited. EBA Akrotiri must have 
been considerably larger, judging from the fords of the excavation of the years 1999- 
2001. The MBA settlement was both extended and flourishing, an equivalent 
antecedent to the LCI town. 
The excavations have brought to light a densely inhabited area of ca. 1.1 hectares, 
which is estimated to be only a small fraction of the original extent of the LCI 
settlement. The site would have been an excellent harbour (safe anchorage due to land 
formation and protection from northern strong winds) and visibility with the island of 
Crete (the distance is approximately 120 km) is possible during certain periods of the 
year. Imported objects and selective adoption and consequent elaboration of practices 
in spheres of technology, art and ritual suggest that Akrotiri was part of an interactive 
network that involved the rest of the Cycladic islands, Crete, Mainland Greece and 
more remote areas such as Cyprus, Egypt and the Near East. The technological means 
for such an advanced level of interaction, namely access to ships and knowledge of 
how to sail them, certainly existed and were proudly manifested in art (Broodbank 
2000,343). 
Since systematic excavation started in 1967, the prehistoric settlement at Akrotiri has 
been at the core of very many multidisciplinary approaches to and studies of Aegean 
Bronze Age civilisation, for three main reasons: 
a. The outstanding state of preservation of the archaeological material. 
Akrotiri represents for scholars the "Pompeii of the Prehistoric Aegean". The unique 
state of preservation of the material is due to the insulation of the relics under thick 
layers of volcanic material, which provided protection from decaying environmental 
factors, and also to the fact that no subsequent habitation of the site took place in 
'5 A preliminary presentation of the results of the excavation of years 1999-2001 has been published in 
Petrakos 2000 and 2001, and in Doumas 2000b, 2001 (Mycenaean seminar 24/10/2001). 
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6 historic times, so that the prehistoric site remained undisturbed from human activity' 
Due to these specific taphonomic processes, the archaeologists are in the unique 
position of excavating multi-storied prehistoric buildings, occasionally with their 
floors and roofs still in situ, and their contents (installations, pottery, wall paintings, 
tools) either in situ or displaced by earthquake tremors and collapse of architectural 
features, but with their original position restorable with much certainty. These 
fortunate circumstances have enabled detailed studies of different aspects of life in the 
settlement, such as building techniques, circulation patterns, material culture 
production and use17. A very important dimension, not fully exploitable in other 
prehistoric settlements, is the recovery and study of organic substances and perishable 
artefacts, which survive in carbonised form in very good condition. Palaeobotanicall8 
and palaeozoological19 studies have provided interesting results on floral and faunal 
species present and their use by humans in processing activities. Items of wood and 
other perishable materials (chests, baskets, mats, cloth, leather) are recognisable and 
often recovered and removed by skilled conservators while still retaining their original 
shapes and occasionally contents. 
b. The external relations with Crete. Mainland Greece and the Near East. 
Because of the close relations and similarities of the cultural context between Minoan 
Crete and Akrotiri, whether seen under the spectrum of "Minoan thalassocracy", 
independent establishments, or "Versailles effect", the study of the archaeological 
evidence from Akrotiri offers a major contribution to our understanding of aspects of 
life in other communities with similar cultural features. Therefore by inference and 
mutatis mutandis we are able to reconstruct the missing links in the manifestation of 
material culture and verify the assumptions on the existence of similar features in other 
sites, where evidence is only suggestive due to the poor state of preservation (Cadogan 
16 Erosion of the volcanic layers was caused by the perennial stream, which crossed the site from north to 
south (Thera I, 6-11; Thera II, 5). 
17 Synthetic studies: Doumas 1983; 1992; Marthari 1993a; Palyvou 1999a; Televantou 1994; Michailidou 
1991; see also the papers in the four international conferences: Kalogeropoyloy (ed. ) 1971; Doumas (ed. ) 
1978; Hardy et al. (eds. ) 1990; Sherratt (ed. ) 2000. For the earlier periods of habitation see 
Papagiannopoulou 1991 (for the MC period) and Sotirakopoulou 1999 (for the EC period). 
18 Sarpaki 1987; 1992b; 2001. 
19 Trantalidou 1990; Karali-Yannacopoulou 1990. 
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1990; Hood 1990). Furthermore, the integration of Akrotiri into a network of relations 
in the LBA Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean, as proved by the imported objects 
and the inferred activities of its inhabitants, is an asset to the study of exchange 
mechanisms operating at this time, in the realms of both trade and culture. 
c. The date of the volcanic eruption and its repercussions in the Aegean Bronze Age 
world. 
Due to the unique event which caused the destruction of the site and the lack of 
intrusive material of subsequent date, the stratigraphy of the settlement is clear and the 
final period of activity can be dated in ceramic terms to the mature stage of the LMIA 
period. It is also important to note that, for the reasons mentioned above, Akrotiri has 
provided scholars with one of the few, but probably the most numerous deposit of 
LCI/LMIA pottery, a fact which is widely appreciated for comparative and referential 
purposes in the study of the Aegean Bronze Age20. 
The chronology of the Bronze Age eruption of the Thera volcano has been in the 
centre of a debate for archaeologists ever since Marinatos supported the view that it 
was this particular event (now dated with certainty to a mature stage of LMIA) that 
caused the widespread destructions in Minoan Crete at the end of the LMIB period 
(Marinatos 1939). The archaeological record in Crete provides evidence for a 
disruption in the life of some Minoan sites in the LMIA period, which could be related 
to the Theran eruption21, but it was not as widespread or catastrophic as was originally 
suggested, and this view is also nowadays held by geologists and volcanologists who 
study the mechanism of the eruption. Layers of airborne volcanic ash have been 
identified in the corresponding strata of different sites in the southeast Aegean, but the 
disturbance seems to have been of a temporary character. A recent theory put forward 
by Driessen and MacDonald (1997) proposes that the eruption had a turning-point 
effect in the social structures of Neopalatial Crete, causing a decentralisation of power 
and administration in the LMIB period, which eventually led to the LMIB destructions 
20 Warren and Hankey 1989,70-78. 
21 See especially Driessen and MacDonald 1997, for a full account of suggested disruption in Cretan sites 
and subsequent repercussions. 
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(contra Warren 2001, who, together with other scholars, advocates a continuum of the 
flourishing Neopalatial civilisation until the end of the LMIB period, only temporarily 
affected by the eruption in LMIA). This is the most recent of the examples which 
demonstrate the importance of the particular event of the eruption, as one of the few 
"historical" points of reference in the study of the prehistoric Aegean. 
Dating the eruption event in terms of absolute chronology has also been a 
controversial issue between scholars who are in favour of a "low" traditional 
chronology (1520/1500 B. C. ), well-founded in the archaeological sequence and 
correlations with Egyptian chronological scheme, and those who support a "high" 
chronology (1648/1625 B. C. ), based on results from methods such as radiocarbon 
dating, dendrochronology and ice core dating (for the main arguments of both sides 
see Warren and Hankey 1989; papers in TAW III, Vol. 3: Chronology; Warren 1998; 
Manning 1999). There is a span of almost a hundred and fifty years between the 
proposed dates, and the issue remains still open. 
The above-discussed areas of interest and debate, for which the material from Akrotiri 
provides a continuous feed-back, have been considered extensively in Aegean Bronze 
Age studies, in the forms of four international conferences, Ph. D. theses and several 
synthetic studies. Unfortunately, and surprisingly enough, publication of the fords is 
basically limited to annual excavation reports, although the main project includes 
detailed publication of the data by Houses and Sectors. Some of this work is already 
completed and awaits publication22. 
22 For the publication scheme see PAE 1979,267; PAE 1991,18-19; PAE 1993,187. 
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1.3 ASPECTS OF STORAGE AT AKROTIRI AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE 
PRESENT STUDY 
The present study investigates the different aspects of storage and storage facilities as 
evidenced in the prehistoric settlement of Akrotiri during its last phase of occupation, 
the LCI/LMIA period. It is our aim to explore this particular manifestation of socio- 
economic activity of the inhabitants, as attested through the related material culture, in 
an attempt to elucidate a humbler, perhaps, but undoubtedly essential dimension of the 
economic structure of this island society. 
The context of the study is by all means favourable for this undertaking. As discussed 
above, Akrotiri provides scholars with rich material frequently preserved in situ, at 
least for the last phase of occupation, and dated with precision. The research in this 
study is based on the investigation of patterns of storage inside identified and 
completely or substantially excavated individual Houses and Sectors. The storage 
function is evidenced by the presence and use of facilities, such as vessels and 
architectural fittings, used for the accommodation of subsistence foodstuffs or other 
objects, such as pottery, tools, loomweights, which were essential implements for 
everyday activities. As it is possible to reconstitute the original arrangement of the 
objects in each house, it is interesting to draw comparisons between distinct units and 
to attempt to trace behavioural patterns and socially/culturally imposed rules from the 
selective adoption and application of facilities related to the storage function. From the 
point of view of subsistence storage, we shall investigate the level of self-sufficiency 
for the residential units based on the storage capacity and contents and explore the 
implications for the community on a wider level. Naturally, the consideration of the 
evidence does not concern individual households only. Since the urban character of the 
excavated part of the settlement is well attested in the town plan, use of space, and 
communal activities, the storage function as examined through the facilities in each 
unit provides the starting point for considerations of a more general character, 
indicative of the degrees of complexity of the economy of this society. 
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Apart from studies on Akrotiri, this work benefits much from existing studies on the 
theoretical definitions of the storage function and from research exploring the storage 
function and related issues as attested in other societies, both in a synchronic and 
diachronic perspective. It is hoped that this detailed examination of another case study 
will contribute to our understanding of yet another aspect of social activity in the 
Aegean Bronze Age communities. 
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PART II 
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
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CHAPTER 2: THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 THE CONCEPT OF STORAGE 
"Buffering mechanisms", as a wide range of practices levelling the effects of seasonal, 
inter-annual and long-term fluctuations in the availability of food resources, have been 
grouped into four basic categories: mobility (moving away from areas of scarcity), 
diversification (broadening the base of the subsistence system), physical storage 
(storing, thus stabilising available food) and exchange (reciprocity and interaction) (0' 
Shea 1981; Halstead and 0' Shea 1982,93; Halstead and O'Shea 1989,3-4). 
Strategies of resource use have been seen either as mechanisms for adapting to 
environmental limitations (Halstead 1981) or as a response to social pressures 
(Gamble 1981). The act of adopting and applying a specific risk-buffering strategy or 
a selective combination of alternatives is a cultural response, closely connected with 
societal organisation (producing and consuming units) and the scale and causes of any 
subsistence failure and/or crop variability. Mobility, as a strategy related to the 
dislocation of a whole community or of significant segments, is outside the scope of 
this study. Diversification of the subsistence base, as also intensification methods, 
could have been practiced at Akrotiri to a limited degree, mainly because of 
environmental limitations on small islands (Bintliff 1977,558-9; Wagstaff and 
Gamble 1982; Renfrew 1982; Grove and Rackham 2001,321), basically related to 
alternative strategies of land use (Sarpaki 1987; 1990) rather than to the introduction 
of new crops. Insights into these strategies are allowed by the examination of visible 
remains (material storage), while deficiencies in terms of quantity and variety of 
foodstuffs could have been regulated through exchange practice (related to social 
storage). 
Physical or material storage is the means of preserving food for use during agricultural 
off-seasons, a mechanism against periodic variation in food availability due to the 
seasonal cycles of cultivation, harvest and consumption. It is an intermediate stage 
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between production and consumption, usually involving primary stages of food 
processing and food preservation precautions. The subsistence commodities remain 
stored as long as and until they are required by the consumption need (nutritional or 
social). A basic distinction can be made in terms of direct and indirect material 
storage. Direct storage is defined as the physical accumulation of foodstuffs in 
appropriate facilities, while indirect storage is attested in the form of stock breeding, 
when food is in a way recycled and preserved alternatively as a storable reserve for use 
or exchange according to need and demand (Herskovits 1952,364; 0' Shea 1981,169; 
Halstead 1981,205). We are mainly concerned in this study with matters of direct 
storage as indicated by the material remains (storage facilities). 
With relevance to the origins of storage practices an evolutionary importance has been 
attributed to the role of storage as leading to sedentism (Testart 1982). The factors of 
ecological determinism and mobility have been explored in the discussion of storage 
among hunters-gatherers (Testart 1982; Ingold 1983; Soffer 1989). While storage is by 
no means incompatible with nomadic movement (Ingold 1983, though Rowley-Conwy 
and Zvelebil 1989 emphasise that the assumption is based on indirect evidence rather 
than archaeologically traceable remains), the question remains whether the need for 
more organised strategies led those societies to sedentism or whether things happened 
the other way round. The discussion on this issue relates to "permanent storage" in 
terms of methods of storage and the nature of the facilities. 0' Shea (1981,171) 
considers the strategy of over-production coupled with storage as the cornerstone in 
sedentary life. Soffer (1989,729) concludes that "while permanent in-ground storage 
did lead to a decrease in residential mobility, it did not ensure sedentism - which is 
associated with permanent storage of foods with long shelf- or social use-life. 
Permanent storage is thus a necessary but not a sufficient condition for sedentism". 
Storage certainly gains importance as a function in the "delayed return" systems of 
farming societies (Woodburn 1982). The advantages are evident in many sectors. 
Subsistence is more or less on safer grounds, even during periods of scarcity. Food 
storage has been considered as an essential for demographic growth (Fried 1967,115- 
6). 
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While the aspect of storage as an ecologically-driven process can explain the origins of 
the practice, it does not account for the differences in form and scale which storage 
strategies and storage facilities assume. The development of storage strategies has 
been associated with the evolution of economic and political complexity (Renfrew 
1972a, 288-299). Choices of storage strategies reflect the technological or behavioural 
level of a system. In empirical terms, the size, location and arrangement of storage 
facilities are indicators of locational and appropriational patterns23. Distinction 
between long-term and short-term storage is based on the shelf-life of stored products 
and on the patterns of consumption or appropriation in terms of time. While long-term 
and short-term types of storage occur as necessities of everyday life, household and 
community forms of storage are largely dependent on social organisation and models 
of economic integration. Household storage consists of small-range activities to ensure 
the subsistence of the dependent people, while community/central storage is a larger 
scale operation, evident in the type of the facilities and the level of administration (cf. 
Smyth 1989,91, on central, regional and domestic storage systems). Central storage 
buildings usually have a standardised lay-out and record-keeping is indicative of the 
managerial role of the administrative authorities (Earle and D'Altroy 1982 on the Inca 
state; cf. the LBA Aegean palatial storage facilities and the evidence for administration 
from Linear B tablets, Chadwick 1972 on Pylos; Ventris and Chadwick 1973). 
Household storage areas do not usually have a standardised form; their layout, location 
(within the household or as free-standing or adjacent structures) and scale can largely 
depend on cultural norms and individual decision-making related to the domestic 
mode of production. Accumulation, subsequent control and access to the stored 
foodstuffs and other material goods are functions of increased importance, related to 
the issue of who performs and organises the operation (appropriational aspects). Risk- 
management strategies, either on individual/household level or on community level, 
are important preconditions for independence and security, especially in societies 
where exchange is performed at an elementary level. 
23 On the definitions of locational and appropriational movements (Polanyi 1957) see Halperin 1994,58-62. 
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The discussion on material storage usually concentrates on food storage, because of 
the significance of subsistence strategies for the livelihood and level of self-sufficiency 
of a community. Moreover, the accumulation and mobilisation of food surplus has 
been associated from a causative point of view with social stratification and state 
formation. However, the examination of material storage of commodities other than 
foodstuffs may provide important information when examined contextually, with 
implications for the use of space and nature of activities within a complex (storage of 
pottery and specialised equipment), industrial activities (storage of raw materials, 
finished objects, tools), social relations (storage of prestige items), and external 
contacts and exchange (storage of imported commodities). In this study we examine 
both subsistence storage practices and patterns of storage of other commodities, as we 
have the opportunity to approach contextually the level of subsistence potential of 
units and the form of storage strategies in general in relation to activity systems. 
Social storage is a cultural mechanism strongly embedded in a system of reciprocal 
obligations and formalised networks. Halstead (1989) in his work on early farming 
communities in Thessaly ascribes the origins of the social storage transaction to 
mutual assistance patterns between individual households and village communities in 
times of subsistence crisis. This kind of co-operation is based on a system of inter- 
dependency, maintained by reciprocation operating within a network, more often in 
areas of ecological diversity (Halstead and 0' Shea 1982). Immediate reciprocation in 
times of need can be in the form of labour or in kind, while in terms of a longer time 
scale, mutual obligations could take the form of inter-marriage, alliance in warfare or 
exchange of symbolic tokens and prestige items, in order to create a risk-buffering 
cultural mechanism of a more permanent type. 
Tokens of value and prestige items, besides their inherent symbolic significance, could 
also represent a converted form of foodstuffs ("entitlement to future reciprocation"). 
Possession of such items adds prestige to the social status of the owner(s) and provides 
security against shortage of subsistence goods. These items bear an inherent value per 
se, attributed by widely accepted criteria such as quality of the material, scarcity, 
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craftsmanship, or they constitute objects of desire because of their foreign origin or of 
a symbolic or supernatural power attached to them. Such valuable items can be either 
exchanged for staple food in periods of lack or they can be simply offered or 
exchanged as gifts, good-will tokens, which ensure and enforce the maintenance of the 
exchange network, thus stabilising the patterns of exchange obligations and good 
relationships, to be exploited during a period of need. Ideology in combination with 
obligations inherent in reciprocity mechanisms plays an important role in the social 
acceptance of risk-buffering policies and in the perpetuation of social order and 
relationships, described by the term "social reproduction" (Gamble 1981). 
Finally, external symbolic storage is defined as "the development of devices outside 
the body (hence "external") devised either explicitly or unconsciously to hold and 
convey information", an artificial system as opposed to internal or biological memory 
storage (cf. Donald 1991; Renfrew and Scarre 1998, xi; Donald 1998; Renfrew 1998). 
These devices consist of symbols, literate (e. g. writing systems) and non-literate (e. g. 
paintings), which vary widely in scope, type and meaning and are inherently 
connected to human behaviour patterns and cognitive expression. Archaeologists have 
focussed on the aspect of cognitive expression in material culture in a wide range of 
archaeological contexts and on the examination of the role of material culture as 
signifier and memory encoder (Renfrew 1994,3-11). The socio-cultural context is of 
particular significance in the process of collective symbolic storage, through which 
collectively held information is memorised, understood and transmitted (note, for 
example, the need for external symbolic storage of religious ideas and rituals). 
Symbolic storage aspects are not examined in this study, since we are concentrating on 
matters of material storage function and economic processes. A special study of 
symbolic storage would indeed be required to examine different manifestations at the 
site of Akrotiri. In the context of this study, a good example would be the 
consideration of technological, functional, social, behavioural, economic and other 
ideas as reflected in pottery production (cf. van der Leeuw 1994, for the framework of 
a related chaine operatoire). 
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2.2 STORAGE AS PART OF THE ECONOMIC PROCESS 
Economic anthropology24, as a major sub-area of anthropological science, examines 
human behavioural patterns in relation to material goods at different stages, from 
production and subsistence technology to distribution and consumption. It is the aspect 
of political economy, defined as an exposition of a comprehensive set of unifying, 
normative economic policies (Schumpeter 1954,38), in a spatially, temporally and 
socially identified community, that mainly concerns the economic anthropologist25. 
The storage function, in terms of locational and appropriational manipulation of 
surplus, is a culturally conditioned, economising act, a significant stage in the 
economic process in societies of various degrees of complexity (Halperin 1994,183, 
189-190). 
Although debate between the schools of formal economic theory and substantivist 
economics seems to suffer from a communication gap among the scholars who support 
either of the two approaches26, the defmitional "tool box" proposed by Polanyi (1957) 
for the study of economic process, and especially the models proposed for non-market 
economies, has been widely adopted by archaeologists working on prehistoric 
societies. These are models of locational and appropriational movements (reciprocity, 
redistribution and exchange) towards material-means provisioning set within the 
framework of institutional arrangements and societal/cultural conditions in a given 
community/ies27. 
24 Economic anthropology is described as a "hybrid discipline" by Cook (1966,337). On the main points 
and the history of the debate see also Halperin 1994, and especially chapters 1 and 2 on methodological 
individualism and the institutional paradigm. 
25 Note, however, that this is an etic approach, since ancient societies did not conceptualise these policies 
into a unit, what we call "the economy" (cf. Finley 1973,21). 26 Cf. Knight 1941; Herskovits 1941. 
`ý The necessity of establishing this framework in economic anthropology is emphasised: "The idea that 
pre-capitalist economies operate according to qualitatively different organizational principles (institutional 
arrangements) cannot be accommodated if all individual economic actors are created and analyzed equally. 
Among other things, one corollary is that economies of highly variable levels of complexity can be 
assumed to be comparable. " (Halperin 1994,22). 
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Reciprocity describes movements between "correlative points of symmetrical 
groupings" (Polanyi 1957,250) of approximately equal scale and status. The terms 
"generalised reciprocity" and "balanced reciprocity" have been used by Renfrew 
(1972a, 460-461) to describe exchange mechanisms as processes embedded in a 
framework of obligations and responsibilities (e. g. gift exchange). Reciprocity can be 
viewed as the essential mechanism for the establishment of social storage networks. 
Independent polities may have passed through the stage of "peer polity interaction" 
(Renfrew 1986) to larger federations, a point which could be linked with socio- 
political formations on Crete and the Aegean islands in the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age and the expansion of exchange networks (Renfrew 1982; Cherry 1986). 
Redistribution is the process designated by "appropriational movements toward a 
centre and out of it again" (Polanyi 1957,250). The institutional arrangement 
necessary is the presence of a form of centricity, by custom or by law. This authority, 
in the form of one person or more, is entitled to collect, store and allocate physical 
goods, assign tasks and claim services. The concept of redistribution has been used to 
describe different forms of production and allocation of commodities on different 
organisation levels ranging from domestic and interhousehold modes to state 
economies (Earle 1977). Centralised storage is often a concomitant in redistributional 
organisation, together with the keeping of archives for incoming and outgoing goods 
and services (cf. Earle and D'Altroy 1982, on the Inca state). 
Exchange refers to "vice-versa movements taking place as between "hands" under a 
market system". Three kinds of exchange are distinguished in Polanyi's model: 
operational exchange (the merely locational movement of goods between hands); 
decisional exchange (appropriational movements at a set rate); integrative exchange 
(appropriational movements at a bargained rate). Renfrew (1972a, 465-471) proposes 
four models, which are more descriptive of the mechanisms of trade of certain 
commodities at specific times in the prehistoric Aegean: down-the-line exchange, the 
prestige chain, freelance commercial trade and directional commercial trade. 
Regularities in patterns of distribution of objects as detected in the archaeological 
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record may reflect the mechanisms of exchange (Renfrew 1972a, 465; 1977; cf. Davis 
1979 on directional exchange as a descriptive model for exchange between Crete and 
the Cyclades). It appears that in complex interactive networks more than one exchange 
model operates (characteristics of exchange networks such as content, magnitude 
(quantity), diversity, size (territory), temporal duration, directionality, symmetry, 
extent of centrality, complexity are discussed in Plog 1977). Differential patterns may 
also be observed in the distribution mechanisms of object classes (Irwin-Williams 
1977,147; cf. Binford 1962 on definitions of ecotechnic, sociotechnic, ideotechnic 
classes of artefacts) and different kinds of commodities (Knapp 1991). 
While Polanyi excludes the notion of market economy and price markets for 
prehistoric societies, the role of profit motive and freelance commercial activities 
should not be underestimated in prehistoric exchange activities (cf. Adams 1974). 
Renfrew proposes a modified "market theory" for the palace economies of the 
prehistoric Aegean, where local "trade" was in reality a redistribution exchange 
(Renfrew 1972a, 473). Allocative decisions within a redistributive framework must 
have been sensitive to "market forces" (Sherratt and Sherratt 1991), in terms of value 
ratio and equivalencies at given time periods and circumstances. Market perspectives 
are not to be associated solely with currency and physical market places, for which 
indeed the evidence is limited for the Aegean Bronze Age, but mainly with the 
definition of the "market value" of commodities (Renfrew 1977b, 8), depending on 
factors such as politico-economic framework, transport/distance, supply/demand, 
technology and assigned value (Knapp 1991). Trading activities must have been also 
in the form of commercial transactions as well as administered trade (cf. case studies 
in Gale 1991; Gillis, Risberg and Sjöberg 1995). 
Householding as a form of economic integration is discussed together with the above- 
mentioned forms in Polanyi's earlier work (1944), but it does not feature in his 
influential article (1957), and this might be the reason why it did not receive much 
attention in subsequent research (for an extended discussion see Halperin 1994,143- 
166). Householding is defined as producing and storing for the satisfaction of a closed 
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group, which forms a self-sufficient unit (family, settlement, manor) (Polanyi 1944, 
53). It is based on a circular flow of resources, goods, and services, at a community or 
regional level. Householding can be seen as the form organising the provisional units 
at the local levels of a state system and has been widely implemented as a model in 
studies of the domestic group (cf. Netting et al. 1984). 
The forms of economic integration described above are more useful as descriptive 
approaches rather than as rigid "labels" attached to economic systems. They are 
usually attested in the same socio-political context in combination with each other or 
modified, operating in various degrees in terms of scale and formality, and invoke a 
multidimensional view in the case of Aegean economies. Inherent in these models is 
the notion of "equivalency-formation processes", the concept of equivalencies defined 
as the indicator of "how much of what to transact and in what form, in what order, and 
in what rhythms", at all stages of production, distribution and consumption (Halperin 
1994,86). Surplus production in empirical terms can be considered as one of the 
normative factors of exchange value operating within these processes. 
The remark that different forms of economic integration are not mutually exclusive 
applies also to different storage strategies associated with these forms. Storage 
strategies usually provide insights into the organisation of production and patterns of 
distribution of commodities. As we concentrate in our study on aspects of material and 
social storage, for which the material evidence is usually straightforward, we examine 
below the relation of these aspects to economic models, in order to outline some 
concomitant implications in social organisation. 
2.2.1 Surplus production and material storage 
Storage facilities on a large scale may be considered as a material indicator of the 
production of surplus in complex societies, with implications for social stratification 
and state formation. Economic anthropologists have discussed in endless debates the 
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origins, the handling and the implications of surplus production in social systems. In 
empirical terms, surplus is concerned with issues such as the function of storage, 
matters of technological innovation, types of material goods, growth of production and 
handling through various forms of exchange. As an analytical construct, the concept of 
surplus is discussed with reference to institutions in social systems, social 
stratification, social change and the economic process in general. 
The correlation of surplus production with social systems is primarily examined in 
scholarly debate from a causative point of view. Childe's definition of surplus (1954, 
50-51) has been indeed very influential: "society persuaded or compelled the farmers 
to produce a surplus of foodstuffs over and above their domestic requirements, and by 
concentrating this surplus used it to support a new urban population of specialized 
craftsmen, merchants, priests, officials, and clerks". Dalton (1960,485,487) refers to 
the concept of surplus as "an ex post facto rational construct" when it is used to infer 
implications for social stratification, thus emphasising throughout his work the non- 
empirical perspective of the issue. By refuting the empirical validity of the concept of 
surplus ("absolute" and "relative" surplus28, Pearson 1957; contra Harris 1959; for a 
critical discussion see Halstead 1989,68-70), Pearson (1957) also rejected a prevailing 
approach to the concept of surplus as a sufficient precondition for social stratification: 
"the confusion results in attributing to relative surpluses the causal effects which only 
the absolute surplus would have, if its existence and relevance could be established"29. 
Both apparently favour a view of surplus as the economic aspect of institutional 
growth within a stratified society, related to changes in social organisation inducing an 
increase in output, or a rearrangement of its uses. Operational devices by which 
28 "Absolute surplus" is defined "by reference to a biologically fixed requirement of food essentials for 
human existence" while "relative surplus" implies that "it may be held that subsistence needs are socially 
derived, in which case biological necessity cannot be used as a measuring rod" (Pearson 1957). 
29 Attempts have been made to establish, scientifically and objectively, a satisfaction point in human need 
for food, based on studies of calorific value of food and necessary subsistence requirements of the human 
body (e. g. Foxhall and Forbes 1982). Even if such a point could be indisputably established, it might not 
offer much to the discussion of the reasons of surplus production, since it is evident that from ancient times 
until nowadays quantity and quality of food intake are culturally-specific, largely depending on the 
prevailing socio-economic situation, with reference either to the status of particular individuals or groups or 
entire communities. 
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surplus is mobilised within different forms of instituted economic process, such as 
reciprocity, redistribution and prestige wealth represent a regular claim upon the 
services and material resources of communities even at a very low level of 
subsistence. 
The circumstances under which surplus is produced can vary significantly. Dalton 
(1960,484) states some of the special conditions which might have led to the rise of 
surplus: "whether there was a growth in the total or a different allocation from an 
unchanged total; whether the extra output was recognised or not; whether it consisted 
of one type of good or several; whether it was temporary or permanent, accidental or 
deliberately created, induced by conventional means or by an innovation". Surplus 
may occur in the total amount of production in absolute terms, or in a part of it 
(emphasis on a particular foodstuff), or by the introduction of a new variety, whereby 
the output increases in absolute terms but it is not clear whether this case is indicative 
of surplus production. A technological or organisational innovation can result in 
surplus production. Mechanisation of production generally increases the speed of 
manufacture, although sacrificing occasionally the standard of quality for quantity 
purposes. Changes in output requirements may therefore reflect economic effects of 
environmental, technological and social alterations, with population density (not 
coterminous with population growth in evolutionary terms, cf. Boserup 1965) as a key 
variable determining the scale of output and by extension determining subsistence 
strategies and subsistence change (Earle 1980). These considerations are at the centre 
of the debate on the production of a surplus and its socio-economic implications. 
Production and storage of staple food for risk buffering purposes emphasise the role of 
food-producers themselves in the creation of the surplus. No complex society can 
function unless the level of subsistence production is sufficient to feed a range of 
specialists, including the leaders and organisers, in addition to those engaged in food 
production (Renfrew 1982,265). The interest is rather drawn to the appropriational 
mechanisms of the production and handling of excess goods. The existence and 
efficacy of low level and high level mechanisms operating for the mobilisation of 
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surplus are related to the nature and the degree of economic intensification. The elite- 
oriented mobilisation of surplus aims to enhance prestige and status through both the 
performance of this operation and the material goods involved. On the community 
level, the unbalanced accumulation of "normal surplus", due to environmental factors, 
the internal dynamics of the household unit, and the unequal access to resources leads 
to social differentiation between households and to hierarchy (Halstead 1989,78-80). 
Alternatively, the creation of surplus through specialisation in a single product (due to 
environmental differentiation or craft specialisation) and combined with the 
managerial mechanism of centralised redistribution would result in specialised instead 
of self-sufficient economies and force dependent ties on the wider community 
(Gamble 1981,220; Earle 1977; 1997). 
It is worth noting that the concept of surplus in most prehistoric economic systems 
alludes to food products, mainly staples, because of their fundamental importance in 
subsistence. Goods can also be produced in excess, according to the prime definition 
of surplus. A basic distinction could be in terms of purpose and effort. While food 
production can result in excess without additional input of effort, artefacts are rarely 
produced beyond need, without any pre-consideration of their allocation (e. g. trade). A 
distinction between production for subsistence and production beyond subsistence is 
not always meaningful in analytical terms. However, the context of specific temporal 
and social scales is of major relevance to this approach. It is important to note that the 
storage function is not synonymous with storage of redundant surplus and mobilisation 
(cf. Sahlins 1972 on the domestic mode of production in small-scale societies). In 
trade-oriented economic systems excessive foodstuff production may be of a lesser 
significance or of a short-term nature. Moreover, a symbolic dimension of a socially 
defined surplus can assume other forms than material surplus accumulation. 
From an Aegean Bronze Age perspective, the evidence for surplus production and 
centralised storage has been examined as the material correlate of a redistributive form 
of economic integration operating in Minoan and Mycenaean societies at a complex 
stage of development, i. e. in the palace societies. Redistribution can be seen either as a 
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relief mechanism against natural and social disasters or as elite-oriented mobilisation 
of surplus. Earle (1977) notes that the primary function of redistribution in hierarchical 
societies is to mobilise goods to finance elites, an explanation of redistribution not 
related to environmental conditions but intricately bound to evolution of social 
stratification. Evidence to support this assumption for Mycenaean society comes from 
the information from the Linear B tablets on the allocation of goods and services and 
the social stratification of the persons involved (Ventris and Chadwick 1973). The 
information from Linear B documents has been projected into the study of the Minoan 
society, but the validity of the analogy is contested (Driessen 1997). 
2.2.2 Exchange and social storage 
The economic role of social storage lies in the operation of formalised exchange 
networks, through which surplus production is mobilised, either by direct exchange of 
foodstuffs and other commodities or through its conversion into sumptuary items of 
symbolic significance and inherent value. Trade of foodstuffs in particular may be 
seen as the spatial analogue of food storage, in that it represents the transfer of food 
from an area of surplus to an area of scarcity (Bailey 1981). The integrative aspect is 
evident in the creation of a system of dependencies between polities, while the 
implications within a community may relate to social reproduction and hierarchy. 
Halstead (1982,92; 1989,75) emphasises the role of durable tokens in the 
development of institutionalised inequality and their importance in that, in times of 
extreme need, they allow exchanges of food to be made over greater temporal, social 
and spatial distances than would otherwise be possible. These remarks relate to the 
integrative role of the exchange networks, both within the community and within a 
wider area. 
Low level risk-buffering mechanisms, usually on a household level, are less liable to 
respond efficiently in the long term, when confronted with serious crisis situations. 
Therefore, the role of high level mechanisms, such as the operation of social storage, is 
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enhanced. In Crete early social storage networks and transactions with great potential 
for expansion due to topographic diversity could have facilitated the emergence of 
institutionalised social inequality (Halstead and 0' Shea 1982). If we assume that this 
kind of reciprocation is mainly performed by an elite class, especially when it comes 
to the circulation of prestige items, individual households become more dependent 
within the social nexus and social stratification eventually becomes more distinct. 
Control over the organisation of production has been considered as a means to achieve 
integration over a geographically fragmented polity (Gamble 1981). By converting 
surplus into sumptuary items the mechanisms of social storage and redistribution 
become interdependent. Halstead and 0' Shea (1982,98) suggest that a transition from 
social storage for risk-buffering purposes to true mobilisation for provisioning the elite 
in the later history of Mycenaean palaces had an effect of tying up a large proportion 
of palace food resources, thus reducing the ability to respond to periodic shortage and 
possibly leading to the demise of the palatial system. 
On a wider perspective, long-distance organised trade is certainly promoted by the 
need for procurement of raw materials and commodities and the circulation of prestige 
items. However, it is the aspect of formalised gift exchange between rulers or elite 
groups that ensures the smooth operation of state or freelance trade. The full range of 
human interactions beyond the material sphere includes social and symbolic aspects of 
exchange which may not be explicitly visible in the archaeological record (Renfrew 
1993; cf. evidence from ethnographic research, e. g. Mauss 1925; Malinowski 1922). 
It has been suggested that the Cycladic islands could have formed part of a social 
storage system, especially during the Neolithic and EBA periods; the settlement 
nucleation in the beginning of the MBA has been seen in part as a response to the 
growth of such systems (Halstead 1981,200). However, a basically prestige-oriented 
seafaring cannot fully account for the dynamic transformation of the island societies 
during the late MBA and LBA periods. Innovations in maritime technology 
(Broodbank 2000,341-349) and settlement nucleation may have provided the 
technological and organisational means for the integration into an exchange network 
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of extended scale and nature of transactions which substituted the social storage model 
of irregular and dispersed nature of contact. Some scholars claim that the material 
manifestation of the integration process resides in the existence of a common language 
in the material culture (pottery, seals, textiles etc) within the borders of the territory 
where the exchange network operates (Cherry 1985,24), a remark which is reflected 
in the Aegean polities in the beginning of the LBA. LCI Akrotiri is clearly holding an 
active role within this network, while the sumptuary and occasionally exotic items 
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2.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The possibility of reconstructing social organisation from the material remains of 
economic activities has great appeal to archaeologists. The storage function is only one 
aspect of economising in the broader sense; it represents an intermediate stage 
between production and consumption of commodities, possibly with the best 
representation among these stages in the archaeological record. Its analysis within a 
specific spatial and temporal context cannot fully yield a reconstitution of social and 
economic structures, but it can provide essential primary information on the 
subsistence strategies, the nature of exploitation of local resources and the extent of 
imports, and the administration of production, with a view to an integrated approach to 
the identity of a specific community. 
In the case study presented below, we examine the material evidence from LCI 
Akrotiri for subsistence storage and storage of commodities other than foodstuffs. The 
theoretical framework briefly presented above is used for reference purposes while we 
test in our case study the applicability and validity of the concepts and the models 
discussed. We expect that the direct evidence from Akrotiri for the nature and the 
quantity of material storage will provide information on the subsistence potential of 
the community (level of self-sufficiency, evidence for surplus accumulation) and some 
hints on external provisions and exchange patterns. Moreover, the form, arrangement 
and distribution of storage facilities within the settlement and the storage patterns 
attested will be employed in the discussion of the nature of the subsistence economy 
(organisation on a community versus a domestic basis) and the economy of the 
settlement in general (redistributive or other single or combined form) and their 
implications for social organisation. Our aim is not to apply a strict economic model in 
order to explain patterns or responses; rather it is to elucidate an essential for 
livelihood practice within this flourishing settlement and attempt to detect how it 
correlates with other socio-economic activities. 
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PART III 
STORAGE FACILITIES IN LCI AKROTIRI, THERA: A CASE STUDY 
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CHAPTER 3: THE STORAGE VESSELS AND THEIR 
CONTENTS 
3.1 THE TYPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE THERAN STORAGE 
VESSELS 
Typological classification is a methodological device which enables a first stage 
sorting and organising of data. Emphasis lies on the principles and the ideological 
constructs involved in the conception, composition and level of consistency of a 
typological scheme, as well as the purpose it is meant to serve, basically 
communication between scholars and implementation at a higher level of 
classification, i. e. taxonomy. In the archaeological discipline, theoretical and 
methodological issues on the concept of typology have closely followed the major 
theoretical trends. A brief historical overview of the shifting paradigms defining the 
formation of types of archaeological artefacts reveals the underlying but prevalent 
consistency with current theoretical schools of thought (on the "Typological Debate" 
see Adams and Adams 1991). The first classificatory phase, in the first half of the 
twentieth century, was inevitably motivated by the need to sort and contextualise, in 
time and in space, an increasing amount of data from archaeological excavations. The 
need for a critical examination of the formulation and meaning of the concept of type 
soon became compelling (Krieger 1944; Ford 1954; Gifford 1960). Despite the fact 
that the formulation of types was still inevitably linked to comparisons of cultural 
traits and descriptive systematisation, the important parameters of the level of 
abstraction and the limitation in time and space were strongly emphasised as the 
essential framework for the definition of a "cultural type" (Krieger 1944,272; Ford 
1954,42-43,52), with precautions against the association of change in the type series 
with cultural change (Krieger 1944,282-3). Typologists would attempt to derive 
original cultural meanings or behavioural patterns from their data, what would be 
called after some decades the emic meaning of the artefact, thought to be attributed to 
the artefact by the maker(s). At the same time it is inevitable that the archaeologist 
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projects his own meaningful conception of functional categories in the past, i. e. he/she 
applies an etic meaning to the types he/she distinguishes. This is also the core of the 
issue of functional versus formal classification (Adams and Adams 1991,284-5), 
where the question arises whether the purpose of the typological classification is to 
define types that were meant for specific purposes (i. e. functional types) or to 
distinguish types mainly on the basis of form attributes. In fact, this appears to be a 
pseudoproblem, since both approaches can be combined according to the purpose of 
the classification. The above approaches to classification continued to influence 
archaeologists through the period of the New Archaeology and the "nomothetic 
paradigm" in typological process (Adams and Adams 1991,271-4), with emphasis on 
the scientific procedure of testing data and propositions against deductive hypotheses, 
to the present days of computer applications, which indeed introduced a very 
important tool in classificatory projects. 
If we accept that typology is a conceptual construct used subsequently as an 
instrument, we have to emphasise the importance of perception and cognition in the 
formation of types of artefacts. The parallels drawn between "sensory input"/identity 
of the artefact and "mental template"/meaning of the artefact underline the assumption 
that the typological process should not be seen as an explanatory process per se, but 
rather as a tool for a specific purpose, depending on the nature of the artefacts and the 
nature of research. 
The defining principles of paradigms in the literature do not always dictate the rules in 
practical application when it comes to the actual process of sorting out specific 
material. In fact, it seems that the nature of classification has been heavily dependent 
on the typologist and the purpose the classification is meant to serve (cf. instrumental 
relativism, which advocates that "the practical utility of a classification cannot be 
judged in the abstract, but only in relation to some specific purpose" (Adams and 
Adams 1991,347). Neither is there a complete divide between natural type of 
classification, as generated by identity, and artificial/instrumental type of 
classification, as necessitated by meaning. 
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For the classification of the storage vessels from Akrotiri some important points on the 
nature and the specific characteristics of this corpus should be emphasised. The 
material under examination is by no means exhaustive. This is a natural consequence 
of the fact that the excavation is in progress and new material is continually added. 
The typological classification therefore aims at sorting out a large number of 
specimens which are presented in detail in the catalogue. However, it is impossible 
within the limits of this study to take into consideration any other types that would 
result from the examination of relevant sherd material or even to provide a rough 
estimate of the potential number of specimens as suggested by sherds, due to the vast 
amount of sherds recovered from over thirty years of excavation. Another parameter is 
that of imported vessels, the types of which cannot be delimited a priori or "predicted" 
for future fords. The specimens are homogeneous in many aspects, including time and 
space. They are securely dated as being in use (not necessarily manufactured) during 
the period of LC I at Akrotiri. A few specimens from the preceding period of 
habitation of the site (late MC period), found either in LCI or in late MC contexts, are 
also examined for comparative purposes. 
While we are aware of the explicit use of the terms "type", "shape" and "form" in 
studies of ceramic expertise, such as Furumark 194130, Walberg 1976,198331, 
Mountjoy 1986,1993, we have concluded that a different classificatory system should 
be applied to the material of the present study. The main reason is that the material is 
more or less homogeneous in terms of functional qualities, i. e. storage, and therefore a 
classificatory scheme is needed, in which the emphasis is put on attributes that better 
30 Furumark 1941,3-4,583. 
31 Walberg (1976; 1983) and Mountjoy (1986; 1993) generally follow Furumark's general principles in 
pottery classification. Walberg clarifies: "The ceramic material to be studied here will be analysed 
according to its principal characteristics. The fundamental criteria are (1) the vessel as such, as an entity, 
(2) its decoration, and (3) the syntax. The term "shape" has two different meanings: (1) the general form, 
conditioned by the practical use of the vase, and (2) its specific shape as a three-dimensional object" 
(Walberg 1976,13). The distinction of forms is made by morphological characteristics and function, while 
as "shape" is defined the aesthetic variation, conditioned by the proportions between different parts of the 
vessel (Walberg 1976,14). Also "... the medium value of a number of vessels with a greater degree of 
similarity to each other than to other vessels has been selected as an ideal representative of a class" 
(Walberg 1976,21). 
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define these qualities32. We formulate a typological classification of the material 
according to specific attributes of identity which we consider to be major, namely 
local products/imports, and morphological characteristics with emphasis on the 
functional qualities (shape, rim formation, spouts) (see tables 1-2 below). In this sense, 
the present classificatory scheme differs from the traditional ceramic typology, 
explicitly presented in Marthari 1993a. It is in general correspondence with the work 
of Christakis 1999a on the Minoan pithoi, so that a general frame of reference is 
created for the purposes of this and of future relevant studies33. However, small 
variations occur, and we shall try in this study to use with consistency the terms as 
described below. 
An arbitrary division according to size/capacity of the vessels is necessary because of 
the orientation of the study, where these qualities are important in the examination of 
storage function. Three groups are formed: 
Group I includes vessels with height of 1.00m. and more 
Grout) II includes vessels with height of 0.70m. to 1.00m. 
Group III includes vessels with height up to 0.70m. 
This categorisation is mostly used in this study for comparative and statistical 
purposes. It is not applied in the formation of our types, which is a classification 
according to shapes, because it would cause unnecessary confusion, as vessels of the 
same morphological characteristics would have to be classified under different 
categories, according to size. In the process it became evident that there is a general 
conformity, as regards size, among specimens which are classified together according 
to the principles described below. The major distinction in our classification is in 
terms of provenance, i. e. local and imported specimens, the imported specimens being 
further distinguished (from Crete, Mainland Greece and other unspecified areas). An 
32 We shall refer to pottery other than storage vessels as of other "functional category", i. e. 
drinking/serving, transfer, cooking etc. see Orton et al. 1993,217. 
33 In accordance with a basic principle of classification, i. e. to enable duplication of the typological scheme 
in future related research (Orton 1980,33). 
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important parameter in terms of function is considered next. This is the distinction 
between: 
I Vessels with restricted mouth (mouth diameter smaller than maximum body 
diameter) 
II. Vessels with unrestricted mouth (mouth diameter equal/larger than 
maximum body diameter)34 
Types are distinguished, mainly by considering the position of the maximum body 
diameter and the similarity of the shape of the vessel to abstract forms of solid 
geometry (Ericson and Stickel 1973), in concordance with more traditional ways of 
ceramic classification. Furthermore, an important morphological/functional element 
has been taken into account, namely the presence of a spout (bridge-or false-spout or 
tubular spout above the base): 
A. Ovoid (maximum diameter at the middle of the body) 
B. Ovoid, with tubular spout above the base 
C. Ovoid, bridge-spouted 
D. Ovoid Barrel (almost U-shaped vessels, usually with narrow base) 
E. Piriform (maximum diameter at the upper part of the body) 
F. Piriform, with tubular spout above the base 
G. Piriform, bridge-spouted 
H. Conical (shape of body similar to a truncated inverted cone) 
1. Conical, bridge- or false-spouted 
J. Cylindrical (shape of body similar to a cylinder) 
34 Shepard elaborates on the use of the terms "restricted" and "unrestricted" orifice. On the functional 
implications she observes: "The unrestricted vessel is suited for all purposes that require the use of the 
hands inside the vessel and also for display or drying of contents. Restriction of the vessel wall aids in 
retaining the contents and renders the vessel more useful for storage. A neck serves to prevent a liquid from 
slopping and facilitates pouring. Although these divisions may be spoken of as functional categories, they 
carry no implication of specific function. Also it is to be remembered that vessels are sometimes used for 
purposes for which they are not well suited by form. " (Shepard 1963,228). Rice also emphasises that "the 
characteristic of vessel form most specifically modified or adapted to distinct uses is the orifice. Of special 
interest is whether the orifice is restricted or unrestricted and whether or not it has a neck or collar" and 
elaborates on the implications (Rice 1987,241). 
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In the sub es, as defined below, the diameter of the mouth and the existence or not 
of a collar are the attributes to be examined. It would be very useful to use the relation 
between the diameter of the rim and the maximum body diameter as a primary 
criterion in the classification, though the ratio varies considerably. The existence of a 
collar is also definitive in the distinction of the subtypes, as it is possible to distinguish 
among different formations (e. g. high collar, funnel-shaped collar). 
a. Vessels with wide mouth, low/no collar 
b. Vessels with wide mouth, high collar 
c. Vessels with narrow mouth, low/no collar 
d. Vessels with narrow mouth, high collar 
Finally, form are defined as the representative variations of specimens that belong to 
the same type and subtype (the "medium value", Furumark 1941,583). Each form 
may include a number of members, which may eventually create the "mental 
template" that will allow us to place new specimens in the relevant categories. The 
number and the placement of the handles, the decoration, the formation of the base are 
morphological features that are being examined in relation to forms. As miscellaneous 
are listed specimens which have the general attributes of a type but are unique and do 
not specifically relate to any form. 
We apply the typological distinction of forms only in the classification of local 
specimens, which are presented as a homogeneous corpus for the first time, therefore 
establishing a frame of reference for future studies. For the imported specimens, 
especially for those from Crete, we refer to the types and forms already established by 
other scholars (cf. Christakis 1999a), when this is possible. This is a necessity mainly 
imposed by the nature of the corpus of the imported specimens. The vessels originate 
from different areas in the Aegean and most must have been imported as singletons 
rather than in groups; moreover, the attribution of some specimens as imports from 
macroscopic examination is not always safe (especially for specimens listed under 
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"other provenance"); should they prove in the future to be local products, they will fit 
into the types and forms established for the local specimens. Therefore, we classify the 
imported specimens into types and subtypes only, based on the 
morphological/functional qualities, and we discuss individual specimens or groups of 
specimens in relation to comparative material, whenever it exists. Discussion of types 
and forms is presented in Appendix I. Appendix II is a catalogue of individual 
specimens, classified as described above (CN refers to the numbers of this catalogue, 
while AIN is the excavation inventory number, for the concordance see table 3 below). 
Because most of the vessels are handmade no two specimens are identical. Especially 
with relevance to the shape of body, the distinction between ovoid and piriform types 
can often be frustrating. The great majority of the vessels are made of coarse clay with 
inclusions (temper), what is referred to as "pithos fabric". Some vessels are made of 
semi-coarse fabric, which normally has a smooth external surface and less temper. The 
thickness of the walls could also be in some cases an indicator of the distinction 
between coarse and semi-coarse fabric. 
Another aspect requiring discussion is the terminology commonly used by 
ceramologists to describe storage and transfer vessels, especially when the function of 
the vessel is not easily defined or in cases when one function does not necessarily 
exclude another. Fabric is not very helpful as a criterion, if "pithos" is used to define 
fabric. Attributes such as the mouth diameter, the formation of the collar and the 
placement of the handles have been used to distinguish among "pithoi", "amphoroid 
pithoi" and "pithoid jars" (Marthari 1993a). Since this is not a study restricted to the 
morphological features of the vessels, but is more orientated to their mechanical and 
functional performance, it is necessary to adopt some a priori criteria and 
denominations in order to avoid confusion: 
a. We emphasise that we fully acknowledge that vessels such as jugs, oval-mouth 
and false-spouted jars, especially of a large size and/or in large quantities, would have 
served as storage containers, of short-term or long term function; they could have 
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contained quantities of specific commodities (for some of which storage in large pithoi 
may have not been an option); they could have complemented the storage capacity of 
large pithoi or they could have served as transfer vessels for the commodities for 
imminent consumption. Such vessels are taken into account in the examination of 
storage function within the units of the settlement, especially in cases when this is 
imposed by the large size of some specimens or when the plethora of such vessels 
within a specific area cannot be ignored as an indication of storage function of some 
kind. Nevertheless, we have to draw a limit in the detailed examination of individual 
types and forms and exclude vessels such as amphoras, jugs, low spouted or plain tubs 
(«Kbboi»), since their presentation in morphological terms would involve consideration 
of almost half of the ceramic material from Akrotiri, a task which is at the present 
outside the scope of this study. We therefore concentrate in the presentation of what is 
normally denominated "pithoi" or "pithoid jars" in ceramic morphological terms, 
while we acknowledge that the scope in terms of similar potential functional qualities 
expands to a large range of ceramic categories. 
b. It is true that for some vessels which might share distinct common attributes (size, 
shape of body, formation of the mouth) an appropriate terminology could be applied 
(such as amphoroid jar or pithoid jar, which have been commonly used). On the other 
hand, a further categorisation of the material would only cause confusion. Therefore, 
the attribution "pithos" is being used for all the specimens of the catalogue, but a 
suggested attribution is "pitharaki", in the cases where only size differs but all 
morphological features remain the same (cf. Christakis 1999a), and references are 
made to other works of ceramic expertise (cf. Marthari 1993a) in order to establish a 
common frame of reference in terminology. Moreover, in the cases of specimens 
belonging to Group III or to subtypes c and d, special reference to their mechanical 
characteristics and function is made in the examination of the corresponding forms 
(e. g. small vessels with easily sealed mouth and high transportability are naturally 
bound to be considered both as short-term storage vessels and transfer vessels, while 
avoiding the restrictive denomination "amphoroid or pithoid jar"). 
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The morphological and technological characteristics and the mechanical and 
functional properties of the Akrotiri pithoi are examined below. For the classification 
of the body of material into types, subtypes and forms see the tables below and the 
detailed catalogues of forms and specimens in Appendices I and II. Table 3 presents 
the concordance between catalogue numbers (CN) and excavation inventory numbers 
(AIN) to which reference is made throughout the study. 
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PROVENANCE MORPHOLOGICAL/FUNCTIONAL FEATURES 
MOUTH TYPE SUBTYPE FORM 
FORMATION 
a. Wide mouth, low/no 1-4 
collar 
A. OVOID c. Narrow mouth, 5-6 
low/no collar 
B. OVOID WITH a. Wide mouth, low/no 7-9 
TUBULAR SPOUT collar 
ABOVE THE BASE 
C. OVOID d. Narrow mouth, 10 
I. 
BRIDGE-SPOUTED collar high 
RESTRICTED D. OVOID a. Wide mouth, low/no 11 
BARREL collar 
d. Narrow mouth, 12-23 
E. PIRIFORM high collar 
LOCAL c. 
Narrow mouth, 24 
low/no collar 
F. PIRIFORM d. Narrow mouth, 25 
WITH TUBULAR high collar 
SPOUT ABOVE THE 
BASE 
G. PIRIFORM d. Narrow mouth, 26 
BRIDGE-SPOUTED high collar 
a. Wide mouth, low/no 27-28 
collar 
c. Narrow mouth, 29 
low/no collar 
A. OVOID Low/no collar 30 
H. CONICAL Low/no collar 31-32 
II. 
I. CONICAL Low/no collar 33 UNRESTRICTED 
BRIDGE-SPOUTED 
J. CYLINDRICAL Low/no collar 34-36 
Table 1. Classification of local storage vessels from Akrotiri, Thera. 
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PROVENANCE MORPHOLOGICAL/FUNCTIONAL FEATURES 
MOUTH TYPE SUBTYPE 
FORMATION 
c. Narrow mouth, 
CRETE A. OVOID 
low/no collar 
d. Narrow mouth, 
I, high collar 
b. Wide mouth, high RESTRICTED 
collar 
E. PIRIFORM c. Narrow mouth, 
low/no collar 
d. Narrow mouth, 
high collar 
II. I. CONICAL Low/no collar 
UNRESTRICTED BRIDGE- OR 
FALSE-SPOUTED 
MAINLAND I. A. OVOID d. Narrow mouth, 
GREECE RESTRICTED high collar 
a. Wide mouth, low/no 
collar 
A. OVOID c. Narrow mouth, 
low/no collar I. 
d. Narrow mouth, 
RESTRICTED 
OTHER high collar 
c. Narrow mouth, 
E. PIRIFORM low/no collar 
d. Narrow mouth, 
high collar 
E. PIRIFORM High collar 
II. H. CONICAL High collar 
UNRESTRICTED 
Table 2. Classification of imported storage vessels from Akrotiri, Thera. 
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CN AIN CN AIN 
1. AIN 2512 2. AIN 2598 
3. AIN 2510 4. AIN 7187 
5. AIN 7188 6. A13/25NO26 (It has not been inventoried) 
7. A12/25NO27 (It has not been inventoried) 8. AIN 467 
9. AIN 2597 10. AIN 4854 
11. AIN 4914 12. AIN 2508 
13. (It has not been inventoried, Sector A, 1) 14. (It has not been inventoried, Sector A, 1) 
15. AIN 5156 16. AIN 6054 
17. AIN 7753 18. AIN 5659 
19. AIN 3213 20. AIN 4318 
21. AIN 1473 22. AIN 1474 
23. AIN 474 24. AIN 4853 
25. AIN 8727 26. AIN 6889 
27. AIN 1479 28. AIN 1482 
29. (It has not been inventoried, Sector A, 1) 30. AIN 4916 
31. AIN 4201 32. AIN 5653 
33. AIN 4856 34. AIN 1485 
35. AIN 1476-472 36. AIN 4920 
37. AIN 4917 38. AIN 5842 
39. AIN 2124 40. AIN 1509 
41. AIN 5658 42. AIN 2635 
43. AIN 5393 44. AIN 4200 
45. AIN 4936 46. AIN 4942 
47. AIN 5275 48. AIN 1472-473 
49. AIN 7182 50. AIN 1489 
51. AIN 5664 52. AIN 5386 
53. AIN 4024 54. AIN 1477 
55. AIN 1475 56. AIN 1478 
57. AIN 4940 58. AIN 443 
59. AIN 7160 60. AIN 7619 
61. AIN 5779 62. AIN 4918 
63. AIN 5391 64. AIN 97 
65. AIN 4309 66. AIN 4674 
67. AIN 95 68. AIN 4103 
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69. AIN 4899 70. AIN 4857 
71. AIN 4310 72. AIN 4354 
73. AIN 4371 74. AIN 4355 
75. AIN 4308 76. AIN 4307 
77. AIN 5127 78. AIN 1837 
79. AIN 4402-1934 80. AIN 5201 
81. AIN 4898 82. AIN 7586 
83. AIN 4061 
84. AIN 6000 85. AIN 5992 
86. AIN 4837 87. AIN 5385 
88. AIN 4330 89. AIN 2517 
90. AIN 1362 91. AIN 1208 
92. AIN 1564 93. AIN 1651 
94. A59/80NO14 (It has not been inventoried) 95. A147/80NO24 (It has not been inventoried) 
96. AIN 2123 97. AIN 4891 
98. AIN 4928 99. AIN 1730 
100. AIN 2165 101. AIN 5256 
102. AIN 422 103. A252 (A86) (It has not been inventoried) 
104. AIN 5372 105. AIN 5390 
106. A20/80NO08 (It has not been inventoried) 107. A148/80NO24 (It has not been inventoried) 
108. AIN 5661 109. AIN 5266 
110. AIN 4922 111. AIN 3215 
112. AIN 2886 113. AIN 4303 
114. AIN 7165 115. AIN 7930 
116. AIN 8341 117. AIN 600 
118. AIN 601 119. AIN 2151 
120. AIN 7177 121. AIN 6754 
122. AIN 2584 123. AIN 5847 
124. AIN 3558 125. AIN 4023 
126. AIN 5274 127. AIN 5654 
128. AIN 2490 129. AIN 5864 
130. AIN 5370 131. AIN 5790 
132. AIN 5151 133. AIN 2487 
134. AIN 5850 135. AIN 5147 
136. AIN 4926 137. AIN 4933 
138. AIN 7156 139 . AIN 1254 
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140. AIN 7742 141. AIN 2126 
142. AIN 4306 143. AIN 3143 
144. AIN 3144 145. AIN 2939 
146. AIN 2127 147. AIN 5260 
148. AIN 8958 149. AIN 8957 
150. A141/80N (It has not been inventoried) 151. A145/80NO24 (It has not been inventoried) 
152. AIN 9104 153. AIN 560 
154. AIN 3113 155. AIN 4881 
156. AIN 4858 157. AIN 4774 
158. AIN 4773 159. AIN 4669 
160. AIN 1741 161. AIN 441 
162. AIN 2922 163. AIN 1207 
164. AIN 1735 165. AIN 5373 
166. AIN 4932 167. AIN 4897 
168. AIN 3775 169. AIN 3891 
170. AIN 697 171. AIN 3203 
172. AIN 4893 
173. AIN 5244 174. AIN 1740 
175. AIN 5366 176. AIN 1471-468 
177. AIN 4810 178. AIN 5870 
179. AIN 2496 180. AIN 7161 
181. AIN 4316 182. AIN 469 
183. A59/80NO14 (It has not been inventoried) 184. AIN 4104 
185. AIN 1506 (possibly wrong inventory number) 186. AIN 626 
187. AIN 557 188. AIN 8866 
189. AIN 4915 190. AIN 1481 
191. AIN 2505 192. AIN 2667 
193. AIN 4939 194. AIN 7714 
195. AIN 7164 196. AIN 6055 
197. A6/38N (It has not been inventoried) 198. AIN 4671 
199. AIN 4673 200. AIN 4672-3489 
201. AIN 5868 202. AIN 3202 
203. AIN 2375 
204. (192) It has not been inventoried. 205. It has not been inventoried 
206. AIN 2502 207. AIN 7183 
208. AIN 7184 209. AIN 2507 
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210. AIN 4921 211. AIN 4747 
212. AIN 470 213. AIN 4317 
214. AIN 3211 215. AIN 6895 
216. AIN 7186 217. AIN 7185 
218. A137/80NO22 (It has not been inventoried) 219. AIN 4941 
220. AIN 9329 221. AIN 7967 
222. AIN 5785 223. AIN 3210 
224. AIN 3214 225. AIN 93 
226. AIN 4749 227. AIN 4202 
228. AIN 3212 229. AIN 5660 
230. AIN 7167 231. AIN 7166 
232. AIN 7180 233. AIN 7168 
234. AIN 4322 235. AIN 5778 
236. AIN 2563 237. AIN 2167 
238. AIN 2376 239. AIN 4687 
240. AIN 4886 241. AIN 6475 
242. AIN 1571 243. AIN 8214 
244. AIN 2504 245. AIN 2829 
246. AIN 561 247. AIN 6658 
248. AIN 5023 249. AIN 6674 
250. AIN 2501 251. AIN 2503 
252. AIN 6443 253. AIN 6453 
254. AIN 6471 255. AIN 7163 
256. AIN 8539 257. AIN 7159 
258. AIN 7162 259. AIN 4923 
260. AIN 1488 261. AIN 4748 
262. AIN 1570 263. AIN 4750 
264. AIN 3561 265. AIN 3702 
266. AIN 96 267. AIN 2160 
268. AIN 5245 269. AIN 5997 
270. AIN 7644 271. AIN 8884 
272. AIN 1569 273. AIN 8580 
274. AIN 4919 275. AIN 5226 
276. AIN 2599 277. AIN 2485 
278. AIN 2488 279. AIN 1484 
280. AIN 6654 281. AIN 6653 
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282. AIN 6473 283. AIN 6472 
284. AIN 7181 285. AIN 6444 
286. AIN 4855 287. AIN 7158 
288. AIN 1483 289. AIN 5392 
290. AIN 2164 291. AIN 2122 
292. AIN 5117 293. AIN 7618 
294. AIN 1487 295. AIN 1480 
296. AIN 7436 297. AIN 7437 
298. AIN 7439 299. AIN 7438 
300. AIN 4802 301. AIN 5265 
302. AIN 1578 303. AIN 2128 
304. AIN 6743 305. AIN 5668 
306. AIN 7575 307. AIN 8959 
308. AIN 2161 309. AIN 2125 
310. AIN 2114 311. AIN 5261 
312. AIN 4112 
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3.2 TECHNOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
3.2.1 Qualities of clay, manufacture and firing 
Chemical, mineralogical and petrographic analyses have been conducted on ceramic 
material of different periods from Akrotiri, in order to detect the composition and the 
provenance of the clay and the technology of pottery manufacture35. Application of 
Neutron Activation Analysis, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Microprobe Analysis 
and Optical Emission Spectroscopy has provided important information on the 
qualities of the clay and the process of manufacture of pots, which would be almost 
impossible to obtain by macroscopic examination of the fabrics and the finished 
vessels. 
It is difficult to specify the provenance of clays thought to be local, mainly because 
clay exposures on Thera are buried under thick layers of volcanic material. From the 
geologists' point of view, Friedrich (2000,135) states that "Fouque (1879) and 
Phillipson (1896) had already pointed to the weathered phyllites as a possible source 
of pottery clay deposits. These are found in several places, including the northern side 
of Cape Athinios (Neumann van Padang 1936), the steep slopes at Plaka and Thermia, 
and the saddle between Profitis Elias and Mesa Vouno". Einfalt (1978,461,465) 
argues that native materials were used for pottery production36, weathered phyllitic 
rocks and altered material of the volcanic sequences, which can result in the formation 
of kaolinite. He mentions some localities on the island where phyllitic rocks are 
known to have decomposed into clay material and volcanic rocks (lavas on Nea 
Kameni and dacitic tuff on the Akrotiri peninsula) into kaolinite; however Einfalt 
35 Williams 1978; Vaughan 1990; Einfalt 1978; Maniatis and Tite 1978; Noll 1978; Kilikoglou et al. 1990; 
Aloupi and Maniatis 1990. 36 Investigations of an exposure of the metamorphosed basement rocks at Thermic on the southwest coast 
of Thera were successful in locating a limited source of talc. Vaughan and Wilson (1993,180), in their 
work on EC Talc ware, suggest that the metamorphic profile of these samples is different from that detected 
on samples from LCI wares (talc used for coating the external surface of vessels); the infrequency of EC 
Talc Ware on the island coupled with a failure to find a match in local raw materials, seemed to confirm EC 
Talc Ware as an imported ceramic product. On the use of talc on LCI pottery see also Marthari 1990a; 
Aloupi and Maniatis 1990. 
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(1978,461) states that "it is not known whether this material (kaolinite) can be used 
for the production of ceramics" and that "larger extended areas of similar clayish 
material could have been available to the potters of ancient Akrotiri". 
Marthari (1993a, 63) states that sites known as "nnAoüpcS" (clay outcrops) are known 
to local people and that such a site exists at the lower part of hill Archangelos, to the 
west of the excavation site. Clay was found during the excavation of Dexion Pillar Pit 
17, in a chamber dug into the ignibrite layer (the "bedrock" on which the settlement of 
Akrotiri is founded). Vaughan (1990) was the first to conduct analysis on a sample of 
this clay and she concluded that the clay was very similar to that used for the 
manufacture of local pottery. Seidenkrantz and Friedrich (1992) examined another 
sample of the same clay and found an assemblage of foraminifera similar to that from 
Archangelos area. However, Friedrich (2000,135) observes that "until the excavations 
are completed it will be impossible to say whether the clay at this place was formed in 
situ, or whether it had been washed in over the course of time by the strong winter 
rains. It is also possible that the people of Thera had deposited the clay at this place, 
but this seems less likely, because the layering in the clay slopes down from the 
entrance to a cave beneath the Cape Riva ignibrite. Sediments may have been washed 
in from the Lumaravi-Archangelos area by rainwater" (see also Friedrich et al. 2000). 
Chemical analyses have showed that the clay used for the manufacture of distinct local 
buff MC and LC vessels37 is calcareous, with inhomogeneous distribution of CaO 
concentration of the order of 16±6%. This results in variable vitrification and 
microstructure, due to either a natural or an artificial mixture of a non-calcareous or 
slightly calcareous clay with large calcite particles38 and/or heavy tempering (quartz, 
magnetite ores and other rock fragments) (Aloupi and Maniatis 1990,465). It is to the 
calcite that the clay owes its buff colour, while the greenish or orange tinge is due to 
the firing temperature, as estimated from the degree of vitrification in the body: for the 
37 Macroscopic analysis has shown that the clays used were the same as for LC wares. This has also been 
verified by chemical analysis (Kilikoglou and Papagiannopoulou, in progress, reference in 
Papagiannopoulou 1990,58). 
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orange fabric, usually decorated with a red or light-brown coat or motifs, the 
temperature ranges between 700°-850°C, whereas for the greenish fabric, usually 
decorated with a dark brown or black coat or motifs, the temperature ranges from 
1050°-1080°C (Marthari 1990a, 452; Aloupi and Maniatis 1990). The fact that in 
some of the thicker sherds a gradient of temperature is observed (higher near the 
surface, lower in the interior core) indicates that the firing cycle was not particularly 
long (Aloupi and Maniatis 1990,465; cf. Orton et al. 1993,133-135), and this could 
be the case for many of the pithos fabrics. Moreover, it seems that according to results 
for pottery from Thera and Phylakopi, non-calcareous clays were also used for the 
manufacture of coarse pottery (Maniatis and Tite 1978,491). As regards the 
composition of the paint applied, talc is the material used for white, red and black are 
made of a fine clay suspension rich in iron, whereas in cases that white, red and black 
coexist, Mn-Fe minerals are used for black (Aloupi and Maniatis 1990,459-469). A 
finer clay fraction polished and vitrified to a greater or lesser degree produces a non- 
permeable layer on an otherwise porous body, improving its suitability for liquids 
(Aloupi and Maniatis 1990,467); however, while this could be the case for some cups, 
it is not attested on pithoi, where other methods could have been used to reduce 
porosity of the walls, in the cases the vessels were used for storing liquids. 
Similarity between Theran and Melian clay compositions has caused problems in the 
identification of provenance of pottery found at Akrotiri and other sites39; however it 
seems that recent research is making progress on this problematic area (Vaughan 1990, 
484-486). Results from chemical analysis distinguish cooking pots of a red fabric from 
Akrotiri from Naxian specimens (Kilikoglou et al. 1990,445), while specimens of EC 
coarse micaceous ware have been identified by petrographic analysis as imports from 
the northern Cyclades (Vaughan 1990,476-478). The lack of sufficient information on 
the clay sources of the island does not imply that local origins should be precluded 40 
38 Kylikoglou et al. 1990,446; Aloupi and Maniatis 1990,460-1; Maniatis and Tite 1978,487,491. 
39 Jones 1978,479. From macroscopic observation, Marthari (1984,133) notes that "there are stylistic 
differences between the Melian and the Theran examples, as well as a small difference in the colour of the 
clay. The Theran clay is the greyer". 
40 An important issue concerns the mica constituent of fabrics. It is generally suggested that mica does not 
exist on the island and therefore specimens, especially of red clays, with large quantities of predominantly 
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For the reasons mentioned above, we shall be quite reserved in denominating vessels 
as imports. This will be done by taking into consideration other features besides the 
fabric, such as shape and decoration. Nevertheless, it remains a fact that only 
petrographic or other laboratory analysis can provide sound evidence for the 
provenance of a vessel, and more specifically, of the clay used for its manufacture. 
Preliminary results from petrographic analysis41 carried out by Dr C. Knappett on a 
small number of pithos sherds of macroscopically distinct fabrics allow some 
observations on the composition of different clays of storage vessels from Akrotiri. 
The fabric considered to be local is described as very silty pale buff, calcareous with 
microfossils and few volcanic inclusions. Two groups of imported, possibly 
Cycladic/Naxian fabrics have been identified, one described as Granitic Red Fabric 
and the other as Micaceous/Metamorphic Red Fabric. Three distinct Minoan fabrics 
were identified (Metamorphic Red Fabric, Grey-buff Tempered Fabric, Orange 
Sandstone-tempered fabric), a fact which reinforces our arguments on varied loci of 
provenance for the Minoan vessels. It is also interesting to note that the preliminary 
results appear to verify the distinction made initially macroscopically between the 
fabrics of two small pithoi of piriform type (CN 136 and CN 296), one of which was 
considered local and the other imported, possibly from another Cycladic island (see 
discussion in Appendix I, form 23). The fabric of the specimen considered to be local 
is distinct from the local buff and possibly belongs to a separate group, which, 
nevertheless, might equally be of local provenance. 
The process of preparing the clay and the finer fraction used for the paint is known 
from ethnographic parallels (Blitzer 1984; 1990; Voyatzoglou 1984; Vallianos and 
Padouva 1986). Experimental archaeology has also contributed greatly to the 
gold and occasionally silver mica are considered as imports (see Appendix I, vessels of other provenance). 
However, we acknowledge that extended petrographic analysis is needed, and that the quantity and nature 
of temper macroscopically identified as mica are important factors to be examined in relation to attributions 
of local and imported specimens. 
41 The petrographic analysis was carried out on a small number of pithos sherds, with permission from the 
director of the excavation and the Ephorate for the Cyclades, by Dr Carl Knappett, to whom I am grateful 
for providing the information cited here and for much valued discussions on matters of pottery technology 
and manufacture. We hope that further analyses will be carried out in a future project of a larger scale. 
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understanding of ancient pottery techniques and technology (Vitelli 1984; Bronitski 
and Hammer 1986). Pithoi and other large coarse vessels were handmade, 
manufactured by adding subsequent coils of clay to form the body, while this could 
have been standing on mats, traces of which are found impressed on the bases of the 
vessels, predominantly on MC specimens. The coil junctions are occasionally visible 
on the internal surface of some specimens. There is a very interesting fmd of two large 
body fragments of a pithos, on the section of which the cross-incisions made on the 
surface of the coil during the manufacture are visible, exactly at the point where the 
vessel broke (pl. 123)42. Features such as handles and the rim were made and added 
separately. Close inspection of large pithoi from Akrotiri has shown that the junction 
points of the rim and the neck/body of the vessel are frequently still visible. Another 
feature noticed on some vessels is that the walls of the base are occasionally thicker 
than the walls of the body, possibly to provide a firmer stand for the weight of the 
body. This feature is visible in the projecting profile of the base, which is formed by 
the difference in width of the walls. Raised bands and rope patterns were normally 
used rather to disguise than to reinforce the junctions of the coils on the body of many 
large pithoi. Late MC large pithoi generally have thinner body walls (less than 0.03m. ) 
than LCI comparable specimens, and the external and internal surfaces appear to have 
been very well smoothed (the junctions are not often visible). Traces on the internal 
surface of the lower parts of some vessels suggest rotation on a turntable or slow 
whee143; combination of manufacture techniques on the same vessel and alternative 
techniques (such as slab building) could have been used (Dr C. Knappett, 
pers. comm. ). Some of the smaller local and imported specimens (e. g. in forms 14,17) 
seem to be partially or entirely wheel-thrown. On the external surface of the funnel- 
shaped collar of some of the specimens of form 23, there are horizontal, shallow 
striations, which may be the trace of strings used to keep the flaring collar from 
warping. The choice of paste and manufacturing techniques seems to have been 
42 I wish to thank S. Kariotis for locating the fragments, still in situ in an unexcavated area inside Building 
Z. 
43 According to Papagiannopoulou (1990,61-62) the fast wheel technique was introduced at Akrotiri at the 
end of the MC period and she speculates on whether the technique is introduced from Crete. The sample 
she examined might not have been representative (very few whole MC vessels restored at that time) and 
future research may clarify the issue of the extent of use of the fast wheel in MC period. 
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conditioned by the intended mechanical qualities of the vessels (e. g. thickness, 
permeability of the walls, size of the vessels), the qualities of the local and foreign 
clays and temper, and, possibly more significantly, by potting traditions and 
workshops. 
Firing would have taken place in large kilns; however, none has been found so far at 
Akrotiri. This is largely due to the exploration so far of only a small part of the 
settlement, considered to be of urban/residential character. Kilns would have been 
constructed on the outskirts of the town, or even farther away, for obvious reasons. 
Information on kilns of roughly the same period comes from Crete44. The firing 
temperature ranged between 700°-850°C and 1050°-1080°. Fuel would have included 
wood, though possibly to a lesser extent on Thera, shrubs and dung. 
3.2.2 Treatment of surface and decoration 
We examine below the morphological characteristics of the local and imported storage 
vessels under broad categories in terms of treatment of surface and decoration; 
distinctions and comparisons between local and foreign features are examined in this 
section and in Appendix I. Emphasis is put on the treatment of the external surface of 
the vessels, because internally they are undecorated and, mostly, unslipped. In a large 
number of specimens, however, the internal surface of the rim and the collar (where it 
exists) is painted. Trickle patterns or speckles of paint on the internal surface, which 
were probably caused unintentionally during the process of painting the external 
surface, also appear occasionally. 
The storage vessels belong to the following categories according to surface treatment: 
On Minoan kilns see Davaras 1973; 1980; Levi and Laviosa 1979-1980; Betancourt 1985,117-119. 
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A. Vessels undecorated, with or without slip 
"Slip" is defined as a "fluid suspension of clay (and/or other materials) in water" (Rice 
1987,149) applied before firing in order to smooth the external surface and to 
minimise the visibility of temper, the particles of which can be rather large and 
protruding in many cases. In the cases when it is applied on the internal surface it acts 
as a sealant to reduce permeability, a function similar to that performed by the 
application of resins and other organic materials. The actual presence of a slip is 
occasionally not easy to identify; criteria from macroscopic examination, such as a 
prominent colour contrast between the biscuit and the colour of the surface of a vessel, 
have proved to be inadequate or misleading (Vitelli 1984,122). It is worth noting that 
in a large number of our specimens the external surface is of a lighter coloration, 
usually whitish/yellowish in the local specimens, than the darker colour of the fabric. 
We are using the term "slip" to describe both the applied finer clay suspension and the 
effect of "self-slip" caused during drying, when dissolved salts and fine clay particles 
concentrate towards the surface of the pot, drawn there by the movement of water 
through the walls (Orton et al. 1993,126). The effect of "self-slip", possibly also 
achieved by polishing the surface of the pot, we consider more common especially on 
our larger specimens, although only thin section analysis would allow observations of 
a more refined character. The colour of the surface of vessels, especially those of dark 
fabric, varies due to uneven firing. 
B. Vessels with relief features, with or without painted decoration. 
In this section we include also simple features which normally belong to the applique 
type of decoration (such as knobs), in order to avoid confusion by the use of term 
"applique decoration", which usually implies more elaborate pictorial or other 
patterns. This type of elaborate applique decoration is not attested on the Akrotiri 
storage vessels. There is only one imported specimen with applique discoid motifs, 
with incised upper surface, placed in a horizontal row on the shoulder area. 
This vessel 
is not considered in this study as it is still in situ in the area of Pillar 
Pit 39 and partly 
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uncovered (pl. 118)45. Therefore, the features discussed in this section (ropes, raised 
bands, knobs, ridges) are considered all as "relief patterns", mainly based on the visual 
effect of the surface of the vessel. The relief features found on storage vessels, with or 
without painted decoration in Akrotiri are of the following kinds: 
Rope decoration 
This conventional term is used in pottery to describe a relief motif, which is thought to 
imitate the form of rope. This motif is normally created by the application of clay 
braids to the surface of the pot in different arrangements. These patterns have been 
impressed by the finger of the potter or they have been incised/pressed by tools to 
create the impression of ropes surrounding the vessel. There are cases where the rope 
is not an added amount of clay, but the motif is incised and thus simply differentiated 
from the surface of the pot. Different types can occur and in varied arrangements, 
parallel, wavy or oblique ropes, often on the same vessel and on different parts of the 
body (at the base of the neck, in-between the handles, on the belly, near the base), as 
also in combination with raised bands (see below). 
The impressions created can be rather irregular, as they are mostly handmade, i. e. 
there is no evidence for the use of a mechanism, stamp or tool, which by rolling would 
create recurrent, identical patterns. They fall broadly into the following categories46 
(more than one different rope formations can occur on the same vessel): 
(a) more or less oval, formed by the outside of the forger pressed diagonally 
(Christakis Group I, Rope 1), or vertically, or by the tip of the finger {e. g. CN 256, CN 
16, CN 30, CN 255, CN 28 (neck), CN 246, CN 248} (pl. 112c). In this group we 
include a particular rope formation found on vessels CN 249 (neck), CN 252, CN 250, 
CN 251, (pl. 113), where the impressions create an effect of "herringbone" pattern, 
similar but not identical to paralleled specimens from West Crete (see Appendix I). 
as Thera VI, pl. 18b, 19. 
46 Since much of the rope decoration appears on imported, and particularly Minoan, or minoanising 
local 
specimens, information on chronological and distribution issues, kindly provided by Dr K. Christakis, pers. 
comm., is presented in the catalogue of types and forms (Appendix I). 
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(b) of a scale overlapping effect, formed by pressing the outside of the forger (broad) 
or the tip of the forger (more circular) and then moving the clay in one direction 
(Christakis Group V, Ropes 13-14, and Christakis Group II, Ropes 3-4), {e. g. CN 252, 
CN 251, CN 35, where ropes of groups (a) and (b) are combined) (pl. 112a-b). On 
specimen CN 286 (pl. 111a) the scale overlapping effect is achieved by individual thin 
discs of clay applied in a row one partially covering the other. 
(c) circular, well-defined, regularly spaced, formed by pressing the tip of the forger 
(Christakis Group IV, Rope 11), {e. g. CN 57 (neck), CN 58 (neck), CN 282, CN 281 
(neck), (pl. 115), CN 254 (a more complex motif) (pl. 111c)). Some of the ropes are 
formed by very regular circular imprints with sharp contours, possibly indicating the 
use of a tool of convex edge, which was pressed on the clay braid. 
(d) broad with oval angular profiles or thin, usually vertical, formed by a tool, 
pressing or incising the clay braid {e. g. CN 21 (neck), CN 285, CN 36 (body), CN 281 
(body), CN 27) (pl. 114a-b). Occasionally, the incisions continue on the body of the 
vessel (CN 281) (pl. 114b). The ropes on CN 253 have oblique impressions (pl. 
111b). 
(e) vertical incisions formed directly on the surface of the pot (e. g. CN 36 (neck), CN 
40)(pl. 114c). 
The rope patterns appear on the vessels in the following arrangements: 
- Arrangement 1 (horizontal parallel, e. g. CN 16, CN 30, CN 257, CN 258). 
- Arrangement 2 (horizontal, at the base of the neck, e. g. CN 58, CN 57, CN 254) 
- Arrangement 3 (wavy, e. g. CN 285, CN 282) 
- Arrangement 4 (horizontal and wavy, e. g. CN 246, CN 248, CN 255, CN 286) 
- Arrangement 5 (horizontal parallel, oblique and/or "festoon", e. g. CN 252) 
- Arrangement 6 (horizontal, wavy and oblique parallel in a frieze, e. g. CN 35) 
- Arrangement 7 (horizontal and oblique, e. g. CN 249, CN 253) 
It should be noted that wavy rope patterns vary considerably, as also the oblique, 
depending on the degree of curves. A common arrangement is the combination of a 
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neck rope pattern with horizontal parallel raised bands on the body of large local 
vessels (see below). 
Rope patterns appear in Crete from EMI. According to Christakis, the diffusion of 
rope patterns from LM onwards follows very strong regional tendencies. In the area of 
Central Crete they are replaced by raised band patterns from LMIA. In this region only 
a few specimens decorated with rope patterns have been found in LMI contexts, but 
they are MM survivals. In East and West Crete, however, rope patterns continue to be 
used until LMIII, while the raised band patterns are not frequent before that period 
(Christakis 1999a, 320). 
It has been suggested that rope patterns, raised bands and ridges (see below) had been 
applied by potters in order to reinforce or disguise the junctions of the separate parts of 
the vessel, as they were made by adding coils of clay one on top of the other in a rather 
gradual process. It seems quite plausible that horizontal bands could indeed have 
served this purpose, especially on junctions where a large amount of pressure could 
have been exerted, e. g. on junctions of the belly and on the junction of the neck with 
the body. On the other hand, wavy, oblique and "festoon" patterns seem to have been 
purely decorative. It has also been suggested that the "rope pattern" elements imitate 
the ropes used either to keep the vessel together so as to resist outwards pressure, 
during manufacture and while drying prior to firing, or to tie the vessel so as to enable 
transportation 47 (pl. 124). Another hypothesis is that "the presence of relief-decorated 
forms suggested a need to indicate the contents of a vessel in situations of poor 
lighting" (Schroder 1999,10), which, however, cannot be put forward for the 
specimens under study, where the relief decoration is neither varied nor indicative of 
47 Betancourt 1985,112: "the (rope) decoration may suggest how the jars were moved or how they were 
kept from warping while they dried". The use of ropes is attested from modem ethnographic parallels 
during the manufacture of large pithoi to support the walls (Korre-Zographou 1995,279,308,320); another 
practice to support the walls of finished vessels while drying before firing is with flat broad stone slabs or 
wooden planks, fastened both inside and outside the pithoi (Korre-Zographou 1995,323); all materials 
might leave traces on the walls of the vessels, still visible after firing. At the archaeological site of Akrotiri 
nowadays, it is a common practice to transfer pithoi by tying them on wooden stalls; ropes are also used in 
the process of restoring large vessels in the conservation laboratory of the excavation to tie in a specific and 
quite elaborate way vessels which have been just put together from sherds, in order to minimise outwards 
pressure and fragmentation of the stuck-together vessel. 
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any kind of labelling system. In a utilitarian context, one could suggest that raised 
bands and ropes could provide grasping points during the transfer of a vessel and also 
that they protected the walls of the vessels when in contact with the walls of a room or 
with each other or while rolling during transfer (cf. the ribs on the koroneika jars, 
Blitzer 1990,690). 
Vessels with rope decoration are either undecorated (very few) or as a rule they bear 
painted "trickle patterns" (see below). 
Raised band decoration 
Raised bands of a more or less rectangular section appear on few specimens, usually of 
large size (pl. 116). They are always horizontal, they are applied on the body of the 
vessels at quite regular spaces (see above for the relation with the coil seams) and they 
are usually combined with rope decoration around the base of the neck of the vessel. 
The surface is in most cases incised by a thin- but usually not particularly sharp-edged 
tool. The incisions are either vertical f (Christakis Group I, Bands 1-2), e. g. CN 28) or 
crescent-shaped {(Christakis Group II, Band 6), e. g. CN 20 (where the incising on one 
of the bands was not completed), CN 21, CN 26). Occasionally, incised guidelines for 
the application of the band are noticed; tool incisions may continue on the body of the 
vessel. No herringbone or criss-cross patterns have been attested. There are no wavy or 
elaborate shaped bands. They appear almost exclusively on local large pithoi. It is 
possible that more than one people performed the incisions on the same vessel. This 
type of decoration is a good example of selective adoption of Minoan features in local 
pottery production, both in terms of execution48 and arrangement on the vessels (for 
chronological issues see above in the rope decoration and in Appendix I). 
The above-mentioned characteristics of rope patterns and raised bands are likewise 
valid in the cases of specimens with painted decoration. The painted decoration in 
association with rope patterns and raised bands is that of the "trickle pattern" motif, 
i. e. running paint on the walls of the vessel. This pattern is created irregularly by 
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pressing a piece of cloth or sponge dipped in paint on different parts of the vessel, so 
that the paint running downwards from that spot forms the "trickle pattern". The most 
popular spots, from where "trickle patterns" stem, are the handles/lugs of the vessel 
and the base of the neck. It is interesting to note that trickle patterns running down 
from spots arranged in a horizontal row on the shoulder of the pithos appears to be a 
practice applied on imported Minoan pithoi (e. g. see pl. 129) and not readily copied in 
the local production. Another way by which "trickle patterns" are formed is by 
running paint from the rim of the vessel, which is painted all over in many specimens; 
this way of forming "patterns" is quite accidental. Also accidental or at least carelessly 
executed are the irregular speckles of paint on the surface of the vessels, which may 
have been created by the tossing of paint from a brush. There is also at least one 
specimen (CN 258), which appears to have been painted all over. 
It has been suggested that "trickle patterns" imitate liquid running down the walls of a 
container, but it would be precarious to infer liquid content for any vessel with this 
kind of decoration. "Trickle patterns" have a long history linked with the decoration of 
storage vessels, indeed the first appearance goes back to EMII Crete. 
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Knobs 
Knobs are usually classified as applique decoration (cf. Christakis 1999a, 360-361), 
which is correct with regard to the technique they are applied to the vessel. On local 
Theran specimens, knobs appear as additional lumps of clay, in the form of discs with 
convex upper surface, stuck on the surface of vessels before firing. Traces of the 
circular movement of fmgers during the application are identified around their 
perimeter. There are very few undecorated specimens with knobs, namely one which 
belongs to the ovoid type, CN 189 (three knobs in-between the handles) and some 
specimens which belong to the piriform type, form 23, with funnel-shaped collar 
(undecorated, some imported, two opposite knobs in-between the crescent lugs), 
mainly because knobs normally occur on specific types of vessels with painted 
48 The crescent incisions appear to be a typical feature on bands of pithoi of north central 
Crete (Dr K. 
Christakis, pers. comm. ). 
49 Betancourt 1985,37,48, fig. 30; Warren 1972, pis. 37,38,59,60,61. 
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decoration. They are usually found in the area below the rim, on the upper part of the 
body. They are arranged as follows: 
(i) two opposite knobs in-between the crescent lugs as in form 23, with funnel- 
shaped collar {in one case (CN 133) two knobs are vertically aligned, in 
another case (CN 145) there are two opposite groups of three knobs in-between 
the lugs}and on vessels of the cylindrical type, with main decorative motif 
spirals (e. g. CN 234, CN 235, CN 221, CN 237, CN 213, CN 227, CN 210), 
lilies (e. g. CN 225, CN 222, CN 219), false running spiral and crocuses (CN 
209), marine landscape with dolphins (CN 223); knobs are normally placed 
between the lugs, and their occurrence appears to be rather the rule than the 
exception in this type of vessel (there are specimens without knobs and 
specimens CN 210 and CN 222 have four knobs instead of two). 
(ii) one knob, or rarely two or more, is in most cases applied under the rim on 
vessels of all forms of types with tubular spout above the base, aligned 
vertically to the spout. 
It is worth mentioning that knobs normally occur on large basins ("bathtubs") under 
the rim, where the external surface is undecorated in contrast with the internal, which 
is decorated with reeds or other floral or faunal motifs. A practical utility or a specific 
significance in the appliance of knobs cannot be detected; they seem to be decorative 
elements, but quite interestingly they are associated with particular types and forms of 
vessels described above, which are unique to Akrotiri, and represent the work of local 
workshops of very distinct character. 
We should note that the knobs which appear on the local specimens are very distinct in 
form, dimensions and arrangement on the vessels when compared to knobs found on 
Minoan vessels. According to Christakis (1999a, 360-361), the knobs on Minoan 
pithoi are formed by balls of clay, their section is angular and the size varies. They are 
applied (i) in single/parallel rows on the neck and/or the body; (ii) isolated close to the 
handles; and (iii) in groups of two/three which form quite decorative patterns on the 
body. On the Theran local specimens the knobs are of low relief and even when they 
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occur in combinations of two or more on the same vessel, they fail to convey the 
impression of a distinct decorative pattern. The knobs on the Minoan specimens 
A39/66 (found in a late MC/early LCI context) and CN 257, CN 258 exemplify the 
difference when compared to local specimens. Christakis also suggests that in some 
cases knobs served as handles and/or as grasping points to bind tightly the cover of the 
pithos, a function which cannot be extended to the Theran specimens, because of their 
low relief. Knobs on Minoan pithoi appeared from EM onwards, they are very 
frequent during MM, in LM they are very rare and occurred below the rim of pithoi 
with unrestricted rim (Christakis 1999a, 360). Finally, no comparison can be made in 
morphological terms between knobbed pithoi from Knossos (MMIII) and Phaistos 
(MMII) and Theran specimens. 
Ridges 
Horizontal ridges (Christakis Rope Group IX, forms 29-30)50 seem to have been 
formed by application of thick or thin stripes of clay on the walls rather than by 
pressing the clay of the vessel during its manufacture, a practice which may damage 
the walls and affect even thickness. They are always horizontal and parallel; no wavy 
ridges appear on storage vessels at Akrotiri51. They are normally found on vessels with 
painted decoration (including trickle) as follows: 
- One or two ridges at the base of the neck 
This pattern is recurrent and consistent in such a large number of specimens of 
different forms that it cannot be treated in most cases as a decorative motif but rather 
as a structural characteristic, a means of reinforcing or disguising the junction between 
the body and the rim/collar. 
- Multiple parallel ridges under the neck, at the upper part of the body (pl. 117b-c) 
50 Christakis (1999a) notes that ridges of his Rope 30 (thin ridges, similar to those found on the body of 
local pithoi at Akrotiri) appear on Minoan pithoi mainly during the MM period in East Crete, and they are 
rare in Crete outside this area. 
51 A small cylindrical vessel, probably imported, bridge-spouted at rim, has a pattern of relief running 
spirals on the shoulder area, formed by the application of such thin braids of clay. It was found 
in a LCI 
context, in room Ala (PAE 1994, pl. 83). It is not considered in this study (it is listed in Marthari 
1993a as 
«YE(PUpbOTOpOS KUÄIVÖpIKX KäöOS»). 
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This pattern occurs on vessels of the ovoid/barrel type (CN 55, CN 54, CN 56) with 
painted "trickle pattern" decoration, and vessels CN 1, CN 2, CN 11 with painted 
spirals. It also appears on the pictorial pithos CN 10, and on specimens CN 279 and 
CN 39, both with painted spirals. In some cases the ridged zone is painted. The ridged 
zone is considerably wider in vessels of MC origin (see Appendix I for chronological 
issues). 
- Single or multiple ridges in groups, more or less equally spaced on the 
body of the vessel (pl. 1 17a, d, e) 
Single ridges more or less equally spaced appear consistently on the body of the 
vessels of all types with tubular spout above the base and decoration of vertical series 
of circles, single or double, plain or with cross or disc inside, of groups I and II. They 
do not occur on relevant specimens of group III (small sized specimens). These ridges 
define the zones, in which each of the circles of the painted motif is placed. Multiple 
ridges, usually two or three, occur on specimens of the ovoid type, CN 15 (with 
painted decoration of horizontal series of circles with solid discs inside), CN 17 
(painted ridges) and CN 31 (with painted decoration of horizontal series of solid 
discs). In the cases of multiple ridges, the groups of ridges are painted. 
- Multiple parallel ridges at the lower part of the body, above the base (pl. 117f) 
This is a particular feature of very few imported Minoan specimens of piriform type 
(CN 264, CN 265, CN 270, CN 268, CN 269). These specimens also share the features 
of elaborate decoration, of semi-coarse fabric and they also have a distinct disc base. It 
is important to note that multiple ridges above the base and the disc base are Minoan 
features, rarely copied on local similar specimens. 
C. Vessels with painted decoration 
In this section the most frequently occurring main and secondary painted motifs are 
briefly discussed. Note that the paint quality is different between local and imported 
vessels. For discussion related to forms and individual specimens see below 3.4 and 
Appendices I and II. 
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1. Plant motifs 
Reeds 
The motif that is thought to imitate reeds in iconographY52 is found as a consistent 
dark-on-light decorative pattern on local vessels of the conical type. Reeds stem from 
above the base of the vessel and are formed by simple curved bands imitating the 
leaves of the plant, which, however, do not emerge from a central vertical stem, but 
merge one into the other in an effort towards more naturalistic depiction. Reeds are 
also a common decorative motif on bridge-spouted pitharakia; two of the largest 
specimens (piriform type, bridge-spouted, form 29, CN 186, CN 187) have white reeds 
on dark background. Similar decoration appears on some small specimens of form 24. 
White reeds on dark background decorate another specimen (CN 79) of the piriform 
type, form 16. As a complementary motif they appear in narrow zones on small 
storage vessels (e. g. CN 264). A remarkable specimen is CN 273, an imported Minoan 
small pithos, which has a broad zone covering two thirds of the body surface filled 
with reeds in bright red paint. 
Crocus 
Crocuses are a favourite motif in Theran iconography53. On storage vessels they occur 
as a secondary, complementary motif on specimens of the cylindrical type (e. g. CN 
209, CN 239); also on CN 67, form 14, and on an imported Minoan vessel of piriform 
type, CN 264. 
Lilies 
The status attributed to this motif in association with Minoan religion led Marinatos to 
name the cylindrical pithos with white lilies (CN 225) "the sacred pithos of the 
goddess"54. It is a favourite motif in Theran and Cretan wall paintings and potteryss 
52 Pottery: Popham 1967,339, fig. 1 (8); Betancourt 1985,130; Marthari 1993a, 272-280; Warren 1999, 
898. Wall-paintings: on the "reed fresco" see Vlachopoulos 2000. 
53 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 245-253; Popham 1967, fig. 1 (13); Betancourt 1985,107,109, fig. 98A. Wall- 
Paintings: Doumas 1992b, fig. 126. 
4 Thera III, p. 26, pl. 25,1. 
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On storage vessels it occurs either in the form of clumps (cylindrical type, e. g. CN 
222, CN 219, CN 207, piriform type, CN 295) or in the form of free-standing flowers 
(cylindrical type, CN 225). In all those cases mentioned the lilies are depicted in white 
on a dark background. 
Ivy leaves, myrtle, rape, vetches 
These motifs appear sporadically and/or as secondary decorative subjects: ivy leaves56 
(e. g. CN 266, CN 81, CN 243, CN 267), grape57 (e. g. CN 177, CN 53), myrtle/foliate 
bands, which consist of a single or double row of solid petaloid loops, detached or 
springing from a band, in a horizontal series, usually as a secondary motif58 (e. g. CN 
69, CN 84, CN 43, CN 71, CN 65), vetches59 (e. g. CN 78).. 
2. Animal motifs 
There are few vessels in Akrotiri (mainly ewers and kymbes) with animal depictions, 
usually swallows and dolphins. In the case of storage vessels, there are two remarkable 
pictorial pithoi, namely CN 10 60 and CN 223 with land and marine landscapes and 
creatures, a bull61, goat62 and dolphins63 (see Appendix II for description). CN 80 has 
large birds painted in black with added white, which have been known as "aEroi". A 
remarkable specimen is the cylindrical late MC pithos found in Pillar Pit 35, with large 
griffms64 in red, black and added white paint (the pithos is not thoroughly examined in 
55Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 253-261; Betancourt 1985,107,109,123, fig. 92, pl. 16B (also on the relation 
between motifs on pottery and wall-paintings). Wall-paintings: Doumas 1992b, 49,100, figs 69-75,134. 
56Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 261-266; Betancourt 1985, fig. 98B; Popham 1967, fig. 1 (10). Wall-paintings: 
Doumas 1992b, 110, fig. 78. 
57 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 297-300. For depictions on MC sherds from Thera, Papagiannopoulou 1991, 
329, cat. no 66, pl. 9 (publ. in Marthari 1984, fig. 8b), and 339, cat. no 157, pl. 15, fig. 19. 
58Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 280-4; Betancourt 1985, fig. 98G; Popham 1967,339, fig. 1 (9); Warren 1999, 
898. Wall-paintings: Doumas 1992b, 19,129, fig. 106. 
59 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 293-297. 
60 Doumas 1999. 
61 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 215-218 
62 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 218-220. Wall-paintings: Doumas 1992b, 47-48. 
63 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 237-245. Wall-paintings: Doumas 1992b, 49, figs 36-37,41-43. 
64 Cff, fragments of a vessel with painted griffins, PAE 1994, pl. 96b. Also a pithos from Kea (Cummer and 
Schofield 1984, pl. 79, cat. no. 1318, an import from Thera, published in Marthari 1998). The basic studies 
on griffins in Bronze Age pottery and art in general are Crowley 1989,272-273,46-53; Frankfort 1936-7; 
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this study, as it calls for a separate publication). Another specimen from the recent 
excavation (Pillar Pit 67), of the same type but of smaller dimensions, is also 
decorated with griffins in red paint. Relevant themes in Theran wall paintings invoke 
consideration on whether the same painters worked occasionally both on pottery and 
wall paintings and on the relation between vase-painting and fresco-painting 6s 
3. Linear and abstract motifs 
Spirals 
Spirals are a popular motif in Theran and Cretan pottery, very characteristic of the end 
of the MB and the beginning of the LB periods66. On storage vessels at Akrotiri this 
motif occurs mainly in the form of running or false running spirals (concentric circles 
with disc in the middle joined by tangent bands) with solid centre. Single spirals 
appear on pithos CN 209, of the cylindrical type. A distinct type of spiral appears on 
CN 8067. One horizontal series of large running or false running spirals can be the 
main decorative element of most specimens of specific vessel types and forms 
(specimens of the cylindrical type, mostly running spirals flanked by wavy bands, 
ovoid type, form 1, piriform type, form 14). Otherwise, running spirals occur in 
horizontal parallel zones (e. g. piriform type, CN 266, CN 264, CN 73, CN 268); in 
piriform type, specimen CN 86, running spirals are less symmetrically placed in the 
decorative zone, while on specimen CN 265 the spirals are placed in two broad zones 
forming a net-pattern. Interestingly, there are two specimens with a "hook" spiral 
motif, where the impression of the spiral is given mainly by the reserved ground 
(ovoid type, specimen CN 39, cylindrical type, specimen CN 204). Pithos CN 224 has 
Tamvaki 1974 (appendix IV, 288-292); Tzavella-Evjen 1970,19-40; Dessenne 1957; further references on 
the origins of the motif and its forms and representations on various artefacts are cited in these studies. 
65 On the relation between Minoan vase-painting and wall-painting see Walberg 1986,57-88, where she 
concludes: "... wall-painting and pottery decoration followed the same line of development and that the 
same or similar decorative motifs were used in both types of painting" (... ) "it seems correct to conclude 
that initial experimentation in the combination of various abstract elements to form representational motifs 
like plants and animals first took place on the vases". On pictorial decoration on vessels from Akrotiri and 
the relation to wall painting compositions see Marthari 2000. 
66 Pottery: Marthari 1993a, 344-354; Popham 1967,339, fig. 1 (4-6); Warren 1999,894-898; Betancourt 
1985,107-109,128-133, figs. 84E-F, 98M-O, 100A-F, J-K, Pls. 14B, 17,18H. Wall-paintings: Doumas 
1992b, 128, figs 37,39- 40,90,93-94,138. 
67 See discussion in Marthari 1993a, 345, «oiypoci&j c ndpa pc pop 3ocib? nEpiypäppaTo». 
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banded spirals in a horizontal zone. In all the above-mentioned cases, the spirals are 
painted in dark on light background. There are few specimens with white spirals on 
dark background, namely imported Minoan pithoi of piriform type, specimens CN 
261, CN 279, both with running spirals, and CN 262, with banded spirals. 
Marthari (1993a, 350-351) discusses the stylistic features which distinguish the spiral 
motifs as rendered in Thera, in Crete and in other areas of the Aegean at the beginning 
of LBI. Favourite Theran features are the wavy bands and the arcs above and below 
the spiral zone and the filling of the space in-between the tangents with various 
complementary motifs. The frieze with running banded spiral on the upper part of the 
late MC cylindrical pithos invokes further consideration on chronological issues 
related to the stylistic interplay between pottery and wall-paintings motifs68. 
Ripple pattern 
Ripple pattern is the conventional name used for a motif of vertical, parallel, trembling 
strokes, which is thought to convey the impression of tortoise she1169. It is more 
suitable for surfaces of small vessels and it degenerates into wider strokes on large 
vessels. On storage vessels in Akrotiri, ripple pattern in horizontal zones constitutes 
either the main decorative motif (e. g. piriform type, CN 75, CN 181, degenerated 
motif, CN 42, CN 180, CN 179, CN 184, CN 74, conical type, CN 182, degenerated 
motif, ovoid type, CN 64) or a secondary, complementary motif (e. g. conical type, CN 
203, piriform type, CN 73). It is interesting to note that ripple pattern occurs 
consistently on vessels of the piriform bridge-spouted type, forms 27-28. 
Circles and discs 
A vertical series of circles, single or double, plain or with disc or with cross inside, is 
the characteristic decorative pattern on vessels with tubular spout above the base, of all 
three size Groups70. Circles occur in a single horizontal series, usually on the shoulder 
68 See also Marthari 1993a, 353-354, on depictions of banded running spirals on pottery, wall-paintings and 
metalwork. 
69 Marthari 1993a, 359-360; Popham 1967,339, fig. 1 (1); Warren 1999,895-898; Betancourt 1985,113- 
114,128-133, figs. 87,99A. 100H-I, Pl. 15C-D. 
70 Doumas 1978a; Doumas and Constantinides 1990. On the motif, Marthari 1993a, 330-332. 
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area of the vessels, plain (e. g. piriform type, CN 168) or with disc inside (consistently 
on all specimens of piriform type, forms 20-21, where the pattern occasionally 
alternates with plain circles, ovoid type, CN 3, CN 15). There is also one specimen 
(piriform type, CN 65) with decoration of adjacent circles with disc, arranged in three 
horizontal series (the overall impression is that of "rosettes" due to the applied white 
dots). Solid discs in a single horizontal series also occur on the shoulder area of the 
vessel (CN 31, CN 169). 
Marthari (1993a, 166) suggests that the circles/disc decoration on the shoulder of some 
pithoi and jars could imply influence from the products of a Knossian workshop. It is 
worth noting that a large pithos, found during the recent excavation (Pillar Pit 63A), is 
similar in form to specimen CN 15 (but with simple circles on the shoulder) and could 
belong to a late MC/early LCI context (pl. 128) (preliminary remarks, study of the 
context is not yet completed). Circles are also a common decorative motif on barrel 
jars of matt-painted ware in Aigina71, although the vertical syntax conveys an overall 
different impression. 
Trickle pattern 
Trickle pattern on vessels without relief motifs (e. g. ovoid type, CN 242, CN 32) 
occurs with the same characteristics as those described in the section on trickle pattern 
on vessels with relief motifs. 
Ares/Loops 
Loop-shaped arcs stemming from the base of the vessel are a consistent pattern on all 
specimens of piriform type, forms 20-21, together with the circles with disc motif. 
Arcs also occur in association with running spirals motif, above and below the main 
decorative zone. 
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4. Miscellaneous unique patterns 
Double axe 
This distinctive symbol of Minoan art and religion72 is depicted in a horizontal series 
on an imported Minoan vessel, piriform type, CN 269 (for parallels of the motif on 
similar Minoan specimens see discussion in Appendix I). 
Nippled ewer 
This characteristic Cycladic vessel73 is depicted in outline or solid painted, with rather 
conventional attribution of the nipples, on two specimens of piriform type, CN 177 
(grape on the same vessel) and CN 78 (flanked by myrtle branches). 
Petaloid loops74 
This unique painted motif of a solid petaloid loop with reserved circle inside is 
depicted three times on the Minoan imported vessel CN 241, ovoid type. According to 
Christakis (1999a, 352) "the centre of their production must have been Phaistos, not 
only because 98% of the specimens come from that site but also because only at 
Phaistos do such patterns show a decorative evolution. The standardisation in 
morphological and finishing details suggest production from specialised Phaistian 
workshop/s". The motif is among the favourite of Classical Kamares decoration 
(MMII/IIIA) (Walberg 1976,57). (see also discussion in Appendix I). 
"Checkerboard" 75 
This is a rare motif consisting of alternating red/brown squares with white cross and 
reserved squares with red/brown cross, which appears on a vessel of piriform type, 
form 18, CN 87. It is interesting to consider a possible interaction between pottery and 
71 Cf. Siedentopf 1991,104, Inv. 2404,591, Stadt IX; 81, Inv. 2381, Alte Grabung, Stadt X. On the circles 
motif on barrel jars and the decorative syntax see Buck 1964,271. 
72 Popham 1967,339, fig. 1 (15); Warren 1999,895; Betancourt 139, Pl. 19D. 
73 For the depiction of the vessel on Theran pottery see Marthari 1993a, 312-317; Polychronakou-Sgouritsa 
1994. 
74 On the motif see Walberg 1976,57-58,87. 
75 Marthari 1993a, 357-359. 
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textiles motifs. Checkerboard motifs appear in panels on matt-painted barrel jars at 
Aigina76. 
"Racket motif'/ "whorls" 
This conventional name applies to a loop-shaped motif, which appears in a horizontal 
tangential series on imported Minoan vessels, piriform type, CN 268 and CN 270, 
solid or hatched. This is a variation of the hatched loop motif (Furumark 1941, motif 
63). 
Rosette77 
Rosettes are not a common motif on the vessels under study. They appear on vessels 
of the cylindrical type in various forms78 (e. g. CN 208, CN 224, CN 209) and on an 
imported Minoan specimen (CN 271). Rosettes are also found on the late MC pithos 
with griffins from Pillar Pit 35. It is worth noting that most of the depictions of this 
motif on local vessels are bichrome (matt red and black). Here again there is much 
interplay between pottery and wall-painting depictions in stylistic and chronological 
terms79. Again, it is on cylindrical pithoi that we find a motif much favoured in wall 
paintings (cf. griffins, lilies, banded spirals). 
E. Linear A inscriptions 
An incised Linear A inscription was identified on the imported Minoan pithos CN 
25580, ovoid type. A fragmentary piece of the rim and the upper part of the body of a 
local pithos with rope and trickle pattern has a Linear A inscription incised on the 
outer vertical edge of the rim, and what appears to be a number of identical seal 
imprints on the lip and the outer edge of the rim8' (pl. 119). One of the signs has been 
76 Siedentopf 1991,46-63, Inv. 2346-2356, Stadt IX. 
" Pottery: Betancourt 1985,133, Pl. 17E-F; Marthari 1993a, 321-327. Wall paintings: Doumas 1992b, 17, 
131, figs. 61,136-137. 
78 muAAopbbaKar, pböaKaS p NnvoEIörj puMbpia, oTpo3IAop66mr, aKnvwTdc pbaaKaq (after Marthari 1993a). 
79 See discussion in Marthari 1993a, 322,324-325. 
80 On the inscription see PAE 1993,185; Petrakos 1993,90, fig. 89; Boulotis 1998,407. 
81 Found during the excavation of Pillar Pit 64A, (March 2000), to be published in Karnava and 
Nikolakopoulou (in preparation). 
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identified as the wine logogram AB 131. Potter's marks have not been identified on 
pithoi. 
In Table 4, a statistical approach to the treatment of the surface of the vessels is 
presented. There seems to be a rather high percentage of vessels with painted motifs. 
Many of the undecorated and painted all over specimens are small vessels of piriform 
type, with funnel-shaped collar (form 23). In terms of size Groups, the vessels of the 
larger groups (I and II) are generally decorated, either with ropes/raised bands/trickle 
features or with painted motifs. The percentage of painted pithoi in Crete is estimated 
to be 30%, trickle not included (apparently estimated for all Bronze Age periods, 
Christakis 1999a, 350; he comments that "the quantitative difference may be due to 
the function of painted pithoi as "high status" and sumptuary artefacts"). 
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DECORATION 
') I o/ 
46% ® Ropestraised bands/trickle 
" Undecorated 
0 Painted all over 
0% 
D Painted motifs 
13% 
Table 4: Treatment of surface of Akrotiri storage vessels 
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3.2.3 Syntax of the decorative motifs 
The term "syntax" is used in pottery terminology to describe the way the decorative 
motifs are applied on the surface of the vessels, with respect to the shape and the 
proportions of the vessels (Furumark 1941; Walberg 1976,11). The different 
combination of patterns and the placement of the motifs on the decorative area define 
a structure, which either emphasises the vertical or horizontal axis of the body of the 
vessel or is meant to convey a unified impression of the decorative surface, usually by 
the application of free-standing motifs or of narrative scenes (structural/zonal and 
unity/free-field decoration respectively, Furumark 1941). Another distinction which 
can be applied is that of facial decoration, as seen from a certain angle, and 
circumcurrent decoration, generally planned with regard to the whole vessel body 
(Furumark 1941,125; Walberg 1976,83). The structures of the syntax on Akrotiri 
storage vessels are presented below in relation to the types of the vessels, as they have 
been determined by the different body shapes. 
A. Free-standing motifs and naturalistic scenes 
This kind of syntax is not common on the decorative structure found on the storage 
vessels at Akrotiri. A characteristic example of a repetitive free-standing motif is 
found on pithos CN 225 of the cylindrical type, where white lilies are painted all over 
the dark background in random positions. The effect is aesthetically pleasant and 
remarkably unique. It is important to note that the selection of the cylindrical shape of 
vessel is significant, providing a large, continuous surface, which is suitable for the 
unconstrained application of a motif or of pictorial naturalistic scenes, such as the 
marine landscape depicted on pithos CN 223 of the same type. Nevertheless, even in 
these two cases there are elements (such as the attempt to organise the lilies in 
horizontal rows of flowers with opposite directions or the "silent wave" motifs 
defining the marine landscape) which force the eye to "read" the decorative patterns in 
a way emphasising the horizontal axis, as is the rule in the majority of the vessels of 
the cylindrical type (for exceptions see below). This is also the case of some vessels, 
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where, although the surface is divided by horizontal bands, the main decorative zone 
on the belly of the vessel is by far the largest and is filled with pictorial motifs {e. g. 
local pictorial pithoi CN 177 (piriform type with bridge-spout, form 26, with 
depictions of nippled ewer and grape), CN 78 (piriform type, form 16, with ewers 
flanked by myrtle branches), CN 80 (piriform type form 16, with large birds) and CN 
53 (ovoid bridge-spouted type, form 19, with grapes and vetches)). Marthari (1987, 
376) notes that the arrangement of motifs in two zones, such as on CN 78, is due to 
influence from syntactic methods of LMIA style. Pithos CN 10 of the ovoid type is a 
unique piece with elaborate pictorial decoration organised in two large panels covering 
most of the surface of the vessel. It should be emphasised that in pictorial decoration 
the syntax treating the whole surface as a single field is of strong Cycladic character in 
concept and execution, best exemplified in the Theran polychrome vases. An imported 
Minoan pithos CN 241, ovoid type, is decorated with three large free-standing 
"petaloid loops". 
B. Syntax emphasising the vertical axis 
The arrangement of the decorative motifs in a structure emphasising the vertical axis 
of the vessels is evident in three major categories: 
a. Vessels with tubular spout near the base of all types and forms. The decoration 
consists of a vertical series of adjacent single, double or triple concentric circles, either 
plain or filled with a motif such as disc or cross. 
b. Vessels of the conical type decorated with reeds, stemming from above the base 
up to under the rim of the vessel. 
c. Vessels of the cylindrical type decorated with bunches of white lilies on a dark 
background, stemming from above the base up to under the rim of the vessel. The 
specimens of this category are very few (pithoi CN 207, CN 222, CN 219); they 
actually constitute an exception to the general practice of decorating vessels of the 
cylindrical type with running spirals in a horizontal frieze. It should be noted, 
however, that on vessels of the last two cases the general impression conveyed is that 
of "unity decoration" type of syntax. 
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A special mention should be made of the vessels decorated with trickle pattern, where 
the impression of an emphasis of the vertical axis is conveyed by the motif of the 
running paint, although this impression is largely weighed down by the occurrence 
(especially on vessels of groups I and II) of horizontal parallel raised bands and ropes. 
C. Syntax emphasising the horizontal axis 
This kind of arrangement is the common practice on vessels of groups II and III. 
Repetitive motifs are arranged in horizontal friezes, either in one major zone on the 
upper part of the body of the vessels or in smaller, parallel zones. Bands defining the 
width of the friezes or simply flanking the motifs are very common. Recurrent patterns 
are the running spiral and the ripple pattern, especially on vessels of the cylindrical, 
ovoid and piriform types. Very distinct is the arrangement of series of circles, plain or 
with disc inside, and arc-shaped vertical loops in two friezes, one above the other, on 
vessels of the piriform type, forms 20-21. As already mentioned above, horizontal 
parallel raised bands or horizontal and wavy ropes also convey an impression of 
emphasis on the horizontal axis. 
3.2.4 Rims/collars82 
There are few small specimens in the piriform type, which either have no rim ("direct 
rim"83) or the rim is extremely thin and not clearly distinct from the walls of the body 
(form 24). The rim of the storage vessels, of restricted or unrestricted, narrow or wide 
mouth, is usually well defined, serving the functional purpose of placement, 
attachment or fitting of a lid. The rim of an imported Minoan pithos CN 267 is pierced 
82 Note also the terminology used throughout the text with reference to the mouth of the vessels: 
by "rim" 
we mean the feature round the mouth of the vessel; by "lip" of the rim we mean the top surface of rim; 
by 
"edge" of the rim we mean, especially on the square sectioned specimens, the vertical, outer surface of the 
rim. The "collar" is also commonly referred to as "neck" of the vessel. 




so as to enable the tying of a lid84, as is also the case on CN 279. Local specimens of 
form 35, cylindrical type, have a rim of external continuous profile with the walls of 
the vessel, while on the inner perimeter a ledge is formed for the fitting of a clay lid, 
usually found in situ. Vessels of forms 20-21 have a tall ridge around the inner 
perimeter of the lip for similar purposes (associated lids have also been found). The 
rim is usually described in this study by the shape of its section (e. g. square or 
square/rounded or trapezoid section), with complementary description when necessary 
(e. g. flaring, thin, everted). Fig. 42 illustrates some of the most commonly found rim 
formations. It seems that large vessels of MC date or tradition exhibit a preference to a 
flaring rim, thin or of square/rounded section, while Minoan specimens are more likely 
to have clear-cut square-sectioned rims or, less commonly, thick rounded. 
High collars are normally attached to vessels with restricted, narrow mouth, with only 
few exceptions. Occasionally, the bridge-spout of some specimens of the piriform type 
is placed on the collar, immediately under the rim. The collar is usually of cylindrical 
or cylindrical/funnel shape. A special mention should be made to vessels with funnel- 
shaped high collar, piriform type, form 23, where the rim is not differentiated from the 
collar. A high collar would facilitate the stoppering of the mouth by tying cloth or 
leather over the rim and around the base of the collar. It would also provide a 
convenient grasping point during transport. 
3.2.5 Handles 
Handles are a feature which can be treated both as a morphological and mechanical 
characteristic of ceramic vessels. The number, the shape and the position of handles on 
the body of the vessel are crucial elements in terms of transportability and graspability. 
The following shapes and arrangements of handles occur on the storage vessels at 
Akrotiri (see also fig. 42): 
84 A similar practice is attested on MC barrel jars but it is rare on LBI storage vessels. 
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A. Horizontal handles 
a. Crescent-shaped lugs 
Two opposite crescent-shaped lugs, occasionally more or less everted, with vertical 
circular/oval perforation, are usually placed on the shoulder of the vessel or at 
maximum body diameter (ovoid type CN 10, all forms of the cylindrical type, piriform 
type forms 23-24, vessels of all types and forms with tubular spout above the base). It 
is very interesting to note that this particular shape of handle has a long tradition in the 
Cyclades and appears consistently on the most characteristic storage vessel of the 
Middle Cycladic period, the "barrel jar". The MC crescent lugs are usually thinner in 
section and have a flatter external surface. The types of storage vessels mentioned 
above represent very distinct Cycladic types and in some cases, types unique to 
Akrotiri. It is probable that these vertically pierced lugs were used to fasten a rope, 
which would hold the lid in place, hence their arrangement usually near the rim. On 
the other hand, their utility in aspects of graspability or transportability seems less 
reliable. 
b. Handles of circular/oval section 
Handles of circular/oval section, vertical to the wall of the vessel or everted, are 
usually placed on the shoulder of the vessel. These handles appear normally in groups 
of three (mainly on local vessels of the piriform type, e. g. forms 14-16, and on one 
specimen of the ovoid bridge-spouted type, CN 189, rarely in groups of four). CN 252, 
ovoid type, has three horizontal handles on the shoulder and another two on the lower 
part of the body. 
c. Banded handles of more or less square/rounded section. 
Two large, opposite handles of this particular shape appear as a characteristic feature 
on vessels of the conical type, placed high on the body of the vessel, below the rim. 
d. Two, opposite crescent-shaped lugs and another two, opposite banded handles. 
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They appear occasionally on the same vessel (ovoid type, form 2, CN 15, CN 17, CN 
18, CN 16). 
B. Vertical handles 
a. Vertical handles of circular/oval section. 
This is a common type of handles, found in different numbers and arrangements on 
vessels especially of the ovoid and piriform types. The handles normally occur on the 
shoulder of the vessel, in groups of two, three, four and rarely six or eight (on MMII- 
III imported Minoan specimens). The handles have occasionally oval impressions on 
their lower ends (a fmgerprint may be visible). A similar arrangement occurs on 
vessels where handles are placed both on the shoulder and at the lower part of the 
vessel, above the base (e. g. ovoid type, forms 3-4), in combinations of three plus two, 
three plus three, four plus two and four plus four. The number of upper and lower 
handles on local and imported Minoan pithoi is usually the same. The lower handles 
on large pithoi of local production are placed at a much lower level, near the base, than 
similar handles on comparable Minoan specimens (Dr K. Christakis, pers. comm. ). 
This kind of arrangement could be useful in terms of graspability and transportability, 
possibly also for the adjustment of ropes round the body of the vessel. 
b. Banded handles of more or less square section. 
This type of handles occurs rarely, in combinations of three and four, placed on the 
shoulder of vessels (e. g. piriform type, form 17). There is also at least one 
imported 
Minoan specimen (CN 264) which has four miniature banded handles above the 
base, 
corresponding to the four on the shoulder; this arrangement is not copied on 
local 
comparable specimens. Strap/banded handles were not favoured on 
large storage 
vessels because they are not as convenient in terms of graspability compared to the 
more solid handles of circular/oval section; they could 
be more prone to breakage due 
to their thinness in contrast to the thicker, almost cylindrical handles. 
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C. Vertical and horizontal handles 
Combinations of vertical and horizontal handles on the same vessel occur as follows: 
a. Two opposite horizontal crescent-shaped lugs and two opposite vertical handles 
on the shoulder. This is a common arrangement on vessels of the ovoid barrel type and 
of ovoid type, form 1. 
b. Two horizontal handles of circular/oval section on the belly of the vessel and four 
similar vertical on the shoulder of the vessel. This arrangement is characteristic of a 
group of imported Minoan specimens (CN 249-251) and finds parallels on specimens 
in West Crete. 
c. Two horizontal crescent-shaped lugs on the belly and two or three vertical banded 
on the collar/shoulder of the vessel. All specimens of piriform type, forms 20-21, have 
this arrangement of handles, which seems to be useful for securing a lid by rope. 
d. Two opposite horizontal handles of circular/oval section and one similar vertical 
handle at right angles. This arrangement appears on specimens of all forms of the 
piriform and conical types with bridge-spout. The vertical handle is placed opposite 
the spout to provide a grasping point, so as to enable the pouring of the contents 
through the spout. 
The mechanical properties of the handles as they are suggested by the shape and the 
placement on the body of the vessel are also discussed below (see 3.3.1). 
3.2.6 Spouts 
Two types of spout are evidenced on storage vessels. Firstly, the tubular spouts near 
the base of vessels of ovoid and piriform types, with the distinctive decoration of the 
vertical series of single, double or triple circles, plain or filled with disc or cross 
(forms 7-9,25 ). This spout apparently enabled the removal of liquid content. Because 
the spout is placed slightly above the base (usually at less than ca. 0.10m. ), 
it is 
suggested that the residue of the liquid content (e. g. olive oil or wine) could 
be 
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gathered at a lower point than the level of the spout and therefore the content was 
removed without undesirable mixing. It is worth noting a specific feature identified on 
two fragmentary pieces of the lower parts of vessels with tubular spout: adjusted on 
the interior wall of the vessel there is one or two crossing braids of clay, forming a 
simple device serving as a potential filter for the contents retrieved from the vessel 
through the tubular spout (pl. 126). Another possible utilisation of the spout would be 
to facilitate the cleaning of the interior of the large specimens, an operation which 
could be carried out without troublesome moving of the vessel. Since the spouts are 
manufactured even on similar vessels of very small dimensions, they become in these 
cases a more decorative rather than functional feature. The morphology of the vessel 
and the spout are not directly paralleled to Cretan specimens. Similar spouts appear on 
EC pithoi and possibly on smaller MBA vessels (rare). Spouts of this type are attested 
on Minoan pithoi in Crete, but the configuration is rather different (see discussion in 
Appendix I). Two imported pithoi at Akrotiri, CN 243 and CN 242, possibly from the 
area of Mesara, have simple narrow holes on the lower part of the body above the 
base. 
Secondly, spouts at the rim or at the base of the collar, of the type by which the vessels 
are described as "bridge-spouted" or "false-spouted" (ovoid, conical and piriform 
types, forms 10,26-29,33). The spout on the smaller specimens would minimise the 
waste, when removing the liquid content, and could also act as a kind of filter. On the 
other hand, the large size of some vessels and the convenience of retrieving contents 
directly through the unrestricted mouth (conical type) would render the spout 
redundant, in which case it is preserved as a morphological feature (false spout). There 
is at least one specimen of the conical type with false bridge-spout (imported Minoan 
CN 274), in which case the spout does not serve a functional purpose. Both the bridge- 
spout and the false-spout features are well paralleled on Cretan storage vessels, 
especially of MM date (see Appendix I). 
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3.2.7 Bases 
The formation and the dimensions of the base are crucial factors for the stability and 
the handling of the vessels. The following observations emphasise some technical and 
morphological characteristics: 
a. A flat base, with the attached walls of the body of the vessel at a more or less 
distinct angle of continuous external profile, is the prevalent formation of the 
lower part of the vessels. The larger the diameter of the base, especially in relation 
to the maximum body diameter and the dimensions of the vessel, the greater the 
stability. Apart from the cylindrical type, there seems to be a preference in the 
local specimens for a narrow base, especially distinct in the cases of specimens of 
ovoid and ovoid barrel types of large dimensions. It is evident that these vessels 
with bulging body shape and narrow base are following a strong Cycladic tradition 
in the manufacture of pithoi (cf. MBA barrel jars). In the imported vessels, the 
specimens that come from Mainland Greece present great problems of stability, 
because of the almost globular body shape which is supported by a very narrow, 
almost pointed, base. It is apparent, that vessels with narrow base would need a 
special arrangement, such as a supporting structure or their partial sinking in the 
floor of the room, to ensure stability, although these practices are rarely attested in 
the site. The flat narrow base of some of the large pithoi of MC date or origin have 
mat impressions (pl. 120a-b), a feature which is not attested in LC specimens so 
far. 
b. Some specimens, especially of large dimensions with thick walls, have a distinct 
base formation, to which we refer as "base of projecting profile". The narrow flat 
base and occasionally the lower part of the body (up to a height of usually less than 
0.1 Om. from the base) are made of thicker walls than the rest of the body, thus 
creating a protruding "ledge" at the junction point. The lower vertical handles, 
when they occur, are usually placed just above the junction point. It is possible that 
this technique seeks to reinforce the base, in order to provide a better support for 
the walls of the vessel during manufacture. Occasionally, on imported vessels from 
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Crete of MMIII or earlier date, the outer surface of such "ledge bases" is incised, 
giving the effect of a decorated zone. Two examples are presented here: the first is 
the base of pithos A39/66 and the second is a fragmentary base found in Pillar Pit 
67 (pl. 120c-d), both with incised lines, which form a herringbone pattern. The 
incisions were made by a wide edged tool, although in the second case the potter 
might have also used the tip of his fmger. They are dated in MMII or MMIII and a 
possible provenance area is north-central Crete, based on morphological and 
macroscopic clay observations (K. Christakis, pers. comm.; see also Christakis 
1999a, 359-360, pl. 111). 
c. Finally, there are local and imported small vessels of the piriform type (cf. forms 
14-15) with narrow "disc bases". This seems to be mainly a feature of Minoan 
specimens, rarely attested on the local specimens. On Minoan specimens (CN 264- 
270) the disc base is clear-cut, in most cases of square section, and the lower part 
of the body is usually decorated with a zone of parallel horizontal moulded ridges 
(117f). On the local specimens, in the cases where the narrow base is forming a 
disc, the section is usually not square but rather rounded. 
3.2.8 Lids 
Lids have been found either in situ, covering or stoppering the mouth of the vessels, or 
more frequently fallen from their original position to the side of the vessel, as a result 
of replacement due to earthquake shocks or to the force of other objects or material 
falling at the time of the destruction. Lids were made of clay (circular with handle, e. g. 
on cylindrical and ovoid barrel pithoi, or small, hemispherical on vessels of forms 20- 
21, which have a ridge on the rim for the fitting of the lid) or stone (volcanic "schist 
type" slabs, more or less of a rounded shape). Often the lids were made "by order", as 
they fit exactly on the pots' mouths. But this is exceptional; usually the vessels are 
imperfectly stoppered, especially in the cases of stone slabs used as lids. Other smaller 
vessels have been occasionally used to seal the narrow mouths of some pithoi, while 
wooden lids or even stretched leather or cloth (especially in the cases of pithoi with 
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very narrow mouth) could have been used as covers. Two pithoi, CN 279 and CN 267, 
have holes on the rim, which could have served for tying/securing a kind of lid. 
Some examples of vessels found together with their lids are presented below 
(information derives from excavation notebooks and reports): 
A. Clay lids 
In Sector A, room 1,2, three large jars were found on the central north part of the floor. 
They had fallen horizontally and parallel and were badly broken. One of them had a 
circular clay lid with cylindrical handle and all three contained a black fatty organic 
substance (one is identified as CN 54, pl. 121a). 
In Sector A, room 2, a cylindrical pithos found in the SE corner (CN 209), near the 
bed, with decoration of spirals and crocuses, was covered with a clay lid with handle, 
decorated with running spirals and dots (Thera IV, pl. 65b) (pl. 121b). 
In the House of the Ladies, room 5, three cylindrical undecorated pithoi (form 35, CN 
230, CN 233, CN 233) were found with their clay lids with handles. It is worth noting 
that these cylindrical pithoi have a ledge formed on the internal part of the rim for the 
seating of the lid, which is not the case normally for the rest of the pithoi of the same 
type. 
See also figs. 27A and 27B for the lid of vessels of forms 20-21. 
B. Stone lids 
In Sector A, adjacent to the western wall of room 2, a pithos was found standing, 
whose stone lid had slipped outwards (CN 34). In the western part of room 3, CN 260 
was found standing, its rim covered with a thin stone slab (pl. 122a); the lid of another 
pithos was slightly displaced and the jar was filled with pumice up to 0.20m under the 
lid. In room 1, near the window and just by the door leading to room 2a group of 
vases was found, some of which still had their lids (consisting of circular stone slabs) 
(but most had fallen on the floor). 
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In Sector B, room 1, thirteen pithoi were found embedded in built benches; nine of 
them have a stone lid (nos. 1,2,4,5,6,8,10,11) and four do not have a lid at all. 
Pithos no. 7 has a clay circular lid. 
In the House of the Ladies, Room of the Ladies, a cylindrical undecorated pithos (CN 
238) was found covered with a square marble slab (pl. 69a). 
A stone circular lid was found during the excavation of Pillar Pit 23A (pl. 122b). 
C. Plaster lids 
There is one case where the retrieval of a plaster lid is reported, broken in fragments 
and found in the interior of a clay chest in room 2,1 of Sector A85. The cup found on 
top of the lid appears in Thera II, pl. 18,1 to be almost intact; therefore it seems that 
the plaster fragment could have been placed in second use as a lid on the chest (see 
below 3.5). 
D. Other vessels used as lids 
In Sector A, one of the jars found in the middle of room 3,2 had in the place of a lid a 
slender vase with vertical ribs (Thera II, fig. 16). 
In Sector A, room 2, some of the vessels which were standing in front of the west wall 
had smaller vessels as lids, whereas others had a stone lid. 
In the West House, room 6, two vessels (a bridge-spouted cylindrical pot and a nippled 
ewer) were used as lids of pithoi. Also, a ewer was put inside the funnel-shaped collar 
of a pithos. In the northwest corner of room 3r a small pithos was found, with funnel- 
shaped collar, which was shut by another smaller one, whose mouth was covered by a 
skyphos. A bridge-spouted pithos was found at the edge of the Dexion Pillar Pit 23b 
with a nippled ewer in its mouth. 
It is evident from the above mentioned cases that not all vessels fitted in the mouth of 
larger jars served as lids; it could have simply been a storage arrangement of 
associated pottery equipment. 
85 Thera II, 21, fig. 11 with spirals, pl. 18,1,2. 
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D. Wooden lids 
The identification of wooden lids is very difficult, even in an ideal context of 
preservation, such as the site of Akrotiri. Two characteristic cases are presented below 
(see also 3.5 on vessels from perishable material). 
In Sector A, room 11 the lower part of a standing pithos was full of pumice but the 
upper half was empty; a wooden lid is thought to have been placed on the jar86. 
During the excavation of Pillar Pit 78A, pithoi were uncovered, lying in an outdoors 
area, in a lateral position in the layer of pumice (pl. 168). Three of the pithoi preserved 
traces of an organic material, either on their rim and/or in the vicinity of the mouth. A 
plaster cast retrieved from one of the traces came out as a rectangular object, 
preserving traces of what may have been a very thin wooden plank. The association of 
the fmd with the mouth of the nearby pithos (found in a vertical position, as if slightly 
displaced from the mouth of the pithos) is reason to believe that it might originally 
have been the wooden lid of the vessel. 
86 Thera IV, 27. 
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3.3 MECHANICAL AND FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES 
3.3.1 Aspects of stability, transportability and graspability of the vessels. 
Accessibility and handling of the contents of the pithoi. 
A detailed discussion on the different degrees of stability, transportability and 
graspability87 has been made by Christakis in his work on Minoan pithoi, based on 
evidence provided by the morphological features of the vessels and by an experimental 
study carried out on a considerable number of specimens (Christakis 1999a, 23-24,26- 
30). We are in general agreement with the basic principles he uses to define the 
degrees of stability and transportability of the pithoi (high, moderate, low), mainly 
because of the functional similarities between the materials under study. However, 
since there are differences in the two bodies of material, it is essential to present the 
observations related to mechanical performance, as they occurred from the study of the 
storage vessels from Akrotiri. 
Stabili 
. In 
his study, Christakis uses the result of the application of lateral force to 
the maximum diameter of the vessels to measure the different degrees of stability88. 
One of the differences between storage vessels from Akrotiri and those from Crete is 
that of scale. In Akrotiri no giant pithoi compared to those from Knossos have been 
found. The tallest pithoi in Akrotiri measure approximately 1.40m., and there are only 
ten vessels whose height exceeds 1.20m. (approximately 3% of the total number of 
vessels examined), a significant difference when compared to the average height of 
large Minoan pithoi. Thus, the majority of the vessels, when empty, would be 
displaced when lateral force was applied to the maximum diameter (moderate stability 
according to Christakis terms). Vessels of Group I would acquire high stability when 
full, due to their size. In the case of the Akrotiri corpus of material, it would be more 
87 The term "graspability" has been created by Christakis (1999a, 29) to define "the ability of the vessel to 
be held for purposes of moving it. The graspability is determined by the handles and their arrangement on 
the pithos body. " It is being used throughout this work in accordance with this definition. 
88 A reservation is expressed here, on whether it is objective to measure the degree of stability by applying 
the same lateral force (e. g. the strength of a person) on vessels of different size and qualities. 
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useful to consider the ratio of base diameter to maximum body diameter of the vessels 
as a basic criterion for stability, together with the vessel's weight, rather than other 
factors, such as the ratio of height to maximum body diameter. The cylindrical pithoi, 
for example, present a high degree of stability due to the width of their base, while 
specimens of the ovoid barrel type, although high, with equally large maximum body 
and rim diameter, suffer (when empty) from the aspect of stability due to the restricted 
diameter of their base. The thickness of the walls could also affect the degree of 
stability (cf. heavy vessels compared to lighter). Structures and techniques used to 
provide stability to pithoi are presented elsewhere, as they are more related to their 
arrangement within storage areas. 
Transportabili and raspability. The transportability of a ceramic object is a ratio of 
the value of the item to its weight and to the breakage rate in transit (Renfrew 1977a, 
77). Most utilitarian pottery vessels have comparatively low transportability, although 
it might be enhanced if their transport also took advantage of their function as 
containers: the contents would increase their value (Rice 1987,199). There is not 
much reason to believe that locally produced pithoi in Akrotiri travelled in quantities, 
in the sense of exports per se or as bulk containers for commodities. Imported pithoi, 
on the other hand, provide the other side of the coin. Therefore, by transportability we 
here refer to the technical aspect only, as to how vessels were moved within their 
context of use, e. g. from the place of manufacture to the place of use or mobility 
associated with cleaning. The degree of difficulty by which a vessel is moved depends 
mainly on height and weight. The way a vessel is transferred seems to be related also 
to its morphological characteristics and graspability. Pithoi of Group I are difficult to 
move when empty and practically immobile when full due to their size. This is also the 
case for the largest vessels of Group II, while vessels of Group III present a degree of 
high transportability, except in the case of small but heavy specimens. It appears that 
the volume/weight ratio of the vessels is rather consistent, except for few specimens of 
Group III, whose thick walls reduce the degree of transportability. Vessels with 
unrestricted mouth, when full, would be almost impossible to move, especially in a 
lateral position, due to the difficulty of sealing the rim. Some types of vessels such as 
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the piriform would facilitate transportation on the back of a person or an animal while 
others such as the cylindrical, conical and ovoid barrel would much easier roll like 
modern wooden barrels89. In the excavation site, when it was needed to move pithoi of 
different shapes and sizes, stalls made of a wooden frame and an iron string net were 
used, on which the pithoi were laid and tied with ropes (pl. 124). Two men could 
easily carry the stall for a short distance. It is also confirmed from ethnographic 
sources that transport of large vessels was facilitated by the use of cloth or linen 
(AivbToa) as a means of carrying. 
Graspability is also an important factor associated with the degree of mobility of the 
vessel. The types and combination of handles have been presented in 3.2.5. Very 
characteristic of the local Theran vessels are the crescent shaped vertically pierced 
lugs, which occur normally as a pair placed on the maximum diameter of the body. 
The number of handles and lugs appears to be related to specific types. It seems that 
the shoulder handles are the most crucial to manoeuvring the vessel (though not very 
helpful to rotation due to their small number, cf. the imported MM specimens with six 
or eight handles, which would enable transfer by rotation). Base handles and crescent 
lugs would facilitate the tying of strings, either to secure a lid or to secure the vessel 
on a carrier means. A vertical handle juxtaposed with the spout of some pithoi mainly 
of the conical type is probably associated with the vertical displacement of the vessel 
while pouring. Other important features in terms of graspability are the width of the 
rim, the height of the collar and the width of the base; a vessel with narrow rim, high 
collar/neck and narrow base definitely provides more grasping points for easier 
transportation than a vessel with exactly the opposite characteristics. It is also possible 
that relief decoration on the surface of pithoi could have another practical use in terms 
of graspability, thus facilitating the manipulation of the vessel by making the surface 
of the vessel less slippery, when carried by humans, or by providing grasping points 
for the attachment of ropes/strings. 
89 The traditional practice of moving pithoi by rolling them was attested during ethnographic research in the 
pottery producing area of Koroni by Blitzer (1990,690). In this context it is observed that the sides of the 
largest pithoi were protected from damage/breakage by the thick 4ovbpia, the clay rings added on the 
external surface of the vessels. 
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Accessibility and handling of the contents of pithoi Accessibility of the storage vessels 
with reference to their arrangement in areas or to their relation to special fittings will 
be discussed in the chapter of the storage areas. In this part, consideration is given to 
the accessibility of the contents as regards the morphological and mechanical 
characteristics of the vessels and the different ways the contents can be handled. These 
are basically the size of the vessel, the width of the rim and the existence of spouts. 
Two ways must have been used to extract the contents: lifting/extracting and pouring. 
The choice depends on the above-mentioned properties of the vessels, the nature of the 
contents (solid and liquid) and the quantity it was desired to extract. Small vessels are 
generally more accessible than larger ones, since the interior is more easily reached 
and they can be also easily moved to facilitate pouring. The width of the rim is 
important, as the contents of a vessel with broad rim are more easily reached (however 
more difficult to secure and/or preserve) compared to contents of vessels with 
restricted rim. Spouts are convenient when extracting liquids; the position of the spout 
on the rim or near the base can also suggest selectivity to the part of the liquid 
required. 
Vessels of small size could have been used for the extraction and filtering of contents 
and also as measurement units for the desired quantity. Such vessels could be rhyta of 
different types (Koehl 1990,350-362), conical cups, "fruitstands"90 and bridge- 
spouted pitharakia91. Rhyta in particular have been found in two cases in contexts of 
indisputable storage function: in room B1, ground floor area with bench with built-in 
pithoi, and rooms 1 and 2 of Sector A, two areas that contained large numbers of 
storage vessels and relevant architectural fittings. Marinatos suggests the use of rhyta 
as funnels92, of spouted pitchers as dippers or measures for liquids93 and of one- 
handled skyphoi as containers for the distribution of the daily portion of flour or 
90 Marthari 1993a, 197; she suggests that fruitstands with a hole at the base opened after the firing of the pot 
could have had a second use as funnels, as some of them fit exactly the wide rims of some vessels such as 
ithamphorae and tripod cooking pots. 
On measurement units see Katsa-Tomara 1990. 
92 Thera II, 41; he also emphasises the resemblance of the shape of particular conical rhyta to that of a 
bull's horn, Thera IV, 38. 
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barley94. Koehl (1990,354,361) suggests the use of narrow-necked rhyta as pipettes to 
transfer liquid and of conical rhyta as strainers and filters and discounts their use as 
fillers, because they do not fit comfortably inside the neck of another vessel, a 
hypothesis which needs further testing. Ladles/dippers/scoops are extremely rare at 
Akrotiri, but their use cannot be excluded since they might have been made from a 
different material, e. g. wood or, certainly less commonly, metal. Small-sized baskets, 
usually found in association with pithoi95, could also have been used for the 
measuring, retrieval and transfer of solid contents of storage vessels 96 
3.3.2 Capacity 
The estimation of the capacity of storage vessels has been a very important dimension 
in the study of the storage function, ever since the discovery of the palace of Knossos 
in the beginning of the 20th century (Evans PM IV, 647-8). Christakis (1999a, 24-25) 
refers to individual cases in the study of Minoan sites when scholars attempted to 
estimate storage vessels' capacities using methods mainly based on calculations of 
volume of geometric forms to which the vessels could be paralleled. This method has 
been discussed in Ericson and Stickel 1973. Broadly speaking, while not being highly 
accurate, since pottery shapes do not correspond exactly to the defined geometric 
forms, this method has proved to be very useful in estimating potential storage 
capacity. Over recent years, the method most widely used is that of the "summed 
cylinders" (Nelson 1985,312-3), by which a higher degree of accuracy is achieved, 
mainly because the calculations are applied on accurate drawings of the vessels, by 
dividing the interior into small cylindrical segments, so that the error margins are 
minimised. Christakis (1999a; 1999b) has also based his thorough examination of 
storage capacity of the Neopalatial buildings on calculations performed by this 
method. 
93 Thera II, 42. 
94 Thera III, 52. 
95 Baskets have been found inside pithoi, e. g. inside CN 243, in a cylindrical pithos found in Pillar Pit 78A, 
inside a pithos found in A18a (PAE 1994, p1.91, a). 
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At Akrotiri, capacity estimates of vessels of different types have been carried out in 
two cases. Doumas and Constantinides (1990,41-43) used the "summed cylinders" 
method to calculate the capacity of a number of distinct pithoi with a tubular spout 
above the base. While they drew attention to the fact that figures for capacity are 
reliable to approximately 10%-15% of the estimated value, their comparative estimates 
proved that the capacity of a vessel of the type examined is directly proportional to the 
number of signs depicted on the vertical series, irrespective of the type of sign used. 
They also established a frequently occurring unit value of 24 litres, suggesting that this 
may mean that the different signs indicate type/quality of content, as observed already 
by Doumas (1978). In one case two symbols occur together on the same vessel 
(mixing of two types/qualities of commodity?, Doumas and Constantinides 1990,41). 
In her study, Katsa-Tomara (1990,31-40) carried out comparative volumetric analyses 
on three groups of vessels, bridge-spouted jars, open-mouthed jars and ovoid pithoi 
with funnel-shaped collar (see discussion on form 23 in Appendix I), by filling the 
vases and measuring the volume of each. She also noticed that the deviation from the 
"required" size appears to be as much as 10%-20%. Taking into account the variations 
due to manufacture that vessels intended to contain the same quantity might present, 
she concluded that some types of vessels which show serial gradation of size were 
manufactured to be used as sets of graduated measures of capacity and that the 
fractional measures used at Akrotiri correspond to the tentative values of Linear A 
fractional signs. 
In our estimates of the capacity of the storage vessels we applied the method of the 
"summed cylinders" in which the vessel is divided in to a series of cylinders with the 
individual height of Ax being 0.015 m. or 0.025 m. The cylinder radius r; is calculated 
as an average of the true radius of the vessel measured at the 
bottom y; and the top yi+r 
of each cylinder. The volume is finally calculated using the 
formula shown below 
applied in an appropriate Excel computer program. 
96 For ethnographic parallels see Beloyianni 1996,198,43-44. 
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Three important points should be taken into consideration: firstly, that the resulting 
numbers refer to the potential capacity of the storage vessels when filled to the rim, 
which is not naturally the situation encountered in the archaeological record; secondly, 
that there is inevitably a degree of deviation of less than 10% in our estimates; thirdly, 
that the estimates were carried out on a specific number of vessels, for which accurate 
drawings exist, and which will be considered as "reference forms" for similar vessels, 
when applying the results for comparative purposes. Therefore, the error margin 
remains considerable, but at least the method is consistent in its application, even 
when the limitations are taken into account. 
Vessel capacity varies according to dimensions and shape. It is worth noting that 
vessels of the same height can vary considerably in terms of capacity, due to their 
shape. An approximate average figure for capacity will be cited for each form. A 
general remark can be made here on the average capacity of the storage vessels 
included in this study, according to the three height groups: Group I vessels 
(h. >1.00m. ): 190-370 Its; Group II vessels (0.70m. <h. <I. 00m. ): 100-145 Its; Group III 
vessels (h. <0.70m. ): 14-70 Its. Future comparative work with relevant material from 
Minoan Crete and other contemporary sites in the Aegean could yield interesting 
remarks on the relation between the capacity of storage vessels and the metric systems 
in use97. It is also interesting to draw attention to the notions of "actual" and "average 
perceived" capacity of the vessels, as exemplified by ethnographic research98. The 
97 Note, however, a significant precaution in relation to metrical variations in historic periods and their 
effects on commercial transactions: "commercial accommodation to the many different metric systems 
which existed throughout the eastern Mediterranean during these pre-mechanized historic periods should 
give pause to Aegean archaeologists who seek simplicity and metric uniformity in Bronze Age trade in the 
eastern Mediterranean" (Blitzer 1990,668, footnote 13). 
98 Blitzer (1990,686-690) provides two sets of capacity measurements for each of the distinguished types 
of Koroneika storage vessels: one is the actual capacity of the vessel and the other is the average perceived 
capacity by the users, frequently related to the measures of other storage or transfer containers. The average 
perceived capacity usually coincides with the actual capacity in broad terms. although occasionally it could 
vary significantly. 
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average perceived capacity could be linked with specific forms of storage vessels 
produced in the site of Akrotiri, which present remarkable uniformity in terms of 
shape, dimensions (both with slight variations due to manufacture techniques) and 
decoration (e. g. ovoid and piriform types with tubular spout, piriform type, forms 20- 
21) and possibly more significantly with vessels of other functional categories (e. g. 
transfer, serving, note in particular the oval-mouthed amphorae with standardised 
decoration). 
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3.4 LOCAL PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS 
The storage vessels of Akrotiri are characterised by much variety in typological terms. 
This is a feature resulting from the combination of different factors: the need to serve 
many different storage functions in the houses; the strong indigenous tradition in 
pottery production; the selective adoption of Minoan styles in pottery manufacture; the 
direct imports from different sites in Crete, Mainland Greece and the Aegean islands; 
the coexistence of conservative features or older specimens alongside new styles or 
newly-produced specimens, a common situation when the long use-life of storage 
vessels and the cost expenditure of the production are considered. In Tables 5,6 and 7 
we present a statistical approach to local and imported specimens, in terms of quantity, 
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Table 7: Local and Imported storage vessels from selected areas of the settlement. 
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The following remarks can be made on the data presented in the tables: 
a. The locally-produced storage vessels are far more numerous than imports. This is 
the result of output by a dynamic local industry and the low degree of 
transportability of storage vessels99, especially of large size (Groups I and II) and 
of specific morphological/functional characteristics (e. g. unrestricted rim). 
Moreover, in terms of functional qualities, the imported specimens do not seem to 
fill any gaps not accommodated by the local production. A plausible explanation 
for the presence of imported storage vessels at the site is that they served as 
containers for imported commodities. It is possible that they were used for 
transport of foodstuffs or small objects, since most of the vessels with only a few 
exceptions have a restricted narrow mouth. Some vessels may have been imported 
for their assigned value as prestige or ritual objects. On the other hand, the 
diversity of the provenance areas and the limited number of specimens imported 
from each area suggest that the movement of storage vessels may have been 
simply a "by-product" of the external economic and cultural contacts of the 
community, rather than an indicator of "directional trade" of bulk commodities. 
This is also suggested by the fact that large imported storage vessels do not appear 
in groups of the same type in the settlement generally and in the domestic units 
individually. The nature and the scale of the interaction with each of the 
provenance areas can only be assessed in combination with the evidence from 
transfer vessels (and possibly also the palaeobotanic evidence) and the total 
number and kind of imports. 
b. We tend to consider the percentages of imported vessels of Groups II and III as 
more representative than those of Group I, mainly because the imported vessels of 
Group I are very few. The imports from Crete of Group II are more than twice as 
many as those from other provenances; in Group III the numbers are roughly 
equal. Petrographic analysis may change the provenance suggested for some of the 
specimens from macroscopic observation, but the percentages will not be affected 
99 For a discussion on the transfer and distribution of coarse utilitarian pottery see Rice 
1987,198-200; 
Riley 1983,288-290; Day 1988 on Minoan storage vessels; 1997. Also an interesting discussion in Rutter 
1993,33-34, note 46, on the aspect of the mobility of pithoi with cylinder seal stamps or their makers 
in 
EH. Also see Zerner 1993.49-50, and notes 62,64, for transport of MB 
Aeginetan barrel jars. 
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significantly. It is not possible at this stage to estimate quantitatively the numbers 
of vessels in relation to provenance from different areas of Crete. 
c. The distribution of local and imported storage vessels in the domestic units of the 
settlement presents some variations. Imported storage vessels have been found 
more or less in every buildingloo In any case, local vessels outnumber the imports. 
Local storage vessels are predominant in the West House and Sector A, while in 
the House of the Ladies the percentages are more equally distributed, both in terms 
of quantity and in terms of provenance. In Sector A, where there is a large 
concentration of storage vessels of large capacity, imported storage vessels from 
Crete are almost non-existent (with the exception of a remarkable specimen, CN 
260, which is the largest vessel imported from Crete uncovered so far). On an 
infra-community level, these remarks may be of relevance to consumption patterns 
of the inhabitants of each unit. It is worth noting that Minoan "pithoid jars" of high 
manufacture quality, which might have been imported as prestige objects, are 
distributed in the settlement (only two were found together in the West House). In 
the West House there appears to be a concentration of storage vessels imported 
from the Mainland (which, however, are very few in any case in the settlement)lol 
It is also worth considering the outlook of the corpus of the storage vessels in 
relation to the aspect that they constitute part of the domestic household 
equipment, since this has been associated with the cultural identity of the users and 
the issue of the nature of the presence of Cretans on the islands (cf. Wiener 1990; 
on the Minoan household see Marinatos and Betancourt 1995). It is evident from 
the statistical data presented above and the discussion on the local production that 
follows that the storage vessels present a rather more complex picture than 
originally thought, and possibly expected, considering the nature and function of 
this particular ceramic category. The general impression is that the local vessels, 
which in any case constitute the majority, are of an unmistakably Theran character, 
100 Naturally, the data presented for local and imported vessels are not representative for pottery 
assemblages in each unit. Transfer vessels and fineware are subject to different patterns of mobility and 
exchange. The highest percentage of imported vessels of every shape/type is attested in rooms 09,1,016 
and 017 (Marthari 1980). 
101 Marthari (1980) based on the examination of a limited number of Mainland imports suggests that there 
might have been a special relation of the inhabitants of the West House with Mainland centres. 
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while imports are incorporated into the storage system of each unit, without any 
predilection in terms of their "assigned value"; moreover, their balanced 
distribution in the settlement does not point to any specific preference on behalf of 
distinct households. Naturally, the storage vessels on their own cannot be 
considered as a representative class of objects for socio-cultural inferences on a 
broad scale, but the general picture of the contextual evidence appears to validate 
the above remarks. 
d. Vessels of different types and dimensions are equally found in every domestic 
unit. Only in Sector A (Pithoi Storeroom) a comparatively large number of pithoi 
of large capacity is attested, and indeed vessels of the Ovoid Barrel type are only 
found in this unit (but these are only three specimens at present). Although small 
pithoi with funnel-shaped collar (form 23) and piriform pithoi with decoration of 
circles and loops (forms 20-21) are found in considerable numbers and even in 
groups in the West House, they are certainly not unique to this particular domestic 
unit. Even if we accept a possible "assigned" relationship of decoration to a 
particular form of vessels as a label indicating contents, we cannot go much further 
in speculating on economic or subsistence implications based on this evidence, 
given that the vessels served for storage of various commodities according to 
suitability and/or need, as is also suggested by the palaeobotanic evidence. 
We consider below the evidence for local production and imports of storage vessels 
based on the classification of the material presented in 3.1. Comparable material is 
presented in the discussion of each individual type and form in Appendix I. References 
are made to the catalogues of types and vessels (Appendices I and II) and the plates 
and figures. 
A. The local production 
The local production of storage vessels at Akrotiri presents the same general picture as 
the rest of the local pottery production: it is a mixture of traditional Cycladic types and 
features with Minoan elements, either borrowed and copied precisely or 
integrated and 
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transformed according to the indigenous style (cf. Marthari 1987). Characteristic 
storage vessel types, apparently unique so far to Akrotiri, present the following 
features: (a) they are either directly influenced from earlier indigenous/Cycladic 
traditions or they transform entirely external influences to local taste, so that the 
product is unmistakably Theran/Cycladic in its concept and (b) they exhibit a high 
degree of standardisation in the morphological features and mechanical properties. 
These features are discussed below as demonstrated on specific vessel types, better 
exemplified in the discussion of each form (see Appendix I). 
More than 30 pithoi of cylindrical type have been uncovered at Akrotiri so far (pls. 61- 
70, figs. 32-34). Very few parallels are reported from other sites. The type appears to 
be of MC origin, as vessels with elaborate pictorial decoration of late MC/early LC 
date have been uncovered at Akrotiri, especially during the recent excavation. The 
large continuous surface is especially suitable for pictorial scenes, occasionally of a 
naturalistic character (cf. CN 223)102. The late MC pithos with depictions of griffins 
undoubtedly exemplifies the interaction between pottery painting and wall painting 
even during the MC period. The significance of the vessel is emphasised by the fact 
that only fragments of mural compositions from earlier levels are preserved 103. The 
cylindrical pithoi appear to be the only vessels of large size of bichrome and 
polychrome pictorial ware, which are decorative techniques more commonly attested 
on smaller specimens of other functional categories, with the exception of an ovoid 
102 Marthari (Sherratt 2000, in general discussion notes, 917) makes a significant observation: "among the 
vases from Akrotiri there are two very large pithoi which are quite different from all the rest. In the course 
of research into paints and surface coverings carried out by Maniatis and Aloupi at Demokritos it was 
revealed that these two pithoi were the only vases whose surface was covered with a layer of plaster. The 
decoration on this plaster is black and red, but looking at them by eye I was reminded very much, from the 
technical point of view, of the frescoes. One of them is decorated with rosettes, and the other with lilies and 
crocuses; and it is interesting that this is the only lily on Akrotiri pottery which is painted in red and not in 
white, as is the rule on pottery". The pithoi are of the cylindrical type, CN 224 with rosettes and CN 208 
with red rosettes and lilies. The decoration is much worn on both specimens, possibly due to the flaking of 
the plaster layer. CN 208 preserves only the upper half of the body. It is interesting to note that cylindrical 
pithoi from the recent excavation, CN 218 and CN 220, undecorated, AIN 8885, with griffins, and a 
cylindrical pithos from Pillar Pit 67 (AIN 9334, with Red and Black decoration of spirals, possibly early 
LCI period) have a distinctively whitish slip of smooth texture applied on their external surface, which 
transforms the brown clay surface into a light-coloured field, which emphasises the painted motifs in the 
latter two cases. 
103 These fragments have mainly geometric linear and wavy painted patterns (Doumas 1992b, 146, pls. 149- 
150). 
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pithos of form 1 (CN 10). It is also worth noting that there are specimens of the 
cylindrical type decorated in the rarely attested technique of matt red and black paint 
(possibly a ware related to the Red and Black ware found in Phylakopi). These vessels 
are dated to the very beginning of LCI. The two colours appear to be applied in a 
different way from that of the late MC period (details on motifs, alternating bands). 
White paint in bichrome decoration is added at a stage which will be better clarified in 
chronological terms when the pottery sequence of the late MC/LCI date is studied (cf. 
Marthari 1984; 1987 on the Theran Polychrome ware). The LCI decorative motif of 
the spirals and the particular details in their execution and decorative syntax, the 
horizontal crescent lugs and the knobs (also found on other distinct local specimens) 
are features that emphasise the standardisation in the production of these pithoi, 
together with the shape and the size/capacity correlates. It is possible that the shape 
evolved from a squatter form to a more elongated during the advanced LCI period. 
The conical pithoi with their distinct decoration of reeds (pis. 56-58, fig. 35) 
exemplify how a vessel type of apparently Minoan concept is transformed into a local 
creation. Only the bridge-spouted specimen CN 203 (pl. 60) appears to be a close 
imitation of the Minoan shape. Conical pithoi from Phylakopi appear to be more 
related to Minoan shapes than Theran ones are. There is a striking similarity in the 
application of reed pattern decoration on conical pithoi and on the interior surface of 
many of the "bathtubs" found in the settlement, which are also distinctively local and 
could have come from the same workshop. Another similarity is in terms of fabric, 
specifically that of a whitish/greenish hue with large black volcanic inclusions, used in 
the manufacture of a number of vessels of both categories. 
Pithoi of ovoid and piriform type with tubular spout above the base (forms 7-9,25) 
(pis. 17-19,47-48, fig. 16) and distinctive decoration of vertical series of single, 
double or triple circles, plain or with disc or cross were produced in different sizes, 
while retaining all the functional and morphological features even in the small 
specimens. This suggests a high degree of standardisation in the configuration of the 
vessel, associated probably not so much with a single workshop 
but with the 
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significance attributed to a certain quality or function of the vessel, which is meant to 
be identified by the user. The decoration possibly suggests a kind of label for the 
contents or the capacity of the vessel104 These pithoi forms appear to be unique to 
Akrotiri. Pithoi with spout or outlet above the base are known to exist in Crete since 
the MM period, but they are different from the Theran specimens. Marthari (1993a, 
173) suggests that there is a possibility that the specimens reflect continuity in 
manufacture of similar pithoi from the EC to the LC period. 
Local pithoi of large size (Group I), mainly of ovoid types, fall into two categories in 
morphological terms: those which retain morphological features of purely Cycladic 
tradition and those which are clearly influenced by contemporary Minoan specimens. 
The first category includes pithoi of the ovoid type, forms 1-2, (pl. 1-5, figs. 12-13) 
and of the ovoid barrel type (pl. 21, fig. 18). These vessels have the characteristic 
horizontal crescent lugs, either alone or in combination with vertical or horizontal 
handles. They have ridges at the neck or around the body, trickle or painted motifs 
decoration (circles and discs, spirals of Theran type). Ovoid pithoi of form 1 could 
come from the same workshop as some spiral-decorated cylindrical pithoi. Apart from 
the decorative motifs and syntax, additional similarities include the fabric, the 
thickness of the walls, the quality and the colour of the paint. These ovoid pithoi (as 
also pithoi of the ovoid barrel type, form 11) also have MC predecessors105: there is a 
strong similarity with MC barrel jar types from Phylakopi and Aigina106, fragments of 
similar vessels have been found in the "Seismic Destruction Layer"107 at Akrotiri and, 
more importantly, large specimens with pictorial decoration, such as CN 10, are 
clearly either "heirlooms" in LC context or of strongly traditional technique and 
manufacture in the LC period. This particular vessel maintains the broad zone with 
ridges and the two crescent handles, while on the rest of the specimens of forms 1 and 
11 the zone is much narrower and two vertical handles have been added to the crescent 
104 Doumas 1978a; Doumas and Constantinides 1990. 
'° On the development of the form see Marthari 1993a, 168. 
106 As suggested by Barber (1974,23) "the change from a slightly concave profile of the upper body of 
barrel jars to one that is rather convex may be chronologically significant". 
107 For the definition of the term and associated pottery see Marthari 1984, and also Palyvou 1984 on 
rebuilding activities. 
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lugs, possibly a Minoan influence. It is worth noting that in both cases of cylindrical 
pithoi and ovoid pithoi of form 1 the pictorial decoration is replaced by zones of large 
spirals in LCI, a remark which may be related to choices of a specific common 
workshop or potting tradition. CN 15 of form 2 may be dated to an early stage of the 
LCI period, as is suggested from similar specimens found during the recent excavation 
in "Seismic Destruction" layers (pl. 128). The specimens of the ovoid barrel type have 
close parallels to large MBA barrel jars in terms of shape1°8. Specimens of the second 
category exhibit more explicitly minoanising features, such as the raised bands and 
rope patterns and the vertical handles (ovoid type, forms 3-4) (pis. 6-8, fig. 14). 
Certain features, such as the arrangement and type of the raised bands and ropes, the 
placement of the lower handles, the shape of the body, which especially in specimens 
of form 3, bulges at the maximum diameter, and the narrow base point to a mixture of 
earlier local tradition109 and selective adoption/transformation of the Minoan elements. 
It should be emphasised, however, that although these large specimens are 
manufactured under the prevalent Minoan influence, actual imports from Crete of this 
size of storage vessels are quite naturally almost certainly non-existent (the exception 
being specimen CN 260, see below in the imported specimens). The situation is not 
very different when we consider similar storage vessels with relief decoration of 
smaller size (groups II and III). The Minoan influence is evident on the application of 
raised bands (rare, if non-existent, on small vessels) and rope patterns, and in the 
existence of three or four vertical handles, although on Theran pithoi the arrangement 
of horizontal or wavy ropes is again simpler. 
The storage vessels, which are denominated in ceramic typology as "pithoid jars" 
(forms 13-19) (pis. 23-39, figs. 20-26) and "amphoroid pithoi" (forms 20-21) (pls. 40- 
41, figs. 27-28), are vessels of generally small dimensions with narrow mouth, and 
very common at Akrotiri. The decoration applied on locally produced specimens of 
forms 13-18 is clearly influenced by and copying LMIA style and motifs, but is quite 
distinct in execution and in the selection of motifs when compared with the more 
108 Cf. Siedentopf 1991,81, Inv. 2381,96, Inv. 2396, both from Stadt X (late MBA period). 
109 The form of a stone pithos from the end of the EBA found in the area of 
Dexion Pillar Pit 17 may 
provide the starting point for the sequence in morphological terms (Thera 
III, 23, fig. 9; Warren 1979). 
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elaborate imported similar specimens. The local specimens apparently lack the zone of 
ridges above the base, which is not of a clear cut square-sectioned disc type as it is on 
Minoan specimens. Vessels of forms 15,17-18 represent the closest versions of local 
products imitating Minoan prototypes of "pithoid jars", while forms 13-14 and 16 are 
distinctly local in morphological terms (note the rim formation, and the decorative 
features, especially the pictorial motifs on specimens of form 16, floral/animal/nippled 
ewers). A high degree of standardisation is evident in the morphological features of 
vessels of forms 20-21, where the consistent motifs of circles with discs and arc- 
shaped loops and the decorative syntax strongly suggest the existence of a codified 
piece of information, either a "label" for intended use or a distinct workshop's output. 
Groups of vessels, especially of forms 14 and 20-21, could be attributed to distinct 
workshops, as they are almost identical in their morphology and manufacture details. 
Finally, with reference to the features of standardisation and local adaptation of 
foreign elements, we draw attention to two groups of vessels respectively: first, the 
large number of small piriform pithoi with funnel-shaped collar (form 23) (pl. 43, fig. 
29), which are almost identical in manufacture and technological details (note that 
vessels of this form, as also of form 24, are always made of red/brown or brown clay, 
see also discussion in Appendix I for their function) and they appear to cluster in 
size/capacity groups (Katsa-Tomara 1990); and second, the bridge-spouted vessels of 
forms 26-28 (pls. 49-53, figs. 30-31) exemplify how Theran potters have adopted a 
Minoan form: together with its decorative patterns in the case of forms 27-28, by 
applying original motifs of strong Cycladic reference in the case of 
form 26. 
It seems that the Minoan influence became prevalent in the material culture at 
Akrotiri 
in the beginning of the LCI/LMIA period. In the domain of economy, the 
integration 
into a broad exchange network must have made inevitable 
for the Therans the need to 
adjust their pottery production to set requirements. 
This would explain the 
homogeneity of forms of storage vessels in terms of shape, capacity, 
decoration and 
the mass production. The apparent change 
in the scale and the mode of production 
does not imply that the Theran potters gave up their tradition. 
Culturally embedded 
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choices in technological processes and morphological features are a better approach to 
the still prevailing MC elements in the storage vessel production, rather than a notion 
of "conservatism", which, moreover, is not generally evident in the material culture of 
LCI Akrotiri. Vessels of the late MC period could have continued in use into the LCI 
period, after the "Seismic Destruction" which temporarily disrupted life in the 
settlement. A comparable situation may be suggested by the evidence we have from 
the "final repair phase" in the settlement, during which people removed objects, 
among which were many intact large pithoi, from their houses which were hit by 
earthquakes (pl. 168). These pithoi would have continued in use in the next period, 
had the volcano not erupted soon after, bringing an end to life in the settlement. 
Things could have happened similarly after the "Seismic Destruction" at the beginning 
of the LCI period. There is also an interesting case of a pithos which was repaired in 
situ with plaster instead of being discarded after breakage (found in Pillar Pit 54, 
partially preserved, possibly a late MC/early LCI specimen, pl. 125). Potting 
groups/workshops operating at the end of the MC period would have resumed 
production activity as soon as life came back to normal after the "Seismic 
Destruction". Bichrome/polychrome pithoi and other vessels could still have been 
manufactured in early LCI by the same workshops or under their strong potting 
tradition (evident also on the pictorial motifs of dark on light LCI wares). The LCI 
storage vessels might be of a lesser quality in terms of decoration and technology, 
when compared to the brilliant MC pictorial specimens. Nevertheless, elaborate 
decoration is commonly applied to large specimens (e. g. spirals, reeds, use of white 
for emphasis), as also are pictorial motifs adapted to LCI wares. Indeed, one gets the 
impression that most storage vessels are magnified versions of local fineware. 
The organisation and the nature of the output of local pottery workshops is a 
complicated issue, which would require thorough examination of the totality of pottery 
productionllo With reference to the storage vessels, some specific remarks can be 
110 As it is explicitly stated by Rice (1987,172) "attention to the pottery products encourages, in areas 
where these restrictions hold, using behavioral information encoded in the pottery to draw inferences about 
production. A major difficulty with this approach is that equivalent attention to coded economic (as 
opposed to e. g. stylistic) behavior has not been evident in ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological studies, 
thus precluding any insightful interchange of ideas and conclusions". 
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made. In terms of quantity and variety of output, it is evident that increased demand at 
the beginning of the LCI period was met by a specialised pottery industry, apparently 
capable of mass production. The choice of paste and manufacturing processes are 
reliable indicators for identifying distinct workshops. It is most probable that storage 
vessels within the same type or even form may have come from distinct workshops. If 
this is the case, we may note that while details, such as small variations in the paste 
composition or secondary morphological features, may be attributed to different 
workshops or individuals, there appears to be a "mental template" to which vessels of 
the most distinct local forms presented above generally conform. This predilection 
accounts for a standardisation which allows individual expression, and this is 
essentially what defines the uniqueness of the local products, which could otherwise 
be rather dull and unimaginative in their outlook, considering the function they were 
meant to serve. In these terms, and by introducing the factor of morphological 
parallels, it appears that individual workshops were most probably producing vessels 
of various functional categories (note that a common decorative "vocabulary" exists 
on painted specimens of most categories). Petrographic analysis is needed to test the 
validity of these remarks. The degree and the nature of Minoan influence seems to 
have been conditioned by culturally-embedded choices and technological 
limitations"' l and it may prove to be significant for the distinction of workshops. In the 
case of large storage vessels, the Therans appear not to be striving to conform to 
Minoan styles and trends. They are very receptive to influence, but adaptation to the 
local styles is predominant. What appears to be a fusion trend in the morphological 
features of most forms of storage vessels indicates a generally balanced and selective 
approach by most operating workshops. This trend also appears to be related to the 
standardisation and the large variety of vessel forms: a required compliance to needs 
defined by socio-economic factors in combination with strong cultural identity and 
tradition. 
'" Marthari notes a "provincialism" of the Theran workshops, in that although there was a concious effort 
to approach the developed Minoan technology, their persistence 
in using inferior quality materials prevents 
them from achieving the desired result. To counteract this 
defect they use traditional techniques, e. g. such 
as burnishing a coarse painted surface when they cannot achieve 
black colour similar to that of the Kamares 
ware (Marthari 1990a, 452-453). Alternative adaptations 
have been used similarly in the pottery production 
of other Cycladic islands. 
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It is difficult to discuss parallels in pottery production of storage vessels at Akrotiri 
and at other Cycladic sites because of the limited comparative material. It seems that 
the Theran production is much closer in morphological terms to that of Phylakopi: the 
islands share features, such as similar qualities of clay, which enable the development 
of similar pottery wares, the common MBA pottery tradition and a distinct degree of 
Minoan influence112. In Keos, the nature of the clay may have imposed limitations or 
alternative choices in the production of pottery wares. Moreover, while the MBA 
production appears to have been of a distinctively indigenous character, it appears to 
have been more related to or filtered by Mainland wares from the late MC/early LCI 
onwards. Features such as the application of added white, which is not common on 
comparable Keian113 and Phylakopi specimens' 14, or the MC black and red decoration 
and its derivatives, not common at Ayia Irini, may have been conscious choices 
related to technological limitations. The organisation of pottery production on the 
three island sites cannot be discussed within the limits of this study; however, it 
appears that regional variations are evident, much depending on cultural/social norms 
and the degree and nature of external contacts. 
B. The imported specimens 
The imported specimens of all kinds at Akrotiri have been estimated by Marthari 
(1993a, 43) to be 15% of the total number of vessels, of which 50% are Minoan, while 
the rest come from Mainland Greece and other unspecified provenances (possibly 
other Cycladic islands and the Dodecanese). For the percentages of storage vessels see 
Tables 5-7. We do not wish to put much emphasis on the distribution patterns of 
112 It appears that at Phylakopi the local tradition pottery is distinct from minoanising wares and the potters 
produce exact replicas of Minoan vessels (possibly different workshops or rather potting groups). This is 
information from a paper given by Ina Berg at the Mycenaean Seminar, University of London, 7th 
November 2001. I have not seen a printed version, so this information must be considered preliminary. 
Hiller (1993) suggests that a workshop existed in Aegina, which was run by resident Minoan potters, 
producing Minoanising ware vessels during the MBA. 
13 Davis 1986,5. 
114 Marthari (1990a, 456) points at the distinct use of white decoration on Akrotiri vessels directly on the 
surface of the pot to outline pictorial motifs, instead of directly on the dark painted area as is customary 
in 
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imported storage vessels within the buildings of the settlement, because we do not 
think that the functional category of storage vessels alone is representative of 
consumption patterns of ceramic production in terms of imports. Rather, it should be 
accounted for together with fineware, transfer vessels and other imported 
objects/commodities of different materials and function. This kind of comprehensive 
approach will only be possible in the final publication of the buildings. As already 
stated, the discussion of the imported storage vessels is based on macroscopic 
examination of the fabrics and/or the morphological parallels which can be established 
with specimens or forms from other sites. Petrographic analysis will certainly provide 
valuable information by locating more specific provenance areas within Crete and the 
Aegean; it would help to clarify the character of some specimens, which are 
considered to be imports from Crete by macroscopic examination, but they present 
discrepancies in the morphological characteristics when paralleled with comparable 
specimens found in Crete' 15 
CRETE' 16 
From the examination of specific vessels and sherd material, it is evident that actual 
imports of storage vessels from Crete started in the MC period. One of the earliest 
MM vessels appears to be a pithos found during the recent excavation of Pillar Pit 33, 
which has parallels among pithoi of Quartier Mu at Malia (cf. Poursat 1996, pl. 21d, 
MMIIb; Christakis Form 50) (pl. 129)117. Preliminary examination of the context of 
the vessel suggests that the area (apparently a basement of a room in Xeste 5) was in 
use during LCI. It is important to note that the finds establish a good chronological 
Crete (but also occurs at Akrotiri), thus emphasising the traditional preference of Theran potters for 
naturalistic representations, in contrast with the Minoan decorative spirit of Kamares and LMI wares. 
115 The case for itinerant pithos makers carrying the clay as well as their skills to Akrotiri might give food 
for thought for some specimens, which could have been manufactured according to local taste. On itinerant 
pithos makers in Minoan Crete and related ethnographic evidence see Christakis 1996, with discussion on 
the issue of the "travelling clay". 
116 On Minoan pithoi from Akrotiri see also Nikolakopoulou (forthcoming a); on Minoan pithoi the most 
comprehensive study is Christakis 1999a, to which references are made. I wish to thank Dr K. Christakis 
and Dr C. Knappett for their invaluable help in the identification of imported specimens and foreign fabrics 
and their important comments on matters of morphological and technological issues. 
117 A modern ethnographic parallel from Crete suggests that pithoi as old as 200 years could be found in 
houses in use together with newly manufactured pithoi (Kanta 1983). 
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sequence from the later phases of the MM period to advanced LMIA. M III/III 
storage vessels were found at Akrotiri either in their actual chronological context or in 
an LCI context, when they survived and continued in use in Houses of the settlement, 
such as vessels of ovoid type, with multiple handles on the shoulder (CN 240, CN 
256) (pl. 71) and occasionally incised base of projecting profile, and a distinct group 
of MMIII pithoi of ovoid type (CN 241-CN 245, cf. Christakis form 6) (p1.72-74) 
which may originate in the area of Mesara (note especially CN 241). White-on-dark 
decoration of large running spirals on specimens of piriform type (CN 261-CN 263) 
(pl. 86-88, fig. 36) were found in LCI context and appear to continue the white-on- 
dark decoration into the LBA (one specimen, CN 263, is 0.94m. high). It is interesting 
to note that these vessels may also originate in the area of the Mesara. 
The largest imported Minoan pithos is CN 260 (h. 1.20m. ) (pl. 85), with parallels in the 
area of Malia. Morphological features and the fabric of CN 274 (h. 0.94m. ) (pl. 94), a 
large bridge-spouted undecorated conical pithos made of red clay with white 
inclusions, also suggest a provenance in the area of Malia. 
The majority of the imported Minoan coarse pithoi, except for the two large specimens 
described above, range in height from 0.60m. to 0.80m. They belong to the ovoid type 
with narrow mouth and they are decorated with rope patterns (horizontal and/or wavy) 
and occasionally trickle patterns. One of these pithoi has an incised Linear A 
inscription (CN 255) (pl. 83). A distinct group of ovoid pithoi (CN 249-CN 253) (pl. 
70-71) is interesting in that it comprises specimens with high collar, a particular 
arrangement of handles (vertical and horizontal) and a specific type of rope, 
features 
which suggest comparisons with pithoi found in sites in West Crete 
in MIVIIII/LMIA 
(cf. Christakis forms 3,27 and ropes 14-15). 
The most prominent among the imported Minoan storage vessels 
in Akrotiri are those 
of piriform type, "pithoid jars", (CN 264-CN 271), 
(Christakis forms 43-45,49), (pis. 
90-92, figs. 37-39). These vessels are characterised in technological terms by the 
high 
quality of their manufacture and application of 
decoration, semi-coarse fabric, and by 
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specific features in their morphology, which are rarely copied in similar local 
specimens. There are very good parallels for the imported specimens CN 269 and CN 
268 in East Crete. An important point in chronological terms is that, although the form 
of these pithoi with high cylindrical/funnel collar was commonly considered to 
flourish during LMIB/LMII (the Palace Style Jars, see Betancourt 1985; Niemeier 
1985,6-13, figs. 1,2)118, it is evident from the Theran material that these piriform jars 
were also common in LMIA, produced in Central and East Crete, exported and 
imitated. The imported specimens of these particular forms found at Akrotiri are few. 
It seems possible that the vessels were imported for their aesthetic or symbolic value 
(prestige items or cult paraphernalia for the double axes example). 
MAINLAND GREECE 
Very few storage vessels have been identified as imports from Mainland Greece119 . 
These specimens ("niebaxnpoi o-r6pvoi")120 (CN 275, CN 276, CN 277, CN 278) (pis. 
95-96) are considered by Marthari to be of MH tradition and are fully published in 
Marthari 1980121. In stratigraphical terms, they are contemporary with the rest of the 
pottery of the LCI destruction layer (Marthari 1980,198-202; see also Marthari 
1993b). The vessels are matt-painted ware (CN 275), polychrome matt-painted ware 
(CN 276), and undecorated, with matt surface ware (CN 278, CN 277). Their main 
parallels are at Prosymna, Shaft Grave Circle B, and Eutresis (see Marthari 1980 for 
references to specific vessels). It is worth noting that three out of four vessels 
examined by Marthari come from room 6 of the West House122. 
118 The vessels are similar to FS 14 (in terms of Mycenaean pottery); Mountj oy states that "the shape is rare 
in LHI and first appears at the end of the phase; it continues into LHIIA" (Mountjoy 1986,11), see also 
Mountjoy 1993,41, fig. 48. 
119 Marthari (1980,208) notes that the total percentage of all imported vessels at Akrotiri from the 
Mainland is estimated to be 2.5%, while the total percentage of imported Minoan pottery is twice as large. 
In a later study (Marthari 1993a, 43) she estimates the percentage of imported Minoan pottery as slightly 
higher (7.5%). 
120 These vessels are usually called "stamnoi" (Mountjoy 1993,37, fig. 38, for unpainted LHI specimens). 
121 Marthari 1980,182-211, esp. 185-6,192,197-8, figs 5b, 3b, pls 68c, 70d, 72c, 72d. 
122 In total, eight out of the eighteen vessels examined in Marthari's study come from the ground and 
first 
floor of room 6 of the West House; therefore she comments on the possible relations of the 
inhabitants of 
the House with the Mainland (Marthari 1980,208). 
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It is suggested that their provenance should be Mycenae or the northeast Peloponnese 
(more probably) or west Attica and Aigina, ending up at Akrotiri by passing through 
coastal or island sites (Marthari 1980,205). These storage vessels must have been 
imported for their contents, used as transfer vessels for commodities (Marthari 1980, 
206). 
OTHER PROVENANCES 
This category comprises vessels for which a particular area of provenance cannot be 
specified at the present stage of research. Most of these vessels are manufactured from 
reddish/brown clay with inclusions and usually gold mica. Their morphological 
characteristics vary considerably, so that, with few exceptions, no two specimens can 
be classified or discussed together (see individual description of specimens in the 
catalogue). The largest specimen is CN 280 (h. 1.03m. ) (pl. 98). Special mention 
should be made of two groups of small piriform undecorated vessels, with funnel- 
shaped collar (CN 306-CN 307, cf. form 23 in the local specimens) and no collar (CN 
296-CN 304, cf. form 24 in the local specimens) which are all manufactured from 
reddish/brown, usually micaceous clay with inclusions. It has been suggested that the 
clay indicates provenance from other Cycladic islands 123, and especially from the 
northern Cyclades (see also preliminary results from petrographic analysis in 3.2.1). 
The horizontal crescent lugs are Cycladic features, while the shape, especially of the 
pithoi with funnel-shaped collar, is not paralleled in Crete. Similar vessels have been 
found at Phylakopi. The form is common in the local production. The local specimens 
have the external surface usually painted in red/brown and knobs on the shoulder. For 
the remaining vessels under this category, a possible provenance from other Cycladic 
islands can be suggested for specimens which have horizontal crescent lugs, or from 
the area of the Dodecanese or the Southeast Aegean, where micaceous fabrics and 
light-on-dark decoration are common features in the local pottery (cf. Marthari, 
Marketou and Jones 1990). 
123 Marthari 1993a, 161. 
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3.5 OTHER STORAGE CONTAINERS (STONE VESSELS, CLAY CHESTS, 
BASKETS, SACKS, LEATHER AND WOODEN VESSELS) 
This section concentrates mainly on the discussion of vessels of perishable materials, 
including a brief mention to stone storage vessels for which the evidence is meagre, 
and the clay chests. Storage vessels of organic materials such as wood, woven plant 
material, cloth and leather have been either found in corpore at Akrotiri or their 
presence and use have been strongly suggested by the excavation data. Vessels of this 
kind must have been generally of small size and capacity but they are worth 
considering in the context of this work for two reasons: firstly, it is almost impossible 
to estimate the number of these vessels, which could have been very large, since the 
material decomposes easily so that much information on the number, kind and shape 
of the vessels is lost; and secondly, vessels of the above mentioned materials must 
have been used for different storage purposes, both in terms of use of the vessel and 
types of content. 
A. Stone storage vessels124 
Evidence for stone storage vessels in LCI is limited, as it would be expected from the 
nature of the material which would not be worth working for vessels of a considerable 
size in terms of cost effectiveness. It is possible that the few large stone vessels were 
used in a different context than that of subsistence storage, possibly considered as 
prestige objects or related to ritual125. A remarkable stone pithos (h. 1.18m. ) AIN 2854 
(pl. 130) made of grey/black lava was found in fragments in the area of Dexion Pillar 
Pit 17 (Thera III, 19-24, fig. 9; Warren 1979,87, pl. 19e). It is dated to the late EC 
124 For the stone vessels of Akrotiri and their manufacture see Warren 1978; 1979; Devetzi 1990,2000. 
125 The large stone pithos AIN 2854 was found at a higher level than the "Sacrificial Fire" at the area of 
Dexion Pillar Pit 17 but the assemblages must be contemporary and directly associated, dated by the 
examination of the pottery by Sotirakopoulou (1996,127-129) in early ECIII (Phylakopi I-ii); the area was 
formed into an open "square" in the MC period; the deposition of the fragments of the pithos in what 
is 
described as a "cavity" and the general character of this open area (LCI level of "Cenotaph Square") may 
be related to the significance of the vessel (cf. Sotirakopoulou 1998,160-161 and PAE 
1992,185 on the 
"avaton" of the area in LCI). 
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period126, and it was not in use during the LCI period. The bulging body may compare 
to that of clay late EC/early MC specimens127 and to some LCI specimens of ovoid 
type, form 3. The unfinished red marble jar (pl. 131), found in the House of the 
Ladies, room 6, first floor, is of a low cylindrical type ("bucket jar", with unfinished 
spout, made of rosso antico? 128, Thera VI, 8-9, pl. 2; Warren 1978; 1979,91-93, fig. 6, 
pl. 19a-c). It is 0.545m. high and the rim diameter is 0.398m. A fragment of an 
imported Minoan jar or pithos (AIN 1432) made of hard, white, marble-like limestone 
was found in the destruction debris of room 014 (Thera IV, 28,40, pl. 97c; Warren 
1979,98, pl. 21 ati). The walls of the fragment are up to 0.017m. thick. On the external 
surface it was decorated with raised bands incised with crescents and plain raised 
discs129 (not paralleled on local clay specimens). 
B. Clay chests 
Clay chests of a rectangular shape are not common fords in the settlement. They vary 
in dimensions and they are usually painted all over. The form and the material of the 
lids (if any) may vary. Some examples are presented below. 
Adjacent to the west wall of the upper floor of room AM 130 three large rectangular 
clay chests ("nr , Mva KIßG)TIa") were found broken but in situ (pl. 133). Their 
arrangement resembles that of the repositories. They were not fully excavated and they 
remain in situ. They contained only volcanic ash and sand. In the excavation report it 
is suggested that they might have been covered by wooden lids which have not 
survived. 
126 As suggested by Doumas in PAE 1992,185; Warren (1979,87, and footnote 1) suggested a MC date and 
that the shape is a clear copy of the Minoan pithos with parallels from Myrtos for the beginning of the form 
in EMII; however, it seems that the context and the morphological features suggest an earlier date than the 
MC, possibly at the end of EC period. 
'27 Cf. pithoi from Aigina, Stadt III (EB II), Walter and Felten 1981. 
128 Friedrich et al. suggest that the reddish marble used in the production of (presumably) this vase occurs at 
Echendra, a site close to Cape Exomitis on Thera (2000,72). 
129 Cf. Warren 1969,61, NM 2790, stone medallion pithoi from the Tomb of Clytemnestra at Mycenae 
(LHIII context, but manufactured in MMIII/LMI-ILIA 1). 
130 PAE 1993,181, pl. 108a; PAE 1994,161-2, pl. 85,86. 
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A clay chest (dimensions: 1.0.40m., w. 0.265m., h. 0.21m. ) was found in the southern 
of the two cupboards of room 2 of Sector A131 It is painted inside and out in brown 
and it has two horizontal handles on each of its long sides and one on each of the 
narrow ones. Marinatos called the chest "AißavwTpic" (censer) and suggested that it was 
used for the storage of precious substances such as aromatic plants and incense. A 
thick plaster fragment painted with spirals, probably originally part of a painted wall 
or floor, could have been used as a lid of the chest; it was found in fragments inside 
the vessel, with a one handled cup lying in situ on top of the fragments. 
A clay chest was found during the excavation of Pillar Pit 52132. It had a clay 
rectangular lid and it contained a wooden chest, possibly painted red, inside which the 
golden ibex figurine was found (pl. 132). The context of the find is not yet studied, but 
a ritual significance of the area is strongly suggested. 
It is possible that clay chests were used for storage of small items or specific 
commodities of significance and assigned value, as also possibly the wooden chests 
(see below E), but the limited evidence is far from conclusive. 
C. Baskets133 
The existence of baskets has been initially confirmed by the discovery of traces of the 
vessels left on the ash or soil of different fills of rooms while the material 
decomposed. However, it has been possible, thanks to the delicate work of 
conservators, to retrieve a large number of the vessels or parts of the vessels 
themselves, in different sizes and different stages of preservation. The following cases 
are the most characteristic: 
Room A18a is an oblong ground floor space (1.5.00m., w. 1.46m., 
h. 1.85m. ) which is 
separated from the similar room Al8b to the north 
by a middle wall13a Both rooms 
131 Thera II, 20-22, figs. 11-12, pls. 18-19. 
132 Petrakos 2000,79-80, figs. 78-79. 
133 For basket-making techniques in the Aegean Bronze Age and comparative ethnographic 
material from 
modern Greece see Beloyianni 1996. 
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were found filled with volcanic ash and soil from the nearby torrent. This is possibly 
the reason why the organic material from which baskets, vessels and furniture were 
made has decomposed and left only traces. Much information on woven vessels comes 
from these areas (pis. 136a, 137). In room A18a woven vessels (baskets) MO1 and 
M02 were found among the sherds of a pithos, which was trapped in the fill at a 
height of 0.55m. below the floor of the upper storey. Inside pithos CN 194 (also 
trapped in the fill at a height of 1.00m. below the floor of the upper storey) vessel 
M03 was found together with indications of the existence of another 10-11 woven 
vessels, where the type of weaving was also visible. Trace of another woven vessel 
which is preserved only at its upper part was found in the fill. This vessel apparently 
contained a pair of bronze tongs. Traces of another woven vessel were detected in the 
empty space possibly left by a beam. Traces of a circular lid of a woven vessel were 
identified (diam. 0.40m. ). In the fill of A18b135 traces of three vessels stuck together 
were found, the largest of which has a diameter of 0.32m. One of the vessels was 
made of mat, while another was made of mat and wicker. Another trace was found of a 
vessel made of mat and wicker with horizontal and vertical weaving. This vessel had 
possibly fallen upside-down (h. pres. 0.23m. ) and seems to be narrower at the upper 
part. Traces of one or possibly two large woven vessels made of mat were also 
preserved (w. pres. 0.35m., h. 0.17m. ). It has been possible to identify the holes of the 
lugs of the vessels. The traces of the lugs show that they were made by the same 
weaving technique as the vessel and they were possibly tied or attached to it. 
There are few other cases where baskets have been identified inside rooms (e. g. a 
basket containing sea urchins from the Western Quarters, room 1136, a basket inside a 
pithos in room 5 of the West House, a basket in Ala 
137) 
, 
but the evidence from the 
interior of the Houses does not permit more specific consideration of their context and 
use. 
134 See excavation reports for A18a and 018b in PAE 1993,181-183, pls. 109-113; 
PAE 1994,162-163, pl. 
91; PAE 1995,127-130, pl. 60-62a. 
135 PAE 1995,129, pl. 61 b. 
136 Thera III, pl. 12,1. 
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Baskets have been uncovered in corpore, i. e. the organic material from which they 
were made survived138, in an excellent state of preservation, in two specific contexts: 
in the layer of pumice which fell on open spaces in the settlement and inside ceramic 
vessels, mainly pithoi. It is evident that in both cases the circumstances were ideal for 
the preservation of organic material. In the first case, the baskets were found together 
with other objects in open spaces, where they were assembled and used by the 
inhabitants during the "final repair phase" of activity in the settlement, just before the 
volcanic eruption (see 4.5). The most characteristic cases come from Pillar Pits 68A 
(Petrakos 2001, pl. 111) (pl. 134), 76 and 78A. The baskets were retrieved intact in 
most cases, preserving the handles and occasionally the contents (mainly seeds). A 
very important find is a large cylindrical basket with its lid in situ found in Pillar Pit 
58B (pl. 135a). The dimensions of the basket are 0.22m. height and 0.30m. diam. 
base. The basket was found inside a large cylindrical open vessel with spout, 
apparently a wine press, and it contained lime plaster, possibly ready to be used in 
association with the wine press installation (disinfecting purposes? ). In the second 
case, baskets were found inside pithoi, also among objects gathered in outdoor areas 
during the short period before the eruption. Small baskets were found inside a 
cylindrical pithos in Pillar Pit 78A (left in situ) and inside pithos CN 243 and other 
large vessels in the area of Pillar Pit 39. 
From the existing data it seems that baskets were used either for the execution of 
particular tasks (possibly the drying of lime plaster or more hypothetically the 
production of cheese) or for gathering and temporarily storing foodstuffs (e. g. cereals). 
In the context of the "final repair phase" baskets, together with sacks made of woven 
material or leather, were evidently used as carriers or storage vessels for foodstuffs139. 
137 PAE 1975, pl. 207a. 
138 For the different plant materials used in the manufacture of baskets see Beloyianni 1996,55-75; for 
manufacture and weaving techniques and the tools used see Beloyianni 1996,76-95,111-119. 
139 Beloyianni suggests as possible uses of baskets, based on archaeological and ethnographical evidence: 
the collection and transfer of foodstuffs (fruit, roots, seeds, honey, sea-urchins), the storage of solid and 
liquid (when baskets are insulated) commodities, the production of cheese, the offering of different goods 
in a ritual/religious context, as units of measurements (especially when found inside storage vessels), as 
burial containers (urns which contained the deceased and burial goods), as moulds for the manufacture of 
pottery, as transfer containers of unfired pottery to the kiln; the bases of baskets could 
have been used 
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D. Sacks 
Sacks made of cloth, leather or linen could have been commonly used in Akrotiri but 
evidence for their existence was until recently elusive140 Under the flagstones of the 
upper floor of room 03, in the fill of the "cellar", bronze vessels were found gathered 
closely together (three ewers and two baking trays). Remains of an organic substance 
found on the belly of one of the ewers may indicate that the vessels were wrapped in a 
thick cloth (a sack? ) or a thin straw mat141. An important find is a sack found in Pillar 
Pit 1B, lying on a low wall and covered by pumice (Petrakos 2001, pl. 112) (pl. 138). 
The sack contained barley and it was found outdoors, near a cooking installation. 
Evidence for leather comes from room 018a'42, but the form of the object is 
unidentifiable. 
E. Wooden containers 
Evidence suggests the use of two (at least) distinguishable shapes of wooden 
containers, namely wooden chests of different sizes and barrel-type vessels. Remains 
of wood and mat in AI8a143 suggest the existence of a wooden chest put inside a 
basket. In this wooden chest bronze vessels were kept (two bowls, an incense burner, a 
small ewer, a dagger, two conical cups). The retrieval of bone inlays from the same 
area and also from other places in the settlement can also indicate the existence of 
wooden chests. The same applies to the retrieval of bronze clamps and rings, again for 
example from AI8a, where these objects were found together with the trace of a small 
wooden box inside which miniature vessels were kept. Traces of what must have been 
the lid of a wooden chest was found in Al 8a. The lid had decoration (carved? ) of 
running spirals and an X-shaped trace on its surface, possibly from the adjustment of a 
string. The dimensions of the lid are 0.38m. X 0.22m. X 0.04m. Evidence for another 
before the introduction of the pottery wheel for the manipulation of a vessel during manufacture (1996, 
194-199). 
140 On a proposed large specialised weaving activity at Akrotiri see Tzachili 1990,386-7. 
141 Thera IV, 17-18, pl. 23a. 
142 PAE 1993,182. 
143 PAE 1994,162-3, pls. 91,92b. 
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small wooden chest comes from Pillar Pit 52. In this case, the wooden chest, inside 
which the golden ibex figurine was found, was placed inside a larger clay chest' . 
The decomposition of a barrel-shaped vessel created an empty space in the fill of room 
018a (pl. 136b). Observations on the traces of this vessel suggest that the outer 
wooden walls were divided at regular intervals by horizontal parallel rings of wood of 
presumably different quality. The vessel was found fallen from west to east, its mouth 
being towards the east wall of the room. 
144 Petrakos 1999,79-80, figs. 78-79. 
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3.6 CONTENTS: THE MATERIAL EVIDENCE 
Storage vessels at Akrotiri were used as containers for subsistence commodities and 
objects, such as smaller vessels and baskets. During the "final repair phase" of 
activities (see below 4.5), large storage vessels were possibly used for transfer 
purposes of smaller objects from the interior of the Houses. Other commodities of 
perishable materials (e. g. textiles, wooden and leather objects), which have not 
survived could similarly have been stored in suitable clay vessels/containers (e. g. in 
pithoi of the cylindrical or conical type). Evidence for water storage in pithoi can only 
be of indirect nature 145 The observed consistency between specific types of decoration 
(motifs and syntax) and specific forms or even types of locally-produced storage 
vessels may lead us to suggest that a kind of "label" was assigned to particular vessels 
by their makers, although any association with specific type of contents would still be 
in the realm of speculation, unless more relevant data come forth from future research. 
The archaeobotanical study of selected samples from Akrotiri suggests that there 
seems to be no specific preference in the shape or the decoration of storage vessels as 
to which crop was stored within (Sarpaki 1992b, 229). The mechanical/morphological 
characteristics of vessel types suggest the potential suitability of a vessel for long- or 
short-term storage of a particular type of contents, solid or liquid (e. g. vessels with a 
spout were apparently designed for storage of liquids) 146 The intended functional 
properties of a vessel do not necessarily determine the type of contents147, or 
145 Apart for water storage for direct consumption needs (drinking, cooking), we may presume that pithoi 
containing water may have been situated near hearths (Doumas 1990b, 28) or sanitary/ "bathroom" 
installations (e. g. in room 4a of the West House, cf. Pelon 1970,147). Pithoi found in open areas may have 
been used for the collection of rainwater (cf. Warren 1972,38-39), but the pithos CN 255 found in the 
lightwell of the House of the Ladies has a very narrow mouth and therefore it would have been unsuitable 
for this purpose. 
146 Note the interesting remarks on vessel functions, quoted in Rice 1987,237: "A survey of ethnographic 
data suggests that liquid storage vessels may be more variable in shape than dry storage vessels; 
liquid 
storage vessels are relatively taller as an aid to pouring, while long-term dry storage vessels are relatively 
short and squat (... ) Contrary to expectations, they do not necessarily have restricted orifices and necks to 
prevent loss of contents or for easier covering and closing of the mouth (Henrickson and 
McDonald 1983, 
632-3). " 
147 Sarpaki explicitly illustrates this point with reference to finds from 
Palaikastro and Akrotiri: "The use of 
amphorae, generally regarded as liquid containers, for the storage of solid 
food (wheat and legumes) comes 
as a surprise. However, this unexpected pattern of 
finding pots whose shape is more adapted to liquids 
being used to store solid foods is also found at Akrotiri 
in Thera where a greater number of shapes have 
been examined with their contents. In 
future, we should be more careful when assigning pots to certain 
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exclusivity in use (for the different primary and secondary uses 148 of Minoan pithoi 
and the variety of contextual evidence see Christakis 1999a, 35-44). In the fortunate 
cases when we are able to identify the contents of a vessel, the evidence is not 
conclusive for its long-term use, as the finds might represent one stage in the use-life 
of the vessel. The type of contents and the quantity stored in a particular vessel may 
vary according to the needs of the individual user, availability of the commodities, 
long- or short-term storage patterns. 
Due to the unique circumstances of taphonomic processes at Akrotiri, special mention 
was made of organic fmds and contents of vessels even from the first year of the 
excavation. For years the characterisation of organic material was based on 
observation, description of the appearance of the substance when discovered and also 
speculation on the specific kind of organic material149 Some examples from the 
publications of Marinatos (Thera I-VII) and the reports in the subsequent years (PAE 
1975 onwards) and also from the excavation diaries are presented below: 
Sector A, room 1,2 
Three large jars were found on the central (north) part of the floor, which had 
apparently fallen horizontally and parallel and were badly broken. All three contained 
a black fatty organic substance (barley flour? ). 
Sector A, room 2 
Not far from the lion's head rhyton, but on a higher level, were the lower parts and 
part of the sides of two plain vases containing snails' so 
A pithos was found in the northwestern corner of room 2, filled with sand and pebbles, 
but near the base there was earth of a different substance and colour. 
In another pithos there was earth of a different substance and colour in the lower part. 
categories of food material" (Sarpaki in MacGillivray et al. 1989,436). At Akrotiri, there is evidence for 
fish bones, Lathyrus clymenum and Hordeum found in pithoi with tubular spout above the base (Sarpaki 
1987,225). 
148 Pithoi in secondary use served as burial urns in late EC Akrotiri, as suggested by finds from the recent 
excavation ("EYXuTpi(7loi"). 
X49 The practice of collecting organic samples even at the first stages of the excavation was decisive 
for 
future analysis and study; on the problems of identification of organic remains during excavation see 
Sarpaki 2000; 2001. 
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Sector A, room 3,1 
Jars were found all standing, one with white lilies (AIN 93) and organic matter inside 
(barley flour? ) and a clay figurine. 
Western Quarters, room 1. 
A basket was found near the "bathtub" in the northwestern corner, which contained 
sea urchins. 
Xeste 3, room 6, ground floor 
Pithos CN 286 in the southeast corner was filled with earth, but only down to a certain 
point; further down, the base and sherds of a stirrup jar and organic material were 
found. 
West House, room 6. 
At a distance of 0.65m. from the north wall and 0.65m. from the west wall a pithos 
with decoration of spirals was found, the mouth of which was shut by a spouted pot. 
Remains of seeds were found inside in layers of sand and thin earth, which entered the 
pot through the rainwater, so that each time some of the seeds were floating further up. 
At a distance of 1.20m. from the northwestern corner of the room a pithos with funnel- 
shaped collar was found on its side on the floor, with the mouth to the northeast; it 
contained organic substance and its mouth was shut by a ewer. 
In the southeast corner of the room there was the lower part of a vessel standing on the 
floor which contained remains of barley. 
West House, area 7, cupboard 
One of the pithoi contained in the lower part some condensed liquid material. Inside 
CN 85 there were remains of an organic substance, flour? (niruooc)Xo dAeupo). Also 
inside CN 84 there were remains of an organic substance 151 
Sector 0, room 16 
Fragments of vases lay accumulated on the floor of the room everywhere, but 
especially along the walls. The lower parts of jars and other big vases were regularly 
150 Thera II, 52, fig. 41. 
151 Sarpaki (1992b, 228) identified bulgur-type barley and probably "cooked food" (an inference from 
imprints of a legume which demonstrates that the legume was soaking or cooked within some 
liquid 
medium) as the contents of a few vessels from the cupboard. 
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placed on the floor and almost always they contained seeds, flour or other organic 
matters (greasy, blackish earth). 
Sector A, room 17 
The pottery stored included a number of medium-sized jars. In one of them land snails 
were preserved (pl. 139a)'52. An important find is the lower part of a jar, in which the 
`prints " of almonds were preserved in the volcanic ash that filled up the jar when the 
almonds were still intact 153 The kernels of the almonds were still visible at the time of 
the discovery. The remains of figs have been found in a fragment of a large vessel in a 
dark mass of earth. When examined closely, it was possible to make out their small 
seeds. The original form of the figs could be reconstructed, when the cavity left in the 
earth mass was filled with plaster (Friedrich 2000, figs. 9.2 and 9.3 for colour photos). 
The contents of some of the large vessels found in room Al a were identified as barley 
flour, pulses and, at least inside one of the vessels, there was a liquid material which 
was not identified 154 
A pithos found broken during the excavation of Pillar Pit 43, in the first floor of room 
14 in Xeste 4, contained a large quantity of seeds, apparently barley. 
Definitely more recognisable are the contents of vessels when they are artefacts or raw 
materials. However, there are few cases when we can be certain that the items were 
deliberately stored inside the vessel and they did not fall accidentally inside when the 
destruction occurred. Some examples from the same sources as those stated above are 
presented below: 
West House, room 4 
CN 202 and CN 171 are two small pithoi which were found in situ standing in the 
southeast corner of the room. The vessels had cracks, but due to the fact that they were 
152 Thera VII, pl. 17a. 
153 PAE 1977, p1.204c. 
154 PAE 1994,161. 
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filled up to the middle with lime plaster, they did not fall apart 155 Next to the pithoi a 
one-handled cup, a grinding stone and two pebbles were found. It is possible that the 
plaster was meant to be used for the renewal of the wall paintings. 
West House, room 5 
A pithos was found in fragments (distance 2.15m. from the west wall) with traces of 
organic material in the lower part, on top of which traces of a woven object were 
found, possibly a basket. 
West House, room 6. 
A big fragment of a pithos (h. 0.44m. ) was found in the southeast corner of the room. 
It seems that the pithos originally contained Cycladic skyphoi because fragments of the 
same pithos were found in a deeper level in a pile together with the fragments of the 
skyphoi. The thickness of the pile of the skyphoi is 0.45m. 
West House, room 31F 
In the northeast corner of the room pithos CN 10 was found in fragments. Inside the 
pithos a stone vessel was found, which probably fell from the upper floor. Also inside 
the pithos, some remains of small pithoi with funnel-shaped collar were found. In one 
of them remains of organic material were found. 
West House, room 6, ground floor 
A small pithos with spout was found, inside which there was a ewer with double axe 
decoration. 
Inside a pithos, the external surface of which bears traces of fire, there were some 
sherds and a small ewer with decoration of grapes. Inside pithos CN 229 there was a 
stirrup jar with decoration of spirals and crocuses. 
West House, area 7 
One of the pithoi was found with four fruitstands inside. 
West House, Dexion pillar 23. 
To the west side of the well a broken jar of medium size was found, inside which a 
well preserved strainer appeared. The jar was painted with red lilies, and around 
it 
there were abundant traces of what may have been a rush-mat. 
155 Thera VI, pl. 59a. 
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Sector A, room 16 
A cluster of small imported Minoan luxury vases (askoi) with other small vases of 
similar origin were found in the lower part of a fragmentary jar, 18 askoi altogether, 
one single-handed bowl and a miniature amphora'56 (pl. 139b). Lower parts of bigger 
vases with organic matter were found in the middle of the room. In one of them, 
f agments of small bronze implements were found. 
Sector B, room 6 
A pithos with rope relief pattern AIN 561 was found by the eastern wall of the room at 
a distance of 1.1 Om from the southeast corner. Inside the pithos a fruitstand, a 
fragment of plaster, a small pebble and a fragment of a stone object were found 
(probably contents fallen inside). 
Xeste 3, room 10 
From the deposit of the west wall, at a higher level from the built structure, a small 
intact pithos (one handle broken) was lying horizontally, with mouth to the south. 
Inside the pot there was a double "magic vessel ". 
In the area of the built structure of the southwest corner sherds of pithoi were found, 
inside which there were fragments of plaster, some with the decorated surface 
upwards and others with the decorated surface downwards, fallen either from the mud 
brick wall that was separating the area of the pithoi from the rest of the room or from 
the floor of the second storey. 
In Sector A, room 1, pithos CN 75 contained loomweights157, apparently stored into 
the vessel, which had fallen from the upper floor. 
Some of the pithoi found in the Area of the Fine Jars (Pillar Pit 39) and in Pillar Pit 
78A contained small baskets and vessels. The pithoi were found in outdoors areas 
(possibly transferred during the "final repair phase"). 
156 Thera V, p'. 31b. Unfortunately, we have not been able to identify the pithos, so we are not in a position 
to know whether the pithos was also Minoan and served as a container carrying the small vessels. However, 
this use of pithoi must have been rather common; cf. Bass 1991, for pithoi found filled with unused 
Cypriot 
pottery in the Ulu Burun shipwreck. 
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A special emphasis was put on the identification and analysis of organic material 
during the past two decades of work at the site. Dr A. Sarpaki has organised the 
sampling and the scientific analysis of material collected systematically during the 
excavation periods. She has been studying the palaeoethnobotany of the site, with very 
interesting results presented in her thesis and in various articles (Sarpaki 1987; 1990; 
1992a; 1992b; 2001). The information presented below is derived mainly from her 
work. 
Preservation of seeds found during the analysis of samples from various contexts was 
in the form of charred, silicified, and mineralised material (Sarpaki 2001,28-29). 
Crops were identified as cf. Lathyrus clymenum (a new find as a LBA crop, Sarpaki 
and Jones 1990), Lens culinaris, Pisum sativum, Hordeum vulgare, H. distichum, 
Triticum monococcum and dicoccum; other important crops included Ficus carica, 
Vitis vinifera and Olea europaea; a third group of possible crop plants included 
Lathyrus cicera/L. sativus (grass pea), Lupinus cf albus, Vicia ervilia, Linum 
usitatissimum and Coriandrum sativum (Sarpaki 1987, xv; 1992b, 222-225). The find 
of processed crops in the latest stage before consumption is unique for 
archaeobotanical material and includes split legumes, bulgur-type cracked barley and 
cereal and legume flour (Sarpaki 1992b, 223-224; 2001). 
At Akrotiri pure crops158 from inside pots were of the following kinds (Sarpaki 1987, 
146; 1992b, 223): a) cf. Lathyrus clymenum b) Lens culinaris c) Pisum sativum d) 
157 Thera I, fig. 27. 
iss A sample is defined as being a "crop" when it is made up of 75% or more of one species of cultivated 
plant, whereas in "maslin" crops the proportion would be smaller, as these are more difficult to identify as 
indicating one crop rather than a mixture of two or more. Other plant remains are identified as 
contaminants, residue from crops (i. e. chaff), and ruderal/segetal plants (Sarpaki 1987,145-6). According 
to Sarpaki (1987,159) "it is most intriguing to find cracked barley in all of the cf. L. clymenum crops of the 
West House, although it is present in very small quantities. An explanation could be that barley was stored 
in pots prior to the pulse, and that only small particles trickled down from the main crop and settled in the 
bottom of the pot. When Therans scooped off the rest of the barley, they could not extract these small 
fragments. Another explanation could be that they stored cracked barley in these pots prior to the pulse, and 
they did not completely empty out their pots before the change of crops. However, the broken fragments of 
barley seem to have a consistent breakage pattern transverse to the seed. Therefore, experiments need to be 
made or ethnoarchaeological material studied, to find out whether deliberate breakage through pounding 
has a consistent pattern which could be differentiated from natural breakage within storage. " 
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Hordeum vulgare e) Hordeum distichum and f) T. monococcum. From the water- 
floated samples there are indications that these crops were also grown: g) Ficus carica 
h) Vitis vinifera i) Olea europaea. 
It is interesting to note that the archaeobotanical study has shed light on aspects of 
differentiation in storage patterns of different crops and in the function of storage and 
food processing areas (see below 5.2). From Akrotiri and especially the West House 
we have evidence for plant utilisation which falls into five basic types (Sarpaki 1987, 
217-218). Firstly, there are samples of cleaned crop products (primary storage). 
Secondly, samples with smaller visibility were found (secondary and tertiary 
processing) e. g. flour, bulgur type split cereals/legumes and by-products. These 
samples provide us with evidence as to where plant foods were stored and perhaps 
processed just before consumption. Thirdly, the by-products of crop processing should 
give us an insight into fine sieving and related crop processing stages, which were 
performed in the settlement/house. Some of the by-products in the West House were 
stored in pots, for example the chaff samples. Fourthly, a closer stage to food 
consumption (tertiary processing) is indicated by what appears to be flour and cooked 
plant remains. Finally, there are contaminants. 
Based on the evidence, Sarpaki (1987,206) suggests that the pattern of crops being 
brought to the buildings after they had been coarse-sieved, legume crops in particular 
(contrary in the MBA), indicates a difference between a primary producing site and a 
consumer one, such as LCI Akrotiri could have been. 
On the presence of olive in the settlement there is increasing evidence during recent 
years from the examination of samples from the Pillar Pit trenches (Sarpaki, pers. 
comm. ). Sarpaki believes that there is strong evidence for local cultivation' 
59, rather 
than imports of the seeds, based on the following observations (Sarpaki 1987,156): 
ß59 Note the identification of the ideogram for olive oil (OLEUM, A 303 and/or A 302) on a fragmentary 
Linear A tablet found in room i 18a (Boulotis 1998,409). On aspects of olive oil production and 
consumption in Minoan and Mycenaean palace societies see Boulotis 1996; on the social context of olive 
oil (and wine) production and consumption in Bronze Age Crete see Hamilakis 1996,1999. 
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" Fragments of stones are found; had the olive been imported from Crete or 
elsewhere, we would have found mainly whole stones. 
" The stones would have been of larger varieties. 
" Importation of olive oil would have been easier than importing olives to process 
them. 
" They would have used other sources of fuel rather than import the products of 
olive crushing (i. e. broken stones and pulp). 
" The stones were not broken after charring, because we would have found stones 
broken in half and not in fragments 
Chemical analyses of the organic residue absorbed in the porous microstructure of the 
clay fabric of unglazed archaeological pottery using gas chromatography (GC) and 
mass spectrometry (MS) methods are a valuable source of information on palaeodiet 
and on the identification of commodities linked with vessel use, having culturally 
significant implications for subsistence patterns, economy, trade and technological 
applications on pottery manufacture in ancient societies (Charters et al. 1995; 
Evershed et al. 1997). The preservation of organic residues absorbed in the clay walls 
of the vessels is largely conditioned by taphonomic processes, the method of the 
sampling procedures and the nature of the use-life of the vessel (e. g. whether it was 
used for subsequent or simultaneous storage of different foodstuffs). GC/MS analyses 
on Akrotiri samples from storage vessels and cooking pots have been carried out on 
non joining sherds from a number of restored specimens and on few sherds, which 
were identified as originally belonging to pithoi with spout above the base 160 . The 
sherds come from different parts of the body of the vessels and also from near the 
spout/base in the case of the pithoi with tubular spout. The preliminary results 
presented evidence for beeswax in samples belonging to pithoi and especially in the 
group of samples from pithoi with spout above the base. The majority of the storage 
vessels revealed distributions of alkanes, palmitic wax esters and hydroxy wax esters 
160 The analysis was conducted by permission of the director of the excavation and the Ephorate of the 
Cyclades at a first stage by the author in the laboratory of the School of Chemistry, University of Bristol, 
under the supervision of Professor R. P. Evershed and his team, and subsequently by 
0. Cooper, as a 
research topic for his M. Sc. dissertation. 
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consistent with those from beeswax. The distributions of alkanes, palmitic wax esters 
and hydroxy wax esters in the storage vessels are analogous to those from modern 
beeswax (Cooper 2001). 
Beeswax has been identified by lipid analysis in the fabrics of lamps and conical cups 
from the Late Minoan site of Mochlos in eastern Crete (Evershed et al. 1997). Due to 
the function of the particular implements, it was suggested that beeswax was used as 
an illuminant during the Minoan period. Although beeswax and honey are documented 
in antiquity (references in Evershed et al. 1997,981), it is important to emphasise the 
significance of the actual tracing of the compounds by chemical analysis (Heron et al. 
1994), because of the implications related to the archaeological context. In the case of 
the Akrotiri storage vessels of the types with tubular spout, the evidence for beeswax 
in consistent concentrations from different parts of the body and base/spout of the 
same type of vessel (Charters et al. 1993) suggests a post-firing pattern in the 
treatment of the internal surface of the vessels and/or a specific kind of content. From 
a functional point of view, pithoi of a considerable size with a spout above the narrow 
base were intended to store liquids on a long-term basis. Doumas (1978) and Doumas 
and Constantinides (1990) suggested that the combined alternatives of the decorative 
motifs on the external surface of the pithoi served as a "label" for the quantity and 
possibly also the quality of the contents. They speculated on the existence of three 
types of liquids (wine, olive oil and possibly beer), each one in three different varieties 
or qualities, indicated by the corresponding "label" on the pot. The evidence for 
beeswax could help to specify the original content of the vessels. Storage of beeswax 
per se seems rather improbable due to the mechanical characteristics of the containers 
(large capacity and function). Storage of honey cannot be excluded at the present 
stage, although the constraints mentioned for the beeswax storage can also apply in 
this case. The application of beeswax and other organic substances (resins, foodstuffs, 
tar) as sealant agents on the internal surface of vessels designed to contain liquids is 
attested through ethnographic parallels in recent times (Rice 1987; Heron and 
Evershed 1993). In the case of the particular pithoi from Akrotiri, the treatment of the 
internal surface of the vessels can be especially associated with wine storage: beeswax 
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would prevent the evaporation of alcohol through the pores of the ceramic container 
and could help to improve the flavour of wine (S. Kourakou, oinologist, pers. comm. ). 
Beeswax, similar to other inert components, could also be applied to prevent the 
further fermentation of wine while it is being stored. Olive oil can self-seal the pores 
of the container without any other mediating agent (note also the difference in the 
treatment of the internal surface of amphorae used to transfer olive oil and wine in 
antiquity, IOropio Tou EAAfviKOÜ Kpaoioii 1992,112). Beer can also be discounted in the 
present discussion; while beer is subject to the same precautions as wine in order to 
prevent alcohol evaporation, it is a commodity not suitable for long-term storage, a 
factor suggested by the size of the vessels under consideration (unless of course the 
beer produced was of an entirely different type in antiquity). Another suggestion for 
the presence of beeswax in pithoi could be the possible mixing of wine with honey, a 
practice which appears to be confirmed by Linear B documents161 It is interesting to 
note that an EC pithos from Aghios Kosmas, with tubular spout above the base, 
contained grape seeds (Mylonas 1959,40, fig. 132, no. 50). 
Evidence for wine production at prehistoric Akrotiri is indisputable, both from 
macrofossil and contextual evidence (cf. Hamilakis 1996). Grape seeds have been 
identified (Sarpaki 1987; 1992), the grape appears as a decorative motif on the pottery 
(Marthari 1993a), a clay wine press, similar to the Cretan specimens, has been found 
during recent excavations (Pillar Pit 58B) and the ideogram for wine appears on a 
Linear A inscription on the rim of a local pithos (pl. 119) (Karnava and 
Nikolakopoulou in preparation). Beeswax could have been applied in a liquid form to 
cover the internal surface of especially designed pithoi for wine storage: the vessels 
have a narrow base, where the residue could accumulate over time, while pure wine 
could be easily retrieved from the spout placed over the base. However, direct 
evidence for bee-keeping is elusive at Akrotiri, as also in other contemporary sites 
162 
161 Chadwick (1972,115) mentions that in a storehouse on the palace site of Pylos, in which large jars and 
sealings were found, one of the sealings bears the Linear B ideogram for wine with the word meaning 
"honeyed" written across it. 
162 For pictorial testimonies in Egypt and archaeological and literary evidence 
in Classical Greece see Jones 
et al. 1973, with bibliography on ancient bee-keeping; also Panagiotakopulu 
2000a, 95-103, for the bee 
species, bee-keeping and uses of honey and beeswax. 
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A cylindrical pithos from Akrotiri, interpreted by Doumas as a "beehive" (Doumas 
1983,118-119, fig. 19), is indeed a vessel of specialised function (CN 239, see 
catalogue for description) but not necessarily related to bee-keeping163 Lipid analysis 
provides the first piece of indirect evidence for bee-keeping at Akrotiri; although 
beeswax imports cannot be excluded, it seems more plausible that the local potters 
would have resorted to a different technique to ensure impermeability of the large 
pithoi, rather than use an imported, and thus more highly valued commodity, for large 
scale applications in pottery manufacture. 
Interesting results on the contents also came from the organic residue analysis of 
sherds of cooking pots from Akrotiri (Cooper 2001). The evidence suggests the 
mixing of ruminant (sheep and goat) and non-ruminant (pig) animal fats. This 
correlates with archaeological evidence for animal bones from Akrotiri, which 
suggests that the majority of the domesticated animals were sheep, goats and pigs. The 
results from quantitative analysis indicate that sheep and goat were the primary source 
of meat (72 percent of the bones found), with pigs second (19 percent) and cattle third 
(9 percent) (Doumas, 1983,118), while Gamble (1978) gives the following numbers, 
including other animals as well: 69.6 percent for sheep and goat, 18.3 percent for pigs, 
8.5 percent for cattle, 0.5 percent for dogs, 0.03 percent for horses and 2.8 percent for 
wild animals. The mixing of fats in cooking pots is likely to occur if the vessels were 
used to cook different meats. 
The analytical information provided by chemical investigation of the specific samples 
is of particular significance to archaeologists. While enabling the identification of an 
otherwise intractable compound, beeswax, it allows insights into technological and 
economic activities of the inhabitants of prehistoric Akrotiri. Organic residue analysis 
163 Sarpaki (1987,215) suggests that the pithos might have been used as an oven for baking a type of flat 
bread. Two miniature vessels found in Xeste 3 have been interpreted as "beehive models", Thera VII, 
pl. 52c, and Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 102-103 (where also the case of the cylindrical pithos CN 
239 and its 
possible uses is discussed). Vessels similar in functional features to the cylindrical pithos 
CN 239 (but with 
differences in morphological characteristics and size) have been found in Crete (e. g. a specimen 
from 
Magasin 27, Maison Za, Malia, Demargne and Gallet de Santerre 1953,91-92. pl. XXXIX, 1,2, no 28, 
interpreted as "rechaud"). 
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offers complementary knowledge on the ancient technology of pottery manufacture, 
vessel use, methods of food storage and palaeodiet. 
Food preservation for long periods must have been a great concern for people. The 
flour would generally have spoilt within two to three months. Sarpaki (1987,214) 
notes that "it would be interesting to see whether "bulgur" can be preserved for longer 
periods than flour. If so, this could have implications on storage patterns, as storage 
would be in the form of "bulgur" rather than flour" 164 Ethnographic research has been 
conducted by various scholars to detect patterns in food, and especially crop 
preservation16s 
Food can be processed before storage in a number of ways in order to increase its use- 
life. Choice of the process depends on different factors: environmental 
variability/climate, level of technological sophistication, time and cost expenditure, 
type of food or material, type of facility in which the processed item will be stored, 
long-term or short-term storage purposes, portable or permanent type of storage, 
quantity of the foodstuff, the number of people working on the process. Some methods 
of preserving food are mentioned here, although not all of them are detectable in the 
archaeological record: sun- or smoke-drying, salting, freezing, fermentation, air-tight 
storage (cf. Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 31-34). The method of storage is also frequently 
indicative of the consumption patterns. For example, subterranean storage in tightly 
sealed pits is an effective method of storing grain, because carbon dioxide given off 
during the respiration of the seeds and/or the disintegration of the outer skin protects 
the remainder of the contents by suffocating the pests and by inhibiting fungal growth 
(Reynolds 1974; Halstead 1989,75; 1997,104; Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995,707). 
This means that large pits cannot be opened frequently for retrieval of small quantities 
164 "Cereals and legumes are preserved better and longer if the seed is not bruised (and for legumes if it 
preserves its testa); if not ground/pounded they can be stored for periods of 1-2 years" (Sarpaki 2001.38, 
footnote 31). 
165 Bowen 1967; Bowen and Wood 1968. Jones et al. 1986, Reynolds 1974. Gast and Sigaut 1979; 1981; 
Sigaut 1988: Skafida 1992; Valamoti 1992. 
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(Reynolds 1974,124; Strasser 1997,81), therefore alternative storage methods must 
be applied for goods needed on an almost day-to-day basis. 
The evidence from Akrotiri does not suggest any kind of storage pattern of a large 
scale for subsistence commodities (see also discussion in 4.7 on the storage areas). 
The lack of any structure in the part of the settlement excavated so-far which would 
serve as a communal storeroom or any other large facility, such as subterranean pits, 
for the same purpose, and the emphasis on patterns of domestic storage practice 
(discussed in the two final chapters 5 and 6) possibly renders redundant the need for 
long-term foodstuff preservation. However, even on the household level, certain 
precautions would have been taken to ensure the maximum use-life of foodstuffs. 
Semi-basements and the very few basements areas uncovered in the settlement would 
have provided cool and dry places for food storage. Vessels found with their lids and 
vessels with very narrow mouth could have been sealed to provide airtight conditions 
for their contents. Fish and meat could have been salted166 or smoked. A very 
interesting approach is the research on natural insecticides and insect repellents based 
on the surviving material evidence (Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995; Panagiotakopulu 
2000a). Methods practised in antiquity against pest losses applied to stored foodstuffs 
are mentioned in ancient literature (for references to documentary sources from Greece 
and Egypt see Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995,705-706). These practices were based on 
magical and/or natural remedies. The archaeological evidence and the ethnographic 
parallels suggest the following widely used practices: 
a. The implementation of techniques in order to ensure pest control in storage 
facilities and containers (airtight conditions in pits and containers, fumigation, 
sealing/coating the interior of the vessels with substances such as olive oil, 
turpentine, beeswax, storage of crops in lime plastered or dung-lined facilities 
This practice is suggested for fish remains at Akrotiri (Sarpaki 1987); see Trantalidou 2000,727. 
footnote 38, on the species of the salted stored fish and reports of similar finds from Knossos. Haghios 
Stefanos and Kommos. 
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and the use of ash167, straw, mineral powders as repellents). 
b. The admixture of natural ingredients to stored crops, acting as insect repellents 
and/or insecticides (bay leaves, coriander, oregano, dill, marjoram, thyme, fish 
remains, animal and plant oils) (Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 35-36). The efficacy of 
this technique is not proved; it is mainly based on the belief that the strong smell 
of substances acts as a repellent, while, alternatively, it could mask the taste of 
waste products of the pests to the human palate (Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995, 
708). 
c. The treatment of crops prior to storage (soaking in olive oil or vinegar, seaving or 
flotation to remove infested grain) and storage in the primary stages of processing 
{e. g. storage in the ear would potentially ensure less pest access; at Assiros 
toumba and Iolkos crops were stored in their spikelets (Jones 1982); see also 
Sarpaki's consideration (1987,214) on whether crops in bulgur type stage would 
be preserved longer than flour). 
The Akrotiri evidence, mainly from the West House, has been published in Sarpaki 
1987 (on palaeoethnobotany), Panagiotakopulu and Buckland 1991 (insect remains), 
Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995 (natural insecticides and insect repellents) and 
Panagiotakopulu 2000a (archaeology and entomology). Species of insects and 
infestation levels from the crop samples are presented in Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 61- 
68. It appears that the study of entomological remains from the West House and the 
House of the Ladies resulted in completely different insect assemblages 
(Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 66), a remark which may in the future be associated with the 
kind of stored foodstuffs in the House of the Ladies, the palaeobotanic study of which 
is in progress. Another interesting remark is related to the presence of the weevil 
Troglorhynchus cf. anophthalmus as attested in jars, associated with Lathyrus 
clymenum (Panagiotakopulu et al. 1995,708). Because the habitat of the weevil is not 
the dry conditions, its presence might imply storage in liquid (olive oil or vinegar) or 
167 Marinatos suggests that ash found in bothroi was associated with the storage process; he draws from 
ethnographic evidence from Cyprus, where ash was used in bothroi to cover beans, cereals and fruits to 
prevent air from entering (1968b, 83-84). It is interesting to note that volcanic ash is used in modern 
Santorini for the same purpose (see Appendix V). 
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as poorly dried/wet pulses or the possibility that the crops were transferred to Akrotiri 
from "temporary cave or pit stores in the rural hinterland" or that the pest "arrived in 
cereals or other damp produce in the holds of Bronze Age shipping" (Panagiotakopulu 
2000a, 63). The range of stored product insect pests recorded from the site, as also a 
silk moth cocoon, is suggested to be evidence of the presence of high value 
commodities probably traded into the island (Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 94; 2000b). In 
general, high hygiene standards and a clean environment is witnessed by the insect 
fauna, as no pests of animals or insects related to foul conditions were recovered, 
except in samples from the latrine of the West House (Panagiotakopulu 2000a, 67). 
Pest control techniques might have included the storage of grain in containers 
previously used for salted fish (fish scales were found in many samples from the West 
House, in one pot together with barley, possibly a form of fish broth, Sarpaki 1987, 
209-210), hanging dried fish over the pithoi, and the admixing of leaves of Thymelaea 
cff, hirsuta and seeds of Echium spp. and Coriandrum sativum to the crops (as found in 
samples from the West House, Sarpaki 1987,164,170). 
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3.7 SUMMARY 
Storage vessels of different morphological and functional qualities are the basic 
storage units in the settlement of Akrotiri, and indeed the only storage units in terms of 
material subsistence storage. While rooms, parts of rooms and other specific areas and 
structures in Houses were used for storage of objects (e. g. pottery, loomweights), 
foodstuffs were stored in vessels kept inside rooms or in specific structures (e. g. 
benches with built-in pithoi). Vessels of perishable materials (baskets, wooden 
containers, cloth/leather/linen sacks) were identified during excavation, and some of 
them also contained foodstuffs occasionally. There is no strong evidence for piling 
foodstuffs in rooms or other indoors areas 168, and it seems that built fittings such as 
cupboards and repositories contained mainly vessels and other objects and were not 
commonly used for long term storage of foodstuffs 169 This is of course evidence 
based on the available archaeological data and might change with future discoveries. 
An important aspect of subsistence storage patterns is the absence, again based on 
available data, of any large structure (e. g. bothroi, granary) designated for community 
subsistence storage (see discussion in 4.7). 
The study of the organic contents of storage vessels has resulted in valuable 
information on the kind of foodstuffs, the stages of processing and distribution 
patterns within the same building and comparatively within distinct units in the 
settlement. The observed consistency between specific types of decoration (motifs and 
syntax) and specific forms or even types of locally-produced storage vessels may lead 
us to suggest that a kind of "label" was assigned to particular vessels by their makers, 
although no consistent association with specific type of contents can be established. 
The mechanical/morphological characteristics of vessel types suggest the potential 
suitability of a vessel for long- or short-term storage of a particular type of contents, 
solid or liquid, although they do not necessarily determine the type of contents or 
168 Carbonised matter and straw were found on the floors of buildings at Balos and Alaphouzos quarries, 
which may suggest that foodstuffs were piled in these cases directly on the floor, although storage vessels 
with foodstuffs were also found. 
169 Note that the pithoi found in the cupboard of area 7 of the West House apparently contained processed 
foodstuffs in a stage immediately prior to consumption, possibly flour. 
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exclusivity in its long-term use. The type of contents and the quantity stored in a 
particular vessel may depend on individual needs, availability of the commodities, 
long- or short-term storage patterns. Apart from subsistence commodities, the storage 
vessels were used as containers for other objects, such as smaller vessels and baskets. 
Especially during the "final repair phase" of activities (see below 4.5), large storage 
vessels were possibly used for transfer purposes of smaller objects from the interior of 
the Houses. Other commodities of perishable materials (e. g. textiles, wooden and 
leather objects), which have not survived, could similarly have been stored in suitable 
clay vessels/containers (e. g. in pithoi of the cylindrical or conical type). 
The variety of the forms which comprise storage vessel groups found in 
Houses/Sectors of the site indicates that different vessels served different needs, more 
or less similar in the domestic context. The explanatory approach is better seen in 
terms of the vessels' mechanical/functional qualities and the diversity of stored 
foodstuffs rather than the exclusive association of vessel form with designated 
contents. It is worth noting that most of the vessel types occur in all domestic units; a 
small concentration of vessels of specific form may be occasionally observed. What is 
also interesting is that from the existing comparative material from other islands, 
including Crete, it appears that the variety in storage vessel forms is not attested at any 
other single site in one designated chronological period. This remark may of course be 
misleading, given the unique taphonomic context at Akrotiri, but on the other hand it 
is definitely significant and indicative of the status of an affluent society, with 
increased and diversified needs (many of which may be culturally-imposed) for 
storage facilities for foodstuffs and other objects. In the case of storage vessels, a 
dynamic local industry, involving more than one distinct workshop, appears to have 
been well organised in order to produce the required output. 
The Theran storage vessels are both locally made products and imported specimens. 
The influence of the MC tradition and the Minoan features is evident on the local 
production of the LCI period. The change from MC to LCI pottery wares must have 
been a rather gradual process. The pithoi with bichrome/polychrome pictorial 
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decoration which were found in LCI context either survived the "Seismic Destruction" 
of the previous phase or were manufactured by the same potting groups which 
operated before the destruction, and there is good evidence for both cases. It is 
interesting to emphasise that local Cycladic and Minoan morphological features co- 
exist on the same vessel in different ways (e. g. a Minoan shape with Cycladic motifs, 
or Minoan morphological features on Cycladic shapes). In other words, the Therans 
were definitely able to produce exact copies of Minoan vessels in morphological terms 
(though not in the quality of manufacture and decoration, especially in the fineware), 
but many times they chose not to, and the pithoi are a very good example of this 
deliberate practice of selective adoption. 
Imported storage vessels may have ended at the site functioning as containers for 
commodities (e. g. foodstuffs, pottery). Considering the large number and typological 
variety of the local production, the imported specimens do not seem to fill any gaps in 
the market, in terms of functional qualities. The diversity of the provenance areas and 
the limited number of specimens imported from each area suggest that the movement 
of storage vessels is another indicator of the cultural and commercial contacts between 
Akrotiri and other sites in the Aegean, but are not themselves imports in bulk 
quantities as a result of directional trade. At the present state of research, it is not 
possible to ascertain whether local storage vessels also travelled abroad, although it 
seems that these cases must have been limited (note the small Theran pithos with 
decoration of griffins imported at Keos, Marthari 1998). It is also possible that some of 
the vessels, especially those of the fine "pithoid jars" forms, were imported to Akrotiri 
as objects per se, because of an assigned prestige value, ritual or other attributes (note 
especially the specimen with double axe decoration CN 269). Perhaps the imported 
fineware, and especially vessels more explicitly associated with ritual, and the transfer 
vessels would be better indicators of the patterns of imports and trade, rather than the 
storage vessels. We should also emphasise the considerable number of specimens 
which originate from areas other than Crete, possibly other islands and the Mainland, 
the total percentage of which is only slightly lower than that estimated for the Cretan 
imports. It remains a fact that, based on the different forms and proposed provenances 
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for the imported storage vessels, as well as for other functional categories of pottery, 
Akrotiri is evidently an "international" destination for objects, ideas, technologies and 
people, at least at the beginning of the LBA period. 
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HAPTER 4: THE STORAGE AREAS 
4.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
We now move from discussion of the storage vessels themselves to the storage areas 
and the arrangement of storage facilities within the domestic units of the settlement. 
Storage areas can be broadly classified into two categories in terms of architectural 
and spatial arrangement. Firstly, there are the storage areas perceived as defined areas 
in architectural planning. These are the cases of rooms in a house devoted to storage 
(basements, cellars), public or private storerooms, silos, tanks and similar 
constructions which are normally designed a priori to serve the functional needs of 
storage. Secondly, there are fittings such as cupboards, repositories, structures with 
built-in pithoi, benches, shelves and pits (bothroi) designed to accommodate and 
protect stored material. These fittings are common features in domestic quarters and 
they can either be structures of a more permanent character or flexible arrangements to 
suit special needs. 
In our study we opt for the general term "storage areas", as it is more descriptive rather 
than interpretative of the spatial context, in order to refer to ground and upper floor 
rooms and built fittings which were used for storage in the units of the settlement. In 
4.2 we examine briefly the architectural and structural attributes of ground floor and 
upper floor areas; a detailed account of the contents of individual rooms where storage 
function is attested is presented in Appendix III. In 4.3 we examine the form and the 
contents of built fittings. The interpretation of the evidence (identification of 
storerooms, character of storage function, patterns of storage) is discussed below (4.5, 
4.6 and 4.7). The data presented refer to evidence for subsistence storage and storage 
of objects. The general plan of the settlement (fig. 1) is to be consulted throughout the 
following sections. 
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4.2 THE STOREYS170 (GROUND AND UPPER FLOOR AREAS) 
Both ground floor and upper floor areas in the Houses and Sectors were used for 
storage purposes, as demonstrated by finds and architectural features (storage vessels 
and built fittings). The following discussion concentrates on the general characteristics 
of these areas and their suitability for storage purposes. 
A. Ground-floor areas 
It is very important to clarify from the beginning that ground floor areas at Akrotiri 
often give the impression of semi-basement rooms. This is particularly evident in the 
cases of rooms of buildings which are situated along main streets of the town (such as 
sectors B, IT, 0 along the Telchinon street) or a large open space (such as the West 
House on the Triangular Square). The level of the floor of the ground-floor rooms in 
buildings such as the above-mentioned is lower than the level of the street or the 
square outside the building and the sill of the windows of the rooms, if any, is almost 
at the same level as the level of the street or the square they face. In reality, the 
windows of the ground floor rooms were originally opened near the ceiling of the 
room171. These ground floor rooms were turned into this semi-basement state when 
after a destruction in the LC period the inhabitants arranged the debris on the streets 
and squares of the settlement, thus raising the level of circulation outside the still 
standing ground-floor rooms of buildings (cf. Palyvou 1984). Rebuilding of the upper 
storeys and changes in the architecture and patterns of circulation possibly also took 
place after the same destruction. Therefore, it seems that the existence of semi- 
basement or basement rooms is mainly the result of communal decision made during 
repairing/rearranging activities. However, the recent excavation of the Pillar Pits has 
uncovered parts of multi-storied buildings in the northwest of the excavated part of the 
settlement, where preliminary interpretation of the evidence suggests that at least one 
170 It should be made clear that the terminology used to describe the storeys runs as follows: ground 
floor, 
first floor (where the storey above the ground floor is implied), second floor (above the first) etc. 
'7' Palyvou 1999a, 379, where it is mentioned that the position of the windows on ground floor walls is 
probably determined by factors such as: the function of the room, which is in most cases that of storage, so 
that there is no need of visual communication with the space outdoors; the need to secure the room 
from 
animal or human intrusion; and the level of the street, which 
is normally higher than the floor of the room, 
so that the window is necessarily opened high on the wall during the rebuilding of the 
house. 
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of the newly found buildings had a low basement, with rich contents (pithoi and 
smaller vessels). This basement (Pillar Pit 80) was at a lower level than the level of a 
street found outside of the building and had access probably from an adjoining room. 
The nature of the excavation and the partial uncovering of the building do not allow us 
to draw any definite conclusions in relation to the sequence of construction, i. e. 
whether the basement area is a pre-planned arrangement or whether it was a result of 
the rising of the level of the street. Similar cases of low basements have been 
uncovered in rooms of Xeste 4 and Xeste 5, again during the recent excavation (Pillar 
Pits 43 and 33) for which the interpretation of the results is similarly preliminary. For 
the moment, it seems that we should leave open to future study the issue of pre- 
planned basement areas in the buildings of Akrotiri. Their arrangement might prove to 
be largely dependent on the morphology of the surrounding area and the level of the 
bedrock. A special mention should be made of the "cellar" of room A3172. The room, 
which probably continued in use from an older period, is a chamber with at least one 
of its sides carved into the bedrock. 
The walls of ground floor rooms in Akrotiri are in most cases thicker than the walls of 
the upper storeys. Therefore a ledge is created on the top of the ground floor walls, the 
surface of which coincides with the level of the floor of the storey above'73. Circular 
stone bases found in ground floor rooms give evidence for the existence of a wooden 
column in the middle of the room, usually corresponding to a similar one on the upper 
floor. Alternatively, a median wall in the basement can reduce the distance between 
the outer walls of the room, in order to support the large space of a single 
corresponding room on the upper floor, usually with a column in the middle174. A 
unique case is room Ala, where the lower parts of two large built pillars were 
172 Thera IV, 17; Palyvou 1999a, 61-2. 
173 In Palyvou 1999a, 198, it is made clear that the ledge is not used as base for the beams of the floor of the 
upper storey, as the edges of the beams are incorporated in the walls of the room at a lower level. 
Consequently the upper floor rooms are generally larger than the respective ones on the ground floor. 
174 Palyvou 1999a, 234; rooms Al, B2, are rooms with columns in the ground floor and upper storey while 
room 3 of the West House and room 3 of the Western Quarter had a column on the storey and a 
corresponding median wall on the ground floor; 1 16 had a column on the ground floor but the evidence for 




found 175. The existence of windows of different dimensions is a common feature of 
ground floor rooms' 76. As mentioned above, the windows (when seen from the outside 
of the building) were almost at the same level with the streets and the open spaces of 
the settlement during the last phase of occupation and therefore they must have been 
safely secured both from involuntary access from humans and animals and from 
natural intrusion of rainwater or dust. A kind of wooden "lattice" is attested and 
possibly there were shutters made of wood, cloth, leather, mat and there is some 
evidence for this177. The floors of ground floor rooms were normally made from a kind 
of beaten earth, i. e. hard soil mixed with small stones, pebbles, small sherds, bones, 
fragments of obsidian and charcoal. "Schist" slabs of volcanic origin were not 
common on the ground floors 178; they were mainly used in the entrance vestibules, 
occasionally in combination with a beaten earth floor. Single slabs sunk in a beaten 
earth floor could have been used as bases for pithoi, as for example in rooms 3I' and 6 
of the West House 179. A unique case is the floor of room 2,1 in Sector A, where the 
floor was made of crushed murex shells and black pebbles with clay plaster as bonding 
material, which is an impressive feature bearing in mind the fragility of the shells' 80. 
The walls were normally either made of ashlar masonry or undressed stones but in 
both cases the interior facade was made of undressed stones, stuccoed with a clay 
mortar. Rooms A2 and 3 of Xeste 3 had wall paintings decorating the walls. Access 
175 Palyvou 1999a, 238, where details of construction are given. 
176 For the types and arrangement of windows in the buildings of the settlement see Palyvou 1999a, 375- 
422. 
177 For example, Sector A, room 2, Sector B, Xeste 2, Xeste 3, West House, room 5, see Palyvou 1999a, 
379,396-400,406-7; Thera III, 33; Thera VI, 23, p1.41 b-c; Thera II, 22. Note that Palyvou (1999a, 396-7) 
considers the "balustrade" structure as a static element reinforcing the large openings of some windows 
when the structure is organically connected to the frame of the window; in the opposite case, when the 
planks are simply added after the construction of the frame, the "balustrade" is considered to function as 
shutter. On the shutters see especially Palyvou 1999a, 406-7, footnote 679. 
178 For example rooms 3 and 12 of Xeste 3 and room 7 of the House of the Ladies; in the last case gypsum 
slabs were also used (Palyvou 1999a, 194). 
179 Palyvou 1999a, 197. Information from modern ethnographic research emphasises the use of slabs and 
the different qualities of storage vessels in terms of strength and durability: "it was most unusual to find 
that moisture, extreme heat, or extremely wet conditions had any effect on Koroneika. In contrast to Cretan 
pitharia , whose 
bases might shear off when exposed to constant moisture (thus the common Cretan 
practice of placing pitharia on stone slabs), cracking seems not to have been a problem. " (Blitzer 1990, 
690). It would be interesting to speculate on whether the limited use of stone slabs as pithoi stands in 
Akrotiri in contrast to the Cretan practice is related to the different pithoi clay fabrics and/or the climate and 
the environmental conditions in storerooms. 
180 Palyvou (1999a, 195) notes that it is possible that the shells were mostly used as a substratum, on top of 
which a thin layer of clay mixed with black pebbles was strewn. 
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and patterns of circulation in the ground-floor rooms will be discussed in another 
section below. 
Bulk subsistence storage and food processing activities were accommodated mainly in 
ground floor areas. Large pithoi, either free-standing by the walls of the room or built 
within benches, were found in every residential unit. Ground floor areas also served as 
pottery storerooms. The evidence is presented in Appendix III as found in the rooms 
of the Houses at the final moment of their use; the nature of the storage function of the 
rooms will be subsequently examined in terms of activity under normal circumstances 
of life in the settlement, judging (when possible) by what seems to be the permanent or 
semi-permanent position of vessels and facilities. This demarcation is made in contrast 
with cases of emergency, such as the period just before the volcanic eruption, when 
storing activities were mostly associated with piling and protecting items and supplies 
(see below 4.5). 
B. The upper storeys 
Walls of the upper storeys of the buildings are usually preserved to a considerable 
height. It is certain that most of the buildings had at least another storey above the 
ground floor and in many cases a third. The floors of the upper storeys were 
constructed on a frame of beams and thinner wooden rods, on which the substratum of 
the floor was laid, consisting of undressed stones, earth and other material (smaller 
stones, animal bones, charcoal etc). The surface of the floor was either made of beaten 
earth or it was covered, wholly or partially, with grey schist volcanic slabs. The floors 
of the upper storeys were found in different states of preservation: they had either sunk 
in the middle in a V-shaped formation or they were still preserved in their original 
form but sunk all together. Accordingly the place of retrieval of the various objects 
belonging to the upper floors varies: they are either found more or less in situ or they 
are found suspended in the fill of the storey underneath'81. In some cases, wooden 
columns to support the roof and polythyra structures were 
identified in rooms of the 
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upper storeys. Small and larger windows provided light and ventilation. Access to the 
upper storeys was made through staircases (main and auxiliary) with stone steps. 
Benches with built-in pithoi as also large pithoi found in upper floor areas indicate that 
subsistence storage was also accommodated in upper floor rooms (e. g. room 6 of the 
West House, room 10 of Xeste 3, room 3 of the Western Quarters), though on a 
smaller scale than that of the ground floor areas. In some cases the evidence for large 
pithoi on upper floor rooms may be related to the "final repair phase" activities (e. g. 
room Al, see below 4.5). Storage vessels of smaller/size capacity as also groups of 
vessels of other functional categories were found in upper floor areas, standing on the 
floor or on shelves or inside fittings, such as cupboards, niches and repositories, as 
also loomweights, which were usually found in a large room with a large window, 
which would have provided ample light for the weaving activity. 
Appendix III, the description of contents of ground and upper floor areas is 
complementary to this section, and will be considered in the discussion of patterns of 
storage together with the evidence for construction techniques and the contents of 
fittings presented below. 
1 81 Michailidou (1991) examines the possible alternatives of the findspots of contents of upper 
floor areas 
according to the way the destruction deposits were 
formed inside the buildings. 
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4.3. THE FITTINGS 
4.3.1 Benches with built-in pithoi 
This term is subsequently used to describe permanent built structures similar to high 
benches, in which pithoi are incorporated. These structures occur along the walls of 
the room, either on the ground floor or on the upper storey, and they are built of small 
stones and clay. The pithoi are incorporated during the building of the structure; they 
are either entirely embedded in the structure, so that only their rim is visible, or only 
their lower part is incorporated in the bench. Special care was taken in the support of 
the structures when they were built on the upper storey' 82 ,a fact which proves that 
these fittings were part of the original architectural planning of the room, thus 
indicating a predetermined permanent storage function for these areas. 
The ground floor of room B 1183 is an oblong storeroom (interior ca. 5.50m. long and 
ca. 3.10m. wide), with a narrow passage (1.4.60m., w. 0.80m. -0.90m. ) running east- 
west in-between rows of pithoi embedded in benches on either side along the south 
and the north walls (pl. 151). The width of the walls is ca. 0.64m. -0.74m. Access must 
have been from the southeast end of the corridor, where there appears to be a passage 
0.40m. wide (a door? ). The room is measured to be minimum ca. 1.60m. -1.70m. high, 
estimating from the position of the floor of the upper storey, but it might have been 
higher. The pithoi are embedded in full height (only their rim is visible) in fittings 
(high benches) constructed by stones and clay mortar, along the north, south and west 
walls of the room. Clay plaster was applied on the outer vertical sides (mostly 
preserved on the south bench) and on the surface of the benches, where it is rougher in 
texture and allows visibility of the protruding stones of the structures. The bench along 
the south wall is 4.88m. long, ca. 0.80m. wide and ca. 0.90m. high. The bench along 
the north wall is uncovered to a length of 3.70m., it is ca. 0.80m. wide and 0.90m. - 
182 Palyvou 1999a, 202-3. 
183 Thera VII, 17-19, pls. 24b, 25a, 26a. 
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0.95m. high. The bench structure continues along the west wall, while to the east side, 
between the benches, there is a pithos covered in clay only, thus not actually 
embedded in a structure. Its placement might have been an afterthought, because it 
seems to obstruct access to the room from the east. 
In the south bench are embedded seven pithoi and in the north bench six, of which the 
last lies under the plaster mould of the now missing wooden beam that once supported 
the partition clay wall of the upper storey, on which the fresco of the Antelopes had 
been painted (reference numbers for the pithoi: south bench, 1-7 from west to east, the 
pithos on the east side of the room is no. 8, north bench, 9-13 from east to west). Some 
of the pithoi still retain their lids, either whole or broken; nine have slabstone lids (nos. 
1,2,4,5,6,8,10,11) and four do not have a lid at all. Pithos no. 7 has a clay circular 
lid. The pithoi appear to be local products. The rims/necks of the pithoi project from 
the surface of the benches less than 0.10m. The rims are of square/rounded section. 
Pithos 8, on the east side, is visible on large part of the body because the clay plaster 
has flaked. Its height is ca. 0.94m., d. rim/mouth ca. 0.48m. /0.37m. (these dimensions 
apply more or less to the rest of the pithoi). Pithos 5 is empty; the height measured 
from the rim down to the base is 0.95m. (the thickness of the base walls should be 
added). It appears that the pithoi have vertical handles of circular/oval section high on 
the shoulder. They are decorated with trickle patterns (paint is also visible on the 
interior of the rim) and with rope bands at the base of the neck, and possibly on the 
body (pithos 8). The rope appears to be of a similar type on most of the pithoi. It is 
formed by the tip of the finger, producing thin, low relief, distinct circular prints, 
rarely overlapping. 
It is worth noting that there is one vessel of different form from the above described 
pithoi. Only the thin square sectioned rim is visible; the vessel is embedded in the west 
end of the south bench, offset to the north from the pithoi line. It has narrow mouth (d. 
rim/mouth 0.19m. /0.14m. ) covered by a stone lid. The vessel appears to be empty; it is 
ca. 0.38m. high, from the rim down to the interior of the base. Future cleaning of the 
area will provide a better account of the number and the features of the embedded 
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vessels (another vessel appears to exist in the north bench between the first two pithoi 
from the east, also slightly offset from the main line, but the situation is not clear at 
present). 
Finds in the room: numerous stone tools, mostly pestles, were found at the south side 
of the room. Between pithoi 2 and 3 the spout of a bridge-spouted vessel was found, 
also a shallow conical cup. A stirrup jar (h. 0.52m. ) was found in the northeast corner 
(depth from the upper floor 0.63m., at a distance of 0.40m. from the north wall and 
0.44m. from the east wall). Almost at the same depth and at a distance of 1.70m. from 
the east wall and 0.55m. from the north wall, a tripod cooking pot was found, on the 
schist lid of the eleventh pithos, which was displaced from its original position. At 
both sides of the fourth pithos of the south wall, two pairs of red conical rhyta were 
found, without decoration. On the lid of this pithos an oval grinding stone was found, 
with intense signs of use. Between the fifth and the sixth pithoi of the southern wall a 
conical rhyton with ripple decoration was found. In the northeast corner fragments of a 
small pithos with low neck were found. In the southwest corner of the floor of the 
corridor a number of pots was found, from which two ribbed vessels and two deep 
conical cups (one with three feet and spout) are mentioned. An amphora without 
decoration was found on the floor in front of the thirteenth pithos. On the floor of the 
corridor and in front of the fifth and sixth pithoi there were fragments of four slabs. A 
horn (of a goat? ) was also found on the floor (1.0.14m. ). 
A bench with built-in the lower parts of four pithoi was found in the fill of room 10 of 
Xeste 3184 (fl g. 9) and a similar structure was identified in room 12 of the same 
building. They both belonged to the first floor. The bench of room 10 was constructed 
along the west wall of the room and was secluded from the rest of the room by a clay 
wall to the east, which was running parallel to the bench (direction north-south), thus 
forming a narrow corridor in front of the structure. Both the bench and the clay wall 
were constructed on reinforced beams of rectangular section of the substructure of the 
floor, which run along the long axis of the structures. Therefore it is evident that 
184 PAE 1981,327. 
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special care was taken to ensure that the floor of the upper storey would endure the 
heavy weight of the structure and the embedded pithoi, especially when they were full. 
Similar technical considerations have been taken into account during the construction 
of the bench with built-in pithoi of the first floor of room 6 of the West House. The 
lower part of a pithos, found in the southwest corner, contained a large quantity of 
organic material. Next to this pithos to the south, another pithos was found, covered 
with a stone lid, which was not at its original position. A small quantity of organic 
material was found inside' 85. The lower parts of those pithoi were stabilised in the 
bench, which was built of small stones and mud, parallel to the west wall (w. 0.60m., 
l. pres. 0.98m., max. h. pres. 0.25m. ). Between the two pithoi a small quantity of 
organic material was found in a cavity in the wall (depth 0.06m. approx. ). 
Similar fittings apparently existed along the north and west walls of the western part of 
the ground floor area of room 3 of Sector A186. The pithoi were not found in situ; it 
appears that only their lower part was incorporated into the fitting. Slabs indicate the 
positions where the pithoi stood. It is possible that pithoi are standing on slabs also in 
the cases described above. 
Low built benches constructed along the walls could have been used for placing 
vessels on their surface but also for other purposes. Such benches have been found 
along the west wall of room 2 of Sector A (h. 0.15m., w. 0.35m. in average), in A15187 
(built of stones and clay mortar, 1.1.12m., w. 0.65m., h. 0.70m. ) and in the ground 
floor of room 7 of the House of the Ladies188, the surface of which was lined with 
slabs. 
185 The contents of the pithoi were identified as barley and wheat flour (Sarpaki 1987,2001). 
186 Doumas 1983,53-54. 
187 Thera V, 24, pis. 40,42. 
88 PAE 1990,231. 
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4.3.2 Cupboards 
A basic distinction will be made during the discussion of cupboards between multiple 
cupboards (polyermaria 18) and single cupboards. 
Multiple cupboards were used as a substitute for basic walls of ground or upper floors. 
A wooden framework was occasionally set on worked stone bases sunk in the floor. 
Clay bricks fill in the jambs and one of the open sides. Three or four clay bricks are 
enough to fill in the openings; the width of the bricks is 0.50m. -0.60m. Clay plaster is 
used on the surfaces and also a layer of lime plaster is applied, which is sometimes 
painted red. The cupboards were probably closed by wooden doors. 
On the first floor of room 5 of the West House19o two of the internal walls (east and 
south) were replaced by multiple cupboards and doors. Only the east wall is preserved 
today; it consists of two doors and three cupboards. A wooden frame stands on stone 
bases sunk in the floor. Clay bricks and clay mortar were used to fill in the space 
between the openings of the wooden frame. The surface was plastered with lime, 
which in the interior of the cupboards was painted red. It seems that each of the 
cupboards was shut by a two-fold door because traces of corresponding wooden 
planks were found in front of them; one of these planks, recovered in plaster mould, is 
reported to be 0.25m. wide and 0.83m. long. Inside the cupboards vessels were stored 
on wooden shelves. Traces of mats were also reported, found near the rear side of the 
northernmost cupboard. The south wall is not preserved but it must have had the same 
construction, except that there was only one door at the east end and possibly only two 
cupboards 191 
189 Palyvou 1999a, 169-170. 
190 Thera VI, 23-24, pls. 41b-c; Palyvou 1999a, 169-170; PAE 1982,263-5, where the northern cupboard of 
the polyermario of the east wall of room 5 is discussed as belonging to room 7; PAE 1983,312, p1.203a. 
191 Michailidou (1991,57-58) discusses the evidence for vessels fallen from the western cupboard of the 
south wall. 
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Almost in the middle of room 2 of Sector A192, towards the eastern part, there are two 
cupboards facing east, aligned north-south, paved with one slab each (pl. 145). This is 
not a clear case of polyermaria since we lack more information about the construction. 
They do not seem to form part of a dividing wall and they must have been low. Holes 
of circular section (0.1Om. wide) found in a vertical position in the rear side (north- 
south) probably attest the original place of wooden stakes. The fittings are made of 
clay and stones. A small rectangular clay chest (l. 0.40m., w. 0.26m., h. 0.21m. ) was 
found in the southern of the two cupboards formed by the clay wall. It had a lid of 
plaster, the broken pieces of which had fallen into the vessel. On this lid was found a 
one-handled brown painted cup, and behind this another with a spout (decorated with 
vetches); in front of the chest, on the floor, there was a small two-handled jar. In the 
adjacent repository to the north a slab was found in situ on its floor with two lead 
weights placed on it. 
Single cupboards are basically formed in two ways: either by the addition of «wings», 
as projecting elements from a stone wall, built of clay and stones and usually founded 
on stone bases, or within the thickness of a stone wall, with one side open and the back 
side formed by upright clay bricks. 
A cupboard of the first type was uncovered on the upper floor of area 7 of the West 
House193 (pl. 159). A thick fragment of the roof had fallen on the cupboard, which was 
fitted with three rows of shelves19a The floor was made of clay. Pottery was stored in 
the cupboard with order, according to groups of vessels of the same type. On the two 
upper shelves, groups of cups, "Cycladic" skyphoi, fruitstands, nippled ewers and 
other small spouted vessels, conical and cylindrical rhyta and ribbed vases were 
stored. Many vessels of the same types were also found in the area in front of the 
cupboard (area between rooms 5 and 6). Most of those small vessels inside the 
cupboard had collapsed and fallen on the jars of the lowest compartment. In the lower 
192 Thera II, 21-22, pls. 18,19a. 
193 Thera VI, 22, pl. 37; PAE 1982,264. The cupboard appears to have been a closet defined by clay 
brick 
walls, open at one side, and situated next to the landing of a small staircase. 
'94 The shelves might have been made of arundo donax (Sargaki 2000). 
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space there were three large jars, height ca. 0.65m. (CN 269, imported Minoan, 
decorated with double axes, CN 84, decorated with spirals, and CN 85) and two 
amphorae, which contained organic material. It seems that the situation in the lower 
shelf of the cupboard was as follows: in the backside there were the two local pithoi 
CN 85 and CN 84. In front of CN 84 there was the imported pithos CN 269. The space 
in front of CN 85 was occupied by two amphorae, the oval mouth of one of which was 
shut by a "Cycladic" skyphos. Pithos CN 84 contained in its lower part some 
"condensed liquid material". Inside the imported pithos CN 269 there was an intact 
fruitstand, which must have fallen from the upper shelf, together with other vessels 
(mainly cups, fruitstands and a small cooking pot). In the lower part of CN 85 there 
were remains of an organic substance195. Near the cupboard but 0.42m. lower from its 
floor an intact decorated small pithos with three lugs was found, inclined with its 
mouth to the northwest. 
A cupboard was formed on the upper floor of room B1 (pl. 158, fig. 4), in the south 
side of the main room, where the wall had been substituted in its eastern part by two 
doors and the cupboard; the south side of the cupboard also formed the north side of 
repository 1. The cupboard is preserved to a height of 1.38m., it is 0.87m. wide in its 
interior and the built «wings», founded on stone bases, project from the wall 0.41m. 
The interior is covered with lime plaster painted red. 
Of the second type are the cupboard in the northeast corner of the first floor of room 
013196 (pl. 160) and the cupboard in the north side of the west wall of room 010. It 
appears that both these cupboards were formed by blocking door openings with a 
series of clay bricks, forming the back side of the fittings (although we do not have 
evidence for pre-existing door jambs on the walls forming the sides of the cupboards). 
The cupboard of room 013 is 0.82m. long and 0.64m. deep (approximately the 
thickness of the north wall of the room); the base level is not cleared and it is difficult 
to establish the height (the clay brick side is visible to a height of ca. 1.00m.; however, 
195 Sarpaki (2001,34, table 2) identifies two samples from area 7 as burger barley and "bread". 
1 96 Thera IV, 27. 
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the cupboard might have occupied the full height of the previous door opening). The 
back side is formed by upright clay bricks, the junctions of which are visible where the 
white plaster that covered the interior has flaked away. The clay bricks are square and 
rectangular, of different dimensions (one measures 0.40m. X 0.42m. ). The thickness of 
the bricks (ca. 0.10m. ) is also the thickness of the back side of the cupboard, which is 
indeed very thin. Similar observations apply for the cupboard in room 010. It is 
0.85m. long and 0.80m. deep. The clay brick side is visible to a height of 1.00m. (a 
trace reaching high on the north wall, possibly left by the clay bricks, indicates that the 
cupboard was higher). The base level might have been at the floor of the room. The 
interior is covered with clay plaster. 
Finally, a special mention should be made of cases where the sill or even part of the 
structure of the windows has been used to place vessels (pl. 165). Small vessels, one 
near the other or even one inside the other have been found on the sill of many 
windows of rooms of the settlement' 97. The vessels occupy the space between the 
outer lattice of the window and the edge of the sill towards the interior of the room. In 
four cases' 98 the opening of the window was found shut up to a certain point by 
upright clay bricks, thus leaving a space on the sill towards the interior of the room 
where vessels had been put. This could be a combined use of a window/cupboard. A 
similar case can be seen in the ground floor of room 7 of the West House, where the 
window of the north wall has a sill on two different levels. On the lower level of the 
sill a large number of vessels had been placed199 
197 E. g. West House, room 5, first floor, vessels on the sills of the windows of the north wall (Thera VI, 22, 
pls. 39-40), West House, room 4, first floor, window in the west wall (Thera VI, 25, pl. 47b), room A9, 
large window of the east wall, where the vessels had been put on the external side of the sill (Thera V, 25, 
pl. 45), Sector A, room 2, north window in the east wall, (Thera II, 22, pl. 19b). 
198 Palyvou 1999a, 405-406, "The Sunk House", "The Kitchen", Pillar Pit 2 in Sector r, and also the 
window in the east wall of room 3 in Sector A. 
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4.3.3 Niches 
Niches are more or less rectangular openings in thick walls made of rubble. They 
appear in most cases to have been part of an original plan in the wall construction, as 
they are rather canonical in form and their sides are either covered with clay plaster or 
lined with slabs. It is not clear whether the niches were ever shut. 
A niche was formed in the south wall, in the southwest corner of room A13200 (Pl. 
163b), its sill being at a height of approximately 1.00m. from the floor of the room 
(this is probably the first floor area). Its sides are lined with volcanic "schist" slabs. 
The dimensions are: 1.0.60m., depth 0.45m. -0.50m. and h. (pres. ) 0.55m. Inside the 
niche a small two-handled amphora is still preserved in situ. 
In room A10201 (pl. 163a) there is a niche in the west wall, which contained two 
inverted tumblers and a small broken incense burner. The niche is 0.39m. wide, 
0.72m. deep and 0.52m. high. It appears to have a vaulted roof, a unique construction 
feature, and its sides are covered by a thin layer of clay plaster. 
On the first floor of room 7 of the House of the Ladies202 two deep niches were formed 
into the west wall of the room (pl. 162). The northern niche (A) is formed at a distance 
of 0.90m. from the northwest corner of the room. Dimensions: 1.0.40m., h. 0.50m. 
approximately. The lintel of the niche is at a distance of 0.90m. under the highest 
preserved point of the west wall. It was excavated to a depth of more than 0.75m. 
without reaching the back side. Inside the niche four rhyta, five flowerpots, a one- 
handled cup and one nippled ewer were found. Volcanic ash and pumice filled the 
niche. The southern niche (B) was found at a distance of 1.30m. to the south of niche 
A and at the same height on the west wall. Dimensions: h. 0.45m., w. 0.30m., depth 
199 Palyvou 1999a, 406. 
200 Thera IV, 27, pl. 49b. 
201 Thera IV, 27, pl. 48a. 
202 Thera VI, 9-10, pls. 4a, 6b, l 0a. 
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0.30m. inside the west wall. The sill of the niche is formed at a slightly higher level. 
One stone tool was found in this niche. 
A niche 0.65m. wide was identified in the east wall of room A2203, to the south of the 
window of the eastern wall, opening to the interior. Construction details are not clear 
because this part is affected by modem restoration. It appears that the niche was 
formed by blocking with stones and mortar a previous opening in the wall (a 
window? )204. This is also supported by the evidence for lime plaster covering the 
sides, as is also the case for the adjacent window to the north (originally a multiple 
window in the east wall? ). The niche was found filled with tephra. A little vase was 
found on the sill and above it an imported ewer, which must have originally stood on a 
shelf. A similar case (possibly a window opening converted to a niche fitting) is 
identified in the eastern wall of room 09,1. It is possible that the blocking operation 
was made after the rising of the level of the open area to the east of 09,1 (debris 
arrangement after the "Seismic Destruction"? cf. Marthari 1984). Both the above 
mentioned fittings belong to ground floor areas. In room 02205, what was thought to 
be a deep niche at the lower part of the west side of the north wall, proved to be a 
passage communicating with the compartment to the north of the room. The sides of 
the "niche" were painted red and it was found packed with vessels. 
4.3.4 Repositories 
These are low structures defined by clay partitions, which form chest-like containers. 
In some cases there are traces of wooden vertical supports. One clay 
brick is normally 
sufficient to establish the height of the partitions; alternatively, the clay 
bricks are put 
one on top of the other and then they are plastered with a thick 
layer of clay. 
203 Thera IV, 24; Thera VI, 12. 
204 See Thera IV, 22, and fig. 1. 
205 Thera IV, 24; Thera VI, 12. 
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B1 a206 is a narrow oblong space in the south side of the first floor of room B1 (internal 
dim.: 1.4.16m. -4.28m., w. 1.20m. -1.40m. ). Three compartments (large repositories) 
are defined by east-west partition walls made of clay unfired bricks207, numbered 1-3 
from east to west (pls. 153-154, fig. 4). The height of the clay partition walls is: 0. 
95m. (east wall of repository 1), 0.66m. (wall between repositories 1 and 2), 0.82m. 
(wall between repositories 2 and 3). The repositories are of large dimensions and do 
not exactly resemble the usual type of chest containers. Repository 2 communicates 
through a door with B1 to the north; this appears to be the access to all three 
compartments. The stone walls, the floor of the repositories and most of the surfaces 
of the clay partition walls were covered in white lime plaster. 
Repository 1 (dimensions 1.40m. X 0.80m. ). The north wall of this repository also 
forms the back side of a cupboard inside B 1. The repository contained only two 
goblets and a small nippled ewer. 
Repository 2 is the largest compartment (dimensions: 2.1 5m. /2.20m. X 1.20m. /1.40m. ). 
The southwest corner of repository 2 is separated by upright unfired bricks forming a 
small closet (dimensions: 0.90m. X 0.45m., height 0.58m. ). In this closet three vessels 
were found, (one of which is identified as a stirrup jar and another as an open-mouthed 
ewer). Immediately outside the closet to the north there was a spouted jar with another, 
similar but smaller, serving as a lid. Other vessels found in repository 2 include 
bridge-spouted skyphoi, a ewer, a broken jar, a clay table of offerings and another 
made of painted stucco standing upright against the south wall. 
Repository 3 is a square space (1.20m. X1.20m. ), inside which three large beaked 
ewers were found. 
Room 1 of the House of the Ladies208 had two compartments in its first floor separated 
by a wall of ashlar masonry209. The west compartment (dimensions: 2.10m. east-west, 
206 Thera IV, 29-31. 
207 The individual mudbricks which were used for the construction of the walls are occasionally visible (e. g. 
a mudbrick in the east wall of repository 3 is estimated to be ca. 0.94m. long and ca. 0.42m. wide); 
alternatively, it seems that some of the clay partition walls were constructed by "pise" technique. 
208 Thera V, 13, fig. 2, pls. 5,6b, 7. 
209 The ashlar wall projects 0.90m. from the north wall of the room to the south. It is 0.70m. wide and 
it is 
one of the two cases of ashlar wall in the interior of a building attested so far, the other 
being in room 3 of 
Xeste 3 (Palyvou 1999a, 138 ). 
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2.00m. north-south) contains four repositories which are made of clay brick walls (pis. 
155-156). They are uncovered in a bad state because the floor of the room sunk from 
its original position; their original form is not clear. The existence of a fifth repository 
is speculative. For the dimensions of the repositories see fig. 11. Repository 1 
contained only goblets. Repository 2 contained vessels, among which were four 
painted ewers (one decorated with birds, another with myrtle branches and vetches, 
another with reeds), a rhyton with tortoise shell decoration, a tripod cooking pot and 
many handleless bowls. Repository 3 contained a large broken vessel which was 
identified as a kind of vat and contained seeds, and a ewer with polychrome decoration 
of swallows. Repository 4 is badly preserved. 
A series of repositories has been uncovered during the excavation of Pillar Pit 72, in 
the northeast limit of the excavated part of the settlement (pl. 157). The building to 
which they belong is only partly uncovered and this information is retrieved from the 
excavation notebooks. A unique feature is that the walls of the room to which the 
repositories belong were partially lined with baked clay tiles, some of which preserve 
traces of paint in black (abstract motifs or trickle). The tiles were attached to the wall 
with clay plaster as bonding material; lime plaster is visible in-between the tiles. Four 
repositories are identified in differential states of preservation. The dimensions of 
repository I are: 0.80m. (west side), 0.60m. (north side), 0.60m. (east side) and 0.65m. 
(south side). The height cannot be established. Repository II is almost square (0.60m. 
X 0.70m. ), the height of the sides is ca. 0.60m. Some important observations can be 
made on building techniques. Two series of clay bricks were used for the formation of 
the sides of the repositories, one series vertically placed on top of the other. Each 
series appears to comprise one entire clay brick (1.0.45m. -0.48m., w. 0.30m., 0.06m. - 
0.07m. thick), and part (almost half) of another210. The clay bricks are bonded and 
covered with clay plaster (0.02m. thick). The corner where two sides of a repository 
meet appears to be reinforced by a vertical wooden rod, as indicated by a vertical hole 
in the clay plaster bonding material. On part of the internal surface of the north side of 
210 The dimensions and the shape of individual mudbricks appear to vary (cf. other specimens from 
Akrotiri, e. g. from the cupboard of A13 0.40m. X 0.42m. X 0.1Om., and from other sites, such as those cited 
from Palaikastro, 0.34m. X 0.34m. X 0.15m., Sackett et al. 1965,260). 
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repository IV there are traces of lime plaster; fragments in red were also found. The 
repositories contained fineware (ewers which were found immediately outside the 
repositories may have been originally stored inside) but they were not fully excavated. 
The fittings are believed to belong to the first floor of the building. 
The uncovering of fragments of clay bricks in the fill of rooms has frequently been 
taken as evidence for the existence of fittings, such as repositories, cupboards or clay 
walls, usually in the upper floor areas of the buildings (e. g. Michailidou (1991,243) 
speculates on the possible identification of a repository in the southeast part of the first 
floor of room 7 of Xeste 3, based on a fragment of a clay brick wall (? ) running north 
from the east jamb of the door leading to room 6, and in the second floor of room 7, 
from where clay bricks had fallen and were found lower in the fill of the room (ibid., 
153); on the other hand, the evidence from the west part of room 3 clearly points to the 
existence of clay walls and not repositories, as suggested by N. Marinatos (1984a, 77- 
78; 1985,229)). 
Structures made of upright stone slabs in the form of small repositories on the floors of 
the rooms have not been identified in the settlement211. The only reason they are 
examined here is for the clarification of a specific case of interest. On the first floor of 
room 7 of the House of the Ladies212 two corners of the room (the northwest and the 
northeast) were separated from the rest of the room by a series of almost upright 
gypsum slabs (pl. 161). In the northwest corner five rhyta (some with reeds), one 
nippled ewer, one flowerpot, one spouted skyphos, one broad-mouthed vase and other 
vessels were found. In the northeast corner five rhyta, a flowerpot, handleless bowls 
and other vessels were found. These are not deliberate structures, as one might deduce 
from the position of the slabs; the vessels were found almost intact in small clusters. 
211 Preliminary interpretation of evidence during the excavation of Pillar Pit 33, in a room of Xeste 5, may 
indicate the presence of a fitting of this type, but this case should be further examined when the study of the 
context is completed. A structure made of upright "schist" slabs found to the east of the eastern wall of B2 
was interpreted by Marinatos as a hearth complex, which might have been used during the "final repair 
phase" (Thera VII, 20-21, pl. 29b). There is no mention of traces of fire so that the identification of a hearth 
is not secure; it is not certain that the structure is indeed in an outdoors area, because this particular area is 
damaged by the torrent and no reconstitution of the original architectural layout is possible at the moment. 
212 Thera VI, 10, pl. 6, the fitting described by Marinatos as "kasella" or coffer. 
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Michailidou (1991,154,156) clearly attributes the feature to the formation process of 
the deposit inside the building. The slabs belong to the floor of the second storey and 
they fell at the specific position enclosing the vessels when the floor collapsed with 
strong inclination towards the centre. The vessels were originally placed on the clay 
floor of the first floor, in the northwest and northeast corners, and were found 0.60m. 
lower than the original level of the floor. 
It is worth noting that the Therans did not choose to use for the construction of 
cubicles or repositories volcanic "schist" slabs, which could be easily procured and 
were widely used in the buildings on the lining of floors and occasionally of niches 
(e. g. in the niche in 113). Future discoveries might of course provide new evidence on 
this matter. 
4.3.5 Shelves 
The existence of shelves, presumably made of wood, is usually assumed in cases 
where vessels of small size have been found high in the fill of a room; it is then 
suggested that they had fallen either from the upper storey, as the floor collapsed, or 
from shelves attached to the walls of the room. However, there is at least one case 
where the evidence for the existence of shelves is sound and part of the shelves is in 
fact preserved. 
In room A2 211 parts of a horizontal wickerwork shelf were found in the fill of the 
room, which consisted entirely of volcanic ashes mixed with sand. It had fallen in 
parts but it was mostly preserved. The shelf run originally along the west and parts of 
the south and north wall of the room at a height of less than one meter lower than the 
highest preserved point of the west wall. At this point, along a black band of the 
"Lilies' fresco" which went round the room only where the shelf was extended, 
holes 
(0.08m. -O. 10m. broad) were 
found, where rods were originally inserted. These rods 
`13 Thera IV, 21, pls. 31b, 32. 
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supported the structure of the shelf, which was made of reeds closely placed in a line 
running parallel to the walls. The outer ends of the rods were fastened on a horizontal 
beam which ran parallel along the walls. The upper surface of the shelf was covered 
with the same plaster as the walls and it was painted red. It has been preserved to a 
remarkable width; originally it extended 0.65m. from the west wall to the interior of 
the room. It seems that the shelf was part of the original design of the room. The holes 
which were found under the level of the shelf on the "Lilies' fresco" were probably 
opened later. Hoards of vessels (goblets, ewers, handleless cups) were found in heaps 
in the northwest and the northeast corner and along the west wall of the room. These 
must have been the vessels which originally stood on the shelf. A strange detail was 
noticed: the goblets, which had been placed upside down on the plaster surface of the 
shelf, left a round bulging trace, especially those which were in the northwest corner 
of the room. 
Another interesting case is that of the polythyron between rooms 4 and 7 of Xeste 3214 
The part between the lintel of the doors and the roof of the room was evidently left 
open, possibly for reasons of light and ventilation. At the level of the lintel a 
horizontal flat trace was found, which belonged to the planks of the lintel; these planks 
formed at the same time a kind of shelf, on which two small vessels were found intact 
and in situ. 
In other cases, the existence of shelves has been proposed when vessels were found 
high in the fill of a room; however, these could have also fallen from an upper storey. 
This was the situation in rooms A9 and 09,1215,6 of the West House216,2 and 3 of the 
Sector A217. Wooden shelves existed inside the cupboards218. 
214 Palyvou 1999a, 359. 
215 Thera IV, 26; Thera V, 26. 
216 Thera VI, 21. 
`" Thera II, p. 18. 
`18 For example in the multiple cupboards of room 5 of the West House, Palyvou 
1999a, 170, and in the 
cupboard of area 7. 
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4.4 PARALLELS WITH CONTEMPORARY STRUCTURES IN CRETE AND THE 
AEGEAN ISLANDS 
In this section, relevant architectural fittings for storage purposes are examined, as 
attested in Crete and the Aegean islands. The cases under consideration involve only 
fittings similar in construction and broadly contemporary with those found at Akrotiri 
as presented above, the purpose being to draw parallels between the structural details 
and the use of the fittings in the wider spatial and temporal context219. It should be 
emphasised that the consideration is here based on the structural parallels only and not 
on the patterns of storage that are suggested by their use, as we do not examine the rest 
of the contextual evidence. 
Based on Begg' s typology (Begg 1975) of Neopalatial storerooms in Crete, the 
following types of storage areas have been isolated in the palaces, the villas and other 
residential areas, the criteria being the contents or the architectural features of specific 
areas in the complexes: storerooms for pithoi, storerooms for pottery, storerooms for 
bronze objects, storerooms for stone objects, magazines, interconnecting magazines, 
bays, nooks, sottoscalas, "auge" rooms, pillar rooms, "back rooms", "front rooms", 
"isolated" storerooms, rooms for bins, silos and cisterns. This classification cannot be 
applied in the discussion of storage function at Akrotiri, where, instead of trying to 
identify types of storerooms both in terms of contents and architectural features, it 
would be more useful to investigate the allocation of space to the storage function 
within the different buildings (see the discussion of individual Houses and Sectors in 
5.1.2 and 5.1.3). In this sense, there are only a few exceptions of rooms at Akrotiri 
which comply with some of the above-mentioned types, thus confirming the rule for 
the unsuitability of the application of this particular typology to the material under 
examination. These are: the ground floor room B1 with the bench with built-in pithoi, 
which can be identified as a storeroom for pithoi, although not exactly of the long 
corridor type; similarly, the ground floor rooms of the "Pithoi Storeroom" of Sector A, 
219 For a catalogue of Minoan storerooms, where the architecture and the contents are 
discussed, see Begg 




although other objects were also found and there is evidence for yet another 
function(s) of the area apart from storage; the ground floor room B2, with the tripod 
cooking pots, a storeroom for pottery; the corridor-like adjacent ground floor rooms 
Al8a and A18b, which were filled with objects of different kinds and materials, but 
cannot easily be classified as magazines, as they have windows at one narrow end 
towards the street and the other end is highly affected by stream erosion (note that the 
median wall is a subsequent addition; the ground floor room Ala, which could be 
identified as a pillar room containing pottery, but it is distinct from the Cretan pillar 
crypts type; the first floor rooms B1a, 1 of the House of the Ladies, and A8a, which 
could be classified as rooms with clay bins (repositories in the terminology used in the 
discussion in 4.3.4, or clay chests for A8a). The space under staircases (sottoscalas220) 
has not been explored at Akrotiri, mainly for reasons of structural stability of the 
remains221, but there is evidence from the recent excavations that in one case at least it 
was used for storage purposes222. Finally, it is important to note that so far no 
communal storeroom of the kind of granaries, silos, cisterns has been uncovered at 
Akrotiri. 
In the case of architectural fittings used for storage purposes at Akrotiri, some parallels 
in Crete and the Aegean islands can be identified in the following features (the 
following comparative material is naturally by no means exhaustive)223: 
220 For the use of sottoscalas as storage areas see for example Zakros (staircase south of the half-basement 
storerooms, west wing, Platon 1971,113-114), Palaikastro (House B, room 22, Bosanquet 1902-3), Ayia 
Irini, Keos, House A, room 33 (Cummer and Schofield 1984,17), The Unexplored Mansion (N, J, G, 
Popham 1984,113,111,109), Phaistos (under stairway 42/43, Graham 1987,38-39,134,183), Malia (a 
cupboard is mentioned under the stairs in House Zb, Deshayes and Dessenne 1959,7-26); possible cases 
are Space 9 (N9) in the North House at Kommos (Shaw 1977,211) and room BS9 in the Plateia Building at 
Pseira (Floyd 1998,23,197,213). 
221 Main staircases found at Akrotiri (Palyvou 1999a, 243-288): Sector A: A4-A7, A9. y-A9.6, A15, A19, 
West House 1,2, South Building, House of the Ladies, Xeste 3,5, Xeste 4,15, Sector r, 5-6, to which 
another nine auxiliary should be added. More specimens have been uncovered during the excavation of 
years 1999-2001, but most of them belong to unidentified buildings and they have not been studied yet. 
22 This is a preliminary interpretation of evidence from the excavation of the new foundation Pillar Pit 58, 
at the northeast corner of Xeste 4. The evidence comes from the sottoscala area of a LCI building to the east 
of Xeste 4. 
223 The terminology used for the description of individual architectural fittings for storage purposes at 
Akrotiri does not correspond to the terminology used by Begg, or possibly other scholars, in the 
description 
of similar features (e. g. the term repositories and niches are used to describe different 
fittings in this study 




Cupboards, multiple or single, as they occur at Akrotiri and as discussed above, can be 
paralleled in Cretan sites mostly in terms of function rather than construction. It is 
possible that the material, namely the clay bricks, has not survived, or that these 
fittings belonged to the upper storey and therefore they have not survived in most 
cases. Single cupboards have been identified at Archanes224, where the cupboard 
contained some conical cups, and at Malia225 (XXVII 5), where it contained a large 
amphora. Series of cupboards have been identified at Haghia Triada226 (13), containing 
many clay sealings, Kato Zakros227 (the Archive room XVI, three cupboards, Kr pio 
TWV KoyX6)V228), containing chests with Linear A tablets and carbonised shelves, at 
Malia229 (La 8), where one of the six cupboards was filled with tripod cooking vessels, 
trefoil jugs, amphoras and a stamnos, and at Palaikastro230 (Area 37, Building 3), a 
double cupboard. A fragment of mud partition wall (some 0.1Om. thick) with plaster 
on both faces, found in the fill of room P of the Unexplored Mansion231, suggested to 
the excavator that a sub-division or a cupboard compartment existed in the upper 
room. 
b. Niches 
The much poorer state of preservation of walls accounts for the small number of 
identifiable niches, as they were normally built at a considerable height. Three small 
jugs were found in a niche at Phaistos232 (Vano 46, parete ovest, with frame of dressed 
stones). Also at Phaistos, a niche in the wall of Vano 82 was identified, with the 
previous discussion of the fittings and also used in the bibliography on Akrotiri, and not to present other 
synonymous terms, in order to avoid confusion. 
224 Sakellarakis 1965, p1.706. 
225 Chapouthier and Demargne 1942,16, pl. 28.1 and 28.2; the cupboard was probably formed by a large 
slab instead of clay bricks, "... ou I' on trouva une amphore accotee au mur, ici reduit a une simple dalle 
dressee". 
226 Perrier and Banti 1947,31. 
227 Platon 1963,175-6; Platon 1971,148-151. 
228 Platon 1975,355-369. 
229 Demargne and de Santerre 1953.43-48, p1.20.5. 
230 MacGillivray et al. 1988,269-270. 
231 Popham 1984,113. 
232 Pernier and Banti 1951, fig. 155-6. 
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interesting feature of the ceiling being arched233, possibly a parallel to the formation of 
the niche of room 010, and a niche in a wall of Corridoio L234. It has been suggested235 
that the presence of these particular fittings has sometimes been inferred from the 
discovery of a cluster of small, fallen objects, as in the cases of Kato Zakros, (the 
Banquet Hall )XIX236, the Service room for the Kitchen LI237 and Strong Building: 
Ka238). Note also the use of ammouda, at Malia, (Quartier XIV 9, south wa11239) for the 
frame of a niche (0.55m. long, 0.50m. high and 0.37m. deep). Two small niches are set 
one above the other on the eastern wall of room 26, eastern basement, in House A at 
Ayia Irini, Kea240. The upper is 0.15m. square and the lower is 0.13m. high and 0.23m. 
wide. The base slab of the lower niche projects about 0.15m. to make a shelf at 1.20m. 
above the floor. 
Information is not detailed on the nature of the construction of four cupboards/closets 
found in the walls of the largest of the buildings uncovered at Balos, Thera241. Sperling 
(1973,55) mentions that "one of the rooms had two carefully finished closets, and in 
the south wall of each room there was a built-in cupboard of wood". Because there is 
no mention of clay bricks, we mention these features under the category of niches. 
c. Repositories 
Series of repositories or clay bins (KaQAEc) have been identified at Kato Zakros in the 
treasury of the shrine (XXV)242, in room XXII243, on the floor above a storeroom in 
the west wing, into which brick partitions plastered on both sides had fallen (III, 
233 Pernier 1935.449-450, fig. 279, "apertura ad arco nella parete ovest". 
Levi 1976,41, figs. 28-29. 
235 Begg 1975,69. 
236 Platon 1964,151, pl. 148b, and Platon 1971,170, presumably niche or cupboard. 
23' Platon 1971,206, presumably niche or cupboard. 
238 Platon 1969,216. 
239 Pelon 1980,209, pl. 153,3. 
240 Cummer and Schofield 1984,11. p1.37d. There is also another mention of a "cupboard" in room 10, the 
western quarter. but the nature of the structure is not clear, it might be a sottoscala area (Cummer and 
Schofield 1984,27). 
241 Fouque 1879,118 if.. Sperling 1973,53-6. 
242 Platon 1963,179-83 and 1971.132-48, where the structure of the eight contiguous repositories (perhaps 
covered initially) and their contents are analytically described. 
243 Platon 1971,126-27. although these structures are quite large, formed by clay partition walls and do not 
exactly comply with the type of repositories described above. 
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upper) 244 and possibly also in House B245, at Nirou Chani246 (26-30? ), Gournia247 (Ab 8 
and Da 9), Knossos248. Peas and beans were stored in the repositories at Nirou Chani 
and stone and clay vases and other valuable objects in the repositories of room XXV at 
Kato Zakros. A single repository has been found in a magazine at Malia249 (XXVII 1). 
Begg remarks that single bins are likely to occur in palatial centres but not in the 
countryside and that they were used for the storage of a variety of objects such as 
pottery, valuable or liturgical objects and vegetables250. He also suggests that, because 
of this lack of specialisation or correspondence between architecture and contents, it 
would seem that bins do not indicate or require as much architectural pre-planning as 
storerooms251 
Cubicles of stone have been reported from sites in Crete, although the description of 
the structure and the contents is not always clear. These are at the sites of 
Vathypetro252, Phaistos253 and Kato Zakros, where, according to Begg254, stone 
cubicles have been found in sixteen rooms. 
244 Platon 1962,159. 
245 Platon 1961,221, compartments A, B', B", r. 
246 Xanthoudides 1922,9, "oi api0poi 26-30 rival IIKPOI KIIk)TOEI&EIS XWPOI XWPI46PEVOI Na TOIXiaKWV Eý Wp(bV O(6iWV 
nAiv9Wv, 6nwq nap¬Tgpi)6rjQav Toiairroi Kai ciq To aväKropa malaTOÜ". 
247 Hawes 1908,24, and site plan opp. p. 26. 
248 For the Magazines of the False-spouted Pithoi and Magazine of The Lily Jars see Evans 1921, PM I, 
578, fig. 419-20; the "repositories" are actually formed by clay partition walls in combination with rubble 
walls, and it would be correct to speak of storage areas formed instead of repositories, as there 
is also an 
entrance to the defined area. Evans initially referred to the fittings as "plaster vase closets", "plaster chests", 
and notes that "the exterior walls of these (closets) are thin partitions, composed of hard red stucco, with a 
kind of terracotta plaster core- the whole only 12 centimetres (... ) thick" (Evans 
1902,87-93). In the 
Caravanserai, in area 2, wooden "corn-bins" were identified by Evans (Evans 1928, PM II ii: 107, 
fig. 48). 
249 Chapouthier and Joly 1936,23. 
250 Begg 1975,68,33. 
251 Begg 1975,33. 
252 Marinatos 1952,605, fig. 17, northeast complex, "o npo, ßoppbv Tou alaapapou x6p°S i 
)To Ev apxIK()c pEya 
öcop6Tlov, XWpIa9Ev EIS TE. vaapac pIKpoT>sPOUS X(iipouc npoc 
Ölagpouc Xpnauq. Ek auTWV of No avuToAIKoi Ijoav 
OIKIOKtlc XPI)OF t)c. aio Melva ly6la EupiaKovTaI EI&TI KOTE XCbPCV 
WC Kai Tp£Iq pIKpOi aipoi («Kaa AEA Kalb nlV 
opoAoyiav Tou Eßavrj, anoTEAOOPEvoI KOTb 
pcv Tar TpEIS nAEupbq anb opOiaq nAbKar, KaT6 bE TTlV TETÖPT1jV EK KOIVOU Kai 
ouXI Aiav EnINEAo6q ToIXou". 
253 Levi 1955, fig. 41. 
254 Begg 1975,68. He also remarks that stone cubicles were used for storage 
in working areas and were 
perhaps felt unnecessary in storerooms. 
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d. Shelves 
Stone shelves consisting of slabs either projecting from walls or supported underneath 
are more easily identifiable than wooden shelves (e. g. Kato Zakros, G 111255 ; Kea, 
House A, room 26256). The plastered and painted wickerwork shelf of the Room of the 
Lilies (A2) seems to be unparalleled until now. The only reference to a plaster shelf 
comes from Palaikastro, but we do not know the form or the dimensions; it appears to 
have been located in a small cupboard, with small vessels stacked on it257. Evidence 
for wooden shelves in Crete consists of carbonised remains, usually found in 
cupboards and niches, associated with chests (Kato Zakros, Archives Room (XVI) 258), 
vessels (Kato Zakros, conical cups and a jug in Strong Building I259, various types of 
cups, jugs, pitchers, bridge-spouted vases and two or three stirrup jars in room XIII of 
the palace260) and loomweights (Gournia Fd 18261). Due to the few chances of survival 
of wood in the archaeological data, evidence for wooden shelves remains meagre, but 
their existence and wide application is considered highly probable. The existence of 
shelves is usually inferred by clusters of fallen small objects (see the above-mentioned 
examples and also room 10, western quarter, House A, Keos262, corridor L, west 
alcove, Unexplored Mansion 263, magazines 10 and 13 of House B, Palaikastro264, 
ES90E and ET90, one of the southern rooms of Building 5, Palaikastro265, room 18, 
Block N, Palaikastro266, area XV, House Aa, Zakros267). 
255 Platon 1970,233, "Elq Trly B. fwvia Tou öwpaTiou III, napb Tv napao-rbba, Ei>E Tono9Eq6d wS Kpgniq utpnaöc 
A19oc". A stone with a flat surface projecting from the west wall of f2 and a fallen stamnos found nearby 
suggested to Marinatos that this was a kind of a small stone shelf used to hold vessels with water (Thera 
III). 
256 Cummer and Schofield 1984,11, pl. 37d. 
257 MacGillivray et al. 1998,240-241. 
258 Platon 1963,175; Platon 1971,151. 
259 Platon 1969,216, but the evidence is not direct, "npoS Tnv A. ywviav avcupten TprjJa annvepaKwparvou E, 
Ciaou 
Kai noAA6 KwVIKb KOnF. Ma K01 Kllaeol". 
260 Platon 1971,120-1, "Pantry of the shrine". 
261 Hawes 1908,22-3. 
262 Cummer and Schofield 1984,27. 
263 Popham 1984,43. 
264 Bosanquet 1902,314. 
265 MacGillivray et al. 1989,426. 
266 Sackett et al. 1965,266, pl. 69e. 
267 Platon 1987,302; the vessels were mostly intact, presumably stored on shelves by groups of similar 
vessels (conical cups, bowls) one inside the other. 
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Some other fittings, which are found in the Neopalatial premises in Crete, such as the 
underground cists or repositories, of the type of the Temple Repositories and the 
"kaselles" in the west magazines at Knossos, are absent at Akrotiri. The absence of 
these fittings at Akrotiri may indicate an intentional selection and application of 
storage facilities to serve specific functions or it can simply be incidental negative 
evidence, by no means conclusive. On the other hand, benches with built-in pithoi 
have not been found in Crete, where the pattern of storing free-standing pithoi along 
the walls of rooms and long magazines was an extremely common practice. 
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4.5 STORAGE IN TIMES OF EMERGENCY: AN ASPECT OF THE "FINAL 
REPAIR" PHASE OF HABITATION 
This section attempts to clarify a basic point related to the character of the storage 
function and the use of the storage areas. It concentrates on evidence which suggests a 
distinction between storage practices and use of space during normal life in the 
settlement and during emergency situations, specifically the short period before the 
volcanic eruption. This distinction is essential for the detection of patterns of storage 
and the identification of storerooms/storage areas within the domestic units. 
While the significance of the evidence provided by prehistoric Akrotiri has always 
been emphasised in the archaeological literature, increasing knowledge over years of 
excavation has revealed another unique aspect of information on human behaviour and 
activity. Archaeologists normally encounter a site already destroyed by human or 
natural agents, either rebuilt over time or in a few cases abandoned with no other trace 
of subsequent activity. The LCI settlement of Akrotiri was abandoned by its 
inhabitants prior to the imminent volcanic eruption, at a stage when repair activities 
were already under way to cope with damages inflicted by earthquakes. This particular 
stage in the lifetime of a site is rarely represented in the archaeological record and 
provides insights into human reactions and response in cases of emergency, as well as 
into the details of the mechanisms mobilised to re-establish the disrupted stability in 
the life of the settlement (with concomitant implications for societal organisation, 
ideology and technological level achieved). Due to the nature of the activities of this 
phase, its short duration and its poor documentation until recently, it has been 
understandably ignored for the most part in studies of the Akrotiri material. It 
is true 
that it had little or no impact on the LCI pottery, as discussed in Marthari 1993a, since 
it seems almost certain that no more pottery was produced 
during this phase and no 
new types or wares appear, and only slightly larger 
impact on architecture and 
building technology, without changing their essential character (as discussed 
in 
Palyvou 1999a). However, in a study such as the present, which discusses storage 
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function and related human activity, the indications of special arrangements during 
this last troubled phase of occupation should be taken into serious consideration. 
During the third excavation season in 1969, Marinatos identified evidence for 
activities of the inhabitants during a short period before the volcanic eruption, after the 
settlement had suffered from seismic activity. The evidence initially consisted of 
architectural alterations, but during the following years of excavation accumulating 
data suggested that the character of the activities was extended, both in terms of scale 
and type. Marinatos referred to this phase as a "squatters' occupation", influenced by 
Evans's term for the reoccupation phase of the palace of Knossos during LMIIIB. 
Subsequent work by Doumas clarified the nature of the activities, suggesting that they 
were the response of the inhabitants to the destruction caused by seismic shocks, in an 
attempt to arrange the debris, repair the affected areas and reorganise life in the 
settlement. Associated evidence from previous and recent excavations is to be 
presented in a separate study, exploring the operational framework of the activities of 
the ultimate phase of the settlement before the final volcanic destruction 
(Nikolakopoulou, forthcoming b). 
Evidence suggests that the inhabitants responded to minor earth tremors by securing 
some of their belongings in the houses. When a major earthquake struck, the people 
moved outdoors together with their supplies and equipment and started rebuilding and 
reorganising operations, unaware of the pending volcanic eruption. According to 
Doumas (pers. comm. ), it must have been during this phase that they removed the 
possible casualties from the worst affected buildings, and this could be the reason why 
no victims have been retrieved from the settlement. During this short period, people in 
small groups were involved in the clearing of debris, demolishing damaged walls and 
organising building material for repairs, in the context of a commonly planned scheme 
for the rehabilitation of life in the settlement. Evidence for their possible sojourn 
outdoors consists of the vessels, the food supplies and other objects such as "beds"268 
268 See finds in outdoors areas in PAE 1975, pl. 211 a, b; Petrakos 2001,94, pl. 110. 
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(pl. 167) and mats they carried out of the houses and the provisional character of some 
installations to serve immediate needs, such as cooking and consumption of food. 
In the context of this study, it is important to concentrate on the activities related to the 
storage of food supplies and of objects during the time of emergency described above. 
It seems probable that, after the initial seismic shocks, some ground floor and first 
floor rooms in the buildings were chosen for the storage or piling of objects of 
different kinds, on the basis of their structural properties or architectural features. It is 
important to note that the choice has in most of the cases proven to have been 
successful, since the relevant rooms were found during excavation with their roof 
and/or floor in situ. We are presenting below some cases where such activities may be 
inferred from the archaeological evidence (for the contents of each room see Appendix 
III). 
Although storage of objects and even subsistence goods is attested on upper floors of 
buildings, the evidence from the first floors of rooms B2 and Al suggests a 
differentiation from the normal practice. In both areas, large storage vessels were 
found, either standing or upside-down and most of them empty of any kind of 
contents. On the upper floor of room '& 1269 there was a polythyron structure. Four 
pithoi, embedded in pumice, were found in-between the jambs, placed originally under 
the doorframes of the structure (pl. 166). The upper floor of room B227° was found 
with all its pottery intact. The biggest vases, pithoi, jars and strainers were found 
placed around the column and near the walls and the corners of the room. Some of the 
vases were standing, others upside-down and others had been thrown down, possibly 
by an earthquake. Small pots and a large number of stone vessels and tools were found 
together with the big vessels. In both cases, the architectural features of the rooms do 
not suggest a designated primary storage function271. The vessels must have been 
269 Thera IV, 18-20. 
270 Thera II, 13-15, pls. 8-9. 
271 Compare for example the evidence from Nerokourou, 1,2,3 
(during LMIB flimsy walls within the large 
hall with the columns and the polythyron accommodate storage pithoi) and 
Tylissos, House A (16 and 17 
are considered for original storage function; the 
discovery of pithoi in other rooms of the house does not 
suggest original storage function of the rooms). 
On rooms with central column see Michailidou 1987. 
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arranged in order to be protected from destruction from seismic shocks in particular 
places, which were considered safe, such as under the doorframes of the polythyron or 
around the column. The fact that most of them were empty and some of them were 
upside down suggests that the contents must have been previously removed (possibly 
transferred outdoors) and that the concern was for the protection of the vessels per se. 
In some of the ground floor rooms, the evidence suggests that objects of different 
functions and materials were accommodated in a way which suggests piling, the 
number of the objects being in some cases so large that the whole available space was 
occupied and access to these objects would have been extremely difficult in normal 
circumstances 272. This is suggested for the ground floor areas of rooms Al 8a and 
Al8b273, room A17274 and room Al 6275 (in this last case, there was ample room to 
accommodate all those objects, and it has indeed been suggested by Doumas 1983,48, 
that the room could have functioned as a shop; nevertheless, the plethora of vessels 
made of precious material and the form of the clusters and their position in the room 
may well suggest an intended piling for protection, or the result of cleaning activities 
for the fragments of clay vessels)276. Room L\2 is an area of small dimensions, which, 
judging from the exquisite wall painting which adorned the walls, must have served a 
different function than storage in its initial use. However, it was found packed with 
clay vessels and a wooden "bed" (pl. 149). Vessels were also put under the wooden 
"bed" in an effort to utilise space at its maximum, and perhaps also to protect the 
vessels under a secure frame. A similar situation of piled objects was observed in the 
northern, corridor-like compartment of the room. Finally, another characteristic 
example is attested in the western part of room 3 of Sector A (3,3), where the 
floor 
was found at a lower level, ca. 0.50m. lower than the floor of the eastern part. At 
least 
15 jars and other vessels were found in situ, especially pithoi and globular ewers 
in 
disorder, standing upright. Marinatos observes that "it is impossible to accommodate 
272 See Schiffer 1973 on the relationship between access volume and content diversity of storage 
facilities. 
273 PAE 1993,181-3; PAE 1994,162-3; PAE 1995,127-130. 
274 Thera VII, 13-15. 
275 Thera V, 20-22, pls. 30-33. 
276 Rooms A16 and z17, together with A9,1 and 6 of the 
West House, gave the highest percentage of 
imported vessels in the settlement (Marthari 
1980,201). 
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even half of them within this narrow space. One would suppose that the vases were put 
partly broken there and, in some instances, it is certain that they were placed the one 
inside the other" (Thera III, 12). This area may have served as a kind of "apothetes" 
for the vessels, either in the sense of piling or discard during cleaning activities. 
The examples presented above, together with the architectural modifications attested, 
give an overall impression of the activities undertaken in certain interior compartments 
of the settlement. Accumulating evidence from recent excavations suggests that the 
inhabitants also moved outdoors a large number of clay vessels, among which storage 
vessels of different capacities, together with a large number of baskets of different 
sizes and other objects ("beds", mats, sacks, bronze vessels) (pl. 168). Evidence for 
the contents of the storage vessels is still scarce, but barley and other crops have been 
identified as the contents of one sack and a few baskets (Petrakos 2001,94-95, pls. 
111,112) (pis. 134,138). It seems that the large vessels were transferred outdoors 
either while used as transfer containers for other objects from the interior of the 
houses, or for their own protection, or for the provisional storage of liquids or other 
objects (smaller vessels, baskets, cloth). There is evidence that at least some of the 
pithoi which were transferred outdoors had wooden lids placed as covers over their 
mouth (pl. 168). 
From the above discussion, two important points are made. Firstly, the reason why few 
objects of imported material and metal are found in the settlement is best seen under 
the spectrum of the activities of this ultimate phase, when people were engaged in 
securing their belongings, either inside the buildings, or, probably as a more common 
practice, by removing them outdoors, and eventually taking them away when they 
fled. Secondly, the impression we get from the examination of the situation in the 
interior of some rooms of the settlement may be reflecting the situation during the 
disturbed ultimate phase of activities. Therefore, the function of some rooms could 
have changed and converted conveniently to serve current needs, such as storage and 
protection of items. The implications of these remarks will 
be discussed for each of the 
domestic units in the following chapter. 
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4.6 STORAGE AND CULT/RITUAL ACTIVITY AT AKROTIRI 
There are different aspects of storage practice usually examined in relation to 
cult/ritual activities. One is the storage of foodstuffs, processed and stored in facilities 
in the vicinity of cult/ritual areas, from where they could have been distributed during 
feasting. This is the pattern proposed for subsistence storage facilities either found 
within shrines or within large complexes, such as the palaces. The arrangement of the 
magazines and the silos in relation to cult/ritual areas, as well as the symbols found 
incised on the walls (double axes being the most prominent), taken to assign "a 
magico-religious meaning to utilitarian structures", are considered to indicate 
"religious guardianship" of the contents (Evans 1921, PMI, 449-450; Marinatos 1993, 
49-50). According to N. Marinatos (1993,48-49), the religious symbols and cult 
implements found in storage areas are the key to the explanation of how the rulers 
legitimised their economic control and authority over the redistribution of surplus 
produce and the allocation of raw materials, therefore assigning equal significance to 
the economic role and the religious function of the palaces. Another important aspect 
is the storage of cult/ritual paraphernalia, such as vessels, figurines, symbolic objects, 
which could have been used in periodical ceremonies throughout the year. It has been 
suggested that "cult paraphernalia was stored together with agricultural produce 
because ritual equipment was used during festivals in which the produce was 
ceremonially brought inside the palace" (Marinatos 1993,50). From the above it is 
evident that a strong relation of sacred character is suggested to exist between storage, 
277 and especially subsistence storage, and cult/ritual activities in Bronze Age societies. 
In a series of studies (Marinatos 1983; 1984a; 1984b; 1985) N. Marinatos examines 
the evidence for cult/ritual activity in Akrotiri. She identifies seven shrines in the 
buildings of the settlement, based on the principles of recurrence of specific sets of 
material culture manifestations (objects, wall paintings), analogy and deduction 
(decoding of signs leading to decoding the system), with special emphasis on the 
277 The association between economy and religion is suggested to be a prevailing pattern 
in Near Eastern 
and Egyptian temples, see Marinatos 1984a, 24-26; for a critical discussion on the economic role of the 
temples see for Egypt Kemp 1991,185-197, and for the Near East Foster 1987 and papers 
in Lipinski 1979. 
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analysis of the wall paintings. In the context of this study, it is not our purpose to 
examine the validity of the methodological approach or the conclusions reached with 
regard to the nature of the religion and the practice of cult/ritual activities in Akrotiri. 
In the brief discussion that follows, we shall be concerned with the examination of the 
proposed association between storage and cult/ritual activities in the settlement. 
The case for the cult/ritual significance of certain categories of objects, such as 
animal-shaped rhyta and possibly also tripod tables of plaster or stone, and the 
religious connotations of certain wall paintings (e. g. the seated lady of Xeste 3) 
appears to be strong, especially when they occur in combination, in which case the 
combined contextual evidence may suggest the identification of a cult/ritual area (e. g. 
a shrine). On the other hand, vessels frequently referred to as "cult vessels", such as 
conical cups, jugs and rhyta, have been found together in different contexts in the 
buildings at Akrotiri, and they have been considered as evidence for ritual practice 
especially when they are found in the vicinity of rooms decorated with wall paintings. 
The argument for the identification of cult/ritual areas tends to be circular, when by 
inference the cult/ritual activity is suggested for areas where only the objects are found 
(e. g. Sector A and the Western Quarters) or when the religious significance of the wall 
paintings is suggested by the presence of the "cult equipment" (e. g. rooms 1 and 6 of 
Sector B). With reference to the "cult vessels", it is important to note that pottery 
storerooms, occasionally more than one in each House or building complex, have been 
identified in the discussion of the storage areas, with contents and associations of 
vessel categories which serve domestic/ritual needs, but not necessarily associated 
with cult practice. In this context, and by analogy to Minoan Crete, the evidence from 
subsistence storage and food processing equipment has been also used to support the 
distribution/consumption or offering of foodstuffs in particular occasions associated 
with cult practice or the divine protection of the stored supplies (e. g. room 1 of Sector 
B, Pithoi Storeroom and room 1 of the Western Quarters). From a contextual 
analytical point, the following examples illustrate the need for caution in the 
interpretation of the evidence. 
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In the discussion of room 1 of the House of the Ladies (Marinatos 1984a, 22-23,97; 
1984b, 171), the religious function of the room is inferred by the existence of the wall 
paintings and by the direct relation of the room to the repositories and room 7 to the 
west, both containing "ritual vessels", and room 2 to the east, used for "ceremonial 
dining". While the particular wall painting of the Ladies may be independently 
interpreted as depicting a ritual scene, we feel it is important to note that, while the 
wall paintings belong to the room of the second floor, the repositories and the rich 
contents of pottery storerooms 7 and 2 were found at the level of the first floor. There 
is no clear evidence for circulation patterns in the second floor level, while in the first 
floor it seems that room 7 does not communicate directly with room 1. Vessels and 
foodstuffs carried from rooms 7 and 2 would have to go to the upper floor through a 
staircase, the nearest situated to the south of the lightwell. Therefore, the proximity of 
the areas and their association in multi-storied buildings should not be viewed in a 
horizontal way, but rather in a vertical, taking into account circulation patterns and 
access. Moreover, the speculation on the use of the repositories by analogy is similarly 
invalidated ("it is possible that they were sealed off permanently after some important 
ritual, as was the case with the Temple Repositories at Knossos, and with the ritual pit 
at Vathypetro, Crete. The other possibility is that they were opened during important 
occasions through removal of flagstones, a process both complicated and laborious", 
Marinatos 1984a, 97, contra Doumas in the discussion of Marinatos' relevant paper 
1985, where he clarifies the location of the repositories). 
The functional zoning division of the West House in a ground floor/service quarters, 
upper floor/ceremonial rooms scheme (Marinatos 1984a, 13, fig. 4a-b) fails to 
acknowledge the evidence for large scale weaving activity in the first floor room 3, as 
suggested by a large number of loomweights, which according to Marinatos (1983,16) 
was serving the manufacture of sacred garments. The wall paintings of rooms 4 and 5 
are examined in relation to "cult vessels and equipment" 
found in the same rooms, but 
with no reference to the levels of the storeys 
(Marinatos 1984a, 34,48; Marinatos 
1983). We should also note that the evidence of the contents of the multiple cupboards 
in room 5 is not conclusive, due to the state of preservation. 
The existence of 
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repositories and cupboards in first floor areas and occasionally the nature of their 
contents (mainly fineware pottery) could be considered as evidence for the convenient 
storage of vessels to be used in rituals in adjacent rooms, but the religious association 
of the contents and the nature of the rituals cannot be established by mere inference. In 
Xeste 3, there is no sound evidence for the existence of repositories in the west part of 
room 3 related to the lustral basin, as suggested by analogy to the finds in Zakros 
(Marinatos 1984a, 77-78; 1985,229). 
The relation between subsistence storage and religion, involving the appropriation of 
stored foodstuffs in the context of cult/ritual feasting, as suggested by analogy to 
Minoan Crete (Marinatos 1984a, 24; 1984b, 167-168) is clearly not substantially 
evidenced at Akrotiri278. On one hand, the identification of shrines in the vicinity of 
subsistence storage areas is not secure (room 1 of Sector B, Pithoi Storeroom); in 
Xeste 3, where the contextual evidence for cult/ritual activity is strong, there are no 
storage facilities of large capacity, which would accommodate the needs of a public 
feasting ceremony. On the other hand, it would be precarious to infer a social/religious 
mechanism (a class of priests? ) involved in the suggested appropriation of foodstuffs 
at Akrotiri, again by analogy to Minoan Crete. The role of the religion and cult/ritual 
activities (of a nature most probably similar to that of Minoan Crete) should not be 
underestimated in its overall impact in social life and institutions in the society of 
Akrotiri. However, this consideration is far from the assumption that a "miniature 
Tempelwirtschaft" was operating in the West House (Marinatos 1983,18-19) and 
therefore the assertion that "religious institutions were in control of the economy at 
Akrotiri" (Marinatos 1984a, 28) is not plausible. 
278 Note that S. Marinatos (Thera 1969,26, p1.25,1) attributes a sacred character to a cylindrical pithos with 
lilies, found in room 3 of the Pithoi Storeroom, because inside the pithos a clay figurine was found, with 
suggested implications on the divine protection of foodstuffs or religious appropriation (N. Marinatos 
1984b, 169). The association between industrial/food processing activities and religious practices, as 
suggested for rooms 015 (mill) and 016 ("ritual/cult objects' storeroom"), for A2, and the Mill room 1 in 
the Western Quarter (Marinatos 1984b, 169-171) is not secure for Akrotiri, based on a contextual analysis 
of the contents of the rooms. 
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4.7 PATTERNS OF STORAGE 
The following discussion is organised in two parts: in the first we examine the 
evidence for the nature of the subsistence storage function as practised in the 
settlement in terms of a community versus a domestic mode; in the second we 
examine the arrangement of the storage facilities and their contents. 
A. Community/domestic storage 
After thirty-five years of excavations at the site, we have not been able to identify a 
structure which would accommodate suitably the function of community, large-scale, 
long-term subsistence storage. No building such as a granary or structure such as a silo 
or large bothros/pit has been uncovered. In the general context of storage function we 
also note that no cistern or any kind of tank for water storage has been identified up to 
now279. Naturally, we would not expect to find a structure of large dimensions and 
specific built form in the centre of the crowded urban core, and this is what the part of 
the settlement uncovered so far seems to be. However, it is exactly this urban character 
of the site that does not allow us to preclude a future discovery of a community- 
planned facility, such as a granary or a water-tank would be. On the other hand, two 
important factors should be taken into account, if we were to think in these terms: 
firstly, whether the agricultural output of the pre-eruption cultivable land on the island 
was big enough to allow for the accumulation of a stored surplus (with all the related 
implications for the economic patterns and the social structure of the society), and 
secondly, whether Akrotiri was the major settlement on the island where products 
were accumulated and further mobilised (with implications for pre-eruption settlement 
patterns on the island and their relations). Both these factors are further examined in 
chapter 5 on the economy of the settlement. 
279 Friedrich et al. (2000,79) suggest that the valley in which the ignibrite layer (the "bedrock" on which 
the settlement is founded) was deposited with is down-slope to the south was the route for transport of 
rainwater in geological terms, prior to the Minoan eruption. This remark may be helpful to the issue of the 
provision of freshwater, but we do not have any evidence for the storage of this potential supply. 
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We have emphasised in the discussion of the previous chapter that, according to 
existing evidence, the storage vessels, i. e. the pithoi, are the basic and indeed unique 
unit for subsistence storage. In these terms, if we are to investigate the practice of 
community storage, we do not have to look for a structure which would serve the 
piling of foodstuffs, but for a structure which would accommodate a large number of 
pithoi, the subsistence capacity of which would suffice to support the nutritional needs 
of the inhabitants beyond a single household for a given period of time. The two 
factors mentioned above should also be taken into account in this alternative 
consideration. In this section, however, we will only examine the evidence from the 
point of view of existing archaeological evidence, i. e. excavated storage facilities and 
architectural form. 
The compartment called "Pithoi Storeroom" or Sector A would be a good candidate to 
examine for the practice of possible community storage function. It is an oblong, 
three-room building, inside which many large pithoi and other smaller storage vessels 
were found, together with fittings, which could serve either for storage (cupboards) or 
the accommodation of vessels (clay partition walls). Unfortunately much information 
on the original form of the building is missing, largely due to the torrent which passed 
from north to south at this spot, over the main axis of the building. Based on the 
existing evidence, it seems incontestable that subsistence storage must have been the 
primary function of the existing ground floor area of this complex. However, in our 
view, the following points argue against a possible community storage function. 
a. In terms of architectural form, there is a little but nevertheless clear evidence for 
the existence of an upper floor, in which activities of a domestic industrial 
character took place (e. g. weaving), similar to those testified in other units of the 
settlement. On the ground floor area other activities could have taken place, as 
shown by the existence of a permanent hearth structure found in room 1,3. The 
relation of the "Pithoi storeroom" to the adjoining Western Quarter is also 
significant. Although it does not seem probable that the two complexes 
communicated directly at any level (most probably Sector A had its own 
entrance), it is worth noting the existence of the adjacent double walls of rooms 1 
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and 3 of the two complexes, while rooms 2 of the two buildings had a common 
wall (apparently, the external wall of Western Quarter room 2 formed the west 
wall of room 2 of the "Pithoi Storeroom"). Unless we lack substantial evidence 
destroyed by taphonomic processes, there seems to be a special relation between 
the well-built, imposing Western Quarter complex (use of ashlar masonry, 
polyparathyra) and the more simply constructed "Pithoi Storeroom". The two 
complexes appear to be parts of the same architectural plan (note the indentations 
of rooms 1 of the two buildings and the common walls). Even if the "Pithoi 
Storeroom" was built subsequently, then the operation must have been supervised 
by the inhabitants of the Western Quarter, who allowed the agglutinative 
structure to join the external east facade of their unit, while they took special care 
to have their view from the northeast polyparathyra unhindered (see plan of the 
settlement, fig. 1, and fig. 6). Nevertheless, whether we consider the "Pithoi 
Storeroom" complex to be an annex to the Western Quarter or an autonomous 
building, the evidence suggests that the activities which took place within must 
have been similar to other domestic units of the settlement. Other functions, such 
as food processing, would have been redundant in a community storeroom, while 
the many large windows of the east facade of the building do not ensure optimal 
conditions for long-term storage. 
b. The storage capacity of the pithoi found is large (a minimum of ca. 6,000 Its., 
without including vessels still not restored, see below in 5.1.2). Many of the 
largest pithoi found at Akrotiri come from this compartment, but it should be 
noted that we do not know whether they were all originally in use together, given 
that some pithoi were found broken inside the western part of room 3 (see 4.5). 
The estimates for subsistence potential of the capacity of the pithoi of the 
complex do not suggest that the stored foodstuffs would provide relief for any 
large number of people during crisis periods. The direct evidence for stored 
foodstuffs is meagre. Unless this is due exclusively to taphonomic processes, then 
it would be strange to find the "community storeroom" empty, even in times of 
emergency, such as the conditions which prevailed during the "final repair 
phase". Even if the pithoi found in trenches to the north of the complex were 
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transferred outdoors from the same building, they were equally devoid of 
foodstuffs (at least the ones examined). 
In a paper discussing the evidence for processed cereals and pulses from Akrotiri, 
Sarpaki (2001) suggests that Sector A could have had a trade-oriented function 280 
operating as a shop selling flour (ca. eight samples were identified as barley flour 
from all three rooms, Sarpaki 2001,36-38, table 1). It is worth considering the 
possibility that all large pithoi contained the same kind of foodstuff, which would 
have implications for the function of the building and would also increase the 
subsistence potential of the unit (e. g. if all pithoi contained only cereals). Flour 
has a low shelf-life; if it was stored in such large quantities, it would indeed have 
to be appropriated at a regular pace, by trade or distribution. However, the mill 
installations and implements found in association with distinct domestic units 
suggest that flour production was organised on a household basis and operated 
according to need. As for the distributive/bartered aspects, it appears that people 
who were engaged in craft manufacture, e. g. textile production in the West House, 
may have been operating within a household industry context and supported by 
the subsistence potential of the domestic unit. At this stage naturally, we can only 
speculate on these aspects, mainly because we lack substantial evidence for the 
operation of organised workshops. In any case, even if a trade-oriented function 
proves to be valid, the above considerations do not favour the aspect of 
community/centralised storage in Sector A. 
c. The existence of a community storeroom is linked to the operation of centralised 
storage and the redistributive type of economy. The evidence for the storage 
facilities as presented in 4.2 (and Appendix III) and 4.3 suggests a dispersed 
model of storage function, organised on the household/domestic level. It is still 
difficult to speculate on the exact form of political authority and organisation in 
280 This function has also been suggested for A16 (as a shop selling pottery, vases and other commodities) 
by Doumas (1983,48,51, and in discussion notes in Koehl 1990,362). Both Doumas and Sarpaki 
emphasise the existence of a large window in the two areas they examine, through which the suggested 
transactions were performed. Note, however, that the window in the east wall of Sector A, 1 was probably 
divided by vertical supports (Palyvou 1999a, 383-386, fig. 207, footnote 665). 
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the settlement, especially since no building has yet been identified as the seat of 
an administrative/political authority. The "Pithoi Storeroom" does not appear to 
be specifically linked to any form of administrative activity, be it dependency on 
the establishment of a ruling body or by the nature of its contents (e. g. lack of 
tablets, seals/sealings). 
For the above-mentioned reasons, we do not consider the "Pithoi Storeroom" complex 
to have been a community storeroom. There also remains the case of the large 
buildings of Xeste 3 and 4, which have been characterised as buildings of public or 
semi-public character, due to outstanding features in their construction, their layout 
and the nature and significance of their fords. The stage of research, especially for 
Xeste 4, does not allow any conclusive considerations on the issue we are concerned 
with. There does not seem to be evidence for any large-scale subsistence storage in the 
buildings. It is also possible that distribution of foodstuffs of a public character could 
have taken place on special occasions, but this speculation does not imply either the 
function of the buildings as "community storerooms" or that the foodstuffs distributed 
were indeed stored in the buildings on a permanent basis. 
B. The arrangement of the storage facilities and their contents 
From the previous discussion of the evidence we can gain an overall picture of the 
allocation of space for the storage function within the buildings. It seems that the 
common storage practice in the settlement is the use of areas within the domestic 
quarters, where large storage vessels and associated equipment for the procurement of 
supplies and specific structures, such as cupboards, repositories, benches with built-in 
pithoi and shelves are arranged. There is no consistent architectural form (such as 
oblong rooms, annexes, cellars) that would exclusively serve the storage function; 
rather, it seems that the allocation of storage areas was more related to individual 
needs and requirements. Recurrent patterns are attested in the selection of the 
appropriate locations for storage of foodstuffs and other objects both within a room 
and within a building, in terms of convenience and associated functions. The function 
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of storage does not preclude other activities in the same area (such as food processing), 
while storage in the same area of foodstuffs and other objects, usually pottery, is a 
common practice. There is only one case when a room is used exclusively for 
subsistence storage, the ground floor area of B 1, and one area used almost exclusively 
for storage of a particular group of objects en masse, the ground floor area of room B2. 
We discuss below the general patterns in the arrangement of facilities (pithoi, fittings) 
and their contents as suggested by the archaeological evidence presented in the 
previous sections, while a functional/architectural approach to the use of space and the 
character of the storage function is undertaken for selected domestic units in 5.1.2. It 
should be noted that the discussion of patterns of storage is based on observations of 
material considered to be more or less in use during normal circumstances of life and 
activity and not during the piling/protection rearrangements of the ultimate phase of 
habitation of the site (4.5). 
Large pithoi (especially of Group I) are normally found in the ground floor areas, 
either in one designated room (e. g. room 5 of the West House) or nearby/together with 
food processing/preparing implements (hearths, grinding installations, cooking pots, 
e. g. room 1 of Pithoi Storeroom, Sector A). There are also cases where large pithoi 
were found on upper floor areas (the upper floor areas of B2 and Al have been 
discussed in 4.5). They were usually placed along the walls and in the corners of the 
rooms. Low clay partition walls define in some cases the areas where pithoi (and other 
vessels) are situated, either by running in a straight line in front of a row of pithoi (e. g. 
in 174a, room 3 of the House of the Ladies) or built-in pithoi (e. g. room 10 of Xeste 3) 
or by forming closets (e. g. in Sector A). The use of slabs as bases for pithoi occurred 
occasionally (e. g. Sector A, room 3,3; this could also be the reason why the floor of 
some rooms was only partially lined with flagstones); the partial submersion of the 
bases into the floor of the rooms is not attested. Occasionally, stones were placed 
around the bases to support large pithoi. There is one case, in room 3,1 of the Sector 
A, where it is possible that a kind of recess into the eastern wall may have been used 
for the accommodation of a pithos, as suggested from a slab on the floor still in situ. 
Storage vessels of smaller dimensions are equally found in ground and upper floor 
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areas. Occasionally, they were found standing on or fallen from low built benches 
together with vessels of other functional categories. Smaller vessels were used in 
association with the contents of pithoi (handling, transfer) or to supplement the storage 
capacity. Amphoras and jugs, found in the same context as pithoi, were possibly used 
for short-term storage. Pottery storerooms are found equally on the ground (e. g. B2) 
and upper floors (e. g. room 7 of the House of the Ladies), although there was a 
tendency to store fmeware on the upper floors (note especially the imported Minoan 
"pithoid jars"). Small vessels were stored quite neatly, on shelves and inside 
cupboards, in piles one inside the other (conical cups) and occasionally in groups of 
similar shape/type. Larger vessels were placed in the lower compartments of 
cupboards. Small vessels or groups of similar shape/type were also found stored in 
large pithoi. Occasionally, vessels were placed one inside the other on the mouth of 
pithoi281. 
Fittings such as structures with built-in pithoi, clay partition walls and partitions 
possibly made of perishable material (wood) were used for storage vessels. Built 
fittings for subsistence storage are found both on ground floors (BI) and on upper 
floors (e. g. room 10 of Xeste 3), a feature which draws attention to inferred function 
for the upper floors (especially since these fittings appear rarely in the archaeological 
testimony). These fittings also emphasise in their construction details the link between 
the pre-existing architectural planning and the designated function/use of space. On 
the other hand, clay brick partition walls and clay repositories are structures that 
exemplify how the desired function/use of space can modify/adjust original internal 
arrangements. The repositories, cupboards and niches appear to have been used mostly 
for the storage of pottery, both on ground floor and on upper floor areas, although 
occasionally foodstuffs are found inside the larger vessels282 stored inside these 
fittings. It is difficult to distinguish a specific pattern in the kind or quality of the 
vessels stored in these fittings in relation to the vessels stored in ordinary storerooms. 
28 1A modern ethnographic parallel from Rhodes suggests the placement on the narrow mouth of small 
storage vessels of a small cup with a sample of the content of the vessel in order to enable easier 
identification by the user (Korre-Zographou 1995,563-564, fig. 569). 
282 It is possible that these foodstuffs were at a stage prior to consumption, as suggested by the finds from 
area 7 (cf. Sarpaki 2001). 
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It is true that these fittings normally contained fineware pottery, but nothing like the 
kind of exquisite objects found in the repositories of Knossos and Zakros, unless the 
contents of the fittings at Akrotiri had been removed by the fleeing inhabitants. In 
terms of their distribution patterns and contextual associations, niches were found in 
ordinary pottery storerooms or living areas, mainly in upper floor rooms, while it 
seems that repositories and multiple cupboards, found in upper floor areas, are 
mutually exclusive in the same domestic unit, possibly because they served the same 
function. Repositories and multiple cupboards have been found inside or in the close 
vicinity of rooms with wall paintings (e. g. rooms 5 of the West House and B 1) and it 
is plausible to suggest that they served the storage of vessels and/or objects that were 
required to be at hand for gathering/communal/ritual purposes. However, we should 
note that the so-called "sacred repositories" of the House of the Ladies were found on 
the first floor, while the Ladies wall painting composition initially stood on the walls 
of the second floor of room 1. Moreover, no fittings of this type have been yet found 
in Xeste 3, where rituals were performed par excellence. There appears to be no 
particular order in the arrangement of vessels into the repositories, and no distinct 
separation into the compartments of vessels of the same function. Multiple cupboards 
were provided with shelves and wooden doors, while the niches do not seem to have 
been shut at all. 
It seems that there was not much flexibility for people to move in the storage areas due 
to the number of vessels and their size. The rooms which were found virtually packed 
are discussed in the section on "fmal repair phase" activities. Schiffer (1973) suggests 
a relationship between the access volume and the content diversity in the storage areas. 
According to this relationship, "access volume is defined as the amount of empty 
space within a facility that is devoted to making the goods within that facility 
accessible. (... ) In its simplest form the hypothesis states that when the frequency of 
access to the contents of a facility is either moderate or high, the amount of access 
volume increases as a function of increasing diversity of contents" (ibid., 114). We 
cannot put forward any suggestions for the homogeneity or not of contents in crowded 
rooms since we lack such evidence and, furthermore, it seems more probable that each 
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household kept a variety of provisions to satisfy dietary needs rather than filling the 
storerooms with only one commodity. On the other hand, this hypothesis could be 
applied to cases when a particular shape/type of pottery vessel is stored in large 
quantities, e. g. cooking pots in room B2. It seems probable that our impression of 
crowded and disarrayed storerooms is largely due to the nature of the catastrophe, 
which resulted in the dislocation of objects, and to special arrangements during the 
"final repair phase", which resulted in the piling of pottery, possibly for protection. 
The existence of fittings such as cupboards, repositories and niches suggests a 
preoccupation for a tidy arrangement of the pottery and other objects. 
Loomweights were normally found in groups, fallen from the first floor, and this must 
have been the way they were kept by the looms, since there is no evidence for their 
storage in boxes or other containers (there is, however, a case of a pithos which 
contained loomweights, found in room 1, of Sector A, fallen from the upper floor, but 
we cannot infer a storage pattern from a single example). Utility objects, such as 
loomweights and tools, were found in association with the relevant activity areas. The 
distribution of lead weights as found in the settlement is as follows: Sector A: 19, 
House of the Ladies: 2, West House: 26, Sector 0: 49, Sector r': 1, Xeste 3: 1, 
Unknown provenance: 5. There seems to be a concentration in rooms 6 of the West 
House and A8 (Michailidou 1990,417). The largest number is a group found on the 
first floor area of room 6 of the West House, where they were probably stored on the 
shelves. Finally, there is no conclusive evidence for the allocation of a specific storage 
area for the accommodation of objects of other material (e. g. stone vases, stone tools, 
bronze vessels) or of objects of particular value or of cult significance (e. g. faience 
objects, ostrich eggs, figurines, double axes, horns of consecration, libation tables, 
animal-shaped rhyta). These objects, when found, were usually singletons and the 
excavation context does not allow any particular consideration of their storage 
patterns. When found in small hoards (e. g. bronze vessels), the evidence suggests that 
they were probably temporarily protected during the "final repair phase" activities 
(e. g. in room I16). Unless we lack a considerable body of relevant material, which 
was carried away by the fleeing inhabitants, there does not seem to exist in Akrotiri a 
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pattern of storage of valuable objects of specific significance, such as that suggested 
by the Zakros repositories and other cases in Crete. The (apparently negative) evidence 
for a possible relation between subsistence storage and cult/ritual activity storage and 
for storage of cult paraphernalia has been discussed in 4.6. There is also no evidence 
for storage of raw materials, a point obviously related to the fact that no 
workshops/industrial areas have been identified in the settlement. 
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4.8 SUMMARY 
The term "storage areas" is used as a collective term to describe rooms, indoor 
areas/loci and built fittings/structures which served the storage function in the 
settlement of Akrotiri. The terms "storerooms" and "storage facilities" are used 
selectively, the first to describe rooms exclusively designated for storage function, and 
the second to include also containers, such as the storage vessels described in the 
previous chapter. 
The examination of the evidence demonstrates that storage facilities have been found 
in every building at Akrotiri. The storage function operates at the household level. A 
community storeroom has not been identified. There is no evidence so far for a built 
water tank/deposit, on a community or household level. Storage arrangements inside 
the buildings may have been affected by the need to protect items during the "final 
repair phase" of activities in the settlement prior to the volcanic eruption. The 
subsistence storage is accommodated by storage vessels and specific fittings (benches 
with built-in pithoi), found on ground floor and upper floor areas. It is usually 
associated with other functions, mainly storage of pottery other than pithoi and food 
processing activities. Only one room, the ground floor area of B1, was used 
exclusively for subsistence storage. The pithoi themselves were used for storage of 
foodstuffs and other objects (mainly pottery, usually small vessels of similar shape). 
Pottery of various functional categories is stored together with large pithoi. Vessels 
such as amphoras and jugs supplement the subsistence storage capacity; they could 
have been used for short-term storage and/or for storage of various foodstuffs in lesser 
quantities. Occasionally, these vessels were found on low built benches. Small vessels 
found in association with pithoi could have served for retrieval of the contents. 
Storerooms for pottery other than pithoi were also found on ground floor and upper 
floor areas. The ground floor area of B2 is a unique case where pottery of a specific 
function is stored en masse (cooking pots). In all other cases, the pottery storerooms 
contain various vessels, occasionally stored in groups of the same kind. There appears 
to be a tendency to store fineware on upper floor areas; repositories and cupboards 
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were used mainly for the storage of pottery, usually fineware, in close proximity to 
living/ceremonial areas. Shelves and niches also accommodated the fineware. 
Loomweights were probably piled on the floor of the areas where weaving was 
practised, normally on the first floor of the buildings. Lead weights, when in quantity, 
could have been stored on shelves. There is no primary evidence for the storage 
patterns of items of various materials (stone, metal, ivory, faience), which are rarely 
found in considerable quantities. Raw materials stored in quantities have not been 
found. 
A brief comparison with storage facilities used in contemporary sites in the Aegean 
and especially Minoan Crete emphasises the absence at Akrotiri of a consistent 
architectural form of storage area, with specific features in the planning and the layout. 
This observation refers to storage on a domestic level. Storage areas are well 
integrated in the units, and the storage function is part of activity systems, discussed in 
5.1.3. Construction details of fittings such as benches with built-in pithoi and multiple 
cupboards demonstrate that they constitute part of the original architectural plan of the 
buildings. Fittings such as cubicles of stone, underground "kaseles" or pits have not 
been identified at Akrotiri. There is no parallel from other sites for the benches with 
built-in pithoi, especially the fitting of B1, where the pithoi are completely embedded 
in the bench. Finally, with relevance to the association of cult/ritual activities and 
storage areas, we may observe that there is no clear association of subsistence storage 
with ritual; repositories and cupboards, situated in close proximity to 
living/ceremonial areas, could have accommodated fineware pottery and other 
implements involved in cult/ritual activities, but the existing evidence does not allow 
any comparisons to the repositories of Zakros and other sites in Crete and the nature 
and wealth of their contents. 
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CHAPTER 5: ISLAND ECONOMY: THE CASE OF AKROTIRI, 
THERA 
5.1 STORAGE IN LCI AKROTIRI: A CONTEXTUAL APPROACH 
In this section the archaeological evidence presented basically in typological terms in 
chapters 3 and 4 (storage vessels and storage areas respectively) is examined in a 
contextual framework, i. e. in relation to distinct units in the settlement as they have 
been revealed by excavation up to now. The discussion will not be specifically 
restricted to the storage function (subsistence storage and storage of objects) in the 
different sectors, but will expand to the examination of the use of space and the 
activities that took place within each unit. 
Studies of aspects of specific functions within units of a single settlement in Bronze 
Age Aegean have provided insights into the organisation of social and economic 
activities (Warren 1972; Whitelaw 1983; Georgiou 1986), but have been in most cases 
conditioned by different factors, such as the lack of combined material evidence and 
subsequent bias on the emphasis of specific functions. It is therefore essential that the 
inherent constraints, which may apply to the approach of this study to the 
archaeological evidence from Akrotiri, are discussed now, so that the following 
contextual examination of the data will be subject to these limitations. The 
methodological framework followed is shaped by the definition of the terminology 
used, the space/time factors and the assessment of the visibility and validity of the 
archaeological evidence. 
The discussion will focus on the evidence from selected buildings. We have already 
noted in 4.7 that storage at Akrotiri is attested as a function dispersed in the domestic 
units, organised on a household basis rather than on a community level. In similar 
studies, aspects of social and economic activity have been examined in terms of 
"domestic"/"household" contexts, taking the "domestic unit" as unit of analysis. By 
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these terms there is no strict inference of the institution of "family" and the cultural 
and emotional values which are involved. We accept for the purposes of this study the 
rather formalist household/family distinction, considering that "while both households 
and families are culturally defined, the former are task-oriented residence units and the 
latter are conceived of as kinship groupings that need not be localized" (Netting et al. 
1984, xx, and cf. Bender 1967,493). It is interesting to note that many ancient 
languages have pairs of expressions which are suggestive of two separate meanings, 
one denoting a family grouping and the other a household (Gelb 1979,2). Intrasocietal 
household variation and norms of household composition are aspects not easy to detect 
for the specific spatio-temporal cultural context of our study283. Ethnographic parallels 
provide information on the different forms of residence patterns, kin relationships and 
hierarchical organisation within households (note the working definition for household 
accepted by Gallant 1991,13, following Wilk and Netting 1984, which emphasises 
four aspects - co-residence, kinship, commensality, and economic co-operation). The 
household unit, in whichever form it is organised, is the basic socioeconomic unit in 
the description, comparison and analysis of human societies (Netting et al. 1984). In 
our case, it appears that while we are on safer grounds when we attempt to reconstruct 
social complexity within the context of the whole settlement, the evidence for gender 
roles and relationships is rather scarce (a good piece of evidence, however, may lie in 
pictorial testimonies, i. e. the wall-paintings and the rites of passage approach, Doumas 
2000; Papageorgiou 2000; Marinatos 1984; 1990; 1993). Administrative texts and 
other documents are a primary source of information for the composition and 
functional organisation of households as economic units284. Useful distinctions are in 
283 Laslett (1969) observes that mean household size in one country may remain fairly constant for 
centuries. 
284 For a detailed analysis of different types of households and kinship groupings in Early Mesopotamia, 
based on data from administrative documents, see Gelb 1979. The information is explicit on economic 
issues (such as division of labour, land ownership and allocation of food rations) and hierarchy (individual 
status). In a similar sense, the Linear B documents provide information on large institutional households, 
such as the Mycenaean palaces would have been (cf. Ventris and Chadwick 1973). 
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terms of private and institutional households (cf van de Mieroop 1997,15-16, on the 
Near Eastern palaces; Kemp 1989, on Egyptian parallels), or private and public 
households (Gelb 1979); these terms are descriptive of the form and function of the 
residence and the socio-economic organisation of these households types. By the 
adoption of the terms "domestic unit" and "household economy" in the context of the 
present study, we concentrate on the household functions/activities performed and 
strategies adopted within a spatially defined structure, organised on the level of a 
group of inhabiting people (the "domestic group"), which could be a private (e. g. 
nuclear family) or an institutional (e. g. an administrative group) household. We shall 
not therefore elaborate on the morphology/form of the domestic group and the possible 
nature of their genetic relationship, which we take to be more difficult to define than 
the social, as suggested by the functional analysis of activity within the specific units. 
In this sense, and based on contextual evidence discussed below, we are justified to 
consider some of the Akrotiri buildings as more than "domestic units"; they can 
possibly be best described as "task-oriented residential units". We are, however, 
aware that household composition is one of the factors determining the nature of the 
domestic economy, in terms of choice in subsistence strategies, the exploitation of 
available resources and productivity (on the interplay between household 
form/morphology and function/activity see papers on case studies in Netting et al. 
1984). 
With reference to McEnroe's classification of Minoan Neopalatial Houses (McEnroe 
1982), the buildings at Akrotiri present distinct features and variations in architectural 
terms, as expected to a certain degree in the architecture of a settlement outside the 
physical boundaries of Crete (e. g. absence of a typical Minoan Hall, restricted use of 
the corridor feature, distinct functional adaptation of the lightwell, general lack of 
doorless spaces, use of mudbrick limited in the construction of partition walls and 
interior fittings). Xeste 3 and Xeste 4 present features characteristic of Type 1 houses, 
but there is a considerable overlap with Type 2a, in the sense that, at least based on 
evidence from Xeste 3, there is no storage/industrial "wing" in a strict sense. The rest 
of the excavated buildings would fall mainly within Types 2a and 2b. Nevertheless, 
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the applicability of McEnroe's typology to the Akrotiri buildings is debatable, since 
many of the features, the presence or absence of which is used as criterion for the 
classification, are either completely absent or they are used selectively or are adapted 
in Akrotiri, subject to need, choice and conditioning by local traditions285 The major 
rebuilding activity that took place after the "Seismic Destruction" of the early LCI 
period resulted in the modification of internal space of pre-existing rooms, in order to 
incorporate features of Minoan Neopalatial architecture, while entirely new buildings 
such as Xeste 4 appear in their construction details to be more explicitly patterned 
after Minoan Neopalatial models (Palyvou 1984; 1999a; 1999b; Michailidou 1987; 
1991, esp. 271-291 for the identification of sets of rooms in architectural terms). 
However, the building arrangements in the interior of the houses and in the general 
town plan of the settlement were largely conditioned by the architecture of the 
previous phase, a fact which explains the irregularities (Palyvou 1984,127) and the 
consequent difficulty in attributing buildings to specific types, as set for Minoan 
buildings. In terms of scale, the Akrotiri buildings are generally of a smaller extent 
from that cited for the houses of each Minoan Neopalatial type (an average area of ca. 
250-300sq. m. is suggested for Type 2 houses, McEnroe 1982,10, and table 2). 
The temporal context of this study is well defined by the nature of the archaeological 
evidence, but some clarifications are necessary. The storage function is examined as 
manifest in the buildings of LCI Akrotiri, during the last phase of normal habitation of 
the site before the volcanic destruction. The material is therefore synchronous in terms 
of usage; older clay specimens or even built fittings, which possibly survived into the 
LCI period from an earlier destruction, are being equally considered in the discussion 
of the storage function, since they were in use in the domestic units of the last phase. 
Storage vessels and fittings found in MC levels of the settlement and in the Pillar Pits 
of the recent excavation have been discussed in the relevant section for typological 
reasons but they are naturally excluded from the discussion of the storage function in 
285 Palyvou 1999b; on local styles and traditions in Minoan architecture see McEnroe 1982.13-15; 1990; on 
the cultural traditions that influence house form in the prehistoric Aegean see Schaar 1990: cf. Preziosi 
1979,16-36). 
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the LCI settlement, because the former are of a different context, while the context of 
latter has not been studied yet. 
While the above remarks are quite straightforward in relation to the time factor, there 
remains the issue of the "final repair phase" of habitation in the settlement, whose 
implications in relation to the survival of the archaeological record are important. 
More specifically, and taking into account the evidence presented in 4.5, domestic 
units which appear to have been affected by "final repair phase" activities should be 
excluded from the present discussion for methodological reasons, because the picture 
has been altered in different ways: either by removal of a large amount of contents (as 
could be probably the case for some rooms in Xeste 3 and 4), or by changes in patterns 
of circulation and access (which, however, are visible interventions and do not inhibit 
the reconstruction of the original function), or by alteration/modification of use of 
space for specific purposes (storage/piling of objects for protection). These limitations 
will condition the examination of the evidence as presented in the archaeological 
record of the site, when it comes to the reconstruction of activities during the normal 
period of life. 
Finally, the evidence has to be assessed in qualitative and quantitative terms. Only a 
small part of the settlement has been uncovered; the present study gives a picture of 
the storage function and domestic economy as evidenced by up to date fords in 
particular buildings. Insights into the economy of the settlement are rather tentative at 
this stage. The quality and quantity of the evidence are conditioned by different 
factors. Firstly, the state of preservation, which is generally exceptional in all kinds of 
material culture. Secondly, the degree of documentation; unfortunately, most of the 
archaeological data remain unpublished in a contextual framework. Therefore 
problems may occur in the attempt to relate artefacts to specific loci within a building 
(e. g. whether they are in situ or fallen from upper floors). With relevance to clay 
storage containers, many vessels, although referred to in the excavation diaries, are 
still in sherd condition, awaiting conservation and cataloguing, and cannot therefore be 
considered as entities in the present study. Most of the buildings have been only 
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partially excavated; the picture cannot be complete for the activities performed in a 
unit, when part of it remains unexcavated, so that a combined approach to different 
functions is impossible. Some buildings appear to be severely damaged by the modern 
torrent which transversed the site from north to south, so that whole rooms have been 
either emptied of their contents or filled with sediments, which interfered with the 
original position of the contents. 
Under the limitations discussed above, each building will be considered separately in 
section 5.1.2, with an application of criteria as to whether it should qualify as a 
representative domestic unit for the examination of the storage function and related 
activities within its area. In the following section we present the working hypotheses 
we adopt in the evaluation of the subsistence storage potential of each unit, in order to 
examine the implications for the level of self-sufficiency of each unit separately and of 
the community as a whole. 
5.1.1 Matters of area/population and calorific value estimates 
Estimations of population densities of prehistoric sites286 have been notoriously 
difficult. Calculations of site population have been mainly based on formulas 
suggesting a ratio of individuals per hectare (population/floor area estimates, Naroll 
1962), on estimates of the food producing capacity of the surrounding area 
(population/land subsistence capacity/calorific values, Wagstaff and Cherry 1982) and 
on evidence from skeletal remains and study of tombs/cemeteries for demographic 
purposes (Renfrew 1972a, 249-250, Cherry 1979, Whitelaw 1983 and papers in 
Bintliff and Sbonias 1999). Accordingly, these methods have been applied to the 
286 We are not concerned here with matters of palaeodemography in terms of population growth because the 
material under study comes from a synchronous level and reflects activities of a maximum of two or three 
generations (for factors of population growth in the prehistoric Aegean see Renfrew 1972b; for past 
population trends and relevant estimates see Bintliff and Sbonias 1999). 
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calculations of the number of inhabitants of individual houses, taking into 
consideration the floor area, the use of space for different functions and the 
subsistence storage capacity of a single domestic unit (Whitelaw 1983; Christakis 
1999a). Proposed population figures for different Bronze Age Aegean and Near East 
sites are presented in a summary by Wiener (1990,129-133, with references). The 
extent to which these methods can be applied and the validity of the results have been 
matters of great controversy, both on the principles of the methods used and on their 
application in individual cases, especially when compared with figures from 
ethnographic parallels (Sanders 1984; Wiener 1990; Whitelaw 2001). The most 
significant limitations in the application of these methods to population estimates are 
summarised as follows. 
Firstly, when estimating population numbers based on the ratio of people to floor area, 
one must take into account the use of space within a settlement area and within 
individual domestic units. Results for site populations differ significantly when 
open/public space is included in the calculations compared with figures when only the 
domestic sectors are taken into account287. The estimates based on site catchment 
surveys and unexcavated areas can be particularly hazardous. The community 
organisation may affect patterns of residential density and of distribution, frequency 
and size of different type of units (residential, administrative, public) within a 
settlement; culture-specific concepts of space use and accommodation of different 
functions/needs in the use of space as imposed by social necessities are variables that 
should be examined with relevance to the data from each individual site (whenever 
such documentation exists) instead of applying generalised approaches from cross- 
cultural and ethnographic comparative material (cf. Whitelaw 1983; 2001). In the case 
of domestic units, the use of space for different functions and the existence of multiple 
287 A basic distinction in the use of space is related to its "public/semi-public/private" character (Palyvou 
discussed these attributes in Minoan architecture in a paper presented in the BSA Conference "Knossos: 
Palace, City, State", Herakleion 2000). In Akrotiri, there is evidence for most of the possible uses of open 
and built space in these terms: public/semi-public (e. g. Xeste 3 and 4) and private buildings (e. g. Sector B), 
public open areas (e. g. Triangular Square), semi-public open areas (narrow alleys between buildings), 
private open space (light well in the House of the Ladies). A possible semi-public use of space in the West 
House, related to large-scale weaving activity, is considered in 5.2. 
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storeys are factors which can significantly affect the calculations. Secondly, the 
examination of skeletal remains and tombs/cemeteries for population estimates can be 
inhibited both on methodological grounds, and more seriously, by lack of material 
and/or contextual evidence, since the results of the anthropological study from tombs, 
when applicable, must be related to a settlement of proven association (cf. Cherry 
1979,38-41). Thirdly, the subsistence capacity of a surrounding food producing area 
is conditioned by its estimated extent (which in our case especially should be 
estimated as it was during the pre-eruption period, in other cases before geological 
transformation, e. g. alluvial/fluvial deposits, erosion, cf. Davidson and Tasker 1982 on 
Melos, French and Whitelaw 1999 on Amorgos), the reliability of the methods used to 
calculate annual yields, the difference in the results according to whether mono- 
cultivation or multi-cultivation is considered and the patterns of redistribution of food 
supplies in a settlement (with social, age, sex criteria). In addition, in the domestic 
units the estimated subsistence capacity of the storage vessels and other facilities is 
related to the degree the vessels are filled, their type of contents and food allowance 
patterns within a household. Moreover, while the estimation of calorific values of 
different foodstuffs is more or less objective, the average energy intake by humans is 
subject to different factors (see below). Fourthly, population densities can be socially 
and culturally dependent, reflecting a level of variation between areas whose 
inhabitants share similar values regarding crowding (Wiener 1990,133). The most 
notable variations are likely to occur in terms of urban/rural habitation, elite/lower 
class residences and political circumstances. 
LCI Akrotiri is a potentially fruitful area for research on the topic of population 
estimates under the conditions discussed above, mainly because the clear and well 
represented contextual evidence allows more specific approaches especially on the 
issue of the use of space, both within the buildings and within the settlement as a 
whole. The main limitations derive from the lack of detailed publication of the 
contents of individual units (which may affect our perceptions of the use of space and 
the nature of the unit) and from the fact that we do not know the original limits of the 
settlement and whether the excavated part is representative of the density and nature of 
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habitation patterns in total (which may affect our estimates for a total population 
number). We pursue three complementary paths in the approach of the population 
estimates of LCI Akrotiri. 
a. We consider the evidence from the excavated part of the settlement in terms of size 
and of use of space (overall area and distinct units) (cf. Whitelaw 2001). 
b. We estimate the subsistence potential of the storage facilities of the units of the 
settlement (cf. Christakis 1999a). 
c. We attempt to associate our finds with land use and annual agricultural yields (cf. 
Warren, forthcoming a). 
Ideally, information from skeletal remains of an associated cemetery would be used 
for comparative purposes. It is of particular interest to examine whether the combined 
results of these approaches provide information for the level of subsistence self- 
sufficiency of the proposed population of the settlement. 
For the purposes of the first approach we need to examine the extent of the site and the 
use of space (density, layout and nature of the buildings). The excavated part of the 
settlement is 1.1 hectares288. We cannot speculate on the density patterns of habitation 
within the total estimated extent of the site289. The excavated area is densely built, with 
small-sized open spaces ("squares") and narrow roads/alleys290. The buildings are 
either architecturally distinct units or "Sectors" that may include more than one 
domestic unit; there are gradients in the types of buildings, in terms of scale, 
architectural planning/ building techniques, and function, but they appear to be of a 
288 This is approximately the extent of the excavated area which will be covered by the new shelter; the 
excavation of the Pillar Pits has confirmed LCI habitation (either buildings or use of open space) all over 
this area. 
289 Doumas (1983,45) suggests an estimate of 20 hectares for the original extent of the LCI settlement. If 
we consider the sites of Potamos to the east and Balos to the north as being on the fringe of the town, it is 
difficult to relate these finds to the general layout, as no evidence exists for the space in-between these sites 
and the excavated core. 
290 It is possible that some of the open spaces were formed by rearrangement/rebuilding activities during the 
short period before the volcanic eruption ("final repair phase"), such as the area to the west of A15-A16, 
and therefore may have not existed as such during the "normal life" habitation period. The imposing 
building of Xeste 4 is closely surrounded by other LCI buildings of less conspicuous character; it gives the 
impression of being "implanted" into a dense nexus, without a court, which would be normally associated 
with a building of such scale and presumably public/administrative? function; on the other hand, Xeste 3 
appears to be surrounded by open space. though not of a large scale. 
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rather integrated nature. There is no formal zoning system in the excavated part of the 
settlement (e. g. economic or administrative). Within the buildings, coherent sets of 
rooms and activity systems occur regularly (the most representative case being the 
West House and units in Sector A), with differences in terms of scale (e. g. Xeste 3). 
With relevance to the storeys, we may suggest that, in population estimates, the 
existence of a third or fourth storey is a significant factor291. 
For the area of the Akrotiri settlement uncovered so far, estimated to be ca. 1.1 
hectares, the population number calculated by Naroll's formula (1962) would amount 
to 1,100 people, while by Wiener's average292 (1990,133) it would be 330-440 
people. The estimated area of 1.1 hectares includes open/public space and does not 
take into account the particularities and function of each individual multi-storied 
building. It is interesting to test the proposed population numbers against roofed area 
estimations and the specific characteristics of each building, where the evidence 
allows this approach. The identified buildings, partly or fully uncovered in the Akrotiri 
settlement, are estimated by Palyvou to be ca. 30 (Palyvou in discussion notes in 
Hardy et al. 1990,123)293. We use as a working hypothesis the data from three 
buildings, Xeste 3, House of the Ladies and the West House, because these are the 
most completely excavated and they represent fairly distinct units in terms of size and 
function. 
291 In discussion of the direct relation of house size to number of inhabitants Whitelaw (2001,19) observes 
that "increases in house size do not represent the replication of coherent sets of rooms within the larger 
architectural unit, as is often clear with multi-family residences, but rather involve an expansion or scaling- 
up in individual room size (while retaining similar features and layout), and the proliferation of small 
rooms, used in increasingly task-specific ways". We consider the added space of a third or fourth storey as 
supporting evidence for a larger number of inhabitants in such buildings than in those of the same ground 
area but of fewer storeys. 
292 Wiener (1990,133) adopts a much lower number for people per hectare than that of Naroll's formula 
(1962), that is an average number of 300-400 people per hectare, based on the estimations of excavators of 
different Bronze Age sites, who apparently take into consideration the specific character of each settlement 
in their proposals. An even lower average is proposed for some Near Eastern sites (different from the ones 
mentioned in Wiener 1990 and from a wider range of periods in antiquity) by their excavators (Wilkinson 
1999). For a critical discussion of Naroll's and Wiener's estimates see Whitelaw 2001. 
293 The number of identified buildings has increased during the excavation of the recent years; the number 
cited by Palyvou should be considered as a minimum for the uncovered part of the settlement. 
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BUILDING SIZE (each storey)294 NUMBER OF STOREYS FUNCTION 
Xeste 3 ca. 300 sq. m. 3 (third storey probably Elite residence? 
only at the western part) /semi-public 
House of the ca. 200 sq. m. 3 (third storey probably Private residence? 
Ladies over total extent or 
largest part) 
West House 148 sq. m. 2 (possibly a third storey Private residence 
or attic over room 6 only) /large scale domestic 
industry 
Table 8. Attributes of selected buildings at Akrotiri. 
We suggest a number of five or six people ("nuclear family", Gallant 1991,11-33; 
McEnroe's figures for Type 3 houses, five or six members, 1979,126) for the West 
House; a minimum of fifteen people (an extended family, combined households) for 
the House of the Ladies; a minimum of fifteen people for Xeste 3 ("institutional 
household"?, van de Mieroop 1998,15-16, unknown number of permanent residents 
and/or dependents). We propose that half of the identified units fall under the Xeste 3 
and the House of the Ladies types (elite and/or large residences) and the remaining 
half (including units in the Sectors, where they can be identified, and units of smaller 
size) fall under the West House type. On this basis we can estimate roughly a number 
of 300 people for the population of the excavated area. Considering that the area is 
densely inhabited, an average between the proposed figures for "core elite" (250 
persons/ha) and "high density" (450 persons/ha) as estimated by Whitelaw (2001, fig. 
2.8) for Neopalatial Knossos, would give a number of 385 persons for the 1.1 hectares 
of Akrotiri, which is in general agreement with Wiener's numbers. As a concluding 
remark we may note that the proposed figures range between 300-450 people, which 
we consider to be a realistic approach29s 
294 We estimated the extent of Xeste 3 and the House of the Ladies based on the settlement plan; accurate 
measurements are only available for the West House. Note that Papagiannopoulou (1995) cites lower 
figures for the extent of Xeste 3 and the West House (252sq. m. and 126sq. m. respectively). 
29 This is also more or less in general agreement with floor area/population calculations by Sarpaki (1987), 
who suggests a number of minimum 471 people for the excavated part of the settlement. 
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We shall now examine the aspect of subsistence potential based on the evidence from 
storage facilities as found in the settlement. The reconstruction of prehistoric 
subsistence and diet has been the subject of numerous studies in the last decades, 
either on a theoretical/model formulating basis or in case studies of settlements and 
ancient societies all over the world. Ethnographic studies of subsistence and storage 
strategies are equally numerous (Forbes and Foxhall 1995) and are frequently used for 
reference purposes. The limitations and problems in the reconstruction of this 
particular socio-economic/biological aspect have been emphasised by different authors 
(Begler and Keatinge 1979; Foxhall and Forbes 1982), both on grounds of 
methodological realities and of validity of the archaeological data (eligibility and state 
of preservation). An invaluable contribution has been made by palaeobotanical and 
palaeofaunal research (for Akrotiri see Sarpaki 1987; 1992b; 1990; 2001; Trantalidou 
1990). However, while this information may elucidate the dietary aspect and possibly 
how much of what they ate at a single site in quantitative terms, archaeological studies 
of subsistence have still to cope with the more culturally-bound issue of how the diet 
of an individual is affected by age, sex, status and work-load/energy expenditure 
(Dennell 1979). These variables are of particular significance in an attempt to establish 
patterns of subsistence strategies (procurement, storage and allowance of food) and 
nutrition levels in a prehistoric society296. The study of nutrition, defined as "a 
measure of the ability of a diet to maintain and repair the body in its physical and 
social environment" (Dennell 1979,122), is highly dependent on evidence from 
skeletal remains, and for this reason it will be excluded from the present discussion 
due to complete lack of relevant data from LCI Akrotiri. 
Historians have used estimates of grain consumption as the basis for discussions of 
ancient population, slavery, commerce and agriculture, while the study of food and 
nutrition has benefited from contributions of physical as well as social and cultural 
anthropology (Foxhall and Forbes 1982; Garnsey 1999, both with references). 
Estimates of calorific values in combination with the optimum capacity of storage 
296 For the socio-cultural context and significance of dietary habits and factors affecting change in food 
choice (case studies on modern societies and diachronic aspects) see Mennell et. al. 1992; Fieldhouse 1986; 
Geissler and Oddy 1993. 
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vessels in a domestic unit have been used to calculate the level of autarchy in 
economic terms of the inhabiting group of people (Christakis 1999a and 1999b for 
Neopalatial Crete). Population estimates are subject to the limitations discussed above. 
However, there is no generally accepted method of calculating the calorific intake of 
individuals and the amount of food consumption (Foxhall and Forbes 1982, for a 
contextual approach based on the evidence in the ancient Greek and Roman world), 
and attempts to apply modern principles of consumption to past eras will inevitably be 
used as working hypotheses297. Consumption of food is in principle a culturally 
specific process, involving dimensions which vary diachronically in different societies 
(what is eaten, when, how and by whom), with religious and social connotations 
extending far beyond subsistence purposes (e. g. ritual and conspicuous consumption, 
see Hamilakis 1996; 1999). Food can therefore be a marker of hierarchical, social, 
ethnic and cultural difference, its consumption being a codified separative but at the 
same time group-belonging assertion (Garnsey 1999,4-7). 
For our estimates we shall adopt an average calorific intake value for a "reference" 
man and woman (Dennell 1979), based on table 9 presented below from cross-cultural 
evidence; tables 10-11 present calorific values and the volume to weight measurement 
figures of foodstuffs. 
297 Emphasised by Foxhall and Forbes (1982,68): "It is clear that all of the modem Greek `rule of thumb' 
grain consumption figures are considerably lower than the ancient ration figures available", apparently 
because of an increased variety of foodstuffs in modern societies. (... ) "it should be stressed, however, that 
it is not possible to use calorific or other nutritional requirements to reconstruct ancient diets. Calorific 












Male 50 20-39 2100 2300 2700 3100 
65 44 2700 3000 3500 4000 
" 80 3360 3680 4320 4960 
65 50-59 2700 
Female 40 20-39 1440 1600 1880 2200 
55 2000 2200 2600 3000 
70 2520 2800 3290 3850 
55 1980 
Table 9: Some estimates of human calorific needs per diem (data from FAO/WHO 
1973, cited in Dennell 1979). 
Wheat Barley Pulses Olive oil Wine 
(per kg. ) (per kg. ) for 60-70% (per kg. ) average (per kg. ) (per kg. /lt. ) 
"average" extraction made from (Vicia faba, 
hulled barley Pisum sativum, 
Lens) 
3340 Kcal. 3320 Kcal. 900 Kcal 8990 Kcal 680 Kcal 
Table 10: Nutritional values (adapted table, information by FAO standards, cited in 
Foxhall and Forbes 1982,46, and McCance and Widdowson 1992). 
Wheat Barley Olive oil 
1 It. = 0.772 kg. 1 It. = 0.643kg. 1 lt. <1 kg. (slightly) 
Table 11: Figures used as basic volume to weight measurement in Foxhall and Forbes 
1982,44. 
We use the figures of volume to weight measurement of 1 lt. = 0.9 kg. for pulses 
(estimated for red lentils of small size). 
food consumption, and thus useful as `yardsticks' against which modern hypotheses about ancient food 
consumption can be measured" (ibid., 50). 
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Foxhall and Forbes (1982,66) discuss mainly Allbaugh's data (1953) referring to rural 
as opposed to urban inhabitants of Crete, assuming their diet to be more like that in 
antiquity. According to these data, cereals made the largest contribution of any food to 
calorie intake in modem Crete (in 1953), supplying on average 39% of calories 
consumed. Second in importance after cereals in the average calorie intake was olive 
oil, which provided about 29% of the total calories consumed. Differences in calorie 
intake are noticed in the rural sample compared to the urban and among different 
income groups within the rural sample. It is important to note that olive oil might not 
have been available on a similar large scale in the Bronze Age or even in the Classical 
period. Gallant (1991,68), combining results from different studies and ancient 
sources, postulates a dietary regime for the ancient peasant consisting of 
approximately 65-70% cereal products, 20-25% fruits, pulses and vegetables, 5-15% 
oils, meat, and wine, while Foxhall and Forbes (1982,71) estimate that grain 
composed 70-75% of the ancient diet. 
On the basis of the above, the conventions and the formulas used to estimate 
subsistence capacity of the domestic units in this study are as follows: 
The capacity of the storage vessels is estimated by the method of "summed cylinders", 
as described in 3.3.2. The number of litres given for each vessel derives from the 
"reference vessel" of each form and is therefore approximate. We estimate the 
potential capacity of the vessel when full, which naturally may not always have been 
the case. The total number of estimated litres for the sum of the vessels from one 
domestic unit is also approximate, since some of the vessels are not taken into account 
due to the nature of the data (uninventoried/unidentified vessels). We propose two 
methods for estimating subsistence capacity, one according to Christakis 1999a 
calculations (a), mainly for comparative reasons, and another more closely related to 
palaeobotanical evidence from Akrotiri (b). According to (a), we assume that storage 
vessels held: 70% cereals, including in this percentage the pulses; we adopt the 
average nutritional value of 3600 Kcal per kg. used in Christakis 1999a calculations 
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for these foodstuffs298; 20% olive oil, with nutritional value of 8990 Kcal per kg.; and 
10% for wine, with nutritional value of 680 Kcal/kg. Meat, fish, fruits and vegetables 
are excluded due to low shelf-life in storage terms (however, evidence exists for 
storage of salted fish and figs at Akrotiri; nuts such as almonds have also been 
identified; it is also strongly suggested that honey was part of the diet299). According 
to (b), we apply separate percentage figures for cereals and pulses, since the evidence 
from Akrotiri is substantial for both 300 We adopt a 50% figure for barley (nutritional 
value 3320 Kcal/kg. ), 30% for pulses (average nutritional value 900 Kcal/kg. ), 10% 
for olive oil and 10% for wine (nutritional values as above)301. Wheat is not 
considered302. It is highly probable that wine played a more important role in Akrotiri 
than olive oil, the production of which might have been local, but definitely less in 
comparable terms to Crete 303 However, we adopt equal percentage figures for both, 
given that olive oil consumption might have been supplemented by imports and also 
because of the low nutritional value of wine. In our calculations we assume that all 
298 Note, however, that the calorific value of cereals and pulses is significantly different, as also is the 
density factor in the convertion from litres to kilograms. 
299 The chemical identification of beeswax in large pithoi and cooking pots may indicate the presence of 
honey (see 3.6). Honey is also produced in modern Santorini (Kafouros 2001,486; during 1999 800 
beehives were recorded on the island and the annual production of honey was 12,000 kgs.; the respective 
data for year 1850 are 260 beehives and 2,600 kgs. of honey). 
300 Lathyrus clymenum L. is the major component of samples taken from seven of the storage jars in the 
West House and, along with barley, represents one of the two commonest crops identified from Akrotiri to 
date, found as whole grain or, in three samples, split as "fava", and also probably as legume flour (Sarpaki 
and Jones 1990,364; Sarpaki 1987,2001). There is also evidence for local cultivation of olives and vines 
(see 3.6), but the contribution to dietary needs cannot be specified more accurately, due to the nature of the 
commodities which do not survive in the archaeological record. A large scale project of organic residue 
analysis of clay containers may provide significant results towards the estimation of stored amounts. 
301 These staple foodstuffs have formed the dietary basis of the modern inhabitants of the island, especially 
in pre-industrial times and before the sea communication with Crete and Mainland Greece became regular 
and frequent. Meat was not consummed in quantities. Fish consumption is largely dependent on allowing 
weather conditions for fishing. Information from local inhabitants suggests that a household of 7-8 persons 
required for annual subsistence 200-300kgs. of barley and 100kgs. of olive oil, most of which was 
imported. From the wine output, 100-200kgs. were kept for domestic consumption, while the rest was sold. 
Dried grapes (stafida) were also commonly stored in houses. 
302 The preliminary palaeobotanic evidence suggests that barley was the predominant kind of cereal stored 
and consumed, both in terms of quantity and in distribution in the settlement. The examination of samples 
of cereal flour from different areas in the settlement demonstrated that fourty-five samples were of barley 
flour and only three of wheat; two samples from 08a and 016 seem to have been mixed wheat and barley, 
while in room 6 (first floor) of the West House barley and wheat flour were stored side by side (Sarpaki 
2001,34). 
303 The estimate for olive oil consumption in the ancient Mediterranean is 20 litres/person/year (Amouretti 
1986,181-3); however, Thera is not an olive oil producing area by Mediterranean standards and the 
consumption of olive oil, even when subsidised by imports, must have been less. 
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storage vessels are potential containers of foodstuffs (although the evidence suggests 
that at least some of them were permanently or temporarily used for storage of other, 
inedible commodities, e. g. pottery). We also include the factor of density of foodstuffs 
in the conversion from litres to kilograms. We adopt in the calculations the figure of 
2583 kcal/per person/per day after Foxhall and Forbes as the average calorific needs of 
individuals. 
We shall base our calculations on two types of household composition, one of five 
members and one of ten, as working estimates for comparative purposes 304 We are 
interested in the number of people who can be supported for one year by a given 
quantity of foodstuffs and alternatively the number of days a specific number of 
individuals (the domestic group) can be supported by a given quantity of foodstuffs 
according to the evidence from the capacity of the storage vessels found within the 
specific units. These simplified methods as described above, however arbitrary, will 
provide consistent reference numbers, when the results from different domestic units 
as presented in the next section are compared. The storage capacity of the West House 
is estimated to be ca. 4,500 Its., of the House of the Ladies 3,000 Its. and of Sector A 
6,000 its. 
Moving towards the third approach, we may note that cross-checking of the direct 
evidence from site size and of the indirect information of the intensity of territorial 
land use would constitute a more consistent approach to population estimates 
(Wilkinson 1999; cf. studies on traditional land use on Melos, Wagstaff and 
Augustson 1982, and Messenia, Aschenbrenner 1972). The estimation of population 
for Akrotiri, based on annual agricultural yields, seems to be even more difficult, due 
to intrinsic problems related to the reconstruction of the pre-eruption islandscape and 
settlement patterns on the island (see 1.1). The extent of the island before the eruption 
is estimated to be 108 sq. km., slightly larger than the present day island (Aston and 
304 The numbers are adopted mainly for comparative purposes with the results of Christakis 1999a for 
Neopalatial domestic units. They do not suggest typical household compositions, which are dependent on a 
combination of factors such as the size and function of the domestic unit and the form of the household 
(note the working definition for household accepted by Gallant 1991,13, following Wilk and Netting 1984, 
emphasising aspects of kinship and task-oriented relationships). 
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Hardy 1990). We formulate below a working hypothesis on the extent of cultivable 
land required to support the population at Akrotiri, in order to examine the level of 
subsistence self-sufficiency of the settlement. 
The estimates for the extent of cultivable land required to support the population of the 
settlement are based on the figures presented in the tables above. We adopt the number 
of 2583 kcal per day per person and the population figures of 300-450 persons for the 
part of the settlement excavated so far. In calorific values, an annual amount of 
282,838,500-424,257,750 kcal would be required for subsistence (we adopt the 
maximum number in the subsequent calculations). We use the percentages suggested 
by Gallant (1991,68) for calorific intake proportions, that is 65% cereals, 25% pulses 
and 10% olive oil; we exclude fruit, meat and wine, the latter being of low nutritional 
value. Cereals are equated to barley; although there is evidence for local cultivation of 
olive trees, our suggested percentage may be not entirely provided by local yields. The 
annual amount of kilocalories for the population as stated above would then be 
supplied by 275,767,537 kcal of barley, 106,064,437 kcal of pulses and 42,425,775 
kcal of olive oil. We use Gallant's figures for calorific values of annual yields for each 
foodstuff (1991,75-78, table 4.7)3°5: for barley it is 1,903,642 kcal/ha, and for pulses 
we adopt an average figure of 876,233 kcal/ha (broad beans and lentils); for olive oil 
we adopt the figure of 3,371,250 kcal/ha, estimated by Warren (forthcoming a), based 
on Allbaugh 1953306 Note that olive yields are biennial, so that the required land area 
must be doubled. Based on the above figures, the required land area for annual 
calorific needs of the population is as follows: 
305 We accept the average calorific value stated in Gallant's table, as there is no particular reference to the 
Cyclades. We may note that information from a local farmer from Santorini on annual yields of "fava" 
(Lathyrus clymenum) is that during a year of poor rainfall the yield may be as little as 60kg., while the 
normal output during good harvest years can be ca. 900-1100kgs. The latter figures are in broad agreement 
with Gallant's average figures for annual yields of broad beans and lentils (1991, table 4.7). In modem 
Santorini, during 1999 200-300 hectares were used for barley cultivation and 80 hectares were used for 
"fava" cultivation (in 1835 the figure for barley was 384 hectares and in 1850 the figure for "fava" was 45 
hectares) (Kafouros 2001,381-382). 
306 Based on Allbaugh 1953, Warren (forthcoming a) adopts a conservative yield estimate of 2.5kg of oil 
per tree and an area figure of 150 trees per hectare. See also Aschenbrenner 1972 (53-55, Table 4-2) for a 
detailed table with data for olive oil production (area of cultivation, yields and labour) based on evidence 
from a farming village in Messenia which he studied in 1969-1970 (in the same work contemporary data is 
also provided for other crops, such as vines and figs, which the author takes to have been also important in 
the LBA economy). 
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Cereals (barley) 275,767,537 - 1,903,642 = 144.86 hectares 
Pulses 106,064,437 = 876,233 = 121.04 hectares 
Olive oil 42,425,775 = 3,371,250 = 12.58 X2= 25.16 hectares 
Total = 291.04 hectares 
The area of the pre-eruption island is 10,800 hectares. Even if we assume that the 
original extent of LCI Akrotiri was 20 times larger, and we assume a population by 
direct analogy (which is highly improbable, since the residential density may have 
been different throughout the extent of the settlement, cf. Whitelaw 2001), the required 
land would be 5820.8 hectares. Sperling (1973, Appendix 3, table 6) provides data for 
the relation of area of cultivation to density of population in the community districts of 
Thera in 1961 and cites the total area cultivated on the island, which is 3,690 hectares 
(population of the island 7,751, extent of the modern island ca. 9,000 hectares; the area 
cultivated per 100 people was 47.6 hectares). While we are aware of the limitations of 
our approach, especially since we lack direct evidence for land use, farming practices 
and nature of crops (viticulture must have been extensive), and the settlement patterns 
and total population of the island during the LCI, we may, however, suggest that the 
inhabitants of LCI Akrotiri were, in theory at least, capable of a moderate/substantial 
level of subsistence self-sufficiency based on land cultivation. In the next section, we 
examine the evidence for self-sufficiency from the point of view of subsistence storage 
capacity within selected domestic units of the settlement. 
5.1.2 Storage in individual buildings (Houses and Sectors) 
In this section the archaeological data for storage facilities are presented contextually, 
as evidenced in individual buildings in the settlement, in order to establish the patterns 
of storage function and related use of space. A qualitative and quantitative selection in 
the discussion of the evidence applies, as defined in 5.1.1. 
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Xeste 3 (fig. 8a, pl. 143) and Xeste 4 (fig. 8b) present an overall picture of public or 
semi-public buildings in terms of function, when all available evidence is taken into 
account. Excavation data from Xeste 3 suggest that the building had a first storey of 
the same extent as the ground floor area and a second storey, most probably only at its 
western sector307. It measures ca. 300 sq. m. on each of the two preserved floors. It is 
interesting to note that it is possible that the access to the second floor was restricted to 
the inhabitants of the building through the secondary staircase (room 8), because it 
seems that the main staircase (room 5) reached only the level of the first floor308. 
Combined evidence from different manifestations of material culture in Xeste 3 
(architecture, wall paintings, pottery309) suggests that this building may have 
functioned for the purposes of ritual, religious or other social activities, involving the 
participation of a selected or more diversified number of people. These activities are 
believed to have taken place mainly in the eastern sector of the building, while the 
west could have served secular needs on a more daily basis. Many of the first floor 
rooms (and room 3 of the ground floor) of both the semi-public and the private sectors 
were decorated with wall-paintings (rooms 3,2,4,5,8,9 and 7,11,14 (possibly on 
the second floor)). Although facilities in the west sector suggest that there must have 
been permanent inhabitants in the building (an institutional household? as possibly 
also the case for Xeste 4), it is difficult to infer their number or their status. The 
evidence for subsistence storage function comes from rooms 6,7, (ground floor, and a 
pithos in room 7, first floor), 13 (possibly ground floor), 10,11,12 (first floor), as 
presented in Appendix III. Most of the pithoi found (with two exceptions only) are 
local. Pottery vessels were stored in many of the rooms, but we have to wait for final 
publication in order to examine whether any of the rooms served particularly as 
pottery storeroom310Characteristic features are the almost total absence of moveable 
311 finds from the area of room 3A, the absence of distinct shapes of pottery vessels 
307 Michailidou 1991,246-247. 
308 Michailidou 1991,239,247. 
309 Papagiannopoulou 1995 offers a preliminary discussion on functional aspects of rooms and the character 
of the building, based on quantitative and qualitative comparison of the pottery found in Xeste 3 and the 
West House. 
. 110 Papagiannopoulou (1995.215) suggests that room 7 with its array of different shapes must have served 
for storing the equipment used in the front rooms 3 and 4. 
311 PAE 1981,324-326. 
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such as cooking pots and Vapheio cups, the poverty in drinking vessels and rhyta and 
the popularity of pouring vessels (Papagiannopoulou 1995, where some implications 
of the nature of pottery vessels and their distribution in the building are hinted at). The 
subsistence capacity of Xeste 3 is estimated to be ca. 2,000 Its. It could support 
according to: 
Method (a): 7 people per year, or 5 people for 540 days or 10 people for 270 days 
Method (b): 5 people per year, or 5 people for 353 days, or 10 people for 176 days. 
According to Papagiannopoulou (1995,213) the smaller subsistence capacity 
suggested by the smaller number of pithoi (in comparison to the West House) 
indicates "lower consumption or intermittent use". The nature of the contextual 
information and the limited evidence for subsistence storage suggest that the building 
as a whole should not be considered in terms of domestic economy issues; however, 
the storage facilities in their form and layout comply in general with the patterns as 
evidenced elsewhere in the settlement. 
Most of the rooms of Xeste 4 are not yet excavated, and therefore the building is not 
included in the following discussion. Moreover, there is a possibility that some of the 
contents of both Xeste 3 and Xeste 4 were removed during the "final repair phase" of 
occupation. For these reasons, they do not offer representative cases, at least when 
subsistence storage is considered. 
Sector A. the Pithoi Storeroom (flg. 6, pls. 144-145), is a sui generis case discussed 
above in 4.7 in relation to the issue of community storage. While the evidence for 
storage function is strong, the architectural form of the building and the evidence for 
other household activities suggest a domestic overall function. The number and the 
size of the windows are most unusual when associated with storage. Evidence suggests 
the existence of an upper storey (of which almost nothing is preserved). The building 
could be closely linked or even dependent on the large house to the west, the Western 
Quarter. Other activities are also evidenced (such as food preparation in the ground 
floor and weaving in the first floor), suggesting that we may not have a difference in 
the use of space in terms of activities within a domestic unit but only in terms of the 
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scale of the subsistence storage function. The storage capacity of the pithoi found in 
the Pithoi Storeroom is estimated to be a minimum of 6,000 Its. (pithoi which are not 
yet restored are not included; there is also a possibility that pithoi found in Pillar Pits 
north and northeast of Sector A in outdoors areas might have been originally 
transferred there from Sector A during the "final repair phase"; the subsistence storage 
capacity of the Pithoi Storeroom would have therefore been even larger). The 
calculations based on the formulas described in 5.1.1 suggest that the Sector A 
subsistence potential (as estimated from the restored vessels and vessels in situ) can 
support by applying 
Method (a): 22 people per year, or 5 people for 1620 days, or 10 people for 810 days. 
Method (b): 15 people per year, or 5 people for 1058 days, or 10 people for 529 days. 
The pithoi storage capacity figure for Sector A is significantly higher than that of the 
figures suggested below for the West House and the House of the Ladies. Taking into 
account that the two latter buildings are considered to be representative domestic units 
(in terms of extent, functional areas and activities systems), it appears to us that the 
subsistence storage capacity of the Pithoi Storeroom is disproportionally large, were it 
to serve the needs of this three-room, two-storied unit. For this reason, and having 
rejected the explanation of community storage function, we tend to favour a case of 
dependency of the building on the neighbouring Western Quarter complex (note also 
that the evidence so far from the Western Quarter suggests limited subsistence storage 
capacity; pithoi were found mainly in room 2 and few in the first floor of room 3, but 
the building is not yet fully excavated). The function of the complex as a shop 
providing flour (Sarpaki 2001) should be considered if more samples of the same 
nature come forth from the same complex (see also discussion in 4.7). 
Sectors B and F seem to incorporate more than one domestic unit each, some of which 
could also belong to temporally distinct construction phases (all in use during LCI). 
Sector B (fig. 3) seems to comprise three units: (1) rooms B1, B2, B7 and possibly B6, 
(2) rooms B5, B8, (3) rooms B3, B4 and possibly other areas to the east of these two 
rooms, heavily affected by the torrent). In Sector F (fig. 5) a primary distinction can be 
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made between rooms 1-7 and rooms 9 and 10, which belong to a different building 
(building I F), to the north of what must be an open-air corridor F8. The state of 
preservation for both Sectors is not particularly good. In Sector B only the first of the 
above-defined units provides contextual evidence relevant to this study. Subsistence 
storage function is beyond doubt attested for the ground floor of B l, the storeroom 
with the built-in pithoi. In the first floor of B2, large storage vessels were found, the 
subsistence storage capacity of which should be co-estimated in the general 
consideration of the unit, although the circumstances suggest rearrangements of the 
"final repair phase". The ground floor area of B2 and the repositories of first floor B1a 
were used mainly for the storage of pottery. The large number of cooking pots found 
in B2, ground floor, may suggest their use in an industrial activity, of as yet 
unspecified nature; the fineware found in B1a, could be related to activities taking 
place in the main room. Circulation patterns through the staircase and B7 suggest easy 
access to all storage areas at all levels. The main entrance to the unit, however, is not 
yet securely identified. There is no evidence for the existence of a second floor. Sector 
F seems to have been severely damaged by the pre-eruption seismic destruction, and 
undergone extensive demolishing and remodelling, at least from an architectural point 
of view. Moreover, it is only partially excavated. The existence of a second floor is 
speculative (Michailidou 1991,204-205). Evidence for subsistence storage comes 
from the ground floor area of room 1-4a, where pithoi were found along the south wall. 
Sector A (fig. 2) comprises more than one unit, distinguished both in architectural 
terms and sequence of construction 312. These appear to be the following (not in order 
of construction; note also that areas in individual units may have been 
added/incorporated in different phases): 
(1) Areas A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A3, A8, A8a, and possibly 017 and A 17a (the area of the 
two latter rooms has been severely damaged from the torrent). The entrance is through 
A5, which leads to the main staircase. Michailidou identifies four levels/storeys in this 
312 Doumas 1974b; Michailidou 1991,218-228. with discussion of circulation patterns and finds in 
individual rooms. 
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unit (1991,224-225, the circulation patterns are also examined): (a) ground 
floor/basement of i3, ground floor of 08, ground floor of A 17 (b) ground floor of 
A4, first floor of A3, A8, A8a and A17 (c) mezzanine floor of A7 (d) first floor of 
A4, second floor of 03. 
(2) Areas A9a-e, Al, A9 and A9,1. The entrance was probably from the west, through a 
door under the "Pylon" structure. There appears to be a second entrance to the east, 
through room A9,1, and over the abolished in the LC period area A20 (unless this 
"entrance" is a falsely reconstructed window). The area of the two suggested staircases 
(A9a-A9b, A9c-A9d) is not yet fully explored. All areas had ground and first floor 
storeys. 
(3) Areas A 19, A 18a and A 18b, A21 and A2. The entrance is to the east, through A 19, 
where is also the main staircase. Room A21 is most probably a roofed area which 
communicated in the first floor level with A2 through a polythyron313 All areas had 
ground and first floor storeys. The median east-west wall of Alba and Al8b was 
subsequently added to the room. 
(4) Areas A 15, A 16, A 10, A 11, A 12 and A 13. The entrance is through A 15, where there 
is a mill installation and the staircase to the east. This area is a subsequent addition to 
the unit. All areas had ground and first floor storeys, except possibly A16 314 Room 
A 16 is also a subsequent addition to the main eastern unit. The area to the south of A 12 
and A 13 (A 14) has been affected by the torrent. 
The sequence and even the date of the subsequent construction of building units and 
individual areas are complex issues, for which it is hoped that more clarifications will 
be made in the final publication. Characteristic features in this Sector are the double 
walls, the variation of the levels of the storeys, and the multiple architectural additions 
and indoors modifications during different periods. Michailidou (1991,209-228) has 
313 Michailidou 1991,223; she also notes the need for a window opening in the east wall of the ground floor 
of room 02, so that the otherwise dark room would be lit by the south window of room 021. 
314 Michailidou 1991,221-222; note, however, the existence of stone bases of two doors on the first floor 
level of the west wall of 011, leading nowhere as a wall blocks the way to the west (a later addition within 
room 016 during the reconstruction of the area as one room with central column); the oblong area All a 
between rooms Al 1-A13 and A16 is filled in with debris (Palyvou 1984). 
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presented the most detailed examination of the excavation data up to now in relation to 
the circulation patterns, the finds and the possible functions of different rooms. For the 
purposes of this study, we accept as a working hypothesis the distinction of the units 
within Sector A as described above. However, it would be precarious at this stage of 
research to consider each of the units as a fully functioning independent domestic unit. 
The data for the rooms of the Sector which present evidence for storage function have 
been presented in 4.2 (cf. Appendix III) and 4.3. We shall briefly attempt to examine 
the evidence in relation to the distinct units. 
Evidence for storage vessels is found in at least one room in each of the units as 
follows: unit 1: A17 (ground floor and first floor), unit 2: Al (ground floor and first 
floor) and A9,1 (mainly ground floor), unit 3: A2 (ground floor) and A18 (ground 
floor), unit 4: A16 (ground floor) and AI I (possibly first floor). With reference to the 
storage function the following remarks can be made. Firstly, there is no apparent 
pattern in the extent and the architectural form of the rooms and their position inside 
the units in terms of circulation patterns and access. Secondly, the nature of the 
evidence is extremely varied in quantitative (large/low capacity), qualitative 
(subsistence storage occurring complementary to pottery storage or other activities) 
and contextual (the evidence from most of the above-mentioned rooms reflects 
accumulative storage patterns for protection during the "final repair phase") terms. It is 
interesting to note that in each of the defined units there has been one room at least 
which was designated for the protection of objects during the "final repair phase", a 
practice which could reflect decision-making in unit level (note also that "assigned 
value" objects were distributed in rooms of the different units, A3, A18, A16,09,1). 
Rooms Al 8a and b are oblong in ground plan; the form may invoke comparisons with 
oblong storerooms in Minoan Crete, but we have emphasised that the nature of the 
contents suggests piling and/or disturbance by the torrent and also that there is no 
consistent evidence from the settlement for the adoption of a specific architectural 
form for the accommodation of the storage function. The latter remark applies also for 
A1a, which cannot be compared to Minoan pillar crypts. 
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If we accept as a working hypothesis that the large storage vessels originally belonged 
to rooms in which they are found, regardless of the final arrangement for protection 
purposes, we estimate the subsistence storage capacity for each unit as follows: unit 1: 
2,600 Its, unit 2: 2,800 Its, unit 3: 900 Its, unit 4: 1,500 Its. 
In the ground floor room O1a there is strong evidence for subsistence storage and other 
activities, as suggested from the existence of a hearth, a "bathtub", and a large number 
of small pithoi with funnel-shaped collar. The room has two built square structures, 
possibly bases for pillars. The most representative cases of pottery storerooms are A9 
and especially A9,1, ground and first floor, where vessels were found stacked in 
groups (over thirty-five jugs and thirty amphorae of different shapes and dimensions, 
more than a hundred conical cups and an equal number of handleless and one handled 
cups and many other vessels). Unless the contents of A9,1 were arranged during the 
"final repair phase", as appears to be the case with the rich contents of A2, A18a and 
A18b and A17, this room is the most representative case of pottery storeroom found in 
Sector A. Room A3 was also found full of vessels in the first floor and the "cellar" (the 
"cellar" may also have been affected by piling arrangements). Conical cups were also 
found in the first floor of 07, possibly fallen from a shelf315. It is interesting to note 
that in these pottery storerooms the variety of vessels of different shapes and functions 
is large and comparable. In room A16 most of the vessels were found broken in piles 
and since parts of the vessels are missing and there is no sound evidence for the 
existence of an upper floor, it may be suggested that they were brought in the room 
from elsewhere during the activities of the last phase. 
In terms of fittings for storage purposes we mention the shelf in A2, the repositories in 
the first floor of 08a, the niches in 013 and 010 and the two cupboards in first floor 
rooms 010 and A13, which were both formed by the addition of clay bricks (especially 
visible in the cupboard of 013) to block openings in the walls, therefore possibly 
315 Michailidou 1991,227. 
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blocking previous access ways316 Loomweights were found as a small group in the 
first floor of Al and in a larger quantity fallen from the first floor of Al3. Bronze 
vessels gathered together as a hoard were found in the "cellar" of A3 and as individual 
specimens in the ground floor areas of A2, A18 and 016, where they were probably 
temporarily put for protection. Lead weights are reported from the first floor of rooms 
A3, A8 and from an area east of A8, inside the bed of the torrent, where 23 lead 
weights were found. 
The West House and the House of the Ladies are cases which fulfil the prerequisites 
discussed for an integrated functional approach. They are both spatially distinct 
domestic units, almost fully excavated and the effects of the "final repair phase" seem 
to be limited to internal rearrangements of the equipment and modifications of 
architectural character. For these reasons they are presented below in detail, as case 
studies of domestic units in the settlement. We give an outline of the layout of the 
rooms in floor levels (see also Appendix III for the contents of the rooms) and we 
estimate the subsistence potential of these two units, in order to employ the evidence 
in the discussion on the use of space and the domestic economy that follows in 5.1.3 
and 5.2. Finally, the rest of the buildings, such as Xeste 2 (pl. 141) and Xeste 5, are 
not considered at all, since excavation of the individual rooms has only just started. 
A. THE WEST HOUSE (Domestic unit 1) (fig. 7, p1.142) 
The almost complete excavation of the West House and its excellent state of 
preservation have been the reasons why most of the synthetic studies on Akrotiri have 
been based on archaeological data deriving from this particular building. It is 
preserved to the height of the upper storey (part of the collapsed roof was also 
evidenced in the north area) and there are indications of the existence of a second floor 
316 Michailidou 1991,222. 
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or small attic on top of part of the first floor, over the area of room 6317. In the 
following table, the measurements of the area of the house and its rooms are presented. 
WEST HOUSE (areas in sq. m. ) 
GROUND FLOOR FIRST FLOOR 
Total (exterior walls included) 147.095 Total (exterior walls included) 147.095 
Total (exterior walls excluded) 107.25 Total (exterior walls excluded) 116.13 
Rooms 1,2 318 (staircase) 12.98 Rooms 1,2 (staircase) 12.98 
Room 3A 12.48 Room 3 36.52 
Room 3B 3.30 
Room 3C 7.78 
Room 4 12.49 Room 4 11.61 
Room 4a 2.64 
Room 5 12.49 Room 5 (polyermaria not 
included) 
15.66 
Polyermaria (each of the three 
eastern) 
0.18 
Polyermaria (each of the three 
southern) 
0.30 
Room 6 13.15 Room 6 13.15 
Area between rooms 5 and 6 
(unexcavated) 
3.57 Area 7 4.10 
Table 12: Area estimates of the West House 
317 Michailidou 1991,88-89. 
318 The area of the rooms is calculated as habitation area, i. e. without the surrounding walls. 
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A brief account of the rooms and their layout follows, divided by storey levels (fig. 7) 
ff or the contents of the individual rooms see Appendix III and 4.3, with emphasis on 
the storage function (vessels and fittings) }. 
Ground floor 
Rooms 1,2 (staircase). Only part of the collapsed flights of the staircase has been 
uncovered. The unexcavated area of the ground floor (sottoscala) may have been used 
as a storage area. 
Room 3 
The ground floor area which corresponds to the first floor room 3 is divided by a 
north-south wall into two parts. The eastern part is named 3A. The western part is 
divided by a smaller wall (running east-west) into two parts (north 3I' and south 3B). 
Rooms 1,2 (entrance), 3A, 3r and 4 communicated by doors at their southern parts, 
on an east-west axis running along the south external wall of the house. The means of 
access to room 3B is not clear; there was apparently a window on the median wall 
between rooms 3B and 5, an unusual feature, which might imply that because there 
was no other opening to the room (3B), ventilation and light had to be ensured by an 
architectural adjustment of an internal window (these remarks apply if the room was 
actually used during the latest period of habitation; however, it is possible that room 
3B was out of use at the time of the final destruction). Rooms 3A and 3F had both one 
window each on the south external wall of the house. 
Room 3A: A "bathtub" was found near the northeast corner of the room, its long side 
adjacent to the east wall. Along the west wall of the room there was a built platform, 
which was a milling installation (dimensions: 1.2.30m., w. 0.76m., h. 0.40-0.56m. ). 
Three oblong stone grinding tools were found lying on the slabs which formed the 
upper surface. In the south part of the room there is a thick layer of ash mixed with 
earth and very few sherds. 
Room 3F: Pithos CN 10 and other vessels (small pithos with funnel-shaped collar, a 
small undecorated pithos (CN 305), amphorae (two of which are large, 0.43m. and 
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0.50m. ), more than 30 cups, 6 one-handled cups, more than 15 jugs and other spouted 
vessels, 6 skyphoi, a strainer, a rhyton, a fruitstand and other small vessels) were 
found in this room. 
Room 4 
The ground floor area of room 4 lay deeper than that of room 5 and room 3C. A kind 
of "cellar" was therefore formed (after the reconstruction of the house which followed 
the early LCI seismic destruction), amply lit and ventilated by the last window to the 
west of the facade towards the Triangle Square and by two windows on the west wall. 
Two large stone steps connected the ground floor of room 5 with this cellar, which 
seems to have been an area associated with food processing and cooking319 Large 
vessels include pithoi and a large amphora (h. 0.48m). On the floor of the room were 
found few amphorae, four Vapheio cups, a broken cooking pot. 
Room 5 
The ground floor area of room 5, together with that of room 6, must have been the 
main subsistence storage areas of the house, as evidenced by the large number of 
pithoi and other large vessels found. The room has a window on the west wall and 
another on the median wall with room 3B. It is accessed through room 4 by a door in 
the south wall. It seems to have been the main way to access room 6 (unless there was 
access to room 6 from the sottoscala area of staircase 1-2) and the secondary staircase 
(area 7), which led directly to the upper floors of rooms 5 and 6. The floor of the 
ground floor, made of beaten earth, was found at a depth of 3m. from the level of the 
slabs of the floor of the first storey. Most of the pithoi found in this room contained 
carbonised seeds and other organic material. Storage vessels were found mostly 
standing on the floor. 
Room 6 
There is a difference of 0.30m. between the floor level of the west part and the east 
part of the room; these were two different rooms separated by a north-south wall in a 
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previous phase. Large and small pithoi were found in this area (many with funnel- 
shaped collar) and a large "bathtub". 
First floor 
Room 3 
This is the largest room in the house. A central column was supporting the roof; the 
position of the column corresponds to the axis of the north-south median wall of the 
ground floor. The room was amply lit by a large window on the south wall. The 
evidence suggests that there were looms in the room, as a large number of clay discoid 
pierced loomweights was found in the fill of the collapsed floor in groups, although 
we cannot be more precise on the way the loomweights were originally stored in the 
room. The room was directly accessed by the landing of the main staircase (1,2) and 
communicated to the west with room 5. In the northwest part of the room a group of 
small vessels was found (small jugs, cups, and spouted vessels). 
Room 4 
The area in the southwest corner of the first floor of room 4 was separated by clay 
walls (room 4a) and contained a built structure connected to a clay pipe, which run all 
the way down to an external pit; it is therefore interpreted as a "lavatory". In the 
southeast corner of 4a two broad-mouthed jars (height 0.45m and 0.52m, CN 202 and 
CN 171) were found still in situ and they were filled up to the middle with plaster. 
Next to the pithoi a one-handled cup, a pestle and two pebbles were found. It is 
possible that the plaster was meant to be used for the renewal of the wall 
paintings/wall plaster or for sanitary reasons. Fragments of a "bathtub" were found in 
the ruins of the collapsed floor. 
Room 5 
The first floor of room 5 communicated through doors with room 4 to the south and 
319 Marinatos suggested that the room acted at the same time as a little metallurgy workshop, but the 
evidence is not conclusive (see also below 5.2). 
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with room 3 and area 7 to the east. It was a brightly lit area, with multiple windows on 
the north and west walls (polyparathyra). The floor was slabed and traces of red 
plaster were identified as connecting material in the interstices of the slabs. Small 
vessels were found on the sills of the northeast and northwest windows. This room 
was almost entirely decorated with wall paintings. The east and south wall were 
substituted by multiple cupboards (polyermaria), three smaller on the east wall and 
possibly two larger on the south wall (not preserved). It is possible that the cupboards 
were almost empty at the time of the destruction (only few small spouted juglets were 
found). 
Room 6 
The largest part of room 6 was excavated initially for the Dexion Pillar Pit 24. What 
was subsequently excavated is a fill at the east and west sides of the room. Series of 
wooden shelves must have originally stood on the east wall of the first floor of room 6, 
as suggested from the large number of conical cups and other small vessels found in 
the fill, fallen almost adjacent to the east wall. The cups appeared to be stored one 
inside the other. More than 160 conical cups and 250 smaller conical cups (h. ca. 
0.04m. ) were found. Pithoi, the lower parts of two of which were built in a low bench, 
a large number of small vessels and lead weights belong to the contents of the room. 
Area 7 
The main features in this area are the secondary staircase of the house and a cupboard 
which contained pottery. The area provided direct access to rooms 5 and 6. The 
cupboard was fitted with three rows of shelves. Pottery was stored in the cupboard 
with order, according to groups of vessels of the same type (groups of cups, "cycladic" 
skyphoi, fruitstands, nippled ewers and other small spouted vessels, conical and 
cylindrical rhyta and ribbed vases and three pithoi, CN 84, CN 85, CN 269). 
The evidence will be further discussed in the following sections on the use of space 
and the domestic economy, together with the evidence from the other domestic units. 
The calculations based on the formulas described in 5.1.1 suggest that, by estimating 
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the capacity of the storage vessels in the West House as being ca. 4,500 Its. the West 
House subsistence potential can support by applying 
Method (a): 16.6 people per year, or 5 people for 1215 days, or 10 people for 607 
days. 
Method (b): 11 people per year, or 5 people for 793 days, or 10 people for 397 days. 
Alternative calculations are also applicable32o 
B. THE HOUSE OF THE LADIES (Domestic unit 2) (fig. 10) 
The House of the Ladies is extensively excavated. The building is larger than the West 
House. There is strong evidence for the existence of a second floor over the whole or 
the largest part of the area of the first floor321. The main staircase and the anteroom 
(immediately to the north of the main entrance) are not fully excavated and appear to 
be later additions to the original plan (Palyvou 1984,135; Michailidou 1991,132-33). 
Unfortunately we are not able to provide a detailed table with exact measurements of 
all the areas in the House of the Ladies as we did for the West House, because detailed 
plans of ground and upper floors of the building are not yet available. The calculation 
of the total extent is approximate (ca. 300 sq. m. ) and is based on a general ground plan 
and the dimensions of some the rooms. A brief account of the rooms and their layout 
follows, divided by storey levels (for the contents of the individual rooms with 
emphasis on storage function see Appendix III and 4.3). 
320 In her study Sarpaki (1987) estimated the volumetric storage capacity of the West House as being ca. 
2441 +1 /3 for loss in calculations =ca. 3300 and suggests that seven adults could be supported for one year 




The room is not fully excavated. There is a door in the southeast corner, which was 
found walled and filled with earth and stones. 
Room 2 
Not excavated. The upper storey floor has been left in situ. 
Room 3 
Dimensions: 3.60m. X 2.10m. The room communicated with the corridor 10 and the 
rooms 2 and 4 to the north and south correspondingly. It seems that the passage from 
corridor 10 to room 3 was the only way of accessing the eastern rooms of the house at 
the ground floor level. Sand from the torrent was found in the room, especially in the 
eastern part. Large storage vessels (pithoi, some with their slabstone circular lids) were 
found along the walls of the room, fallen in a horizontal position with mouth to the 
north, broken as the floor of the upper storey and other material fell on them. Most of 
the pithoi were originally standing along the south wall, and possibly in a double row. 
Clay brick fragments found in the fill suggest that there existed originally a partition 
wall, which secluded partly the west part of the room, by forming a narrow corridor 
ca. 0.70m. wide. 
Room 4 
The dimensions of the room are 3.50m. (east-west) and 2.30m. (north-south). The 
room communicated with rooms 3 and 8 through doors at the west part of the north 
and the south walls, while it seems that there was no access to the corridor 10 from the 
ground floor level of the room. Sand from the passing torrent was found in parts of the 
room. The excavation data suggest two chronological phases in the use of the room 
(with implications for the construction of the house), since two floor levels have been 
revealed in the ground floor. On the ground floor level, which was in use during the 
321 Michailidou 1991,171-175. 
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last occupation of the house a group of small vessels and a pithos were found near the 
centre of the room and along the north wall. A small decorated pithos was found near 
the centre of the south wall. 
Room 5 
Dimensions: 4.70m. X 1.80m. A large part of the room was filled with sand from the 
torrent. Only two pithoi were found in situ standing on the floor of the room. 
Room 6 
The excavation has not reached the level of the ground floor. The objects found in the 
fill of the room are broken and not in situ, therefore they could have fallen from the 
upper storey (see below). 
Room 7 
Dimensions: 2.50m. X 3.50m. The room communicated with corridor 10. A large 
window was uncovered at the northern part of the west wall, the sill being at a distance 
of only 0.30m. from the floor of the room. The window was found blocked with large 
stones. The floor of the room was covered with grey stone slabs. Pure volcanic ash had 
filled the room and the top parts of piles of vessels started appearing almost 0.80m. 
above the slab pavement (these vessels possibly belong to the contents of the upper 
storey). Heaps of pottery were found along the walls and in the corners of the room. 
Some vessels had been stored one inside another, others upside down and others were 
still stoppered with pebbles, minor vases, disc-shaped sherds and rarely corks of clay. 
Along the north wall of the room there is a built bench, the surface of which is lined 
with slabs. On this bench and in the space in front of it many large vessels were found, 
mainly ewers. 
Room 8 
The room was found filled with sand from the torrent and pumice and ash in the east 
part. The room communicated with rooms 4 and 5. The ground floor deposit was 
found sealed under the floor of the upper storey. It consists mainly of small vessels. 
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Room 9 (lightwell). 
Dimensions: 1.70m. (N-S), 1.45m. (E-W). To the south, there is the auxiliary staircase, 
through the sottoscala of which the lightwell is accessed, while to the east, west and 
north there is the corridor 10. There are three small windows, in the north, east and 
west wall. The lightwell was found filled in and the windows and door were sealed. It 
seems that this activity took place shortly before the eruption, possibly in order to 
provide structural stability to the building against earthquake tremors. A pithos was 
found broken, but almost intact, near the ground floor level. Another pithos was found 
in scattered fragments in the fill of the lightwell. 
First floor 
Room 1 
Dimensions: 4.36m. (E-W), 2.40m. to 2.10m. (N-S). The room was divided by a wall 
running north-south made of ashlar masonry. The length of the wall is not clear, 
because the southern part is seriously damaged. The east compartment forms a kind of 
vestibule. In its northwest corner a hoard of handleless bowls was found. The main 
room to the west contains four repositories. A pithos was found to the east of 
repository 4. The existence of a fifth repository is speculative. 
Room 2 
Dimensions: 3.36m. X 1.96m. It seems that the room communicated with room 1 to the 
west through a door at the southern part of the west wall. The floor of a second floor 
(or roof? ) was still preserved in a very good condition, fallen at a small distance from 
the level of the first floor, which was equally well preserved. No objects were found 
on this second floor. More than four hundred vessels were found in the room, most of 
which in groups of similar types, intact and almost in their original positions. The 
largest vases were placed one beside the other, while the smaller ones one inside the 
other. Over three hundred of them are conical cups, which were stored in upright piles 
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according to size near the northwest corner of the room and along the west side of the 
north wall. 
Room 3 
The floor of the room was paved with volcanic schist slabs, some of which were found 
in the fill of the ground floor as the floor collapsed. The room communicated with 
corridor 10, and also possibly with the adjacent rooms to the north and south. Small 
vessels were found in groups of similar types. There are indications for the existence 
of a second floor level (fallen fragments of the upper floor), but no finds are associated 
with this level. 
Room 4 
The room communicated to the west with corridor 10. The floor of the first floor was 
found under the floor of the second floor, which was preserved only at the northeast 
part of the room. There was no intrusion of volcanic material between the two floors, a 
fact that suggests that the floor of the second floor subsided at a stage before the 
volcanic eruption, probably due to earthquake. The floor of the first floor is better 
preserved, especially at the west part of the room, where it seems to be in situ, with an 
inclination from the west to the east. Vessels found on this floor include a large 
spouted jar, a large beaked eyed ewer and conical cups, but the total number of the 
vessels is unknown, due to the fragmentary state of preservation. 
Room 5 
The room was accessed by the main staircase; it communicated initially with corridor 
10, but at a later stage the corridor passage was blocked by a thin wall, so that the 
southern part of corridor 10 was incorporated functionally to room 5. The floor of the 
room was found broken along the long axis; the southern part remained at its position, 




As mentioned above, the objects found in the fill of the ground floor could have fallen 
from the upper storey (among which amphoras, bridge-spouted jar, ewers, funnel- 
shaped collar pithos, tripod cooking pot, cups, fruitstand, flowerpots and a pithos). No 
exact details of the fmdspots of pithoi CN 124, CN 264, CN 284 were given 
("destruction layer", possibly from the upper floor). 
Room 7 
The room communicated with the corridor 10 and possibly with room 6 to the south. 
The room had two deep niches in the west wall, the northern of which was found filled 
with 13 vessels (conical rhyta, flowerpots and cups), which were placed orderly in 
horizontal series. The slabs of the floor of the second floor had fallen almost in vertical 
position in front of the northeast and northwest corners of the first floor area, where 
they enclosed small vessels, originally standing on the floor. The floor of the first floor 
area must have been made of beaten earth and it had sunk at the centre. A heap of 
handleless small bowls was uncovered on the floor at the middle of the south wall. 
Mainly small vessels were found in this storey (conical rhyta, flowerpots and nippled 
ewers). 
Room 8 
Dimensions: 2.40m. X 3.40m. The room possibly communicated with room 4 through 
a door at the east part of the north wall. The floor of the first floor was found broken 
along the long axis, but it had not collapsed, therefore it preserved the contents of the 
ground floor in the form of a sealed deposit. A considerable number of vessels 
(cooking pots, amphora, flowerpots, skyphoi, two conical rhyta, bridge-spouted jars, 





The room was possibly divided by a clay brick wall into two parts; to the eastern part 
belongs the wall-painting of the Ladies, while to the west part belongs the wall- 
painting of the Papyri. The floor of the room was paved with volcanic schist slabs. A 
pithos was found inverted on the slabs of the second floor, near the north wall; also to 
this level must belong a rhyton and two other small vessels. 
Room 4 
A pithos was originally standing on the second floor among other vessels, a stirrup jar 
and two eyed beaked ewers. 
Room 7 
Rooms 6 and 7 must have communicated at the level of the second floor through a 
polythyron structure322. The lower parts of the walls and parts of the slabed floor of the 
second floor of room 7 are preserved. Finds attributed to this level were found in 
volcanic ash of the upper strata or fallen in the fill at lower levels. It is possible that 
seven large pithoi come from this level, but the data for their original position are not 
detailed. 
The total capacity of the storage vessels of the House of the Ladies is estimated to be 
ca. 3000 Its. The calculations based on the formulas described in 5.1.1 suggest that the 
House of the Ladies subsistence potential can support by applying 
Method (a): 12 people per year, or 5 people for 810 days, or 10 people for 405 days. 
Method (b): 7 people per year, or 5 people for 529 days, or 10 people for 264 days. 
Alternative calculations are also applicable. 
3 22 Michailidou 1991,152. 
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It is worth noting that if we add the proposed maximum figures of people from the 
four buildings (Xeste 3, Sector A, West House, House of the Ladies) as calculated by 
method (a) that could be supported in subsistence terms for one year, we end with a 
number of 57.6 people; by multiplying this figure by seven (four by seven equals 
approximately the number of distinct units as suggested by Palyvou) we have a 
number of 403 people, which fits quite well the results from other methods of 
calculation for the total population of the excavated part of the settlement (see 
5.1.1)323_ 
5.1.3 The use of the domestic space 
The approach to patterns of storage and use of space within individual buildings is an 
attempt to detect cultural responses to specific needs within a particular community of 
people, taking into account the peculiarities of each building complex, when they 
signify a distinct adaptation of form to function324. In our examination of the evidence, 
we have considered significant the factors of exclusivity and permanence as defined 
below, in order to infer the storage function for specific areas. 
Areas with built or constructed architectural features, which serve or facilitate storage 
function, are to be considered as intended for a permanent storage use. These features 
include benches with built-in vessels, clay repositories and clay partition walls to 
define space to accommodate vessels and cupboards. Vessels of Group I (height over 
1.00m) with low transportability found in situ also provide strong evidence for a 
permanent storage use of the area in which they are found, especially when techniques 
to secure their stability have been applied. Large capacity, in terms of the number of 
items and/or individual vase capacity, can also be an indicator of permanence; this 
3231 owe the remark to Prof. P. M. Warren. 
324 Palyvou (1990), following Rapoport 1969 on the nature of the anonymous secular building, discusses 
the existence of an architectural design based on the theory of "models and variations". Architectural 
design is applied to each part of the building separately without any obvious intention- or possibility- of 
seeing the edifice as a single entity. It implies the distribution of functions on two or three levels, and 
anticipation of an intricate system of horizontal and vertical communication. 
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remark does not apply to the aspect of piling (defined as the accumulation of similar or 
different goods for reasons of protection or discard) as opposed to storing, when 
appropriate arrangements for handling and access to the stored objects are taken into 
account. Piling/hoarding are aspects of storage, and indeed in some cases of a 
permanent nature, but at Akrotiri they are necessitated by specific circumstances (the 
"final repair phase" activities). 
Permanence, however, does not necessarily imply exclusivity in the use of an area for 
storage purposes, because activities of a different character can take place 
simultaneously. Short term use/storage is strongly suggested when storage vessels are 
found isolated in a context which primarily suggests activities other than storage (e. g. 
living areas). The temporary use of open spaces such as squares to place equipment 
and procurements during the last phase of activities before the volcanic destruction is 
well attested in the settlement (see 4.5). Short term storage can also be envisaged in 
terms of the nature and the qualities of the contents; a cupboard or a large vessel in 
situ as described above are elements which suggest permanence of the storage 
function; however, the contents revealed at the time of the excavation need not 
necessarily have been the same during the use-life of the particular fitting. 
On the other hand, exclusivity in the use of an area for storage function requires 
permanency of storage facilities and is attested mainly by the absence of evidence for 
other activities, either through the absence of material evidence (tools, artefacts, 
products and waste-products) or through the special attributes of the area, when factors 
such as space, light, ventilation, accessibility are considered. Storage vessels and 
storage facilities in Akrotiri are occasionally found together or usually in close 
proximity to artefacts and installations associated with food-processing, evidence 
which confirms the use of the same area for multiple purposes. 
Finally, aspects such as accessibility of an area and patterns of circulation within a 
complex, suitability for a specific function, arrangement of facilities and installations 
are decisive factors in any attempt to define the function of a specific area. 
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Since no consistent architectural form (such as oblong rooms, annexes, cellars) that 
would exclusively serve the storage function is attested, we cannot rely on the 
identification of architectural form of rooms/areas, pre-designed under specific 
regulations, to infer storage function. The pattern seems to be that within units some 
areas were rendered suitable for storage (permanently, though not exclusively) by the 
pre-designed construction of fittings (e. g. benches with built-in pithoi, multiple 
cupboards), while others were possibly utilised as conforming to specific needs (e. g. 
as evidenced from the use of a room in the vicinity of living/ceremonial areas as a 
pottery storeroom, the construction of repositories). The layout certainly reflects the 
factor of convenience (e. g. use of ground floor areas with small windows), but also 
what seems to be culturally-bound patterns (e. g. repositories on the first floor, lack of 
underground pits). In this sense, and in relation to the apparent lack of community 
storage facilities, we can discern overall homogeneous patterns of a distinctive 
community, with a degree of individual choice within the units. 
From the evidence presented above, it appears that the subsistence storage function 
was accommodated in areas within units of the settlement which also served for other 
related activities, such as storage of pottery and food-processing. These rooms were 
spacious enough to facilitate access to contents and performance of other activities. 
There is only one area, namely the ground floor of room 1 in Sector B, which must 
have been used exclusively for subsistence storage. This room is of an oblong form, 
with built-in pithoi along the long walls. There is little free space left for circulation 
between the fittings in the form of a corridor, which enabled access to the contents. 
The limited number of vessels found in this room, mainly rhyta, suggest that the only 
purpose of visiting the room was for the retrieval of foodstuffs. Therefore exclusivity 
is suggested for the storage function of the room, in combination with the permanence 
of the storage facilities. However, in general terms, the combined practice of 
subsistence storage and pottery storage is testified in rooms both in ground floor and 
upper floor areas, while subsistence storage and food processing activities mainly 
occur in ground floor areas. Pithoi have been found in the same areas as hearths, while 
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areas with mill installations seem to occur near the entrance of a building and to have 
been more distinct in their function (storage of processed foodstuffs usually did not 
take place in the same area, but in adjoining rooms). 
The degree of integration of storage areas and facilities in the internal spatial 
arrangement of the units is a constituent of a functional approach which can be 
thoroughly examined in the multi-storied buildings of Akrotiri. This factor is best 
detected in the two domestic units discussed above (the West House and the House of 
the Ladies) and selectively in other units of the settlement. Two aspects are examined 
below: the size and distribution of storage areas and the character of the storage 
function in relation to other activities within individual buildings. 
From the evidence presented, it becomes evident that in the buildings at Akrotiri we 
are not in a position to define in architectural terms "storage/industrial wings", as has 
been done in numerous cases in domestic units and the palaces in Crete. This is the 
result not only of mere difference in scale, but mainly of difference in space 
organisation according to needs (with concomitant cultural input) and in the character 
of the domestic economy. At Akrotiri, we cannot rely on the identification of blocks of 
rooms of similar function or "wings", because the storage areas are well integrated, 
both in form and function, in the domestic units. If for example the West House was 
found empty of its contents and with much of its fixed fittings destroyed, we would 
not be on safe grounds to infer storage function within rooms, based solely on 
architectural form. For these reasons, the discussion is based on the identification of 
systems of activity, the relations among them and the allocation of space within the 
multi-storied buildings. 
While only final publication of the buildings and their contents will provide the 
detailed data needed for an integrated approach to systems of activities, the material 
under study and its contexts clearly suggest that most of the areas within domestic 
units, with few exceptions, are not to be considered as operating on a mono-functional 
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basis (cf. Kent 1984)325. The storage function is therefore best approached within the 
multi-functional setting of areas and the related activity systems (cf. Rapoport 1990). 
We can detect the following explicit patterns related to storage function in the 
operative framework of domestic units: 
(i) subsistence storage exclusively (rare) 
(ii) pottery storage exclusively 
(iii) subsistence storage (mainly) and pottery storage 
(iv) pottery storage (mainly) and subsistence storage 
(v) subsistence storage, pottery storage and food processing/preparation 
(vi) pottery storage and living (including food consumption and ritual/ceremonial 
activities) 
(vii) pottery storage and storage of other objects (vessels of other materials, 
loomweights, furniture, tools) 
It should be stressed that the above-defined functional categories might occasionally 
overlap according to specific needs. We attempt to examine how these activities 
operate in domestic units, whether they all occur consistently, where they occur in 
relation to floor levels and circulation patterns, and what is the amount of space 
allocated for each within the domestic units (see also figs. 2-11). 
(i) Subsistence storage exclusively. The most characteristic and indeed 
indisputable case is identified in the ground floor area of B 1, the oblong 
storeroom with the series of the built-in pithoi. Minor vessels, such as conical 
rhyta and an amphora, are very few and are obviously associated with the 
retrieval of the contents of the pithoi. The capacity of the pithoi cannot be 
measured with accuracy (estimated ca. 1,300 Its. ). The area is of small 
dimensions, easy access326 and of a private/domestic nature, bearing in mind 
the layout and the scale of the complex to which it belongs. 
325 This view is also expressed in other related studies such as Michailidou 1991 and Sarpaki 1987. 
326 Access to the room would have been from the east, from where also communication with ground floor 
room 2 would have been possible. However, the pithos found covered in clay plaster, as if incorporated as 
an afterthought to the fittings of the benches, appears to obstruct this opening in the eastern wall. Either this 
modification happened at a late stage (which still does not explain the access inconvenience) or the room 
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(ii) Pottery storage exclusively. We refer here to areas used as pottery storerooms 
for small vessels, usually found in groups of the same kind. Amphoras and 
jugs, especially of a large size, can be used for short-term storage and 
supplement the subsistence storage potential; we therefore examine them in 
combination with large pithoi and smaller vessels in cases (iii) and (iv) below. 
The most characteristic case of a pottery storeroom is the ground floor area of 
B2, which was found filled with cooking pots and other minor vessels (few in 
number and in variety, mainly cups). The nature of the functional ceramic 
category to which the vessels belong might suggest the storage of implements 
used for industrial activity, other that plain food preparation, and it is indeed 
one of the few cases when such activity might be inferred in the settlement, 
together with weaving (see below). However, the almost direct communication 
of the room with B1, a subsistence storage area par excellence, might point 
more clearly to food preparation activities (though taking place in another area, 
but not in the ground floor areas of B1 or B2, possibly outdoors327). The area 
of the first floor of rooms 3 and 7 of the House of the Ladies and possibly also 
the area above the cellar of room A3 and the ground floor areas of rooms A9 
and 8 of the House of the Ladies can be put in this category. In most of the 
other comparable cases, pottery storage is more or less associated with other 
functions, and for this reasons it is mainly examined in the following sections. 
(iii) Subsistence storage (mainly) and pottery storage. This is a common set of 
functions encountered mainly in ground floor areas, such as in rooms 5 and 6 
of the West House, room 3 of the House of the Ladies and rooms 2 and 3 of 
Sector A and 09,1 (for the latter two cases with caution against piling during 
the "final repair phase"). We may also classify here the case of first floor area 
of room 10 of Xeste 3, although the evidence for the contents of the room is 
not clear (this case could fit the subsistence storage exclusively category, if no 
was entered from above (which also is not a very plausible option). Further cleaning of the area and a 
detailed plan may provide more conclusive information. 
327 For a structure made of upright "schist" slabs found to the east of the eastern wall of B2 (Thera VII, 20- 
21, pl. 29b) see footnote 211. 
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pottery is reported from the room328). Some of the largest vessels in these 
rooms were possibly used to complement the storage function of the pithoi, 
their contents either being of a different nature/quality or being stored on a 
short-term basis. Smaller vessels and fineware could be either stored per se or 
they were used for the retrieval and transfer of the contents of larger vessels 
(note, however, that only after the publication of the contents in detail we shall 
be able to distinguish functional ceramic categories and related use). In the 
West House and in Sector A these areas are in proximity to food 
processing/preparation installations (however, in the case of room 6 we are not 
certain about the existence of a door towards the sottoscala area, which would 
enable easy access to room 3A). It appears that more than one room in each 
unit could be allocated for this combined function (with emphasis on 
subsistence storage needs). We do not include here the first floor areas of 
rooms B2 and Al, where large pithoi and other vessels were found, as we do 
not think that the subsistence storage function was the main activity in these 
areas during normal life circumstances. We cannot also be more specific on the 
evidence from the second floor area of room 7 of the House of the Ladies, 
where large pithoi were found but the area is much destroyed. 
(iv) Pottery storage (mainly) and subsistence storage. This is a set of functions 
which occurs in first floor areas such as room 6 of the West House, 8 and 2 
(and possibly also 6) of the House of the Ladies, and possibly 11 of Xeste 3, 
and also in the ground floor area of room 7 of the House of the Ladies (the 
rooms of the House of the Ladies contain very few large storage vessels in the 
strict sense; they are probably better considered as pottery storerooms). A very 
interesting aspect in the approach to these areas could be the quantitative and 
qualitative approach to the contents of the pithoi. Even in the same house, there 
is a differentiation in the use of areas for storing different crops, and also a 
differentiation of areas storing food in different stages of processing (as 
suggested for the West House in Sarpaki 1992b, 228). It would be interesting 
328 According to Sarpaki (1987,166) in Xeste 3, room 10 is not yet fully excavated but from the point of 
view of plant remains it seems to have had a subsistence storage function as suggested by the high density 
of seeds compared to other samples for quantities of soil processed. 
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to detect the stage of food processing of crops stored in rooms of the buildings, 
in order to examine whether, for example, flour is kept in rooms where the 
pottery storage function is prevalent, i. e. with pottery for serving food (such as 
first floor rooms 6 of the West House and 2 of the House of the Ladies), or in 
facilities in upper floor areas, near the living/ceremonial rooms, for easy 
access. This evidence has also implications for the preservation of food in 
different stages (Sarpaki 1987,214). 
(v) Subsistence storage, pottery storage and food processing/preparation. This set 
of related activities is evidenced in ground floor areas of room 1 Sector A, 
room Ala, (where evidence for subsistence storage is prevalent) and possibly 
3A of the West House (although in this case the food processing function is 
prevalent). We should note in these rooms the existence of structures identified 
as "hearths" (with traces of fire on the fittings of Sector A and Ala, but with 
not conclusive evidence for 3A of the West House). It appears that the 
common pattern is the close proximity of storage areas to distinct areas for the 
first stages of food processing, which is often located at the entrance vestibule 
or immediately next to it (A15, room 3A of the West House), rather than the 
combination of the functions in the same room (note also the consistent 
appearance of "bathtubs" in these areas); cooking, however, may have taken 
place in the areas where foodstuffs were stored. It is worth noting that flour has 
been identified in samples from Ala and Sector A, room 1, (Sarpaki 2001,33, 
table 1), both areas with hearths. The ground floor area of room 4 of the West 
House fits the category of pottery (mainly) and subsistence storage, but 
because a number of stone tools were found we tentatively mention this area 
under the present category. 
(vi) Pottery storage and living (food consumption and ritual/ceremonial activities). 
We have distinguished this category from the one of exclusively pottery 
storage function because of the presence of distinct fittings (repositories, 
cupboards), containing usually fmeware pottery and occasionally other vessels 
of more specific use, and because they are usually found either within or in 
direct connection with living/ceremonial areas. We attribute to this set the 
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evidence from the repositories and the cupboards, such as found in first floor 
areas of room 5 of the West House (we might here include the cupboard of area 
7 of the West House, where also the organic contents of the storage vessels 
provide the immediate link to food consumption), room 1 of the House of the 
Ladies, room B1a (although not in the same room but in direct connection with 
room B 1), and also possibly A8a (although the contextual evidence of the room 
is much destroyed). The evidence from the niches is in most cases 
complementary to pottery storage in the same room (e. g. room 7 of the House 
of the Ladies). 
(vii) Pottery storage and storage of other objects (vessels of other materials, 
loomweights, furniture, tools). We have emphasised that there is no evidence 
up to now for the exclusive storage of vessels of other materials or other 
objects (with the exception of loomweights) in distinct areas and/or fittings. 
These objects (metal and stone vessels, ostrich egg vases, furniture) are found 
stored together with pottery of different kinds in areas where they were 
evidently put for protection or gathered temporarily during the "final repair 
phase" (ground floor areas of A18, possibly also A16 and the "cellar" of A3, 
and A17 which contains mainly pottery). We cannot therefore detect the 
patterns of storage for these objects during normal life circumstances. Vessels 
and objects which have been considered of ritual use (animal rhyta, tables of 
libation) have also been mainly found as individual specimens. Finally, 
loomweights found fallen in groups from upper floor areas were stored either 
in piles on the floor, or possibly on shelves attached on the walls of the rooms, 
or rarely in pithoi, such as the one found in room 1 of Sector A. The same 
observations are valid for the storage of lead weights (note that in the West 
House the lead weights were stored in room 6, first floor, an area associated 
mainly with pottery storage). 
The evidence for subsistence storage is attested in the units of the settlement directly 
through systems of activities (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) and indirectly through (vii). The 
most common pattern for subsistence storage is evidenced through (iii) and (iv) 
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systems of activity, which is the combination of subsistence storage with pottery 
storage. Strong evidence for subsistence storage function comes mainly from ground 
floor areas, but also from the upper floor areas (note the pre-planned construction of 
benches with built-in pithoi in the West House and Xeste 3), possibly reflecting a 
pattern of storing different quantities of foodstuffs related to different stages of 
processing and consumption needs. System (i) is rare; (v) may point occasionally to a 
stage of temporary storage of foodstuffs about to be processed or before their transfer 
to other storage areas329, unless subsistence storage function is prevalent (as in room 
Ala and in room 1 of Sector A), while system (vii) does not usually refer to normal 
life circumstances. Pottery storerooms and fittings for the storage of pottery are also 
present in almost all units of the settlement, usually, but not exclusively, on the upper 
floor areas. It is important to note that superimposed rooms in the same building do 
not necessarily accommodate the same systems of activities in the different storeys 
(note, for example, the difference between ground floor areas of rooms 3,4, and 5 and 
the first floor respective areas in the West House). 
With reference to the domestic units examined, we attest the allocation of space to 
systems (iii) and (iv) in both the West House and the House of the Ladies, with the 
ground floor areas being preferred in the West House and the ground floor but also 
apparently to a considerable extent the first floor areas in the House of the Ladies. In 
the West House, the space allocated to these systems in both storeys represents 
approximately 27 % of the indoors area, while in the House of the Ladies it represents 
10-15 % of that area (but the figure for the House of the Ladies refers only to ground 
floor and first floor areas, excluding the second floor for which we have limited 
evidence; we should also note that in the House of the Ladies there still remain few 
unexcavated areas; for these reasons, the figure suggested might not be representative). 
For the rest of the residential units, we can only note that each had at least one room 
329 Sarpaki (2001,36-38) discusses the possibility of the existence of an organised class of millers and/or 
milling merchants, based on the evidence for organised milling installations and the possible 
function of 
Sector A as a shop for selling flour (see discussion on Sector A 
in 4.7). We note, however, that milling 
installations appear to function within the context of distinct units; even 
if each served the needs of people 
of more than one unit, the milling operation appears to 
be of a small localised scale and not of mass 
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where strong evidence for subsistence storage exists, as part of the systems of 
activities described above. 
It is interesting to note that the subsistence potential of the residential units does not 
directly relate to their size, and neither does the estimated extent of areas associated 
with subsistence storage function. This remark could have important implications 
when the number of members and the composition of a household are estimated in 
relation to house size without taking into consideration the contextual evidence for 
function and use of space. In the House of the Ladies there appears to be an emphasis 
on pottery storage (ii, iv and vi as described above), while the subsistence potential is 
rather moderate and no clear evidence exists for food processing; however, a milling 
installation may be identified near the entrance to the building (the area of the main 
staircase is unexcavated) and future palaeobotanic analysis of samples may clarify 
issues related to food processing. It is worth noting that large pithoi were found on the 
second floor of rooms 4 and 7, but the areas were not well preserved. While only the 
detailed contextual publication of the contents will enable a more integrated approach 
to the function of the building, these remarks may prove to be of significance. In Xeste 
3, systems (iii) and (iv) are attested both on ground floor and first floor areas, in the 
western sector of the building. An installation has been identified by Mounrea- 
Agraphioti as a milling bench 330 
Patterns of access to the storage areas of the buildings and their accommodation within 
each unit in relation to other task-specific areas provide important information on 
aspects of the function of the units and the organisation of the households. Building 
techniques and interior organisation, access and circulation within distinct units, and 
use of space within the rooms of the multi-storied buildings have been extensively 
discussed in the works of Michailidou 1991 and Palyvou 1987; 1999a. Access to the 
upper storeys was provided by main and secondary staircases (for details of 
community production, which would justify the existence of a distinct organised professional class of 
millers/merchants. 
330 Reference from Sarpaki 2001,36, footnote 25, paper by A. Moundrea-Agraphioti "MuA6vec Kai 610öiKaoic 
bAEOnS oro AKpWTjpl", in the conference for the 30 years of the Akrotiri excavation, unpublished. 
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construction see Palyvou 1999a). The corridor is a feature not commonly used in the 
architectural planning of buildings at Akrotiri (the most characteristic example is 
identified in the House of the Ladies). Most of the rooms were entered by simple 
doors, the jambs and some of the stone pivots of which are preserved, although we are 
not certain about the way they were secured. Since there is no evident reason to 
believe that some rooms were more safeguarded than others, differential access would 
have been achieved by the circulatory patterns applied in the design of the building 
and its internal arrangements. There are very few ground floor rooms with no door 
openings; there we must assume access from the upper storeys (for rooms 3r of the 
West House and the ground floor area of B1 see above 5.1.2). Access to the ground 
floor areas does not seem to have been particularly restricted or safeguarded. In the 
West House, one can access all the ground floor rooms by turning left on entering the 
house (or possibly by a sottoscala door to room 6). When these two entrances are 
closed, direct access to the ground floor areas is made only by the secondary staircase 
of area 7, its use being apparently reserved for the inhabitants of the house. We should, 
however, note that ground floor room 5 is the most remote from the entrance in 
circulation terms (this remark may apply to room 6 if the existence of a sottoscala 
access is not attested). In the House of the Ladies, the ground and upper floor corridor 
which run around the lightwell, together with the two staircases, regulated the 
circulatory patterns and provided easy access to almost every room. The most 
characteristic case is the Pithoi Storeroom, Sector A, where one enters directly into the 
storerooms (if the main entrance is identified correctly to the southeast of room 1) and 
can easily make one's way to the next two rooms, the only problem being the lack of 
available floor area due to the number of the vessels stored. The large windows of the 
east wall provide another example of lack of any particular concern for security. In 
Xeste 3, the main storage rooms 10,11 and 6 are all in the west, so-called "domestic" 
sector and do not appear to have been difficult to access, even from the main entrance 
of the building, and then through room 4. A second entrance to the western sector 
would be through room 3b, which, however, may have been used mainly by the 
inhabitants, as this access way is directly related to the secondary staircase which leads 
to the third floor. It is worth noting that in Xeste 3, as also in the West House, the 
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secondary staircase is situated conveniently to serve access from residential/living 
areas to storage/utilitarian areas, from the first floor to ground floor in the West House 
and from the second floor to the first floor in Xeste 3, while avoiding the main 
staircase near the entrance. The overall impression is that storage areas are actually 
meant to be out of the way or sight of people and guests, with no particular concern for 
safeguarding the contents, as also the number of the windows (some of which are large 
and most at road level during the last phase) indicates. 
Rooms with complementary sets of activities naturally occur within each unit. The 
spatial distribution of rooms with specific architectural features and the systems of 
rooms in terms of circulation and function within the buildings have been examined by 
Michailidou (1991). Apart from a general remark on the convenience of using ground 
floor areas for storage, and especially subsistence storage and food processing, it 
appears that storage areas are not separated from residential areas in terms of "wings" 
but they are integrated in the circulatory patterns of the units and situated mostly 
according to convenience of the users. Even in Xeste 3, in the first floor of the western 
sector, residential areas and storage areas occur in close proximity. It is here 
interesting to note, with specific reference to the storage areas, that the pattern of their 
distribution within a unit appears to be conditioned by the size of the building and 
especially the number of storeys. In the West House, where the residential areas are 
necessarily confined in the first floor, storage and food processing are accommodated 
mainly on the ground floor, with limited potentiality of expansion on the first floor. On 
the other hand, in the House of the Ladies and in Xeste 3, where there is the possibility 
of residential areas on the second floor, the storage areas take over extended parts of 
the first floor, as well as areas on the ground floor. This remark may be related to the 
number of inhabitants, since it suggests that we should not simply multiply floor areas 
by storey levels as living space; the multi-storied buildings may be seen as residences 
of affluent people who can afford larger space for the accommodation of their 
belongings. The nature of the stored commodities and the scale of the storage areas 
can be significant for the function of the building (note for example that in Xeste 3 and 
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the House of the Ladies subsistence storage is limited while pottery storage, at least 
for the House of the Ladies, is on a considerable scale). 
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5.2 DOMESTIC ECONOMY 
In this section, we attempt to reconstitute the nature of the economic activities and 
strategies within the domestic units examined above. 
The evidence for subsistence potential has been presented for each of the domestic 
units in the relevant sections. In general, it seems that the units enjoyed a substantial 
degree of self-sufficiency, with stored foodstuffs able to support the inhabitants for a 
considerable time span. However, none of the units, not even Sector A, were able to 
provide any kind of buffer relief in periods of food crisis on a community level. 
Therefore, it appears that subsistence storage in the settlement was organised on 
household level and the procurement of sufficient foodstuffs must have been mainly 
the preoccupation of individuals or groups. of individuals according to potential and 
needs rather than a concern on a community level. Differential subsistence storage 
potential might also indicate that no kind of regulated redistribution system was 
operating. 
In Sarpaki's studies (1987; 1992b.; 2001) on the palaeoethnobotany of the West House 
important points are made on the organisation of the provision, distribution, storage 
and consumption of foodstuffs in the settlement. They are summarised and discussed 
as follows. 
There seems to be a differentiation in qualitative terms of stored foodstuffs among 
buildings and within the same building. In the West House there seems to have been a 
partiality for the cultivation and/or use of cf. L. clymenum on a wide scale, whereas in 
Xeste 3 cf. L. clymenum is not abundantly represented but the emphasis seems to be 
towards Pisum sativum (Sarpaki 1987,194). In Xeste 3, room 10 is not yet fully 
excavated but from the point of view of plant remains it seems to have had a 
subsistence storage function. What is striking is that the number of seeds per litre of 
soil, compared to the other samples, is very high and includes P. sativum, Hordeum, 
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Olea europaea, cf. L. clymenum, Lens culinaris and L. cicera/sativus. Moreover the 
quantity of both legume and olive fragments, compared to other wet-sieved samples, is 
equally high (Sarpaki 1987,166). There also seems to be a total absence of wheat in 
Xeste 3 (Sarpaki 1987,167), which is, however, evidenced in flour form in the West 
House, room 6, in A8a and in 016 (Sarpaki 2001). Within the West House, most of the 
pulses were kept in the ground floor area of room 5, except for the lentil crop which 
was kept in the ground floor area of room 6, and both the Spanish vetchling and pea 
crops which were kept in room 3F (Sarpaki 1987,219). No botanical remains come 
from the first floor areas of rooms 3,5 and 4. Unfortunately, we do not have 
comparable material for the House of the Ladies. This specialisation in stored 
foodstuffs in the buildings could have some implications on the procurement and 
consumption patterns. On a general level, we have indirect information on field 
cultivation, which, if we had accurate land measurements could be translated into 
annual yields and quantitative comparable figures for the allocation of cultivable land. 
Sarpaki (1990) discusses the possibility that samples of the same crop plant, stored in 
different storage jars, could give us some indication of field fragmentation in the area 
of the LBA settlement (identification of different weeds, size of seeds). On the level of 
the domestic economy, the differential, qualitative nature of stored foodstuffs within 
buildings could suggest either a specialisation in cultivation, if we accept that 
cultivable plots are directly owned by and controlled by distinct domestic units in the 
settlement, or simply a preference reflecting dietary habits. 
The pattern of crops brought to the buildings after they had been coarse-sieved (as 
opposed to the practice during the MBA) led Sarpaki (1987,206) to speculate on the 
possible difference between a primary producing site in MBA and a consumer site in 
LBA. This observation could be linked to a possible change in the nature of the 
economic activities of the inhabitants of Akrotiri, with emphasis shifting from 
agricultural subsistence to intensified trade/seafaring. This theory could be further 
supported through a comparison between the character of the material culture in the 
MBA and LBA settlement, which would be far beyond the scope of this study. If the 
inhabitants of the LBA settlement were not directly involved in agricultural 
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production, they should certainly have had the means to control or acquire staple 
subsistence products, either on a community level or on a domestic unit level. This 
aspect could be examined in relation to the settlement patterns on the island and the 
amount of imported foodstuffs. Whichever is the case, it seems that each of the 
residential units attained a decent degree of subsistence autarchy, as demonstrated 
above from the evidence from storage capacity. The above considerations may be also 
valid for the procurement of other foodstuffs, which are not visible in the 
archaeological record or require the application of different storage/preservation 
facilities. 
Inside the LBA buildings, the crops underwent further stages of processing, such as 
fine-sieving and grinding, as evidenced in the palaeoethnobotanic study (Sarpaki 1987, 
217-218,2001), and the products of different stages 33 1 were stored in the West House 
in different facilities. The distribution patterns of the processed crops do not seem to 
be reflected in the types of storage vessels used, but an important point could be made 
in terms of quantities within the same building. Even in the same house, there is a 
differentiation in the use of areas for storing different crops, and possibly also a 
differentiation of areas storing food in different stages of processing (Sarpaki 1992b, 
228): in the West House, room 5, which has the largest storage capacity, seems to have 
been reserved for all "secondary processing" and for storing uncleaned crops straight 
after the first stage of processing, whereas in room 6, ground floor, products which 
had undergone some form of "tertiary processing", such as legume fragments and 
legume flour, in a form more ready to eat332; wheat and barley flour were stored in two 
jars built-in a structure on the west wall of room 6, first floor, where a very large 
number of pots used for serving food was also found. This practice, if also proved to 
be valid in other buildings, could indicate applied long-term preservation strategies 
331 Primary storage denotes the stage immediately after coarse sieving and/or secondary processing, 
whereas secondary storage denotes the product of the tertiary processing stage, prior to food preparation 
(Sarpaki 1987,219). 
332 Sarpaki (2001,34, table 2) lists a number of five samples of bulgur type barley from room 5 of the West 
House and only one from room 6, both from ground floor areas. This information, as also what appears to 
be a wide distribution of flour samples from ground floor storage areas from different units of the 
settlement (ibid., 33, table 1), may imply that the storage patterns in relation to stages of food processing 
may not have been strictly exclusive in spatial terms. 
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(Sarpaki 1987,214) and possibly differential use of space for different stages in food 
processing/preparation, related to convenience (Sarpaki 1987,220, where she 
examines the factors of light and draught in rooms 5 and 6) and circulation patterns 
(possible communication of room 6 ground floor with the mill installation in 3A and 
of room 6 first floor with living/ceremonial areas). The fact that in first floor room 6 
the storage jars were built in a bench, the accessibility of the room from the ground 
floor of the West House storage areas, the large quantity of serving vessels (e. g. 
conical cups) and the cupboard in area 7, induce us to believe that this room was 
designated for storage of food at a stage immediately prior to consumption and 
perhaps it acted as an intermediary between the lower storage/cooking areas and the 
living areas upstairs, "a sort of larder" (Sarpaki 1987,222). Another interesting point 
is whether the apparent differentiation and specialisation of storage areas could imply 
division of labour in food processing activities (Sarpaki 1987,230) and also possibly 
gender-specific areas, an issue which is examined below in the discussion of other 
activities. Restricted control of access to the bulk of foodstuffs could also be 
considered in this context, since ground floor room 5 is apparently the most remote 
area from the entrance in circulation terms (a point which is not apparently confirmed 
for Xeste 3 and the House of the Ladies). Another important aspect is that from the 
palaeobotanical study it appears that all stages in food preparation (from fine sieving 
to grinding/pounding to cooking) took place in the domestic unit examined, i. e. the 
West House (Sarpaki 1987, note especially the identification of a chaff sample and the 
evidence for milling and cooking in room 3a). It is rather unfortunate that we cannot 
elaborate on these issues with reference to other units in the settlement; we can only 
emphasise the presence of mill installations in most of the units of the settlement. 
Storage of objects, tools, vessels of specific function and raw materials are a good 
indicator for the performance of activities within a domestic unit. We have already 
discussed the evidence for cult/ritual activity in 4.6. We are here mainly concerned 
with evidence for specialised/industrial household activities and their setting. It is 
important to note that in the part of the settlement excavated so far there is no 
independent structure/fitting which can be undisputedly identified as an area of 
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specialised activity (pottery or metallurgy workshop, kiln). Although we know from 
the indirect evidence of finished products that such areas must have existed, we have 
not come across anything that would meet the criteria for identification (van Effenterre 
1983; Tournavitou 1988; Evely 1988; Michaelidis 1993). It is also important to note 
that at Akrotiri no stored quantity of raw materials has been identified, either in a 
specialised or domestic context 333 The evidence for waste material of different kinds 
is also of no particular help. There appears to be a limited range of large-scale 
industrial activities, which would have economic impact on the life of the settlement 
(mainly the pottery and textile production, which are considered below). For this 
reason we proceed to the examination of the evidence within the domestic units, with 
emphasis on the activities for which we have sound evidence related to storage of 
implements or fmished products. 
Food processing, and more specifically grinding/pounding, is suggested by the 
evidence to have taken place within the residential units, according to the needs of the 
inhabitants. No "mill-house" has been identified, in which food processing would have 
taken place on a scale which would respond to needs on a community level334. 
However, it is possible that the primary stage of processing could have taken place on 
a more collective basis out of the limits of the urban "consumer" centre. The 
concentration of stone tools, in areas such as the ground floor of F1 and the open area 
south of Xeste 3 have been attributed to activities of the "final repair phase", while the 
concentration of tools in the ground floor area of room 4 of the West House may be 
more related to food processing than metallurgy, as originally suggested 335 The large 
number of cooking pots found in the ground floor area of B2, if dissociated from 
333 The nature of the amount of clay found in the area of Dexion Pillar Pit 17 is disputed. 
33' Note Sarpaki's hypothesis on a class of millers (2001); see discussion on Sector A in 4.7. 
335 By Marinatos, in Thera VI, 29-30; see Schofield 1990, with discussion by Michailidou, where the 
arguments in favour of a metallurgical household industry are weakened. The presence of large cakes of 
litharge (of Lavrion origin) at Akrotiri proves that some production of silver, either from silver bearing 
galena, or silver-reach lead metal, was carried out on that site (Stos-Gale and Gale 1990), but certainly not 
on a large scale in the domestic units. 
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cooking, could have been used in large-scale production of an as yet unspecified 
commodity336. 
Pottery production must have been organised on the basis of specialised workshops 
(the evidence for the storage vessels is discussed in 3.4) for local consumption and 
possibly exports. There does not seem to be any evidence for pottery production 
within the units uncovered so far, and the evidence for the storage of clay in an 
underground chamber in the area of Dexion Pillar Pit 17 is much disputed. The 
manufacture of metal objects is also not directly attested in the units of the settlement. 
Stone vase manufacture does not appear to have been a domestic industrial activity, 
and the discovery of an unfmished marble jar in the House of the Ladies (Warren 
1978) is not sufficient evidence for the opposite337. Basketry could have operated on a 
household level according to need, although due to the nature of the material it is 
doubtful whether any sound evidence for loci of manufacture will ever come forth. We 
should note, however, the high quality of manufacture and the variety of the finished 
vessels, which might point to a distinct degree of specialisation 338. The same 
336 The "hearth" fittings, if they are indeed, could have served the purposes of cooking on a household 
level. The evidence of the charring of the seeds of a sample found in a pot lying on top of an ash layer 
confined between stones perhaps representing a hearth in room 3A of the West House, led Sarpaki (1987, 
211) to believe that the last stage of processing, i. e. cooking might be represented. Note, however, that there 
would be certainly ventilation problems and that "hearths" have not been identified in every single unit. 
Alternatively, cooking could have taken place outdoors (see Thera VII, 20-21, pl. 29b, for a "hearth" east of 
B2, though the evidence is not conclusive) or in specific areas (Maycipda), such as the two structures found 
during the excavation of Pillar Pits 1B and 65. 
337 According to Devetzi (1990,23; 2000) Akrotiri operated as a production unit in stone-working as a 
"total integration industry"; the work force involved would have comprised a distinct group of artisans with 
specialist expertise and experience in both working the stone and handling the special tools; export 
activities are suggested for tripod mortars. However, while local production is uncontested for vessels from 
local materials, there is no conclusive evidence for local production of vessels of imported materials, of a 
high quality in terms of materials and manufacture techniques, unless a workshop or significant evidence, 
such as waste products or imported raw materials, are identified. The "unfinished red marble jar" (Warren 
1978) is an isolated find and cannot be used as evidence for large scale activity. It seems more probable that 
most stone vases were imported either from Crete or even other areas in the eastern Mediterranean (cf. 
Warren 1979), but an important point is made by Devetzi (2000) in the identification of specific 
morphological features on vessels of imported materials, which may imply local manufacture according to 
taste. 
338 Beloyianni (2000) observes that the depictions of baskets in iconography suggest that the vessels were 
carefully made and that they were possibly of specific capacities; they could have been used as measures 
for commodities, as also suggested from Linear B documents. The use of baskets of standardised capacity 
is also suggested for saffron-gathering (Sarpaki 2000). 
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observations might apply also in the cases of furniture manufacture. Evidence is also 
lacking for aromatic substances/perfume/unguents production of a large scale. 
On the other hand, the evidence for weaving activity339 on a scale which could be 
characterised as industrial is overwhelming, at least for the West House. Loomweights 
have been found in groups, fallen from the upper storey, in room 3 of the West House 
(over 450), in room 1 of Sector A (about 200), in room A13 and in room Al. The 
weaving activity took place in fairly large rooms on the first floor, usually by a large 
window. It seems highly possible, and more than that for the West House, that the 
production of textiles was not a simple household activity, aiming to serve domestic 
needs. Tzachili (1990a) argues that the large number of loomweights found in room 3 
of the West House is surprisingly high, given that the room could have accommodated 
4 or 5 looms, for each of which 20-30 weights are needed. She puts forward two 
explanations for the way the textile production was organised: "either... in Akrotiri 
weaving and related activities formed a specialised occupation, conducted therefore by 
a limited number of persons as a full time occupation and the produce then perhaps 
exchanged for other services and goods. Or there was a social arrangement whereby 
many people who did not live in the same house were allowed to utilise the workshop 
facilities for themselves, either for personal consumption or exchange" (Tzachili 
1990a, 385-386). It seems probable that apart from production for household needs, 
the textile manufacture in Akrotiri could have been a large-scale industry, organised 
on household level, the products of which could have been appropriated either 
collectively by the community or privately by independent merchants. Especially in 
339 Weaving seems to have been an activity performed on upper floor areas. Comparable evidence comes 
from BS6, Plateia Building, Pseira, (39 loomweights) (Floyd 1998,206-7), House A, Keos (the floor above 
basement rooms A. 17,18, A. 25-27, Cummer and Schofield 1984,25), Myrtos (EM period, Warren 
1972,53), Zakros (Platon 1971,57,191,281), Villa A, Aghia Triada (80 loomweights) (Watrous 1984, 
126), Knossos: Stratigraphical Museum excavations, North Building (79 loomweights, spherical, vertically 
grooved) (Warren 1980-1,84-85, fig. 42). 64 loomweights of different sizes and shapes have been 
published from LMIA deposits from the Houses by the Akropolis, Knossos (Catling et al. 1979) and 
substantial groups have been reported from the wine-press area at Vathypetro (Marinatos 1952,596-569) 
and Building 4 at Archanes cemetery (Sakellarakis 1974,209). The number of loomweights discovered in 
each of these cases is significantly lower that the number found in the West House. Only the number from 
the Loomweight Basement (400 loomweights, Evans 1921, PM I, 220-224,248-256) is comparable to that 
from the West House. 
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the West House, a "textile workshop" clearly operated, employing perhaps non- 
residents. While the West House has a predominantly "domestic" rather than 
"industrial" character, it could not accommodate on a permanent basis the people 
operating the looms (usually 2 people per loom, Tzachili 1990a, 386); however, if the 
owner of the West House was also the co-ordinator and beneficiary of the textile 
production, it seems probable that he/she could at least ensure the subsistence or the 
"payment" in foodstuffs of the working people. It is also important to note that in 
room 6, first floor, of the same house, twenty-six lead weights were found stored 
together with the conical cups, possibly on shelves (although some are considerably 
heavy). They are considered by Michailidou (1990,416) to be a set of balance weights 
meant for big quantities of commodities, possibly for measuring wool, in association 
with the finds of the adjacent room34o A similar suggestion can be put forward for the 
evidence from Sector A, where similar sets of objects were found. Another relevant 
piece of information is the mention of large quantities of textiles in the Linear A 
tablets found in Al8a, which also provide indirect evidence in support of the weaving 
activity in the settlement (Boulotis 1998)341. Linum usitatissimum, flax, has been 
identified in a sample from Dia, found as crop/contaminant (Sarpaki 1987,157). A 
silk moth cocoon and the suggested identification of cotton flowers on wall paintings 
may be corroborative evidence for textile manufacture and trade (Panagiotakopulu 
2000a, 94), as also the potential use of crushed murex shells (Karali-Yiannakopoulou 
1990) and crocuses342 for the production of fabric dyes. The production of sails has 
been put forward as a main motive for the activity, although we should not exclude 
garments and other kinds of textiles (Tzachili 1990a, 387; 1999). This is an aspect of 
storage of raw material and finished objects, for which we might never be able to 
obtain direct evidence. The homogeneity of the shape of the loomweights (discoid, 
340 Note also that Michailidou (1990,416) does not include the measurement of foodstuffs in the 
commodities she mentions, as Linear B tablets indicate that they were measured by volume. 
" The ligatured ideogram (TELA+SE) was identified on a fragmentary tablet found in A 18a; it is 
interesting to note that on another fragmentary tablet the ideogram for sheep (OVIS, A 306) was identified 
together with a numerical entry (46) (Boulotis 1998,409). The registration of flocks. textiles and the 
evidence for wool processing (weaving) (and possible registration? see Michailidou 1992-1993,18) may 
indicate that all stages of textile production took place on the island (however, we lack conclusive evidence 
for spinning). For the evidence from Linear B tablets for a flourishing wool industry in Crete in the LBA 
see Killen 1964. 
3.12 On a proposed economic importance of crocus gathering for the settlement see Sarpaki 2000. 
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well attested in Crete) and the almost general absence of spindle whorls343 from the 
settlement may point in technological terms to a specific culturally distinct weaving 
technique and to the possibility that spinning was performed elsewhere. Since weaving 
has been considered as being an activity performed by women (Tzachili 1999) the 
place where it is actually carried out could be considered as a gender-specific area 
within a unit. We cannot elaborate on the validity of the assumption, which is mainly 
based on ethnographic parallels and on information from Linear B tablets (Chadwick 
1972,107,116; Ventris and Chadwick 1973,123,156,161,506,548, alakateiai 
"spinners", i-te-ja-o "of weavers"), but in general it seems difficult to identify other 
gender-specific areas in the units in terms of economic activities (cult/ritual activities 
is a different matter). 
Food processing and weaving, at a lesser scale than that attested in the West House, 
are common activities in the other domestic units of the settlement. For Xeste 3, it has 
been stated above that activities of a public/ritual as also of a domestic nature are 
evidenced. The House of the Ladies, however, remains a case that requires further 
consideration in the future in terms of function. The limited subsistence potential, the 
absence of a milling installation, the apparent negative evidence for economic 
activities of domestic mode, the extensive allocation of space for pottery storage and 
the scale and morphology of the building may be features suggestive of a deviation 
from a common pattern of an operating domestic unit as suggested by the West House. 
This is a hardly surprising remark, bearing in mind that the investigation of the 
function of other buildings only partially explored may confirm in the future the 
general impression that we are probably looking at the "elite residential core" of the 
settlement and possibly at "task-oriented" residential units. 
Having presented above an outlook of domestic economic activities, we may draw 
attention to some points as they emerge from selected comparable material, which 
might help us understand better some aspects of domestic economy and use of space at 
343 Tzachili 1990a, 386 notes that the same lack of evidence for spindle whorls occurs also in Middle and 
Late Minoan Crete, as opposed to the situation in Ayia Irini and Phylakopi. 
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Akrotiri. We do not intend to compare collectively the domestic units of Akrotiri and 
their economic systems of activity with domestic units of other settlements; rather we 
consider what the implications of this approach could suggest for our case study. We 
base the discussion on evidence from House A in Keos (published by Cummer and 
Schofield 1984, a domestic unit on a Cycladic island), the Plateia Building on Pseira 
(published by Floyd 1998, a most comprehensive analysis of a domestic unit) and 
selected Neopalatial domestic units in Crete (from the point of domestic subsistence 
economy, as analysed in Christakis 1999a). 
House A in Keos and the Plateia Building in Pseira are considerably larger buildings 
than any of the buildings uncovered so far at Akrotiri. They are designated as single 
multi-storied cohesive units, fully functional during the LBIA period. Both buildings 
were designed to serve a variety of functions and at least House A could have been the 
residence of political authority. Construction techniques, room arrangement and 
organisation, built features and the fords from the individual rooms all potentially 
provide clues to function and information on the internal organisation of activities. In 
House A, the excavators have tried to reconstruct the evidence for Period VI, as it 
seems that the building underwent changes in the use of rooms during Period VII. 
According to this evidence, it seems that the storage function and food 
processing/preparation were served mainly by the basement areas, while on the ground 
floor level were the residential/ceremonial areas, storerooms for pottery and other 
objects, and working areas (weaving, stone-vase manufacture, metal-working). In the 
Plateia Building six functional zones have been identified for the ground floor, based 
on architectural features and circulation patterns (the levels or terraces, inter-room 
communication, the sequence of building and remodelling, doors, steps, stairs, 
benches or shelves, and platforms). Activity clusters have been identified for the first 
floor area, based on the nature of the fords from the collapsed upper storey. Some 
features have been employed in the study of the functions of the building as part of a 
complex symbolic notational system, which reflect the degree of privacy required or 
deemed necessary for the tasks or activities performed (private/personal or 
public/communal). In these terms, the zones appear to have been coherent in their 
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basic characteristic of private versus public, but different activities took place in many 
of the rooms on both the ground floor level and the upper storey (Floyd 1988,230). 
Rooms in the Plateia Building do not appear to have had single functions, and activity 
areas do not appear to have been gender-specific. Cooking and probable food 
preparation activities are attested on the upper floor in the Plateia Building, while there 
is no evidence for large-scale storage facilities. Schofield (1990) suggests for the 
houses at Ayia Irini that domestic and small-scale industrial activities could have gone 
on side by side. The same appears possible, or even probable, for the upper storey over 
rooms BS6, BS8, and BS14 of the Plateia Building. Not only did the Plateia Building 
serve as a residence, but it was also the location for a number of specialised crafts or 
industrial activities that extended beyond the definition of subsistence (Floyd 1988, 
232). 
The zonal system reflects the degree of architectural planning, cultural requirements 
and acceptable locations for various activities, which might be different from modern 
notions. The house form is culturally conditioned (Shaar 1990,173). Comparisons 
between the cases mentioned above and domestic units in Akrotiri show a different 
approach to the satisfaction of similar needs. While it is possible that a building 
similar to House A and the Plateia Building may be uncovered by future excavations 
at Akrotiri, from the present evidence it seems that the units we have examined do not 
accommodate various household industries in the same building, for domestic needs or 
trade. Weaving and food processing are the only exception; for the rest of the 
consumption needs the domestic units at Akrotiri rely on external procurement 
(specialised workshops and imports) and not internal/domestic production. This 
remark also accounts for the limited range of combined activity clusters. The 
functional zonal system in the units is not strict in its definition. A separation of 
private/public sectors is attested in terms of architectural semiotics, either on the same 
floor or on different floor levels (Xeste 3, West House), but there are no 
"wings"/zones in purely architectural terms. 
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To the "consumer" aspect of the economy of the settlement might be related the 
evidence for the subsistence storage capacity evidenced in the examined units. A 
comparison with Neopalatial domestic units in Crete is illustrative. The units 
examined as comparative material are selected for comparative purposes from 
Christakis's study (1999a) on the following criteria: they mostly belong to McEnroe's 
Type 2 (and a few to Type 3) houses, their extent is roughly comparable to the 
Akrotiri domestic units examined and so generally are the sets of activities performed 
within; moreover, they are part of a larger settlement, but not specifically the seat of 
political power nor "villas". The units and their subsistence potential according to 
Christakis 1999a are as follows (subsistence potential is calculated by our method (a) 
as described above): 
The "Casa del Lebete" at Ayia Triada (Type 3,139.5 sq. m., 5 adults for 82 months, 
high level of autarchy). 
House A at Zakros (Type 2,204 sq. m., 5 adults for 29 months, high/moderate level of 
autarchy). 
House B at Zakros (Type 2,264 sq. m., 5 adults for 24 months, moderate/low level of 
autarchy). 
House Aa at Zakros (Type 3,202 sq. m., 5 adults for 11 months, low level of autarchy). 
To Aok6v KT? Ipio (Hogarth's Houses D and E) at Zakros (Type 2,160 sq. m., 5 adults for 
25 months, moderate/low level of autarchy). 
House N at Palaikastro (Type 2,200 sq. m., 5 adults for 18 months, moderate level of 
autarchy). 
Compared to these cases (which, however, should not be taken as representative for all 
Neopalatial domestic units from many aspects), the Akrotiri evidence suggests that the 
West House had a high/moderate level of autarchy, the House of the Ladies a 
moderate/low level and Sector Aa high level of autarchy in subsistence terms (but not 
in any degree of a potential to support the whole community at subsistence crisis 
periods). 
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To summarise, the following points can be made on domestic economy in the Akrotiri 
units: 
a. The domestic units of the settlement enjoyed a reasonably moderate self- 
sufficiency level in terms of subsistence, judging from the storage capacity of the 
vessels found within the buildings. No case can be made for the Xeste buildings 
due to lack of associated evidence (although it appears that for Xeste 3 the 
subsistence potential is low). Neither the storage capacity nor any other kind of 
evidence suggests that there is accumulation of surplus for any other reason than 
subsistence. 
b. The subsistence storage function appears commonly associated with pottery 
storage, both on the ground floor and upper floor levels. We may be able in the 
future to distinguish between differential storage patterns of varied foodstuffs or 
stages of food processing, as we already can in the West House. 
c. Areas in domestic units appear to have been multi-functional in character, with 
sets of activities well integrated into the architectural nexus in general. There is no 
strict zonal system; circulation patterns are effectively regulating access to more 
private/semi-public areas, but there does not seem to have been a severe concern 
for restricting access (Xeste 3 should be considered in different terms due to its 
semi-public function). 
d. There is no sound evidence for the operation of varied household industries within 
the domestic units. Weaving appears to have been a specialised craft, even at the 
level of a "textile workshop" for the West House. No evidence for any kind of 
specialised function/activity exists for the House of the Ladies. 
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5.3 AN ISLAND ECONOMY. LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES. 
In the layout of the general theoretical framework in chapter 2 we emphasised that the 
locational and appropriational aspects of storage strategies reflect aspects of the social 
organisation and the form of the economic process in communities of various degrees 
of complexity. While we do not claim that the study of the function of storage is 
synonymous with economic analysis, it is however an important contribution towards 
the latter. In order to examine how the evidence for storage function at Akrotiri fits 
into the framework described, it is important to emphasise two aspects: first, the 
distinct character of an island community; and second, the interaction/integration of 
the LCI community at Akrotiri with or within polities in the Aegean world. The 
discussion aims to contextualise the interpretation of the evidence within the 
community itself and within the wider setting to which it belongs. 
The limitations of the application of the island biogeography model (MacArthur and 
Wilson 1967) on human island communities (J. Evans 1973; in this seminal paper he 
argued that the islands could be seen as "laboratories for the study of cultural process"; 
for a Mediterranean perspective see Cherry 1981; 1985) have been emphasised in the 
recent works of scholars and the issue constitutes the core of the debate of island 
archaeology nowadays (Cherry 1990; Broodbank 1993; 2000; Patton 1996; Rainbird 
1999 and comments by Broodbank, Terrell, van Dommelen, Irwin and Keegan in the 
same volume). Patton states clearly that "whilst the theory of island biogeography has 
made a considerable contribution to archaeological studies of island populations, it 
cannot account for the full complexity of the factors involved in the human 
colonisation of the islands, and the subsequent development of island societies" 
(Patton 1996,25). The use of individual island studies as the basis for more general 
models of social structure and cultural change is no longer sustainable, as it is widely 
accepted that, while islands owe the insularity attribute to territorial definitions and 
restricted environmental variables, it is the active role of human agency as such, as 
manifested in initiative, social practice and manipulation of the environment and the 
material culture that creates or eliminates "cultural islands" diachronically. For future 
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research, "a comparative, yet contextually sensitive, approach to island societies" may 
prove fruitful, whereby "there is much to be said for the suggestion that isolation often 
results from cultural decisions rather than intrinsic geographical position" (both quotes 
from Broodbank 1999,239 and 238). Such an approach will inevitably examine not 
only the islandscape, but also the wider seascape of which an island and its inhabiting 
communities form part (Broodbank 2000). Interestingly, there is a Braudelian 
perspective in the diachronic aspects of the debate. 
These remarks have a particular relevance to the trajectories through time of the 
southern Aegean islands, from prehistoric times until today. The results of two major 
survey projects, on Melos (Renfrew and Wagstaff 1982) and on northern Keos 
(Cherry, Davis and Mantzourani 1991) have demonstrated how the cultural sequence, 
as detected through the history and patterns of settlement organisation, appears to 
diverge in many ways from generalised "predictive frameworks" for each period (for a 
comparison and discussion see Davis and Cherry 1990; Cherry, Davis and Matzourani 
1991,3-12). For Thera, the study of the Bronze Age settlement patterns has been 
inhibited by the effects of the volcanic eruption (fragmentation and submersion of 
parts of the island, thick layers of volcanic ejecta, see 1.1); however, there is evidence 
for the beginning of the LC period which we discuss below (account of identified sites 
in Sperling 1973 and Davis and Cherry 1990). Islands have defined territorial 
boundaries and certain available natural resources (Cherry 1985 on environmental 
limitations). The frequency and the nature of the interaction with the outside world and 
the strategies of the exploitation of natural resources define the distinct character of the 
island communities at any given time (Broodbank 2000,320-321). Local responses 
and decision-making are most likely to be influenced by and reflect the political and 
economic geography of the wider setting. LCI Akrotiri flourishes in a time of intense 
mobility and constant interplay between polities in the Aegean, with a special 
relationship to the Neopalatial polities of Crete 344 Many studies have concentrated on 
the political geography of Minoan Crete, exploring the character and the extent of 
344 On the nature of the Minoan influence on the Cyclades, and especially on the issue of the economic and 
political control, see Branigan 1981; Schofield 1982; papers in Hägg and Marinatos 1984: Wiener 1990. On 
similar aspects during the late Mycenaean period see Schalin 1993; Polychronakou-Sgouritsa 1988. 
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territories, and the relations of power and productive forces within complex 
administrative systems 345 The political economy appears to have been organised on a 
redistributive basis, with the "palaces" being the administrative centres for the 
accumulation and mobilisation of the agricultural output of respective territories. 
Dependency patterns between "palaces"-"polities" is difficult to detect (the current 
research extends over a large spectrum of material correlates), but it seems that the 
Knossos polity must have been prominent (Warren 1984; Wiener 1991). It is a fact 
that the influence of the Cretan polities on material culture and possibly also ideology 
and religion was strong all over the Aegean area (Wiener 1990). 
The recent detailed study of K. Christakis (1999a) on the Neopalatial domestic 
subsistence economy illustrated how an approach to storage function can elucidate 
aspects of economy related to socio-political organisation (with emphasis on the issue 
of the power relations of the "palaces" and the villas, especially in the LMIB period). 
We use the evidence from our case study to investigate economic aspects and power 
relations on an intra-island/intra-community level and on the wider level of interacting 
polities. 
From the existing evidence, it appears that Akrotiri was the major settlement on Thera 
during the MBA and LBA periods, with small-sized sites dispersed all over the pre- 
eruption island (see 1.1)346 A different pattern of single nucleated settlements is 
observed on Melos and Keos during the same periods (Cherry 1979; 1986; Barber 
1987,145-146; Cherry et al. 1991,217-232; Wagstaff and Cherry 1982a, 139), but the 
trajectories in the islands' settlement history resulting in the same effect may have 
been significantly different (Cherry et al. 1991,4-5347. Whatever the reasons may be, 
aas Driessen and MacGillivray 1989; Warren 2001; Warren forthcoming (a) and (b); Schoep 1999; Driessen 
and MacDonald 1997; Driessen 1997; 2001; Cadogan 1994; Rethemiotakes 1999. 
346 A similar settlement pattern may be attested also for Trianda on Rhodes in LMIA (Marketou 1988,32). 
347 The pattern of nucleated settlements in the Cycladic islands (not attested in the same degree on all 
islands) during the MBA and the LBA has been variously interpreted: the need to keep control of traffic 
and extract dues at certain fixed points (ports of call) (Schofield 1982,19); the parading of piracy (Renfrew 
1972,262-4); population aggregation for security and administrative reasons, related to the integration into 
the Minoan cultural and economical sphere of influence (Cherry 1979; Renfrew and Wagstaff 1982); in 
Melos, aggregation is suggested to have freed fields for extensive sheep-rearing to provide wool as an 
exchange commodity (Gamble 1979,132). It is most probable that more than one factors operate, and 
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external or internal, for the change in the settlement patterns, the shift towards the 
apparent primacy of a single community in the three islands from the beginning of the 
MBA reflects transformations in societal group relations and subsistence strategies 
(Cherry 1979; Broodbank 2000,336-349). The evidence for differential subsistence 
storage strategies in MBA and LBA Akrotiri, as identified by Sarpaki 1987, could be 
indicative of the structure of the exploitation of the island's internal resources and the 
hierarchical scale and dependency relations between the sites. The community of 
MBA Akrotiri, as a producer site itself, would have been more directly involved in 
land use and agricultural production, at a scale more or less similar to other sites, 
depending on population levels and needs at each site. By the beginning of LBA, 
domestic units at Akrotiri store staple products at a secondary and tertiary stage of 
process. The products enter the settlement after being primarily processed elsewhere, 
indicating a consumers' attitude in subsistence procurement. The urban character of 
the settlement, especially the lack of large open spaces where crop processing at a 
primary stage could be performed, also supports this evidence (note, however, that 
implements such as the clay wine press suggest that wine or possibly also olive oil 
production was carried out within the settlement, on an apparently small scale). The 
transformation of MBA Akrotiri into a prosperous settlement as indicated by the 
material culture in the LCI could reflect changes in power relations on an intra-island 
level and control over production means and strategies, with implications for the 
exploitation of production. At this stage, Akrotiri could have appropriated the 
production potential of the island, by integrating a system of small-sized sites and 
farmsteads into a mechanism for the subsistence support of its increased population, 
who were not directly involved in cultivation and animal husbandry348. Land 
ownership patterns are difficult to speculate on (see Sarpaki 1990 for an interesting 
discussion on fields' size and varied crop production). Sites such as the Alaphouzos 
quarries in modern Therasia and Ftellos (Doumas 1973) are distinct in character to 
different ones for each island. The most comprehensive discussion is in Broodbank 2000,320ff.; he 
examines models of change in the late third-millennium in the Cyclades, the effects of some of which may 
have led to settlement nucleation; these are large-scale models (external invasion/defensive responses, 
world-systemic disruption, degradation of land, a sudden climatic change towards aridity, a wave of 
epidemic). internal models (population growth, internal competition/conflict) and a maritime/insular model 
associated with innovations in seafaring and its effects on island life. 
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judge from material culture correlates, and indicate site hierarchy attributes and 
differential degrees of affiliation with Akrotiri349 (see also discussion in Davis and 
Cherry 1990). Future research and investigation of other sites on Thera are needed to 
prove the validity and the extent of these preliminary remarks 350 
On an infra-community level, storage patterns and the subsistence storage capacity of 
the domestic units allow for some interpretation. Centralised/community storage is not 
attested by the evidence so far. This could perhaps have been anticipated, given that 
from an environmental point of view agricultural intensification is much inhibited on 
small islands (Renfrew 1982). From a political aspect, we lack the administrative 
correlates which would indicate a redistributive form of allocation. Subsistence 
storage appears to be a function organised on household level. In comparative terms, 
the subsistence storage potential is not analogous to the size of the domestic units 
examined and by inference to the number of people they could have housed. This fact 
appears to be more related to the individual household needs in association with the 
functions performed within each unit, rather than a possible incapability of the 
inhabitants to procure foodstuff commodities in larger quantities. In these terms, the 
West House household would require a higher subsistence potential to support or to 
reward the people engaged in large scale weaving activity. The large subsistence 
potential of Sector A would be better approached through the dependency option we 
have suggested, for the nature of which, however, we do not have adequate evidence at 
present. Xeste 3, Xeste 4 and other buildings of similar character would require only a 
low subsistence potential to support a resident "institutional household" of limited 
348 On the evidence of animal bones see Gamble 1979, Trantalidou 1990. 
; 49 Hood (1990), Cadogan (1990), Wiener (1990) and Davis and Cherry 1990 imply that the relation of 
Akrotiri to the other sites on Thera may suggest a parallel to the political and economic organisation of 
Neopalatial Cretan palaces and their hinterlands; however, as Broodbank (2000,326-327) remarks, it would 
be a mistake, given the modest size of the Cycladic islands, to regard such combinations of settlements and 
their hinterlands as comparable to the palatial states of contemporary Crete, with emphasis on the aspect 
that identical models of political structure cannot be used for both cases. Doumas (in discussion notes in 
Davis and Cherry 1990 emphasises that the nature of the identified sites on Thera needs further 
investigation. 
350 Accordingly for Melos, Wagstaff and Cherry (1982b) discuss the effects of scale change on Melian 
settlement systems and the "central place" model of settlement hierarchy and nucleation (see fig. 19.2) but 
explicity emphasise that we cannot be certain of the precise range of functions served by each of the 
settlements identified on the island, and thus of the functional relationships between them (ibid., 250). 
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number or intermittent use. A future study of the House of the Ladies may clarify the 
nature of the activities and the function of the building, which are not yet clear. The 
variety of storage vessel types attested in most buildings suggests diversity in 
foodstuffs stored; it also implies equal opportunities of acquisition of both vessels of 
different types and varieties of foodstuffs; this aspect is related to the possibility of 
differential procurement and consumption of "elite" foodstuffs, which we tend to 
reject for the domestic units of the settlement. Storage of surplus of agricultural 
production is not attested in the strict sense; the quantity of the foodstuffs stored points 
to a concern for achieving a moderate, and occasionally high, degree of subsistence 
self-sufficiency, rather for the accumulation of surplus production with a view to 
mobilisation/exchange. It is possible that Akrotiri does not necessarily achieve 
subsistence autarchy by drawing exclusively from the local resources; nevertheless, 
the community is in the position to acquire and maintain the required degree of 
subsistence. The island's staple production could have been supplemented by imports, 
both in terms of quantity and of quality. This aspect of exchange for the provision of 
foodstuffs (and also for other commodities) is again emphasising the consumer aspect 
of the community; moreover, it may be related to the apparent lack of concern for 
surplus storage of subsistence commodities, in the sense that the advanced seafaring 
technology of the Therans and the integration in a broad exchange network, both well 
attested by material correlates, implies expanded possibilities of subsistence strategies 
(bulk imports of staples by sea at almost any time in case of subsistence failure or 
increased demand) (cf. Broodbank 2000,346-7, on the significance of increased cargo 
capacity achieved by the introduction of deep-hulled sailing ships in early MBA). It is 
more difficult to speculate on the mechanisms of food acquisition. While a form of 
exchange or direct dependencies/ownership of land and animal herds from individual 
households could be operating on the intra-island level, acquisition of imported 
foodstuffs could have been organised on a wider basis involving a community 
regulating system and the people who travelled abroad. This consideration brings us to 
the aspect of external contacts and their role in local economy. 
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Imported commodities at Akrotiri comprise a wide range of objects, some of exotic 
materials. Pottery is imported from Crete, the Mainland and the Aegean islands, while 
most of the other categories (stone, metal, faience, ostrich eggs, ivory) appear to have 
been imported as finished objects either from Crete, or directly from Near Eastern sites 
(Warren 1979). The patterns of storage of objects of the latter categories in the 
settlement and the interpretative limitations have been considered in 4.7. We cannot 
here discuss issues related to elite competition within the settlement based on this 
evidence; we tend to think that acquisition and conspicuous use of prestige objects, 
considered together with other manifestations of material culture of high 
quality/expertise, was generally affordable at various degrees by wide population 
segments within the community. In economic terms, these items appear to be ending at 
the settlement for their aesthetic value through the "prestige chain" of exchange, rather 
than being directly involved in commercial trade or any form of "wealth finance" 
system. Pottery appears to have followed more regulated paths of exchange. 
The prosperity of the settlement is clearly linked to an external economic orientation 
and the responses and strategies of this island community lay within a broader system 
of interactions in the Aegean. The Neopalatial polities in Crete, and possibly more 
significantly Knossos, appear to be the prime movers of this integrative economic 
system. However, while the cultural and probably religious Minoan influence at 
Akrotiri is strong, there is no evidence so far for direct political control. On the 
economic spectrum, the link of Akrotiri to Crete and other areas does not depend on 
the site's craft specialisation or mass production of particular commodities for export, 
as could be the case for Ayia Irini (Cummer and Schofield 1984,140-146; Schofield 
1990; Watrous 1993). The research on the identification and exploitation of metal ores 
on the island has provided only preliminary results (Bassiakos, Kilikoglou, Vassilaki- 
Grimani and Grimanis 1990)35 1 There is not much evidence for local craftsmanship in 
considerable quantities, pottery excluded, in terms of raw material and waste products, 
3sß Based on their research on lead/silver ores in the Cyclades, Stos-Gale and Gale (1990) suggest that these 
ores were not exploited and that the evidence from litharge found at Akrotiri points to the island's 
involvement in a certain amount of processing of raw materials (from Lavrion) into desirable objects of 




and workshops have not been found yet. Weaving was certainly an important activity 
in the West House, but it is not attested at the same scale in other units, and therefore it 
does not appear to regulate the economic life. The balance weights, the standardised 
properties of ceramic categories (among which storage and transfer vessels) and the 
limited information from Linear A tablets for commodities certainly reflect active 
participation in a broader regulated exchange network. 
Through the study of the storage function we have demonstrated that the Akrotiri 
community is capable of maintaining a substantial degree of self-sufficiency as 
indicated in the domestic units we examined. The subsistence potential of the island 
resources would have covered the needs of the community, which, however, also had 
the means to supplement the demand by imports. We tend to favour as a main resource 
for the prosperity of the settlement the involvement of the inhabitants in long-distance 
trade and the use of the harbour(s) of the island as port(s) of call (with reservations on 
the exclusivity of the Western String model as proposed by Davis 1979, see also 
Schofield 1982352), based on indirect evidence and arguments ex silentio for the small 
scale of other economic activities, some of which were briefly presented above. 
Moreover, the crucial geographical position of Thera, on the crossroads between the 
western coast of Anatolia, Crete, Cyprus and mainland Greece may have given Thera a 
prominent position in the development of the metal trade between the eastern and 
western Aegean (Stos-Gale and Gale 1990, Wiener 1990). 
352 Schofield (1982) makes the following comments: the directional exchange model suggested by Davis 
1979 on the relationship of Kea, Melos and Thera with Crete refers to a "special" but by no means "unique" 
network by which Cretan ideas and commodities travelled abroad; there are no archaeological grounds to 
assume that any of the islands was commercially pre-eminent; the islanders were involved in transit trade 
and the island sites served as ports of call, possibly deriving a substantial income by imposition of dues; 





CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
The study of the storage function at LCI Akrotiri has concentrated on the examination 
and first presentation of a large corpus of storage vessels and their contents, on the 
form and contents of storage areas and fittings and on the investigation of storage 
patterns within the domestic units of the settlement. Emphasis was put on the use of 
space and the subsistence potential of the units, in order to gain insights into the form 
of the domestic economy of this island community. 
Storage vessels of different morphological and functional qualities are the basic 
storage units in the settlement of Akrotiri, and indeed the only storage units in terms of 
material subsistence storage. Vessels of perishable materials (baskets, wooden 
containers, cloth/leather/linen sacks) were identified during excavation, and some of 
them also contained foodstuffs occasionally. The study of the organic contents of 
storage vessels has resulted in valuable information on the kind of foodstuffs, the 
stages of processing and distribution patterns within the same building and 
comparatively within distinct units in the settlement. A kind of "label", assigned to 
particular vessels by their makers, and the mechanical/morphological characteristics of 
vessels types suggest the potential suitability of a vessel for long- or short-term storage 
of a particular type of contents, solid or liquid, although they do not necessarily 
determine the type of contents or exclusivity in its long-term use. Apart from 
subsistence commodities, the storage vessels were used as containers or transfer 
vessels for other objects, such as smaller vessels and baskets. The Theran storage 
vessels are both locally made products and imported specimens. The influence of the 
MC tradition and of Minoan features on the local production is strong. Local Cycladic 
and Minoan morphological features co-exist on the same vessel in different ways, 
indicating a selective adoption and adaptation of foreign features rather that exact 
imitation. Imported storage vessels may have ended at the site functioning as 
containers for commodities or occasionally as objects per se, because of an assigned 
value, related to quality, prestige, ritual or other attributes. The imported specimens do 
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not seem to fill any gaps in the market, in terms of functional qualities; a dynamic 
local industry, involving more than one distinct workshop, appears to have been well 
organised in order to produce the required output. A considerable number of 
specimens originates from areas other than Crete, possibly other islands and the 
Mainland. Based on the different forms and proposed provenances for the imported 
storage vessels, as well as for other functional categories of pottery, Akrotiri is 
evidently an "international" destination for objects, ideas, technologies and people, at 
least at the beginning of the LBA period. The variety of the forms which comprise 
storage vessel groups found in Houses/Sectors of the site is definitely significant and 
indicative of the status of an affluent society, with increased and diversified needs for 
storage facilities for foodstuffs and other objects. 
A community storeroom has not been identified so far at Akrotiri. The storage 
function operates at the household level, accommodated in rooms (ground floor and 
upper floor areas) and built fittings/structures (benches with built-in pithoi, cupboards, 
niches, repositories, shelves). A brief comparison with storage facilities used in 
contemporary sites in the Aegean and especially Minoan Crete emphasises the absence 
at Akrotiri of a consistent architectural form of storage areas, with specific features in 
the planning and the layout. Storage arrangements inside the buildings may have been 
affected by the need to protect items during the "final repair phase" of activities in the 
settlement prior to the volcanic eruption. Subsistence storage is usually associated with 
other functions, mainly storage of pottery and food processing activities. There is only 
one ground floor room (B 1) which has served exclusively as storeroom of subsistence 
commodities. Pottery storerooms, found in ground floor and upper floor areas, contain 
various vessels, occasionally stored in groups of the same kind. The ground floor area 
of B2 is a unique case where pottery of a specific function is stored en masse (cooking 
pots). There appears to be a tendency to store fineware in upper floor areas; 
repositories and cupboards were used for the storage of pottery, usually fineware, in 
close proximity to living/ceremonial areas. Shelves and niches also accommodated the 
fineware. Loomweights were probably piled on the floor of the areas where weaving 
was practised, normally on the first floor of the buildings. Lead weights, when in 
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quantity, could have been stored on shelves. There is no primary evidence for the 
storage patterns of items of various materials (stone, metal, ivory, faience), which are 
rarely found in considerable quantities. Raw materials stored in quantities have not 
been found. 
Patterns of storage have been examined specifically in relation to their spatial context 
and activity systems within residential units. Areas in residential units appear to have 
been multi-functional in character, with sets of activities well integrated into the 
architectural nexus in general. There is no strict functional zonal system; circulation 
patterns emphasise the character of more private/semi-public areas, but there does not 
seem to have been a strict concern for restricting access. There is no sound evidence 
for the operation of varied household industries within the domestic units. Weaving 
appears to have been a specialised craft, even at the level of a "textile workshop" for 
the West House. No evidence for any kind of specialised function/activity exists for 
the House of the Ladies. The Xeste buildings should be considered in different terms 
from the domestic production and subsistence modes; at the present stage the data are 
insufficient for their functional interpretation. 
The strongest impression given by the buildings excavated so far is, despite the 
common factor of storage arrangements, their marked individuality and difference 
from each other overall. This suggests that, while storage remains basic, explanation 
of each individual building's purpose(s) and function(s) still eludes us. That does not, 
however, preclude us from taking our final view that the residential units of the 
settlement enjoyed a reasonably moderate self-sufficiency level in terms of 
subsistence, judging from the storage capacity of the vessels found within the 
buildings. There is no evidence for bulk storage of surplus at a scale which would 
provide relief in case of harvest failure. The subsistence potential of the land appears 
to have been enough to satisfy local needs (with an estimated population, for the 
excavated area, of about 300-450 people); however, the provision of commodities 
could have depended both on local resources and imports. The outward economic 
orientation of the community accounts for the prosperity of the settlement, rather than 
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adherence to a strict domestic mode of production. The nature of the external contacts 
and economic interaction of Akrotiri with polities in Crete and other areas does not 
depend on the site's craft specialisation or mass production of particular commodities 
for export, as could be the case for Ayia Irini. From the present indirect evidence and 
arguments ex silentio for the small scale of other economic activities, it seems that the 
involvement of the community in long-distance trade activities and the strategic 
position of the island in the southern Aegean constitute the main factors for the active 
role Akrotiri played in the exchange network at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. 
Storage was largely limited to the internal, subsistence operation of the community. 
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